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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

 Throughout this dissertation I have chosen to adopt a system of transliteration based on 

the Kannada language and script since it has been the primary source language through which I 

conducted my research. This leads to a few alterations in Sanskrit words with which the reader 

might be more familiar.  

Changes in words from Sanskrit to Kannada 

 Rule     Sanskrit  Kannada  

Feminine final ī  i   Cāmuṇḍī  Cāmuṇḍi 

Feminine final ā  e *   pūjā   pūje 

l  ḷ (occasional)   Kālī   Kāḷi 

ḍ  ṭ (rare)    maṇḍapa  maṇṭapa 

ṭh  ṭ (rare)    Marāṭḥā  Marāṭe 

Changes in transliteration of Sanskrit letters 

o  ō     yoga   yōga 

e  ē     deva   dēva 

Letters in Kannada but not Sanskrit (with roman transliteration) 

 retroflex l (ḷ)    short e (e)  

 short o (o)         

* not adopted 

In general discussion, I adopt the Kannada spelling of words instead of their Sanskrit equivalents 

and given the great spelling variation from source to source, I have chosen to adopt spellings 

contained in the 19th century encyclopedic court history Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi as my 

standard. However, I have chosen not adopt the Kannada alteration of the Sanskrit final ā 
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because the change is so drastic that it might distract some readers (e.g. Sīte=Sītā; 

grāmadēvate=grāmadēvatā; and Marāṭe=Marāṭā). Additionally, when I directly address Sanskrit 

sources I will adopt the text’s Sanskrit spelling (e.g. Dēvīmahātmya and Cāmuṇḍā). Lastly, I 

have chosen to use the common English names for many of the places that I discuss because of 

their ubiquitous presence in both English sources and in modern spoken Kannada (e.g. 

Maisūru=Mysore and Bengaḷūru=Bangalore). 
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This dissertation explores the ways that the court of the medieval South Indian kingdom 

of Mysore fashioned their rulers, the Woḍeyar kings, in genealogies and origin stories. Central to 

this process was the relationship between the Woḍeyars and their tutelary deity Cāmuṇḍēśvari. I 

examine the genealogical material of the Mysore court chronologically from the dynasty’s 

inception to the early modern period that reveals several developments in which the goddess of 

Mysore evolved from grāmadēvatā to the fierce goddess Cāmuṇḍi to the Purāṇic slayer of the 

buffalo demon to Mahādēvi, Mother of the Universe. I show that the ways the goddess was 

imagined reflected the emergence of the Woḍeyar kingdom through several stages of political 

significance: local, regional, imperial, and incorporeal.  

I argue that fashioning kingship in Mysore was part of a larger paradigm in which the 

nature of kingship was fashioned in medieval South India that transcended communal divides. 

Goddess devotion was central to the process as an alliance with a fierce local goddess located 

upstart kings and kingdoms within significant space by connecting them to local sites of power 

and assuring the goddess’s aid on the battlefield. The goddess-king alliance was central to the 
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construction of kingship and was ubiquitously incorporated into the origin stories of late 

medieval kingdoms in southern Karnataka. 

Lastly, this dissertation explores the changing notion of kingship during the early modern 

period during Ṭīpū Sultān’s Mysore Sultanate and the restoration of Woḍeyar dynasty under 

Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III. I argue that the courts of both rulers continued operating under the 

medieval paradigms of kingship but were forced to update their approach in light of the 

overwhelming foreign military force and lack of administrative power, respectively. In each 

case, goddess devotion remained a central component of the king’s identity and the primary 

means through which they attempted to overcome their enemies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
In September 2013, two weeks before the commencement of the ten-day celebration of 

Dasara, I was granted an audience with the now late Mahārāja of Mysore. Since I had been 

working with his staff in the Mysore Palace archives, he was eager to hear about my project, and 

I was excited to share my work with the “scion” of the Woḍeyar family, the royal family whose 

history has consumed so much of my time and thoughts for the past few years. The Mahārāja 

was widely considered a man of learning and progressive thought; so I presented him several 

articles I had written in which I examine the history of Woḍeyars’ relationship with their tutelary 

deity Cāmuṇḍēśvari.1 The Mahārāja preceded to read them in front of me giving line by line 

critiques mixed with his personal opinions about my theses. At one point, however, he became 

noticeably perturbed by my statement that Cāmuṇḍēśvari had been re-invented from local 

guardian deity to the Purāṇic slayer of the buffalo demon during the 17th century. This prompted 

an extended monologue from the Mahārāja on both the nature of his lineage and their tutelary 

goddess. He chided me about my assumption that the Goddess could undergo a transformation 

saying: “She is ādiśakti (primordial Goddess). How can she be ‘re-invented?’ She is forever the 

same.”  

He continued to correct my understanding of the goddess for the rest of our three-and-a-

half-hour meeting, peppering in invaluable insights into his personal practice. Then he concluded 

by suggesting that I stop looking in “local texts” (i.e. Kannada sources) and remarking that if I 

really wanted to understand the relationship between the Goddess and kings in India I should 

                                                 
1 Caleb Simmons, “The Goddess on the Hill: The (Re)invention of a local goddess as Cāmuṇḍī.” in  Inventing and 

Reinventing the Local Goddess ed Sree Padma (New York: Lexington Books, 2014) and “The goddess and 

Vaiṣṇavism in Search for Regional Supremacy: Woḍeyar Devotional Traditions during the Reign of Rāja Woḍeyar 

(1578-1617 CE).” Indian History, I, no. 1 (Spring 2014): 27-46. 
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read The Annals and Antiques of Rajasthan: a 19th century book about the history of the kings of 

Rajasthan (over 1,500 kms away) written by James Tod, an administrator in the British East 

India Company. 

While his reaction to the material was not that surprising, the corrective measures that he 

prescribed caught me completely off-guard. I had expected the Mahārāja to embrace my use of 

Kannada and Sanskrit sources, especially since Kannada was the language of the Mysore court 

and his mother tongue. Instead he suggested that I read a British account of the Goddess and 

Indian kingship that describes practices very far away from his family’s domain. Upon 

reflection, however, the late Mahārāja’s response should not have surprised me. Instead, his 

rejoinder demonstrated the effectiveness of over four centuries of Mysore courtly productions 

that fashioned the Woḍeyar lineage and their goddess through the dynasty’s various historical 

stages: chieftains, kings, emperors, and princes. This program had been so effective that it even 

became part of Britain’s re-writing of Indian history and religion in books—such as the one 

recommended to me by the Mahārāja—that perpetuated a single perspective on kingship and 

goddess devotion. The response of the Woḍeyar scion only solidified in my mind the importance 

of my project and the understudied local sources, as they can help us to understand the novel 

ways that medieval courts fashioned their rulers and their deities throughout the history of South 

Indian politics. 

1.1 The Goddess 

The Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple is located on top of Cāmuṇḍi hill a few kilometers from the 

center of the “Royal City” of Mysore. This temple is one of the most popular pilgrimage and 

tourist destinations in Karnataka and as a sign on the road up the hill boasts “one of the 18 most 
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holy sites in South India.”2 On top of the hill the rather quaint temple with large seven-tiered 

gōpura shares its position as the highest point in the area with the Woḍeyar Rām Vilās palace 

and the city’s Doordarshan tower. The village that surrounds the temple is equally charming. It is 

populated by no more than a few hundred people and has for the most part resisted commercial 

interests and state-funded construction.3 The relatively simple site completely masks the 

importance that this temple played in the development of the Woḍeyar dynasty and the kingdom 

of Mysore and the coterminous development of the goddess. 

1.1.1 Scholarship on the goddess 

Since the colonial period the ubiquitous presence of goddesses and goddess devotional 

and ritual practice has captured the attention of Indologists, anthropologists, and historians of 

religion. The earliest monographs that focused entirely on the goddess traditions of India—John 

Woodfroffe’s 1918 Shakti and Shākta and Ernest Payne’s 1933 The Saktas—set the tone for 

goddess studies in India and focused on the development of goddess traditions as a diverse but 

unified tradition.4 In Shakti and Shākta, Woodroffe examined a range of textual materials, 

including tantras and philosophical treatises, in order to explicate the philosophical 

underpinnings of the tradition as it related to brāhmaṇic philosophy. The scholarly emphasis on 

the philosophical unity of the Goddess tradition has continued in the study of South Asian 

goddesses, including Tracy Pintchman’s The Rise of the Goddess in the Hindu Tradition that 

focuses on a linear development of the tradition as a singular entity. The focus on philosophical 

                                                 
2 I am still unclear on their ranking system or the other 17 sites. 

3 There are regular debates about proposed projects aimed at the betterment of the hill that are met with extreme 

backlash from Mysore’s population. In 2012-2014 while I have been living in Mysore three major controversial 

proposals arose and were squashed: a shopping mall; a bus terminal, which was started before the population was 

notified and due to backlash abandoned halfway; and a canopy covering the 1,000 steps by which devotees can 

climb the hill. 

4 John Woodroffe, Shakti and Shākta (Leeds: Celephaïs Press, 2009); Ernest Payne, The Śāktas: An Introductory 

and Comparative Study (New York: Courier Dover Publications, 2013). 
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unity has also framed many of the works that take a textual-historical approach to the tradition, 

such as C. Mackenzie Brown’s The Triumph of the Goddess and Thomas Coburn’s Devī 

Māhātmya: The Crystallization of the Goddess Tradition. Payne, on the other hand, sought to 

survey the history of the tradition to show its pre-brāhmaṇic roots and its subsequent 

development through devotion, ritual, and philosophy in India. Of the similar surveys that have 

followed Payne’s approach, N. N. Bhattacharya’s 1974 History of Śākta Religion has perhaps 

been the most influential.5 

These studies gave rise to a second generation of scholars of Indian goddess traditions 

that focused on individual goddesses and texts. The works on individual goddesses often 

consisted of edited volumes or monographs that sought to introduce a variety of goddesses that 

manifest as part of the Great Goddess tradition.6 Other collections and surveys have since looked 

more deeply into the tradition, presenting a variety of contextualized goddess practices and texts 

and how they fit into the tradition as a whole.7 In addition to shorter essays within collections or 

cursory surveys, a variety of full-length studies of individual goddesses or distinct groups of 

goddesses and texts have developed our understanding of goddesses and their historical, local, 

and regional significance.8 Additionally, scholarship on goddesses and power has also been put 

                                                 
5 Narendra Nath Bhattacharyya, History of the Śākta Religion (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, 

1974). 

6 David R. Kinsley, Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Tradition (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1986); John Stratton Hawley and Donna Marie Wulff, Devī: Goddesses of India 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996); Vidya Dehejia and Thomas B. Coburn, Devi: The Great Goddess: 

Female Divinity in South Asian art (Washington, D.C.: Published by the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian 

Institution in association with Mapin Publishing, Ahmedabad and Prestel Verlag, Munich, 1999). 

7 Tracy Pintchman, Seeking Mahādevī: Constructing the Identities of the Hindu Great Goddess (Albany: State 

University of New York Press, 2001); Cynthia Ann Humes and Rachel Fell McDermott, Breaking Boundaries with 

the Goddesss: New Directions in the Study of Śāktism (New Delhi: Manohar, 2009); Jeffrey J. Kripal and Rachel 

Fell McDermott, Encountering Kali; In the Margins, at the Center, in the West (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 2003); Lynn Foulston and Stuart Abbott, Hindu Goddesses: Beliefs and Practices (Sussex, UK: Sussex 

Academic Press, 2009). 

8 Kathleen M. Erndl, Victory to the Mother : The Hindu Goddess of Northwest India in Myth, Ritual, and Symbol 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Cynthia Ann Humes, “Text and Temple of the Great Goddess: Devī-
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into conversation with feminist theory and the feminist spirituality movement and explored the 

relationship between goddesses and the lives of devotees.9  

What unites many of these studies is their phenomenological approach that focuses on a 

goddess and the Goddess tradition as the object for study. These studies have been critical for 

our understanding of the development and multiple manifestations of goddesses in South India. I 

see this dissertation, however, as the next step in that conversation: one that goes beyond 

explorations of the nature of the Goddess, goddesses, and their attendant traditions but 

investigates how they were used in the construction of meaning outside the ritual, philosophical, 

and devotional literary contexts. Like the work of Rachel Fell McDermott and Kunal 

Chakrabarty, I will attempt to show how a goddess tradition in a particular region developed 

along with social and political changes and in conversation with kings, courts, and other 

influential entities and institutions.10 Building from these studies, I demonstrate that the 

                                                 
Māhātmya and the Vindhyācal Temple of Mirzapur.” (PhD. diss., University of Iowa, 1990); David R. Kinsley, 

Tantric Visions of the Divine Feminine: The Ten Mahāvidyās (Berkeley: University of California Press,1997); 

Thomas B. Coburn. Encountering the Goddess: A Translation of the Devīmāhātmya and a Study of its Interpretation 

(Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 1991); C. Mackenzie Brown, The Triumph of the Goddess: The 

Canonical Models of Theological Visions of the Devī-Bhāgāvata Purāṇa (Albany, NY: State University of New 

York Press, 1990); R. Mahalakshmi, The Making of the Goddess: Korravai-Durga in the Tamil Traditions (New 

Delhi: Penguin Books, 2011); Sree Padma, Vicissitudes of the Goddess: Reconstructions of the Gramadevata in 

India’s Religious Traditions (New York: Oxford University Press); Rachel Fell McDermott, Mother of My Heart, 

Daughter of My Dreams: Kali and Uma in Devotional Poetry of Bengal (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2001); and June McDaniel, Offering Flowers, Feeding Skulls: Popular Goddess Worship in West Bengal (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 

9 Alf Hiltebeitel and Kathleen M. Erndl, Is the Goddess a Feminist? The Politics of South Asian Goddessess (New 

York: New York University Press, 2000); Heidi Rika Maria Pauwels, The Goddess as Role Model : Sītā and Rādhā 

in Scripture and on Screen (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008); Kathleen M. Erndl, “The Goddess and 

Women’s Power: A Hindu Case Study” in ed Karen King Women and Goddess Traditions in Antiquity and Today 

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997), 17-35; Nancy Falk, “Shakti Ascending: Hindu Women, Politics, and Religious 

Leadership During the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.” in ed Robert D. Baird Religion in Modern India (New 

Delhi: Manohar, 1995), 298-334; and Madhu Kishwar, “Yes to Sita, No to Ram!: The Continuing Popularity of Sita 

in India” in Off the Beaten Track: Rethinking Gender Justice for Indian Women (New Delhi: Oxford India 

Paperbacks, 1999). 

10 Similar to Rachel Fell McDermott’s approach in Revelry, Rivalry, and Longing for the Goddesses of Bengal (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 2013) or Kunal Chakrabarty’s fourth chapter in Religious Process: The Purāṇas 

and the Making of a Regional Tradition (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
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malleable nature of the goddess—who can be both fierce and benign, pure and polluting, 

peripheral and royal, āgamic and non-āgamic—made goddesses ideal deities for emergent 

kingdoms in medieval South India. I am not the first to notice this. Many works that have dealt 

with imperial formation have alluded to the importance of goddess traditions for aspiring 

chieftains and rulers on the periphery of the imperium.11 But to my knowledge, this dissertation 

is the first full study of the devotional patterns of one kingdom in which the function of a 

goddess is the central object of study. Following the trajectory of previous goddess studies, I too 

will begin with a discussion of the nature and historical development of Cāmuṇḍi to ground the 

following study. 

1.1.2 Cāmuṇḍā, Cāmuṇḍī/i, and Cāmuṇḍēśvarī/i 

Unlike many of the other manifestations of the Great Goddess (Mahādēvī), which are 

found in the Dēvīmāhātmya [DM] (6th-7th c. CE), there are no extant historical or literary records 

of the goddess Cāmuṇḍī or Cāmuṇḍā before the reference found in the text’s seventh chapter. 12 

The absence of references to this deity in any texts or historical documents (manuscripts, 

epigraphy, etc.) prior to the DM has led some scholars to conjecture that Cāmuṇḍī is most likely 

a non-Sanskritic deity that had been inserted into the text, presumably in order to adopt a popular 

practice into the burgeoning Goddess tradition (what will become known as the Śākta 

                                                 
11 Alexis Sanderson, “The Śaiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Śaivism During the Early Medieval Period” in 

Genesis and Development of Tantrism, ed. Shingo Einoo (Tokyo: Institute of Oriental Culture University of Tokyo, 

2009), 41-350; Hermann Kulke, Kings and Cults: State Formation and legitimization in India and Southeast Asia 

(New Delhi: Manohar Publishers, 1993); Norbert Peabody, Hindu Kingship and Polity in Precolonial India. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003); Philip B. Wagoner, “From 'Pampa's Crossing' to 'The Place of 

Virupaksha': architecture, cult and patronage at Hampi before the founding of Vijayanagara,” in Vijayanagara: 

Progress of Research 1988-1991, ed. D. V. Devaraj and C. S. Patil (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and 

Museums, 1996), 141-74; and Noboru Karashima, South Indian Society in Transition: Ancient to Medieval (New 

Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2010). 

12 The Dēvīmāhātmya or “Glorification of the Goddess” is a thirteen-chapter text that is part of the larger 

Mārkaṇḍēya Purāṇa and is the first extant text that attempted to systematize a broader Goddess tradition. For more 

see below. 
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tradition).13 However, due to the lack of historical data, this presumption is difficult—if not 

impossible—to substantiate; therefore, we can only begin formulating a picture of the deity from 

the sixth century forward.  

Let us begin with the narrative found in the third episode of the DM in which Cāmuṇḍā is 

first named.14 Like the previous episodes, the gods (dēvas) have been overtaken by demons 

(Śumbha and Niśumbha), who had stolen their portion of the Vedic sacrifice (yajña).15 The gods, 

however, remembered the promise, which had been made to them by the Goddess at the end of 

the previous chapter and the conclusion of the second (Mahiṣa) episode of the text.16 So the gods 

traveled to the Himālayas and joined together in praise of the cosmic deity Mahālakṣmī17 Then a 

beautiful girl of the mountains (pārvatī) appeared and asked the gods whom they were praising. 

Before they were even allowed to respond, she shed her outer corporeal form (śarīrakośa) and 

revealed her true auspicious (śivā) self.18 This form was called Ambikā and also “she [who 

emerged] from the sheath” (kauṣikī). The mountain girl became the “dark one” (kṛṣṇā), who is 

known as Kālikā and resides in the Himālayas.19 Two of Śumbha and Niśumbha’s spies, Caṇḍa 

and Muṇḍa, saw the beautiful Goddess and returned to tell their kings about this great jewel. 

Upon hearing of her beauty, Śumbha sent Sugrīva, his messenger, to the goddess to “win” her 

                                                 
13 See Erndl in Pintchman, Seeking Mahādevī and Thomas B. Coburn Devī Māhātmya: The Crystallization of the 

Goddess Tradition (New Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1988). 

14 The subsequent details are a loose and abridged translation of the seventh chapter of the Dēvīmāhātmya. 

15 This same myth is elaborated in Padma Purāṇa 1.46.1-121; Skanda Purāṇa 1.2.27-29; Matsya Purāṇa 154-157. 

16 This episode will be discussed below as it relates to the naming of Mysore. 

17 DM 5.7-36. Their hymn includes the refrain, “Salutations to her, salutations to her, salutations to her, salutations, 

salutations to the Goddess, who dwells in all beings in the form of ______.” yā dēvī sarvabhūteṣu _____rupēṇa 

saṃsthitā | namastasyai namastasyai namastasyai namo namaḥ 

18 There is obviously a Śaiva emphasis in this story in which the goddess is called Śivā and Pārvatī. 

19 M.Monier-Williams, like most commentators of this portion of the text, takes kālikā as the feminine form of 

kālaka, which means something or someone relating to the color dark blue or black. However, it could also be 

construed as the feminine form of kālika or something or someone that relates to or is dependent on time.  
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with his words. But the goddess (bhagavatī), who is hard to get (durgā), explained that her only 

master (bhartā) would be the person who could defeat her in battle.20 Sugrīva rebuked the 

Goddess’s insolence and promised that he would drag her by the hair with no regard for her 

modesty or decorum and take her to Śumbha and Niśumbha.21  

Once news of this conversation reached Śumbha and Niśumbha, they ordered 

Dhūmralōcana (“Smoky Eyes”) to take his legions to battle against the Goddess. Almost without 

delay, Ambikā burned up the demon-general by incanting the mantra huṃ.22 Without their 

leader, the outmatched legions of asuras were quickly subdued by the Goddess and her lion-

mount. After hearing the news of Dhūmralōcana’s defeat at the hands of the Goddess, the 

demon-lord Śumbha ordered the great demons Caṇḍa (“Fierce”) and Muṇḍa (“Bald”) to go and 

violently bring her by her hair. Caṇḍa and Muṇḍa attacked the Goddess on the highest mountain 

with four legions of asuras. The Goddess saw the oncoming armies and let out an angry cry that 

caused her face become black as ink. Then, from her, Kālī (“Black One”) emerged with sword, 

noose, skull-staff, necklace made of severed heads, and a tiger-skin skirt. With her mouth wide 

open, tongue lolling, and deep red eyes, Kālī let out a mighty roar and devoured all the demon 

armies. Caṇḍa and Muṇḍa, then, began to assail her with an onslaught of arrows and cakras 

(discuses) that vanished into Kālī’s mouth, “like the sun enveloped by a black cloud.” Amused 

by the futility of her enemy’s tactics, the hag goddess Kālī cackled, bore her terrible teeth for all 

to see, and mounted the lion. She grabbed Caṇḍa by the hair and decapitated him. Seeing Caṇḍa 

dead, Muṇḍa ran at her, but was immediately felled by her sword. Carrying the heads of Caṇḍa 

                                                 
20 DM 5.69-70. 

21 This immediately conjures images of Duḥśāsana dragging Draupadī before Duryōdhana in the Mahābhārata. 

22 This is exactly like the destruction of the rabble-rousing demon Cārvāka by a group of brāhmaṇas in the 

Mahābhārata. See John D. Smith The Mahābhārata: An Abridged Translation (New York: Penguin Books, 2009), 

603. 
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and Muṇḍa, Kālī approached Caṇḍikā and playfully said, “I have seized Caṇḍa and Muṇḍa, two 

sacrificial beasts (mahāpaśūs). [Now] you will kill Śumbha and Niśumbha in the battle-sacrifice 

(yuddhayajñē).”23 To which Caṇḍikā replied, “Because you have taken hold of Caṇḍa and 

Muṇḍa and brought them (to me), you will be called ‘Cāmuṇḍā.’”24  

In the remainder of the episode, Kālī is called Cāmuṇḍā several more times but only in 

the context of the Goddess’s battle with the demon Raktabīja (“blood-seed”).25 In this battle, 

Kālī/Cāmuṇḍā was forced to drink the blood of the demon who was overwhelming the “band of 

mothers” (mātṛgaṇa). 26 As was the case in the episode in which Caṇḍa and Muṇḍa were 

                                                 
23 DM 7.24- mayā tavāt ropahṛtau caṇḍamuṇḍau mahāpaśū | yuddhayajñē svayaṃ śumbhaṃ niśumbhaṃ ca 

haniṣyasi || This scene conveys the importance of animal sacrificial within the tradition. Flesh offerings to fierce 

goddesses and range from buffaloes to goats throughout India from the North to the South. See Alf Hiltebeitel, The 

Cult of Draupadi Volumes 1-2 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988 & 1991) and William S. Sax, Mountain 

Goddess: Gender and Politics in a Himalayan Pilgrimage (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991). During my 

first week of research in Mysore, I happened along a temple to Māramma, who is considered to be the sister of 

Cāmuṇḍi. I arrived just after a goat had been offered to the goddess and I was able to receive mahāprasāda, at which 

time her devotees answered my questions about the deity. They told me that she was both the sister of Cāmuṇḍi and 

simultaneously Cāmuṇḍi herself. They went on to tell me that Cāmuṇḍi used to receive similar flesh offerings but 

that the brāhmaṇa priests no longer allow it; so many people, who had not traditionally worshipped Māramma would 

now come to her when they desperately needed the aid of the Goddess. I have seen numerous goat and chicken 

sacrifices at the top and bottom of Cāmuṇḍi hill since. 

24 DM 7.26- yasmāc caṇḍaṃ ca muṇḍaṃ ca gṛhītvā tvamupāgatā | cāmuṇḍeti atō lōkē khyātā dēvī bhaviṣyasi || The 

text implies that the name of the goddess is derived from a combination of the names Caṇḍa and Muṇḍa. While this 

etymology is quite clever, the grammatical imprecision in the construction of this epithet was taken up by 

Bhāskararāya, whose 18th-century commentary on the DM, the Guptavatī, offers another possible etymology. See 

Hari Krishna Sharma, Durgāsaptaśatī (Delhi: Chaukamba Sanskrit Pratishthan, 2006), 10. In his commentary on 

this verse, Bhāskararāya suggests that the name is a combination of camūṃ or “army” and lāti or “eats;” so that 

Cāmuṇḍā is “she who eats armies” (Sharma, Durgāsaptaśatī, 7.25; 10: camuṃ sēnaṃ viyadādisamūharupām ḍāti 

ḍalayōraikyāl lāti | ādattē svātmasātkārēṇa nāśayatīti vyutpattēḥ |). In order to explain the shift from √lā to √ḍā, 

Bhāskararāya expounds that the lā and ḍā syllables have the same spiritual value and are therefore interchangeable 

in mantric algebra (Sharma, Durgāsaptaśatī, 7.25; 11).  

25 These references occur within chapter eight verses fifty-two through sixty. Raktabīja is such a fierce opponent 

because every time that he is struck by one of the weapons of the Goddess each droplet of blood that falls on the 

ground manifested as another incarnation of the mighty demon making the Goddess’s odds exponentially worse. 

This portion of the episode is particularly interesting with regards to the power of reproduction in the ancient world 

in which the queen/female was connected with the earth and the king/male with the seed (bīja). In this scene, it is 

clear that the Goddess takes control of both the seed and the earth, and the all power of reproduction is controlled by 

her. For more analysis of this aspect of the narrative, see Erndl’s essay in Hiltebeital and Erndl, Is the Goddess a 

Feminist. 

26 These goddesses are the personification of the feminine energies (śaktī) of Brahmā, Māhēśvara (Śiva), Guha 

(Skanda), Viṣṇu, Hari (Varāha), Narasiṃha, and Indra and in the later tradition become known as the “Seven Little 

Mothers” (saptamātṛkā). It should also be noted that Cāmuṇḍā is further incorporated into the Sanskritic fold in 

latter texts such as the Śāktapramōda in which she replaces Nārasiṃhī, the śaktī of Viṣṇu’s half man-half lion 
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defeated, Cāmuṇḍā’s attack was immediately efficacious because of her fierce nature and 

bloodlust. Cāmundā and Kālī are grouped together within this episode because of their similar 

violence nature and their non-normative appearance and actions. In fact, historically, the 

iconography of Kālī and Cāmuṇḍā—emaciated hag goddess seated or standing on a corpse—was 

virtually identical during the medieval period, save for Cāmuṇḍā’s fondness for her owl 

companion and Kālī’s predilection for copulation.27 They are the fiercest of all the goddesses 

(Cāmuṇḍā, though, seems to be the fiercer of the two) that the author(s)/editor(s) had 

incorporated into the narrative, which might suggest that the narratives contained within the DM 

were the first attempts to “subdue” these gruesome, bloodthirsty, and overwhelmingly powerful 

outliers and write them into the brāhmaṇic pantheon. The connection that the text makes between 

the Great Goddess (Mahādēvī) and Kālī/Cāmuṇḍā seems to support Thomas Coburn’s theory of 

the “crystallization” of the Goddess tradition in which he argues that the DM was the first 

systematized attempt to reconcile the various goddesses of South Asia into one large tradition by 

ordering various local, regional, non-Sanskritic, and Sanskritic goddesses into one 

comprehensive entity: Mahādēvī, the Great Goddess.28  

                                                 
avatāra Nārasiṃha in the collection of saptamātṛkās. See Śāktapramōda (Bombay: Khemrāja Śrīkṛṣṇadāsa 

Prakāśān, 1973); and Kinsley, Tantric Visions, 32. Historically, both in textual traditions (e.g. Śāktapramōda) and 

iconographical representations in temples from the seventh century until today, Cāmuṇḍā is often depicted as one of 

the saptamātṛkās, often replacing the lion-woman (nārasiṃhā). See Thomas Eugene Donaldson, “The Śava-Vāhana 

as Puruṣa in Orissan Images: Cāmuṇḍā to Kālī/Tārā,” Artibus Asiae 51, no. 1/2 (1991): 107-141.  

27 Donaldson, “The Śava-Vāhana as Puruṣa.”  

28 Coburn, Encountering the Goddess and Devi Māhātmya: The Crystallization of the Goddess Tradition (New 

Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1988). A crucial process for making sense of Coburn’s thesis of the 

crystallization of Śākta tradition is “Sanskritization.” Sanskritization theory was made popular by Indian sociologist 

M. N. Srinivas in a modern study of the castes of the Coorgs (Kannada: Koḍagu) in what was the princely state of 

Mysore. Srinivas used the term to describe the adoption of the “Sanskrit Hinduism” of higher castes by the lower 

castes as a means of social mobility. He suggested that Sanskrit ritual spread to all levels of society through similar 

processes of adoption at various times throughout India, during which the non-Sanskritic tradition was gradually 

lost. M. N. Srinivas, Religion and Society among the Coorgs of South India (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1952), 207-

222. J. Fritz Staal was one of the first scholars to critique Srinivas’s implementation of the term, which he claimed 

was riddled with inconsistencies and unknowable assumptions about the loss and gains of the traditions. He 

suggested that the process was not a one-way emulation or imitation of another tradition. Instead, he suggested that 

at all points in time, ranging from the Vedic to the modern, the relationship was always dialectical in which 
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Though the goddess Cāmuṇḍā was introduced into the Sanskritic tradition in the DM, her 

role in the broader Indian devotional and ritual landscape still conflicted with hegemonic and 

normative culture. In the Mālatīmādhava (ca. 7th-8th century CE) of Bhavabhūti, Cāmuṇḍā 

devotion is shown to be at odds with and threatening to the āgamic ritual culture of the court.29 

In the text, the devotees of Cāmuṇḍā are referred to as Kāpālikas, who practice in cremation 

grounds and abduct young virgins in order to sacrifice them to the goddess.30 As the story goes, a 

female Kāpālikā, named Kapālakuṇḍalā, who had the ability to fly through the air because of her 

perfection (siddha) of yōga, discovered Mālatī (the daughter of the minister Bhūrivasu) who has 

smitten the hero Mādhava (the son of Dēvarāta, minister of Kuṇḍinapura) with her beauty and 

modesty. For these same reasons, she was the perfect specimen for the gurudīkṣā required by the 

Kāpālikā’s teacher Aghōraghaṇṭa: the sacrifice of a virgin to the goddess Cāmuṇḍā.31 When Act 

V Scene II begins, the Kāpālikas have captured Mālatī and have taken her to Cāmuṇḍā’s temple 

for the sacrifice. They begin their ritual by incanting the name of the fierce goddess: “Dēvi 

Cāmuṇḍē namastē namastē.”32 The hymn continues: 

                                                 
Sanskritic traditions influenced regional cultures and regional cultures influenced the Sanskrit traditions. J. Fritz 

Staal, “Sanskrit and Sanskritization,” The Journal of Asian Studies 22, no. 3 (May1963): 261-275.Despite the 

problems with the term, Sanskritization has been one of the most commonly employed theories to explain the Śākta 

tradition; however, within this context the process is often described as the appropriation of goddesses from 

indigenous non-Sanskritic traditions into the Sanskritic pantheon because of their immense popularity and perceived 

power. This has been at the core of most studies that have looked at the goddess traditions since the time of Sir John 

Woodroffe and has continued through Mircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 1973) and contemporary scholarship on the Śākta tradition. See also Pintchman, Seeking 

Mahādevī; Kinsley, Tantric Visions; Coburn, Encountering the Goddess; and Hiltebeitel, The Cult of Draupadī. 

29 M. R. Kale argues that Bhavabhūti was active in the 7th century. M. R. Kale, Bhavabhūti’s Mālatīmādhava with 

Commentary of Jagaddhara (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1967), 7-8. 

30 H. H. Wilson, Malati and Madhava or the Stolen Marriage: A Drama (Calcutta: Society for the Resuscitation of 

Indian Literature Elysium Press, 1901), 5. 

31 In this drama she is also called Karālā (she whose mouth is gaping). It should also be noted that one of the asuras 

that is slain by the Goddess in the second episode of the DM is named Karāla (3.16). While this may be mere 

coincidence and simply references the description of the goddess in the hymn, I think it is more likely that this 

simply references her terrifying qualities 

32 Mālatīmādhava 5.22; Kale, Bhavabhūti’s Mālatīmādhava, 102. Translation mine. 
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O Goddess, your prideful, destructive, and bewildering dance is the manifestation 

of the power of Śiva’s entourage. It causes the egg of Brahmā to be destroyed as 

you push down the earth submerging the shaking tortoise shell and throwing the 

churning seven seas into your hellish gaping mouth (gallavivara). 

The hymn goes on to describe the ornaments worn by the goddess that include an elephant hide 

robe, necklace of skulls, and crescent moon in her hair.33 Written from the perspective of the 

medieval court, Bhavabhūti associates devotion to Cāmuṇḍā with the non-brāhmaṇic practice of 

human sacrifice, clearly demonstrating a distrust of the goddess’s devotees. However, the text 

also praises Cāmuṇḍā’s ability to provide magical powers (siddhis) that are incomparable to all 

earthly powers.34 But unlike those described in the Dēvīmāhātmya, Bhavabhūti implies that these 

powers are harnessed by her devotees for evil and disreputable worldly achievement, not for a 

higher goal such as mōkṣa or kṣatriya dharma. This might have been directly addressing the 

rituals of the aspiring chieftain (vijigīṣu)—whose territory laid on the periphery of the 

cosmopolitan kingdom—that will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 3.35  

                                                 
sāvanaṣṭambhaniśumbhasaṃbhramanamadbhūgolaniṣpīḍana 

nyañcatkarparakūrmakampavigaladbrahmāṇḍakhaṇḍasthiti 

pātālapratimallagallavivaraprakṣiptasaptārṇavaṃ 

vandē nanditanīlakaṇṭhapariṣadvyaktam tava krīditam 

33 Their hymn to the goddess makes it clear that by the last part of the 7th century or the first part of the 8th Cāmuṇḍā 

was associated with Śiva where there had been little or no connection between the goddess and Śiva in the 

Dēvīmāhātmya. 

34 The same apprehension of and fascination with Cāmuṇḍā was present within the medieval Jain community as 

well. In the Upakēśagaccha Paṭṭāvalī, a text from Osian near Jodhpur that is retold in a 16th century inscription, 

explains that the Jaina ācārya Ratnaprabha pleaded with the Jain community to discontinue their worship of the 

fierce goddess Saccikā, who is often associated with Cāmuṇḍā: images of Cāmuṇḍā had been depicted within 

Saccikā Jain temples as far back as the 12th century CE. The text explains that the ācārya warned the Jain laity that 

the blood sacrifices required by the goddess caused them to break their Jaina dharma; however, because of the 

efficacy of the practice the people refused to forsake their worship of the goddess and his attempt failed miserably. 

According to the text and the inscription, in order to protect the Jaina laity, Ratnaprabha converted Saccikā to the 

Jaina path. Cort “Medieval Jaina Goddess Traditions,” Numen 34 Fasc. 2 (Dec. 1987): 243-244; and F. R. Hoernle 

“The Pattavali or List of Pontiffs of the Upakesa-Gachchha,” Indian Antiquary 19 (1890): 237-38. 

35 The 5th century Tamil Cilappatikāram describes similar practices to a fierce local goddess Aiyai that were enacted 

for martial power. R. Parthasarathy, The Tale of an Anklet: An Epic of South India (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1993), 120-5.  
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 While the Dēvīmāhātmya (ca. 6th-7th CE) and Mālatīmādhava (ca.6th-8th CE) depict 

goddesses who were terrifying and craved blood and human flesh, the Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa 

(ca. 12th century) constructed a different image of the Goddess. C. Mackenzie Brown has 

examined the theological shift of the Śākta tradition from Dēvīmāhātmya to the Dēvībhāgavata 

Purāṇa.36 He shows how the Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa emerged from a context of sectarian and 

communal chaos as a reaffirmation of the Śākta theological stance in the Dēvīmāhātmya and as a 

response to the Vaiṣṇava Bhāgavata Purāṇa. He suggests that the composer(s) of the 

Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa had two theological goals: “to demonstrate the superiority of the Devī to 

all other deities, especially Viṣṇu; and to articulate in new ways the manifold nature of the 

Goddess and her supernatural powers as they are manifested in the historical process.”37 This 

new “articulation” within the Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa, Brown suggests, was a shift from the 

militant Goddess of the Dēvīmāhātmya to the focus on the Goddess as Mother and materiality 

(prakṛti). To accomplish the transition to Mother, the composer(s) sought to “sanitize” the older 

martial and erotic myths of the Goddess, especially those contained within the Dēvīmāhātmya, 

replacing them with a new vision of the Goddess as a “mother of infinite compassion.”38 As part 

of the reworking of the Goddess tradition in the Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa, new “Dēvī Māhātmyas” 

such as the Dēvīgītā were created that could replace the ritual function of the Dēvīmāhātmya. 

These “new māhātmyas” were modeled on the Bhāgavad Gītā and the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, and 

focused only on the path to liberation, opposed to the dual path of spiritual and immediate 

earthly boons promised in the Dēvīmāhātmya. The Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa reinterpreted the 

Goddess’s previous nature that was “somehow dark, malevolent, sinister, and only when 

                                                 
36 Brown, The Triumph of the Goddess. 

37 Brown, The Triumph of the Goddess, 11. 

38 Brown, The Triumph of the Goddess, 11. 
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appeased become[s] benevolent” to “stress to a greater degree the supremely compassionate 

nature of the Goddess.”39 The stories of the Goddess that were so raw, visceral, and powerful in 

the Dēvīmāhātmya were transformed into transcendent metaphysical lore and fierce goddesses 

such as Cāmuṇḍā were pushed further outside hegemonic brāhmaṇic practice: quite similar to the 

process that Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore underwent. 

1.1.3 Cāmuṇḍi in Karnataka 

The early epigraphic data from the region of Mysore has a dearth of references to 

Cāmuṇḍi or the goddess of Cāmuṇḍi hill. In fact, with few exceptions, the names Cāmuṇḍā, 

Cāmuṇḍī/i, or Cāmuṇḍēśvarī/i are rare in inscriptions of the region until the 17th century CE. In 

this section, I explore the epigraphic evidence in order to provide the general context regarding 

the goddess in the region. Due to the sheer paucity of references, not much can be concluded 

from the data other than to say that “Cāmuṇḍi” appears mostly as part of the names of temple 

donors and that the goddess on the hill outside of Mysore became associated with Cāmuṇḍi in a 

relatively late period, during the Woḍeyar dynasty.40  

Orientalist scholars’ focus on Indian literature led to an underutilization of epigraphic 

sources in ancient and medieval Indian history writing in the US, Canada, and Europe. 41 In 

recent decades, however, scholars from the US, Canada, and Europe have begun focusing on 

these important sources for understanding the relationship between religious institutions, the 

                                                 
39 Brown, The Triumph of the Goddess, 214.  

40 The earliest record that is closest to Mysore is a hero-stone from Cāmarājanagara that mentions a gift to 

Cāmuṇḍapura; however, the details of the inscription are damaged. REC IV.Ch 123. It is unclear how or if this 

inscription relates to the goddess. It seems possibly that this is a reference to a hero-cult that used the masculine 

Cāmuṇḍa (in Kannada the feminine Cāmuṇḍā should change to Cāmuṇḍe or in a compound such as this remain 

Cāmuṇḍāpura). Such references are not uncommon. See below.  

41 In respect to epigraphic research, “Western” scholars lagged far behind our Indian colleagues, such as D. D. 

Kosambi and K. A. Nilakanta Sastri and generations of scholars at the Archaeological Survey of India. Scholars in 

Europe caught on a bit faster than in the US and Canada, but now epigraphy is one of the core elements of historical 

work on ancient and medieval India in many disciplines.  
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state, and wealthy independent donors. Gregory Schopen was amongst the first in the “West” to 

argue for epigraphic research. He argued that the material gleaned from inscriptions can 

completely alter our understanding of the commercial culture that existed within a region, 

especially concerning the relationship between royal and merchant patrons and temple officials. 

The novel perspective contained within the epigraphic record was beautifully demonstrated in 

Leslie Orr’s use of epigraphy in Donors, Devotees, and Daughters of God in which she 

reconstructed the religious culture of medieval Tamil Nadu and showed that the the dēvadāsī 

tradition originally developed from the practices of affluent women, who donated funds, land, 

and implements to temple complexes.42  

Epigraphic evidence, however, is far from a perfect resource. Epigraphs are more laconic 

than their literary counterparts and, like the literary works, inscriptions were created with biases 

and agendas and follow genre-defining paradigms. For these reasons, the information gleaned 

can at times be rather inconclusive. This is the case when looking for clues to the popularity and 

the potential origins of the cult of Cāmuṇḍi in the Kannada-speaking region of South India, but 

as we will see throughout this dissertation they are invaluable resources for constructing a fuller 

picture of medieval courtly ritual and devotional life.  

From the 9th century Cāmuṇḍi, in some form or another, frequently occurs in royal and 

temple inscriptions. While no explicit reference to the goddess is made, it is possible that this 

reflects a consistent presence of Cāmuṇḍi devotion in the elite strata of society. The oldest extant 

epigraphic records in southern Karnataka that contain possible references to Cāmuṇḍi were 

engraved in the 9th and 10th centuries CE as part of proper names.. The oldest inscription is from 

Heggoṭhāra in the Cāmarājanagara district that simply states that Cāvuṇḍabbe, the wife of a king 

                                                 
42 Leslie Orr, Donors, Devotees, and Daughter of God: Temple Women in Medieval Tamilnadu (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2000). 
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from the Gaṅga dynasty, gave a land grant to a temple.43 In the 10th century CE, the name can be 

found on numerous inscriptions including several hero-stones that eulogize a cattle-raider(s) 

named, Cāvuṇḍa, who led successful cattle raids against neighboring kingdoms and tribes. 44 The 

name Cāvuṇḍa also seems to have been a popular name for men associated with warfare in 

southern Karnataka during the period, and even the great Jain devotee and Gaṅga general 

Cāvuṇḍarāya, who was responsible for the colossal Bāhubalī (Gommaṭēśvara) at 

Śrāvaṇabeḷagoḷa, carried the name.45 By the 12th century Cāvuṇḍa was a popular name amongst 

those who were active in ceremonial donations. Of the many names that incorporate Cāmuṇḍa 

                                                 
43 REC IV. Ch 385. It is imperative to highlight a few linguistic elements that directly influence medieval Kannada 

inscriptions. The development of Kannada linguistic rules can be traced through the Kavirājamārga by Nṛpatuṇga 

(9th CE), Karṇāṭaka Kāvyāvalōkana and Karṇāṭaka Bhāṣā Bhūṣana both by Nāgavarmma (11th CE),and 

Śabdamaṇidarpaṇa by Kēśirāja (13th CE) and had become concretized by the time of Karṇāṭaka Śabdānuśāsana by 

Bhaṭṭākaḷaṇka (17th CE). A. N. Narasiṃhia, A Grammar of the Oldest Kanarese Inscriptions (Mysore: University of 

Mysore Press, 1941), xi. The ancient inscriptions that are found in the early Kannada script have a varied and 

complex grammar that includes a set of rules about the combination of sounds or sandhi. One series of these rules 

controls the alteration of consonants into pa, ra, va, and/or la within words formed with other sounds: most notably 

for our discussion are the rules that govern changes to an original ma to va in many cases that changes Cāmuṇḍi to 

Cāvuṇḍi. These rules produce high variation in the inscriptions that possibly relate to the goddess Cāmuṇḍi. The 

grammatical change from ma to va, which can easily be seen in inscriptions as far back as the 6th century CE, was 

not explained the in the 9th century grammar by Nṛpatuṇga, the earliest extant Kannada grammar, though he does 

note that some words retain ma and while others change to va. By the 11th century, Nāgavarmma suggested that the 

sounds of any of the labial consonants will change to va after any vowel or ya, ra, or la. This explanation is clearly 

not comprehensive, since there exists numerous counter-examples in which this does not take place. However, in the 

13th century Kēśirāja suggests that ma changes to va in “high Kaṇṇaḍa” when the word is a loan from Sanskrit. 

(Narasiṃhia, A Grammar, 60.) In his 17th century treatise, Bhaṭṭākaḷaṇka incorporated this same explanation into his 

grammar. Linguist A. N. Narasiṃhia has arrived at the same conclusion through his analysis of the inscriptions 

found in Epigraphia Carnatica. (Narasiṃhia, A Grammar, 59). 

44 REC XII.Kd 181. In fact we find other references to such acts of heroism in inscriptions through the 12th century 

about a hero named Cāuṇḍa that might suggest a larger hero cult that spanned several centuries (REC IV.Ch 123 

REC III.Hg 55; REC VI.PP 247). The importance of the hero cult can be seen in the mythology of various tribal 

groups from South India such as the Toda, who will be discussed in subsequent notes. In these myths, the hero, who 

is associated with the tribes primordial buffalo herd, is apotheosized into the pantheon of hill deities. Also, in the 

Cilappatikāram local fierce goddesses were also associated with cattle-raids (Parthasarathy, Tale of an Anklet, 127). 

This might suggest that the hero of these cattle raids was in some way linked to fierce goddesses such as Cāmuṇḍi.  

45 There is a myth regarding the installation of the image that relates to the goddess. After the installation of the 

statue, no matter the quantity of goods Cāvuṇḍarāya provided for the abhiṣēka of the image it would never cover the 

entire sculpture. However, the goddess Padmāvati came in the form of an old woman and gave the general a small 

cup of ghee that was able to cover the entire image. There is a great deal of overlap in the region between Padmāvati 

and Cāmuṇḍi. Dēvacandra in his 19th century Rājāvaḷi Kathāsāra states that Bōḷu Cāmarāja Woḍeyar changed the 

name of the goddess on the hill from Padmāvati to Cāmuṇḍi in the 16th century CE. P. V. Nañjarāja Arasu has 

followed suit and argued that Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore was first the Jain goddess Padmāvati. P. V. Nanjaraja Urs, 

Maisūru: Nūrinnūru Varṣagaḻu Hinde (Mysore: Abhurrichi Prakashana, 2011). 
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that are found in inscriptions, the most notable are a Pallava inscription that mentions a Hoysaḷa 

queen, named Cāvuṇḍabbarasi, and a Hoysaḷa inscription that mentions a king in their lineage 

named Cāvuṇḍarāja.46 Three other references exist that relate patronage given by people with 

Cāuṇḍa as part of their names: two from the 13th century, a woman named Cāuṇḍale and a 

minister named Cāuṇḍācāri, and another named Cāuṇḍudevī in the 16th century.47 In the tenth 

and thirteenth centuries, the name also appeared as names of deities. In the 10th century, a 

Hoysaḷa king patronized a Cāuḍeśvarī temple, installing an image of Sūrya within the same. In 

an inscription listing a large donation of land and various treasures from the 13th century, a donor 

is said to have given everything in service of his family deity Cāvuṇḍeśvarī. This suggests that 

Cāmuṇḍa devotion might have been influential amongst the wealthy and ruling elite spanning 

several centuries. The goddess’s association with ruling power and martial identity seems to 

transcend the ritual and devotional practices that delineated traditions that we now, somewhat 

anachronistically, call Hinduism and Jainism. As I will argue more thoroughly in Chapter 2, 

these fierce and local goddesses were crucial in the origin narratives of all kingdoms that 

fashioned their kingdom and authority through an alliance with the goddess that emerged after 

the Rāṣṭrakūṭas and the first major wave of South Indian imperial states and. 

The goddess Cāmuṇḍi’s situated and local identity is evident in other donative 

inscriptions that allude to her role as the guardian of a locale. A 10th century hero-stone from 

Cāmarājanagara, south of Mysore City, describes a gift given to the town of Cāmuṇḍāpura or 

“City of Cāmuṇḍā” in service of an unnamed deity. In a 12th century inscription from the Hāssan 

district, the Hoysaḷa king Narasiṃha I bestowed a grant of land in the “land of Cāuṇḍēśvarī” to a 

                                                 
46 REC VII.Nj 7; and REC XI.Cm 108. 

47 REC IV.Ch 2; REC III.Nj 164; and REC III.Nj 170. 
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faithful minister. A badly damaged Tamil inscription from the 13th century records a list of 

eighteen towns that had been donated as an agrahāra including one whose inhabitants are called 

the “children of Cāmuṇḍeśvarī.”48 Though none of these inscription explicitly connects the 

donation to the goddess Cāmuṇḍi, we must assume, given her relationship to the sites, that she 

was the goddess who presided over each locale, just like Pampādēvi in Hampi, and served as the 

sites’ grāmadēvatā.49  

Since none of these inscriptions directly connect Cāmuṇḍi with Mysore, it remains 

unclear what relationship, if any, these goddesses had with the goddess who dwells on the top of 

Cāmuṇḍi hill. However, it seems unlikely that these inscriptions are in any way associated with 

the Mysore goddess since there was never any reference to Cāmuṇḍi found in the area that is 

now Mysore city until the 17th century CE. I will argue in Chapter 3 that the goddess of the hill 

was first called “Cāmuṇḍi” in 17th century inscriptions and literature from the Woḍeyar court 

after they defeated the Vijayanagara viceroy in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. It was at this point that the 

identity of the hill goddess was adapted to fit into broader paradigms of royal courtly fashioning 

that was suitable for a regional political power; however, possible clues to her pre-imperial status 

remain in her continuing role as the guardian of Mysore that possibly reflects her origins as the 

city’s grāmadēvatā that only later became known as Cāmuṇḍi. 

1.1.4 Grāmadēvatās, situated goddesses 

The locality or situated-ness alluded to in the name of these goddesses, grāmadēvatā or 

“village goddesses,” is the central essence of these deities.50  Grāmadēvatās are situated within 

                                                 
48 Note that Tamil includes the long final ī, and it does not have the same rules for ma that are observed in the 

grammars of early Kannada of Kēśirāja, Bhaṭṭākaḷaṇka, Narasiṃhia. 

49 See Chapter 2. 

50 In many ways the situated-ness of goddesses has been acknowledged even in the ways devotees speak about 

sacred sites associated with female deities. Common nomenclature typically refers to sacred sites in general as 

tīrthas (“ford” or “crossing place”). Important pilgrimage sites relating to goddesses or the Goddess are called pīṭhas 
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and on the outskirts of villages, towns, and cities and rule the metaphysical and physical space 

under their purview.51 They are responsible for warding off evil beings, providing good health 

for the villagers, and invigorating their territory and the human ruler through their powerful 

energy (śakti). These deities, however, can also be temperamental and require the village to pay 

their respects through sacrifice or their benevolent protection and blessing can turn into 

destruction and malevolence. 

In her essay in Tracy Pintchman’s Seeking Mahādevī and in her full-length study 

Vicissitudes of the Goddess, Sree Padma addresses the historical development of local village 

goddesses from the earliest evidence in material culture to urban life in contemporary South 

India.52 Her analyses are useful particularly for understanding the ways that local village 

                                                 
(“seats” or “place”). While this is not a hard and fast rule, the common use of these terms demonstrates the 

importance of goddesses in their locale and their relationship with the material landscape that they imbue with 

sacrality and power. The term śakti pīṭha is most commonly deployed in reference to the sites where the body parts 

of Satī are said to have fallen as Śiva, her distraught consort, carried her charred remains back to their mountain 

abode after she immolated herself on her father Dakṣa’s sacrificial fire in the famous Purāṇic tale. See Dineschandra 

Sircar, The Śākta Pīṭhas (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1973) and Erndl, Victory to the Mother, 32-8. The site and the 

surrounding landscape embody the sacred power that imbued the body of the goddess. In many cases, the landscape 

itself is the embodiment of the anatomy of the sacred: hills are the breasts of the goddess; cleft stones become her 

yōnī; etc. Often these sites are very difficult to reach and prior to modern transportation would require a very 

arduous pilgrimage. This was also the case at Cāmuṇḍi hill until Dodda Dēvarāja Woḍeyar installed the steps 

leading up the hill to the temple in the 17th century. It is possible that the difficulty of the pilgrimage to these remote 

shrines associated with goddesses might have something to do with the epithet “Durgā,” which means “She who is 

hard to go to.” 

51 In the twelfth book Tamil epic poem the Cilappatikāram the goddess Aiyai is clearly associated with the tribe and 

with their village as the ritual and song cannot commence until the “Eyiṉaṉs enclosed their village with a thorny 

fence.” (Parthasarathy, Tale of an Anklet, 119). After the village is set apart from the rest of the forest, the oracle 

becomes possessed and demands that the Eyiṉaṉs offer her sacrifices in fulfillment of their vow from which they 

received their martial prowess from the deity. After the village is set apart from the rest of the forest, the oracle 

becomes possessed and demands that the Eyiṉaṉs offer her sacrifices in fulfillment of their vow from which they 

received their martial prowess from the deity. Almost immediately, the great warriors began to cut their own necks, 

offering their heads to the goddess. This imagery recalls the images of Dhyanu Bhagat offering his head to 

Jvālamālinī, Chinnamastā severing her own head for her devotees, and the numerous images from medieval South 

India of a goddess standing on a buffalo head surrounded by devotees cutting-of their heads and limbs. The 

Cilappatikāram that predates the DM by about a century, the local goddess Aiyai is connected to other goddesses 

that fit Purāṇic descriptions. (Parthasarathy, Tale of an Anklet, 121-5; Also see Mahalakshmi, The Making of the 

Goddess). This leads to the situated goddess’s simultaneous focus on locality and her association with 

transcendence.  

52 Sree Padma “From Village to City” in Pintchman, Seeking Mahadevi, 115-143. 
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protector goddesses operate as one of the most dominant forms of ritual life in India that is 

simultaneously being homogenized through mythology and resisting homogeneity through the 

persistence of local practice and ritual.53 She demonstrates that the practical and devotional lives 

of these goddess traditions continue to focus on the goddesses’ relationship to specific situated 

spaces, despite any and all transformations from external influences (devotional, mythological, 

ritual, or technological). As she shows, certain elements of the grāmadēvatā tradition are altered 

over time, but in each case the core practices and stories about the goddesses continue to focus 

on their power to protect their “realm.” Padma argues that this is particularly seen in “the famous 

Hindu deities Durga and Kali, whose profiles have grown to encompass many gramadevata 

cults.”54 Like the deities discussed by Padma, it seems likely that Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore was a local 

grāmadēvatā whose identity was shaped over time and became associated with the pan-Indian 

goddess Durgā, the slayer of the buffalo demon Mahiṣa, who played a prominent role in the 

Dēvīmāhātmya and the Dēvībhāgavata Purāṇa. 

1.1.5 Rituals on Cāmuṇḍi hill 

Certain clues to the pre-imperial/grāmadēvatā identity of the goddess of Cāmuṇḍi hill 

can still be seen in the recent history of the Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple and in many of the non-

brāhmaṇa rituals performed outside the temple walls. Traditionally, the priests of the 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple on Cāmuṇḍi hill were Śivārcākas (also known as Tomaḍi), a non-

brāhmaṇa agricultural caste found in the Mysore district.55 However, they were removed from 

                                                 
53 While throughout the essay, she discusses these deities through the taxonomies of Sanskritization and 

Brahminization, it is quite clear throughout the course of the essay that the processes are more complex and that 

there exists a great amount of slippage between the brāhmaṇic and village traditions to the point that the separation 

is perhaps more misleading than helpful, which indeed I believe is her point as she refers to the brāhmaṇic rituals as 

mere “window dressings” of the village traditions.  

54 Padma, Vicissitudes of the Goddess, 2. 

55 S. G. Morab in P.K.Misra, Cultural Profile of Mysore City (Calcutta, Anthropological Society of India, 1990), 62. 
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their position at the Cāmuṇḍi temple in either 1819 or 1848 and were replaced by several 

brāhmaṇa sampradāyas (sects), including Dīkṣita head priests imported from Tamil Nadu by the 

Woḍeyar rulers.56 It was at this point that the non-Sanskritic rites at the temple including the 

ritual sacrifice of animals began to dwindle.57  

However, during the spring grāmadēvatā festival on top of Cāmuṇḍi hill, the ritual 

landscape is completely altered reflecting the non-brāhmaṇic non-vegetarian population of the 

village atop the hill.58 While the brāhmaṇa priests continue to operate within the temple, all of 

the temple workers and villagers of the hill prepare for the festival to “cool-off” the goddess. The 

day before the grāmadēvatā festival, the festival for the goddess of Uttanahaḷḷi comes to a close, 

and many of the families from Cāmuṇḍi hill descend and offer goats to her before ritually 

slaughtering them in front of their homes. That night the Cāmuṇḍi hill village festival begins 

with a procession of Cāmuṇḍēśvari’s festival image (utsava vigraha) to whom a large 

pyrotechnic and firework (pacāki) show is offered.59  The next morning is spent preparing the 

afternoon offerings to the village deity. The women from the village clean the area outside the 

                                                 
56 There is no consensus on this. Morab states that Woḍeyar king Kṛṣṇarāja III gave land grants to Tamil brāhmaṇas 

in 1819, which was the official invitation of the brāhmaṇa priests (Misra, Cultural Profile of Mysore, 62. However, 

in a book length study of the temple co-authored with B. B. Goswami, Morab says that it was in 1848 that the 

Śivārcaka priests were officially replaced by the Tamil Dīkṣita brāhmaṇas. B. B. Goswami, B.B. and S. G. Morab, 

Chamundesvari Temple in Mysore (Calcutta: Anthropological Survey of India, 1991), 2. Epigraphic evidence 

supports both claims. The other priests (in descending order of ritual hierarchy) are Hoysaḷa Karṇāṭaka brāhmaṇas, 

Smārta (Ayyar) brāhmaṇas, and Liṅgāyatas. 

57 As mentioned earlier, many of the people who live atop the Cāmuṇḍi hill still practice these rituals, but they are 

offered to the goddess Māramma or Uttanahaḷḷi, who is considered to be the sister of the vegetarian goddess 

Cāmuṇḍi. 

58 All of this information was taken from observations made on 18-19 February 2014. 

59 The scene is quite Carnival-esque with a great deal of merry-making. In 2014, the central display for the show 

was an effigy (boṃbe) of a man, whose fuse led to streams of fire shooting from a cigarette he held in one hand and 

from his penis in the other before exploding to cheers from the crowd. When I asked my temple-worker friends 

about the effigy, they told me that it was simply supposed to be funny and had no greater meaning and did not 

represent anyone: mythological, political, or otherwise. 
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shrine, while men clean the inside and stack wood into a large pyre in front of it.60 At this same 

time two young men from the village take the silver faces (mukha) of the deity to the tank of the 

goddess (Dēvikere) and wash it. After placing the faces of the deity upon the stone image in the 

shrine and lighting the fire, everyone leaves to finish preparing their homes and their offerings. 

Several hours later the women of the village return to the space beside the shrine to cook food 

that they will place before the goddess, including her favorite tambiṭṭu. After the cooking is 

finished and the food is left in vessels in front of the shrine, everyone returns home to put on new 

clothes. Around four p.m. everyone returns including two Liṅgāyatas who conduct the opening 

pūjā after which one of them walks over the coals of the fire while other devotees fan the 

flames.61 After this, a queue is formed for people to make offerings to the goddess and for others 

to carry their children over the fire in fulfillment of a vow (harike).62 Afterward everyone retires 

home where they slaughter and cook a chicken that is enjoyed with the rest of the prasāda 

(blessed food) from the grāmadēvatā.  

In the autumn more local rituals are performed during the local Cāmuṇḍi festival 

(Cāmuṇḍi utsava), a traditional non-brāhmaṇic celebration of the goddess and the ancestors that 

takes place at the end of the month of Bhādrapada (August/September) and has become 

associated with the Sanskritic festival of Navarātri or Dasara.63 These rituals mark the beginning 

of the sacred season for the villages around Mysore and are performed on Cāmuṇḍi hill by 

                                                 
60 The shrine of the village goddess is easy to miss and is nestled just outside the south wall of the Cāmuṇḍēśvari 

temple 

61 This and the firework procession are the only two functions given to priests from the Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple. 

62 A harike is a promise made to a deity that if X is done/given by the deity then the devotee will do Y. In this way it 

is different from a vrata in which Y is done by the devotee first in expectation of X from the deity. 

63 Information for this festival comes from my own limited observations and conversation in September 2013 and 

from Goswami and Morab, Chamundesvari Temple. Additionally, the brāhmaṇas of Cāmuṇḍi hill celebrate the 

Cāmuṇḍi mahōtsava (the great festival) that includes the rathōtsava (chariot festival) and tepōtsava (boat festival) 

immediately after Dasara. 
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several local non-brāhmaṇa castes (Śivārcaka, Vokkaliga/Gauḍa, and the Rāja Parivāra).64 The 

primary practice of the ritual is the procession of a temporary triangular wooden structure with a 

large metal disk at the center called the pradhāna kaṇṇu kannaḍi (primary mirror of the eye), 

which is a non-anthropomorphic representation of the goddess, Cāmuṇḍi.65 Six additional, albeit 

miniature in comparison, kaṇṇu kannaḍis accompany the primary image on the procession. 

These additional images represent the six sisters of the goddess, whose shrines are all located in 

or around Mysore city.66 On the day that has been selected, the seven kaṇṇu kannaḍis are taken 

to the main hall of the Mahābalēśvara temple located just to the South of the Cāmuṇḍēśvari 

temple on Cāmuṇḍi hill. 67 The pradhāna image is carried by a specially selected prepubescent 

girl from the Śivārcaka caste. The other six images are all carried by prepubescent boys from the 

same caste. After leaving the Śiva temple, they are joined by seven more prepubescent girls from 

the Rāja Parivāra caste, who carry earthen pots called bonugudike on their heads, before 

circumambulating (pradakṣiṇa) the Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple.  

                                                 
64 The Rāja Parivāra (“family of the kings”) or Palēgār Nāyaka (“Chieftain-Ruler”) jāti claims to be the descendants 

of the clan of former rulers and warriors of the region, and they, like the Beḍas in the Śivamōga district claim the 

sage Vālmīki amongst their ancestors. During this festival period, all people from the region make offerings to their 

ancestors. 

65 The following details about the kaṇṇu kannaḍi procession are taken from Goswami and Morab, Chamundesvari 

Temple. 

66 Though I did not observe these rituals I asked several of the non-brāhmaṇa temple workers about the rituals. 

When I asked about the identity of these goddesses, I was told that they are the same as the seven little mothers 

(saptamātrikas), who are prominent in brāhmaṇic traditions. The members of this collection of seven goddesses, 

however, are often described by their Sanskritic names: Cāmuṇḍā, Brāhmā, Mahēśvarī, Indrānī, Varāhī, Vaiṣṇāvī, 

and Kumārī. While this list is similar to the tradition list of the saptamātṛkas, it varies from those described in the 

DM with Cāmuṇḍā replacing Narasiṃhī. This is not particular to Mysore city, though. This list can be seen as far 

back as the Śāktapramōdā, a Śākta tantric text. 

67 Goswami and Morab state that the traditional day for the celebration is the first Tuesday after the full moon day of 

Bhādrapada, but that in actuality it occurs “according to the peoples’ convenience” (Goswami and Morab, 

Chamundesvari Temple, 20). 
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The rituals that are enacted during the Cāmuṇḍi festival closely resemble those of other 

grāmadēvatās from South India. 68 These non-brāhmaṇic or local village deities, have rituals and 

practices that have developed outside the Mahādēvī Śākta tradition. In this situated role as local 

and powerful guardians of villages and regions, the goddess of Mysore was part of a larger nexus 

of ritual practice in medieval South India in which chieftains, kingdoms, and lineages aligned 

themselves with local fierce goddesses who granted energy (śakti) to invigorate their realm and 

its rulers. As they became more powerful their goddesses subsequently became associated with 

Sanskritic and brāhmaṇic traditions.  

While we can only speculate about the origins of Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore from the 

fragmentary and de-historicized evidence found in contemporary ritual practice, the development 

of the goddess can be traced through various historical documents. Throughout the remainder of 

this dissertation, I am therefore more interested in the ways in which she developed along with 

the Woḍeyar kings and mirrored their political ascent as both ruler and deity were fashioned 

through Purāṇic rhetorical paradigms that is observable within the literary, epigraphic, and visual 

productions of the Mysore court. They reveal that Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore went through several 

periods of development (grāmadēvatā, Cāmuṇḍi, slayer of the buffalo demon, Mahādēvi) as part 

of a larger project of the Mysore court in which they fashioned the Woḍeyar rulers through 

                                                 
68 Both practices are quite similar to the festivals of Māriyammaṉ in Tamil Nadu and Pyḍamma in Andhra Pradesh. 

In fact several people referred to the grāmadēvatā as Māramma over the course of the day. Māriyammaṉ is an 

agricultural goddess, who is associated with infectious diseases such as smallpox and cholera (Elaine Craddock in 

Pintchman, Seeking Mahadevi, 146-147; Padma in Pintchman, Seeking Mahadevi, 125; and Paul Younger, “A 

Temple Festival of Māriyammaṉ,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 48, no. 4 [Dec. 1980]: 495). The 

pot represents the seat of the goddess into which she is invited to “cool off.” The Cāmuṇḍi hill grāmadēvatā is also 

associated with infectious disease, such as smallpox and cholera, and is propitiated and “cooled off” in the earthen 

vessels carried by the Rāja Parivāra caste. (Misra, Cultural Profile of Mysore, 68). The goddess also accepts animal 

sacrifices (until recently including buffalo) and holds a cup for drinking blood offered to her by her devotees. 

Richard L. Brubaker has pointed out the ubiquity of animals sacrifice to grāmadēvatās at the onset of an epidemic. 

Richard L. Brubaker, “The Ambivalent Mistress: A Study of South Indian Village Goddesses and their Religious 

Meaning,” (PhD. diss., University of Chicago, 1978),4; 332-343.  
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paradigms that reflected different stages of South India polity (aspiring chieftain, regional power, 

political empire, incorporeal empire). However, just as is the case with the deities Sree Padma 

discusses, Cāmuṇḍi’s role as Mysore’s protector remained central to her identity, mythology, and 

rituals despite her later association with the Purāṇic goddess Durgā during the Woḍeyars’ rise in 

South Indian politics in Mysore. 

1.2 Mysore 

The city of Mysore, much like Cāmuṇḍi, is closely associated with mythological 

narratives. And like the goddess, its mythology can be traced to the Dēvīmāhātmya. For the 

divine history of Mysore, however, one must go to the Mahiṣa (Buffalo) episode of the text 

found in chapters 2-4. In this narrative, we see an image of the Goddess as a regal warrior and 

instead of a terrifying ghoul. The city and the region of Mysore is believed by many in India to 

be the demon’s former kingdom, and it is from the antagonist of the narrative that Mysore 

(Kannada maisūru) is said to derive its name.69 Additionally, Cāmuṇḍi hill is the site on which 

the Goddess and the buffalo demon are said to have waged their epic battle. In fact, midway up 

the hill there is a large rock formation (kōṇa mule or “buffalo point”), which is said to be the 

exact location on which the Goddess killed Mahiṣa and which still bears the prints of the 

Goddess’s feet, her lion’s paws, and the mighty asura’s hooves and is cleft by the fatal last blow 

dealt by the Goddess’s trident (triśūla).70 As such, Mysore and Cāmuṇḍi hill became part of the 

sacred landscape of Indian ritual and devotional life. Pilgrims travel from all over India to ascend 

the hill and obtain darśana from the Goddess and from the large image of Mahiṣa that has been 

                                                 
69 Maisa is a tadbhāva of the Sanskrit mahiṣa (buffalo) and ūru is “village,” “city,” or more commonly “native 

place.” Therefore Mysore or maisūru could best be translated into Sanskrit at mahiṣapura or into English as the 

“City of the Buffalo.” 

70 This site is located deep into the forest to the west of the colossal Nandi statue; however, due to forest fires access 

is restricted and requires special permission from the forestry department. 
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erected atop the hill. Like Haberman demonstrates with his study of Brajbasi ban yātra in 

Journey through the Twelve Forests, the land of Mysore becomes the catalysts through which the 

stories of the divine are encountered as residents of Mysore and Cāmuṇḍi hill and other pilgrims 

are happy to relate the deeds performed by the Goddess at that very site.71 While the site is given 

power by the Goddess, the Goddess and site are simultaneously given power through their 

mythological significance. 

1.2.1 Narrative origins 

The Mahiṣa episode begins with circumstances similar to the Śumbha and Niśumbha 

episode in which the gods have lost their portion of the sacrifice and their riches to a demon; this 

time named Mahiṣa (“Buffalo”).72 Stuck in great despair, the gods sought aid from Śiva and 

Viṣṇu. Upon hearing the lamentations of their fellow gods, Śiva and Viṣṇu were filled with rage 

and from their furrowed brows cosmic brilliance (tējas) emanated forth. Soon the energies (śaktī) 

of all the gods joined together to form a woman (nārī). Upon seeing this divine figure manifest, 

the gods rejoiced and offered her their primary war implements.73  

After being properly outfitted for battle, she, along with her army and lion-mount, went 

out to battle Mahiṣa and his army of demons. The Goddess and her army easily won the first 

round of battles and killed numerous hordes of demons, including Cāmara, Karāla, and Biḍāla. 

However, Mahiṣa joined the battle for round two and quickly turned the tide against the 

Goddess’s army. But, when the demon king turned his sights toward her lion, Ambikā became 

                                                 
71 David Haberman, Journey Through the Twelve Forests: An Encounter with Krishna (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1994). 

72 The DBP explains that this is due to a boon received from Brahmā after 1,000 years of devotion in which he is 

promised that he cannot be killed by a god, demon, or man, boastfully claiming that no “weak” woman can kill him. 

DBP 5.2.3-14. 

73 The emanation motif can also be found in the Laws of Manu 7.1-11. This chapter relates the duty of the king, and 

it begins with the origin of the first king, whose duty was to restore order and to protect the people of the world. 
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angry and resolute on his destruction and caught the buffalo demon in a snare. Mahiṣa promptly 

freed himself by changing into the form of a lion. As soon as had he shape-shifted, Ambikā 

beheaded the demon, but from the neck hole Mahiṣa emerged as a man. The Goddess, then, hit 

the demon with a flurry of arrows, but he resisted the onslaught by taking the form of an 

elephant. After she was able to cut off his trunk, Mahiṣa once again resumed his buffalo form 

and roared at the Goddess. Amused by his performance, Caṇḍikā downed an intoxicating 

beverage, let out a loud laugh, and said, “Roar now, you fool, while I drink this wine, but after I 

kill you, only the gods will roar!” Then, the Goddess leapt upon the demon kicking and striking 

him with her spear. Trying to escape from the blows dealt by the Goddess, Mahiṣa began to 

morph into another form; however, as he emerged from the head of the buffalo, the Goddess 

decapitated the asura killing him on the spot. The gods were so overwhelmed by the power and 

majesty of the Goddess that they praised her as the creator, the Vedas incarnate, the Vedic 

sacrifice, and the root of all existence (prakṛti), amongst many other adulations. Moved by their 

exaltations, the Goddess offered the gods a boon. Sensing her unlimited power, the gods asked 

her to come to the aid of her devotees whenever they call upon her. It was this boon that was 

remembered in the Śumbha and Niśumbha episode and was perhaps invoked by the rulers of 

medieval South India. 

The connection between mythological narrative and landscape in India is prevalent in 

Purāṇic literature in which cities and regions were written into the sacred tales; however, it is 

unclear exactly when modern Mysore was associated with the slaying of the buffalo.74 Many 

                                                 
74 Archeological evidence from sites just outside the city has uncovered “heaps of buffalo bones.” (Misra 1971, iv). 

Many people have suggested that the Toda, a tribal group that is the only community whose primary means of 

subsistence is the buffalo in South India, were the original inhabitants of Mysore. Their primary ritual is the 

erkumptthpimi or “buffalo-sacrifice” during which they propitiate Teikirzi, a goddess and the giver of the buffaloes. 

Some scholars have suggested that they may have once inhabited the Mysore region but were forced to move just to 

the South to the Nilgiri hills of the modern state of Tamil Nadu. Joyser puts it very matter of factly, “[T]he Toda or 

buffalo-worshipper of Nilgiris must have been the original settlers of Mysore who were driven out by Sakti 
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scholars, including the great Indologists H. H. Wilson and B. Lewis Rice, have anachronistically 

connected modern Mysore with the Mahiṣamaṇḍala found in the ancient Buddhist texts 

Dīpavaṃṣa and the Mahāvaṃṣa.75 However, Fleet convincingly showed that the Mahiṣamaṇḍala 

of the Buddhist texts is connected to the kingdom of Mahiṣamati described in the Mahābhārata 

that was defeated by Sahadēva before he went to battle with Tripura.76 Tripura has been 

identified with the modern city of Tewar in the state of Madhya Pradesh, and Fleet suggests that 

both Mahiṣamaṇḍala of the Buddhist texts and Mahiṣamati of the Mahābhārata ought to be 

identified with Oṇkār Mandhāṭa also in Madhya Pradesh. Fleet’s argument is supported by the 

description of the kingdom provided within Kālīdāsa’s Raghuvaṃṣa in which it is said to lie 

between the Revā and Narmadā rivers.77 The first historical record in which the goddess of 

Mysore is connected to the Mahiṣa narrative is through an invocation of the goddess as 

Mahiṣāsuramardini (She who slayed the buffalo demon) that was engraved in 1639 CE in a 

copper-plate inscription commemorating a grant from the Vijayanagara emperor to the Woḍeyar 

king Kaṇṭīrava Narasarāja (r. 1638-1659).78 Therefore, let us now turn to the epigraphic record 

from the region to further contextualize the connection between Mysore and the buffalo. 

                                                 
worshippers whose protective Goddess was Chamundi.” G. R.Joyser, The History of Mysore and the Yadava 

Dynasty (Mysore: Coronation Press, 1939), 3. Misra dismisses the connection because “[e]thnically, socially, and 

culturally the Toda are much different from the local population.” (Misra, Cultural Profile of Mysore, iv). However, 

a recent study of the genetic make-up of the Toda buffaloes suggests that they did possibly once live in and around 

the city of Mysore. P. Kathiravan, R. S. Kataria, B. P. Mishra, P. K. Dubey, D. K. Sanda, and B. K. Joshi.. 

“Population Structure and Phylogeography of Toda Buffalo in Nilgiris Throw Light on Possible Origin of 

Aboriginal Toda Tribe of South India,’ Journal of Animal Breeding and Genetics, 128 no. 4 (2011): 295-304. In this 

study, genetic evidence shows that the unique breed of buffaloes herded by the Toda is a close genetic match with 

the south Kanarese buffaloes found in Mysore, and the authors suggest that the Toda may have once lived in 

Mysore.  

75 H. H. Wilson, The Viṣṇu Purāṇa, A System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition (London: John Murray, 1840), 189; 

B. Lewis Rice, Mysore Inscriptions (Bangalore: Mysore Government Press, 1879); B. Lewis Rice, Mysore: A 

Gazetteer Compiled for Government (New Delhi: Asian Educational Service [London: Archibald Constable and 

Company], 2001 [1897]). 

76 J. F. Fleet, “Mahishamaṇḍala and Māhishamati,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (1910); 446. 

77 Fleet, “Mahishamaṇḍala, 447; Misra, Cultural Profile of Mysore, 8. 

78 REC III.Nj 198. 
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1.2.2. Mysore in inscriptions 

The epigraphic evidence complicates the history of Mysore’s connection to the narrative 

of the buffalo demon since there are several definitive records in southern Karnataka that 

associate the region with buffaloes. The earliest reference comes from the 5th century CE and is 

roughly 100 kms to the North of the Mysore City in the Tumkur district. This inscription, which 

marks a village that was gifted from a Kadamba king, states that the village is located in 

“Mahiṣaviśaya” (region of the buffalo).79 In the tenth century references to land of the buffalo 

(Maisurnāḍ, Maisunāḍ, Maysunnāḍu, and Maysūru) abound in the region beginning with another 

reference to Mahiṣaviśaya is in an inscription from 945 CE that states a minister of the Hoysaḷa 

court was from that place.80 Therefore, it seems that at this time the region of southern Karnataka 

was known as the land of the buffalo.81 In 1128 in an inscription commissioned by the Hoysaḷa 

king Viṣṇuvardana Maisunāḍu or the “buffalo country” was explicitly connected with Mysore 

city through allusion to Mahābalēśvara hill (Cāmuṇḍi hill).82 After the 12th century, however, 

references to the land of the buffalo were sparse and did not resume with any consistency until 

after 1551 CE when the Woḍeyar kings emerged unto the political scene. Then as they grew 

more powerful, they quickly (1639) associated the goddess of the hill with Mahiṣāsuramardini as 

part of their attempt to fashion themselves as Purāṇic rulers, the descendants of a divine lineage, 

and successors of the Vijayanagara dynasty.83  

                                                 
79 MAR (1925), 98. 

80 EC IV.Ch 102. 

81 Misra, Cultural Profile of Mysore, 9. 

82 EC Vol III.1.My 16: 11.9-10. Maisunāḍu svasti śrīmārabalada tīrthakke. 

83 REC V.My 200. 
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1.2.3 Scholarship on Mysore 

After the fall of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in 1799 CE that ended the series of four wars between 

the East India Company armed forces and the Mysore armies under Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān 

known as the Anglo-Mysore Wars (1767-1799 CE), the history of Mysore and its kings was a 

common source of colonial historical writing.84 Amongst these both Colonel Mark Wilks and 

Francis Buchanan’s histories are notable for the breadth of material examined and amount of first 

hand observations presented. Also among the colonial material available to the scholar of 

Mysore is the collection of manuscripts and translations of Mysore and Woḍeyar records 

contained in the Mackenzie collections in the British Library and Government Oriental 

Manuscript Library in Chennai.85 To build its collection of sources on Mysore Colonel Colin 

Mackenzie solicited aid from the Kannaḍiga poet Dēvacandra, whose oversight resulted in a 

fantastic selection of materials from the Woḍeyar dynasty and Mysore Sultanate. Additionally, 

the colonial scholar B. Lewis Rice, the first director of the Mysore Archaeological Department, 

oversaw the collection and editing of the Mysore Gazetteer and Epigraphia Carnatica, a twelve 

                                                 
84 Lewin Bowring, Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan and the Struggle with the Musalman Powers of the South (OxfordL 

Clarendon Press, 1893); Francis, Buchanan, A Journey from Madras through the Countries of Mysore, Canara, and 

Malabar Volumes I-III. (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1807); Charles Francis Greville, British India Analyzed: 

The Provincial and Revenue Establishments of Tippoo Sultaun and of Mahomedan and British Conquerors in 

Hindostan Stated and Considered in Three Parts (London: R. Faulder, 1795); Joyser, The History of Mysore and the 

Yadava Dynasty; M.M.D.L.T., The History of Hyder Shah, alias Hyder Ali Khan Bahadur: and of his son Tippoo 

Sultaun. ed. Prince Gholam Mohammed (London: W. Thacker and Col, 1855); Constance E. Persons, , Mysore City 

(London: Oxford University Press, 1930); Rice, Mysore Gazetteer; George Viscount Valentia, Voyages and Travels 

to India, Ceylon, the Red Sea, Abyssinia, and Egypt in the Years 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805, and 1806 Volume I 

(London: W. Bulmer and Co., 1809); and Mark Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India in an Attempt to 

Trace the History of Mysoor from the Hindoo Government of that State to the Extinction of the Mohammedan 

Dynasty in 1799 Volumes 1 & 2 (Mysore: Government Branch Press, 1930); Meadow Taylor, Tippoo Sultaun: A 

Tale of the Mysore Way Volumes I-III (London: Richard Bentley, 1840). 

85 Many local manuscripts from the Woḍeyar court that were also collected by the Oriental Research Library have 

now been shifted to the University of Mysore’s Kuvempu Institute of Kannada Studies. More manuscripts can also 

be found at the Karnataka State Archives: Mysore Palace Archives located in Mysore Industrial Park, Mysore and in 

the Mahārāja’s personal collection in the Mysore Palace, which will most likely also be shifted to the State 

Archives. 
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volume collection of inscriptions solely from Karnataka. Though these resources are not without 

their flaws they are invaluable for reconstructing the medieval history of Mysore.  

The most comprehensive history of the Woḍeyar dynasty and the Mysore Sultanate is C. 

Hayavadana Rao’s History of Mysore (1399-1799 A.D.): Incorporating the Latest Epigraphical, 

Literary, and Historical Researches in three volumes. As the subtitle suggests Rao’s work is a 

comprehensive overview of all the resources available to him during the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja 

Woḍeyar IV (r. 1884-1940) and the first years of Jayacāmarājēndra Woḍeyar (r. 1940-1950). 

Owing to its encyclopedic nature and his commission from the Mysore court, his history is less 

than critical at times. Additionally, Rao gives precedence to the details of the dynasty that are 

contained in the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi (ca. 1860s). As I will argue in Chapter 6, this 

manuscript was a product of the colonial context and contains many innovations that directly 

address contemporaneous debates; therefore, his rendering of the Woḍeyars’ history is often 

extremely ahistorical. Rao’s work, however, still remains the most thorough rendering of 

materials related to all aspects of the Woḍeyar dynasty and Mysore Sultanate. 

After Rao’s massive history, several decades passed with very little work that focused on 

Mysore. However, the 1980s saw a revival of interest in Mysore including Burton Stein’s famous 

essay on the “Peasant Insurgency in Mysore”86 This led to a variety of references to Mysore, 

especially relating the their position vis-à-vis the British colonizers during the reign of Ṭīpū 

Sultān, Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III, as the “model princely state” under the British Government in 

India.87 During the 1990s two interesting studies of Mysore were published: A. Satyanarayana’s 

                                                 
86 Burton Stein, “Notes on ‘Peasant Insurgency’ in Colonial Mysore: Event and Process,” South Asia Research V, 

no. 1 (1985): 11-27 

87 Vasant K. Bawa, “Regional Identities and the National Movement in Hyderabad and Mysore,” in People’s 

Movements in the Princely States, ed. Y. Vaikuntham (New Delhi:Manohar, 2004); Susan Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, 

and Kings: Muslims and Christians in South Indian Society 1700-1900 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

2003); S. Chandrasekhar, Dimensions of Socio-Political Change in Mysore 1918-40 (New Delhi: Ashish Publishing 
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History of the Wodeyars of Mysore (1610-1748) and Kate Brittlebank’s Tipu Sultan’s Search for 

Legitimacy.88 Satyanarayana’s work is a helpful inquiry of materials relating to the early 

Woḍeyar rulers that takes a slightly more critical approach to the legendary foundations of the 

dynasty than Rao. Ultimately, however, Satyanarayana’s history lacks any larger theoretical 

framework and simply provides a variety of details about the rulers for the reader. Kate 

Brittlebank’s work on Ṭīpū Sultān, which will be discussed at length in Chapter 5, reinterprets 

Ṭīpū Sultān’s rule by attempting to read his reign in Mysore within the broader context of South 

Indian kingship. Her work, though not without problems, has heavily influenced my approach 

within this dissertation as I attempt to build a context for royal fashioning within medieval and 

early modern Mysore.89   

Within the past few years, two scholars have published monographs in which they focus 

solely on Mysore and particularly on the Woḍeyar dynasty.90 Janaki Nair’s Mysore Modern, 

which is most relevant for this dissertation and is discussed at length in Chapter 6, is an 

interdisciplinary study of the Mysore kingdom from Tīpū Sultān’s reign to the dissolution of the 

princely states.91 In the first half of her study, Nair focuses on the visual arts produced within the 

                                                 
House, 1985); Ian Copland, The Princes of India in the Endgame of the Empire, 1917-1947 (New Delhi: Cambridge 

University Press, 1999); Habib, Irfan, Resistance and Modernization under Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan (New Delhi: 

India History Congress, 1999); Ramusack, Barbara N., The Indian Princes and Their States (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2004); Books that mention colonial period, Tipu or KRW 3. Though not focused on Mysore, 

Cohen’s study of the Hyderabad princely state is an excellent work on the multiple layers of powers in the colonial 

political system. Benjamin B. Cohen, Kingship and Colonialism in India’s Deccan (New York: Palgrave 

MacMillan, 2007). 

88 A. Satyanarayana, History of the Wodeyars of Mysore 1610-1748, (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and 

Museums, 1996); and Kate Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy: Islam and Kingship in a Hindu 

Domain (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1997). 

89 Though not entirely focused on Mysore, Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings often alludes to Ṭīpū Sultān’s 

Mysore in a way that also builds a fuller picture of kingship in late medieval South India. 

90 Two other popular histories have recently been written. Vikram Sampath Splendours of Royal Mysore: The 

Untold Story of the Wodeyars (New Delhi: Rupa and Company, 2009); and Sashi Sivaramkrishna, The Curse of 

Talakad: (Re)situating and (Re)contextualizing a Legend in History (New Delhi: Rupa and Co., 2005). 

91 Janaki Nair, Mysore Modern: Rethinking the Region under Princely Rule (New Delhi: Orient Blackswan Private 

Limited, 2010). 
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Mysore court during the reigns of Ṭīpū Sultān and Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III that I will also discuss. 

She argues that the material productions of the Mysore court can give insights into the changing 

notions of power from Ṭīpū Sultān’s independent rule to Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign under the British. 

The second half is devoted to legislative reforms in the princely state of Mysore through which 

the author shows the developing relationship between the Mysore state and the colonial project. 

Closely related to the second half of Nair’s work is Aya Ikegame’s Princely India Reimagined in 

which the author examines kingship in Mysore after the restoration of the Woḍeyar dynasty in 

1799 focusing mainly on the period after the annexation of the subcontinent by the British in 

1857.92 She argues—contradictory to Nicholas Dirks (discussed below)—that kingship during 

the colonial period was not simply the vestiges of the old regime of medieval kingship that 

persisted only through empty performance of older modes of kingship, but it was actively being 

reimagined to suit the changing nature of politics in the region. Ikegame brilliantly displays the 

dialectic between the Mysore state and their colonial counterparts demonstrating their agency in 

fashioning an identity for the Mysore princes. While Ikegame’s thesis and my own seem quite 

similar—examining ways Woḍeyar kingship developed in response to political changes—and we 

both read more agency into the position of Mysore vis-à-vis the colonial state, I find her 

representation of the old regime of Mysore relies too heavily on Rao’s uncritical and ahistorical 

analysis of Woḍeyar literary evidence and thereby replicates many of his mistakes. Her focus is 

not on the continuance of medieval courtly paradigms but on the emergence of a colonial social 

system of power within the extended royal family through an ethno-historical method. 
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York: Routledge, 2013). 
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Despite all the recent work on Mysore, no scholar has written anything in a peer-

reviewed article or book in English about the Woḍeyar rulers prior to the Mysore Sultanate.93 

The lack of historical work being conducted on this period reflects the concern expressed by V. 

Narayanan Rao, David Shulman, and Sanjay Subrahmanyam over the lack of interest in the 

South Indian kingdoms between the fall of Vijayanagara and the Mysore Sultanate, which they 

call the Nāyaka period and others have referred to as the period of Vijayanagara successor 

states.94 With this dissertation, I attempt to begin filling that void in regard to the kingdom of 

Mysore and bridge the gap in our understanding of kingship in and between these periods. 

1.3 Medieval, Late Medieval and Early Modern 

This dissertation is not only intended as a history of the goddess Cāmuṇḍi and the 

Woḍeyar kings of Mysore, but it is an attempt to enhance our understanding of some of the ways 

in which kingship was fashioned in South India. Indeed these two features are intimately linked 

as the court of Mysore fashioned the Woḍeyar rulers through Purāṇic paradigms and devotional 

alliances from their earliest extant records in the 16th century CE that developed over time in 

relation to their relative position in regional politics. By looking at the rhetoric of the Mysore 

court a clear picture of the development of the Woḍeyar state appears; however, the ways in 

which they fashioned kingship was part of a broader system in medieval South India that also 

developed through various stages. 

I have chosen to employ Stephen Greenblatt’s language of fashioning for the conscious 

stylistic and formulaic molding of the Woḍeyar kings through diverse features such as 

                                                 
93 Satyanarayana was an employ of the Karnataka State Department of Archaeology and Museums and his work was 

published by the Directorate as part of his course of duties. 

94 Velcheru Narayana Rao, David Shulman, and Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Symbols of Substance: Court and State in 

Nāyaka Period Tamilnadu (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992). For instance: George Mitchell, The New 

Cambridge History of India: Architecture and Art of Southern India- Vijayanagara and the Successor States (New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
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genealogy, origin stories, and devotional practices that appears in the productions of the Mysore 

court. As Greenblatt suggests the process of fashioning is not an entirely autonomous endeavor 

and reflects the frameworks of “family, state, and religious institutions.”95 However, unlike his 

work, I drop “self” from the fashioning equation because the process that was taking place within 

these courtly productions was not directly producing an individual identity for the king. Instead 

these works were created by numerous courtiers and artists with varying agendas and were 

engaged in producing the notion of kingship itself. 96 The program of fashioning was a process of 

constructing the position which the king inhabited and that shaped the ways the king was viewed. 

Greenblatt’s language of fashioning, however, provides a better model through which we 

can understand the medieval South Indian court than the older legitimation theory, which 

explained that kings derived legitimacy by constructing ideological programs.97 The 

anachronism and redundancy of the legitimation model has been soundly critiqued by Sheldon 

Pollock in his work on medieval court aesthetics Language of the Gods in the World of Men. 98 

He argues that rulers during this period derived their power through physical and martial 

domination and did not need to implement ideational strategies to convince the people of their 

power. He instead suggests that the early medieval courts formed an aestheticized culture that 

transcended geographic, linguistic, and religious difference and united a vast collective of states 

into a “cosmopolis” through the medium of Sanskrit kāvya. 

                                                 
95 Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 2005), 1. 

96 Daud Ali, Courtly Culture and Political Life in Early Medieval India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2011), 15. 

97 That is not to say that those that do employ this rhetoric are without merit. Indeed, the work of Kesavan Veluthat 

employs this model and has been highly influential in this dissertation. Kesavan Veluthat, The Political Structure of 

Early Medieval South India (New Delhi: Orient Blackswan Private Limited, 2012). See Chapter 2 for more.  

98 Sheldon Pollock, Language of the Gods in the World of Men (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009), 
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Daud Ali, building upon Pollock’s critique of legitimation theory, has warned against 

overlooking the details of the courtly productions without which they can become “empty and 

hypostasised place-holder[s], functioning, somewhat tautologically, to 'aestheticise' politics.”99 

While Ali examines the erotic and enjoyment aspect of kingly body in courtly literature over a 

wide temporal and regional range, I have chosen to focus only on the productions of the Mysore 

court and king-fashioning through devotion and genealogy. By focusing on one court, we can see 

the ways that the king and his lineage were a site of constant construction. However, to 

understand the context of these productions and the ways that they produced meaning and 

significance within the regional network of courts, it is necessary to contextualize the process 

within the region. Therefore, in Chapter 2 I have attempted to trace the development of 

genealogy writing in literature and inscriptions in South India and the Deccan.  

From my reading of the development of genealogies in the region, I have divided the 

South Indian dynastic history under discussion into four periods: early medieval, medieval, late-

medieval, and early modern.100 For me these periods are not attached to specific kings, 

kingdoms, years, or particular forms of state formation or administration, but they allude to 

broader modes through which the court fashioned the ruler by connecting him to significant time 

and space.101 By early medieval I refer to the post-Gupta period in which there is no clear 

                                                 
99 Ali, Courtly Culture, 16-7. 

100 I hesitate to use either “medieval” or “modern” because of the variety of connotations that each carry. Medieval, 

of course, carries all the connotations of the “Dark Age” in European history. However, I will employ it in the sense 

that it is the “middle” of our knowledge of Indian history and kingship situated between Vedic and Epic 

constructions of kingship and “modern” notions of nation. “Modern” on the other hand is an amorphous term that 

encapsulates an ideological shift to “rationalism” that is contrasted to the “traditionalism” of the medieval. See Peter 

Osborne, "Modernity Is a Qualitative, Not a Chronological, Category: Notes on the Dialectics of Differential 

Historical Time" in Postmodernism and the Re-reading of Modernity, ed. Francis Barker, Peter Hulme, and 

Margaret Iversen (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1992). Additionally, more broadly it connotes an 

“advancement” in society, political structures/institution, and the sciences. I, however, will side step most of this 

conversation only employing Subrahmanyam’s term “early modern.” 

101 Many scholars have employed these terms to describe a variety of developments in medieval India. For examples 

see Noboru Karashima, South Indian Society in Transition: Ancient to Medieval (New Delhi: Oxford University 
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emphasis on genealogy or descent within the courtly productions of South India. The medieval 

period is defined by the emergence of imperial states and the emphasis on Purāṇic lines of 

descent that connected the king with the Solar or Lunar lineages as the descendant of the 

warriors, kings, and gods of the epic literature. The late medieval developed as the medieval 

institutions crumbled and new seats of political power arose to prominence. This period, which I 

also refer to as the post-imperial period, saw the rise of smaller kingdoms that incorporated 

“origin stories” that connected the line’s legendary progenitor’s settlement of the capital and the 

goddess of the site.102 Though they do not perfectly align with any particular dates or dynasties, 

the periods roughly correspond to the waves of imperial powers in the region: early medieval 

with the early Pallavas, medieval period through the Rāṣṭrakūṭas, and the late medieval until the 

establishment of the Mysore Sultanate.  

The last period under discussion in this dissertation is the early modern. I have chosen to 

use this term to define the changing ways that kingship was fashioned during the rule of Ṭīpū 

Sultān and Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III that formed the bridge between medieval and colonial India. 

Sanjay Subrahmanyam first posited the usefulness of “early modern” as a conceptual tool that 

helps us understand the transition in world-framing between medieval Indian and colonial 

histories.103 Pollock likewise pointed to the usefulness of the category as it helps us put Indian 
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period the rhetoric of Solar and Lunar descent was an imperial paradigm. Therefore, I have chosen to use post-
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103 Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Penumbral Visions: Making Polities in Early Modern South India (Ann Arbor: 
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history in context within the broader developments in world history.104 Finally Partha Chatterjee 

has employed this term specifically in his discussion of Ṭīpū Sultān. He argues that Ṭīpū Sultān 

exemplified the period in which the monarchical model was coming under heavy contestation. 

Chatterjee argues that like the kings of Europe Ṭīpū Sultān constructed himself as an absolute 

monarch, whose power generated solely from God; a notion that I will critique more thoroughly 

in Chapter 5. For now suffice it to say that the ways in which Ṭīpū Sultān’s court fashioned the 

ruler were much more complex than Chatterjee acknowledges; however, during both his and 

Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III’s rule, new ways of being king and envisioning territory were 

implemented in dialogue with both traditional paradigms and emerging notions of statehood and 

religion that would characterize the colonial period. Therefore, I employ “early modern” to 

define this transitory moment in courtly rhetoric that is neither wholly medieval nor wholly 

colonial. 

It is impossible to talk about the transition from medieval to colonial in South India 

without mentioning the work of Nicholas Dirks.105 Dirks argued that during the colonial period 

princely states were a “theatre state” in which the kingship of the “old regime” was performed 

through rituals but lacked the power structures that had made them meaningful during the pre-

colonial period. I agree with Ikegame that while Dirks’s arguments are convincing within the 

smaller princely state of Pudukkottai they do not translate into the context of Mysore, especially 

not during the period of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III. Instead, as discussed in Chapter 6, during 

Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III’s reign the Mysore court was attempting to re-fashion the very nature of 

power and kingship that subtly worked to undermine and subvert the colonial administration. 
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1.4 Religion, Religious, and Hindu 

In this dissertation, I have consciously avoided using the term “religion,” “religious,” or 

“Hindu” to describe the complex processes that were taking place in the Mysore court during the 

medieval period. My decision not to use these terms has come after a vast amount of deliberation 

on the usefulness of the terms for my project and their applicability to the subject matter. In my 

case, each term seems too loaded and too ambiguous to make sense of the processes under 

discussion. Of course, I am not the first to struggle with the usefulness of these terms.  

One of the most poignant criticism of religion as a term and a field of study was made in 

Russell T. McCutcheon’s Manufacturing Religion.106 McCutcheon argues that religious studies 

is based in a belief that religion exists in and of itself (sui generis). This assumption creates the 

very thing (religion) that its supposedly the object of study. Instead, he suggests that those who 

study religion ought to take a naturalistic approach looking at the factors that create meaning 

within religious traditions and for practitioners that are observable and historical.  

Timothy Fitzgerald builds upon McCutcheon’s critique of religious studies, but narrows 

his focus down to the applicability of the category of religion for the evaluation of Asian 

traditions.107 He examines Ambedkar Buddhism in modern India in order to demonstrate how the 

categories provided by a phenomenological approach are completely insufficient in the 

enhancement of our understanding of the movement. Building off of this case study, he suggests, 

that “religion” is rooted in “Western” post-Enlightenment culture and that its taxonomies hold 

very little meaning for Asia. Therefore, he suggests that religion as a distinct category of analysis 

                                                 
106 Russell T. McCutcheon, Manufacturing Religion: Discourse on Sui Generis Religion and the Politics of 
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be done away with. In its place, he suggests scholars studying Asian traditions look at them as 

expressions of politics, economics, soteriology, and ritual. 

Other scholars have chosen to adopt “religion” but have argued that it is distinctly 

different than “Hinduism.” S. N. Balagangadhara is one of the most critical opponents of the use 

of religion as a category for understanding Hinduism. He argues that the academic study of 

religion is so entirely enmeshed into the Protestant and European worldview that it is impossible 

to properly represent Hinduism through those taxonomies.108 Richard King agrees with 

Balagangadhara that the terms are problematic, but argues, following Gadamer, that the only way 

for a European to discuss what is going on in a ritual or philosophical treatise is to do so in terms 

through which they can make some sense of the object of study.109 King, however, does take 

issue with the specificity with which scholars of religion have demarcated things as religious that 

reflected Christian concerns in the colonial period that are still discussed the same way today. 

With these critiques in mind I have forgone the use of the “religion” or “religious” as meaningful 

categories to understand the production of kingship in the medieval Woḍeyar court because it 

could misrepresent or distract from the processes that were negotiating a system of order and 

political dominance and hierarchy that permeated the framework—both human and divine—

through which kingship was fashioned.110  
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109 Richard King, Orientalism and Religion: Postcolonial Theory, India, and ‘The Mystic East’ (New York: 
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However, William Sweetman and Robert Eric Frykenberg have both argued quite 

convincingly that the concept of religion was developing as part of the dialectical exchange 

between Indians and Europeans and that the concept of religion, though it might be a “Western” 

term, has been informed by Indian understandings of it.111 Indeed in the Kannada sources from 

the reign of Tīpū Sultān and Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III there is a development in the courtly rhetoric 

through which we can see the development of this dialectic and the emergence of categories that 

can properly be called “religious.” Therefore, I do use the terms “religion” and “religious” in 

Chapters 5 and 6 where I find it both applicable and useful for understanding the ways the court 

was fashioning the kings and their lineages. 

For the most part I also avoid the use of the term “Hindu” when referring to the goddess, 

the Śākta tradition, or any of the rituals associated with the complex structure of beliefs and 

practices that occurred in India prior to the 19th century because of the many possible issues and 

connotations that the term incurs and upon which there is also an ongoing scholarly debate.112 

Ronald Inden has argued that “Hinduism” was formed as an opposing reflection of European 

needs: those who wanted to legitimize colonialism compared the “rationality” of scientific and 

modern Europe to “irrational” belief in zoomorphic deities and “wild” rituals and those who 

were disenfranchised by European materialism imagined “Hinduism” as the renouncing 
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corrective. 113 Therefore, Inden argues that whatever the cause of the construction, the religion 

called “Hinduism” is a European imagining. Jack Hawley has also argued that “Hinduism” as a 

religion was a construction of Europeans but takes a different approach to the topic.114 He argues 

that “Hindu” was always a geographical distinction and had no religious relevance in India or in 

broad circles in Europe until Monier Monier-Williams published Hinduism in 1877. He suggests 

the India’s only category that could be an uneasy equivalent is dharma, and it was never about 

unity, but dharma was always about ritual separation.  

Though many scholars, such as those discussed above, have rejected the validity of 

“Hinduism” because it was a construction of the European imagination, Peter Van der Veer 

views the process as more ambiguous. He suggests, following Raymond Schwab’s and J. J. 

Clarke’s discussion of Orientalism or those of Sweetman and Frykenberg on “religion,” that 

“Hinduism” was a result of a dialectic process that emerged through a series of “encounters” 

between the Europe and India.115 He suggests that the process through which “Hinduism” was 

created was a mixture of European influence on Hindus (especially ‘Neo-Hindu’ traditions like 

Arya Samaj, Brahmo Samaj, and Ramakrishna Mission) and Hindu influence on Europeans (by 

expanding their understanding of religion). 

Returning to the work of Frykenberg, he has suggested that this dialectic cannot be 

understated and that to limit religion to a previous Protestant understanding is historically 

naïve.116 He argues that people in India did not use “Hindu” to designate solely religious 
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concepts, because religion was an assumed part of cultural existence that was not relegated to a 

separate sphere of life as it was in post-Enlightenment Europe. He examines early definitions of 

religion and shows that the dialectic between the Europeans and Indians is responsible for 

“religion” and many of its categories. He argues that “Hinduism” was not limited by the 

Protestant concept of sola scriptura, but it forced the scholars of religion to reevaluate the role of 

ritual and practice. Therefore, for Frykenberg “Hinduism” was not an imaginative construction 

of Europe but a corrective to its limited scope of religiosity. 

But for my purposes, the term “Hindu” has very little practical value for our 

understanding of the social and political milieu of the medieval period and distracts from the 

overall point that I am trying to make: specifically that the paradigms through which kings were 

fashioned transcended communal difference. Instead I hope to highlight the ubiquity of these 

motifs within the region, especially as it pertains to goddess-oriented devotional and ritual 

practices. Therefore, like “religion” I refrain from using the term “Hindu” or its derivations until 

the period of Ṭīpū Sultān and Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III.  

1.5 Chapter Summary 

I have divided this dissertation into five substantive chapters that are bookended by this 

introduction and a concluding chapter (Chapter 7). In Chapter 2, I discuss the paradigms that 

emerge within South Indian genealogies through which the medieval courts fashioned their rulers 

and their kingdoms. Specifically I discuss the historical development of Purāṇic lineages that 

trace the ancestry of the contemporaneous king to the heroes, kings, and gods of the Lunar and 

Solar dynasties and the emergence of a secondary narrative—an origin story—that grounds the 

kingdom to a specific site through a devotional alliance with a fierce local goddess. In Chapter 3, 

I begin my inquiry into the inscriptions and literature of the early Woḍeyar kings in which I 

show the ways the kings were fashioned in these texts reflected their position in regional politics. 
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In Chapter 4, I discuss the period known as the Daḷavāyi Regime (1734-1762 CE) during which 

the Mysore kingdom was ruled in regency by their generals, the rulers of the nearby Kaḷale. I 

argue that this period produced dual concerns within the productions of the Mysore court that 

ultimately resulted in the imposition of the Kaḷale Śaiva devotional tradition into the traditions of 

the Woḍeyar court. Chapter 5 covers the period when Muslims Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān ruled 

in Mysore as regent and sultān, respectively. In this period and in the rhetoric of both Haidar Ali 

and Ṭīpū Sultān’s courts, they incorporate the same political paradigms for fashioning kingship 

as their predecessors. Chapter 5, perhaps more than any other, highlights the intercommunal 

nature of these political paradigms; however, due to ongoing conflict and co-operation with 

English and French administration and militaries, the paradigms began to shift incorporating 

European notions of kingship, religion, and nation. In Chapter 6, I examine the productions of 

Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III’s court and argue that in light of the loss of administrative power they 

worked to actively renegotiate the medieval idea of kingship by updating their devotional 

patterns, lineage history, and redefining their territory to subtly subvert the colonial project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ORIGIN STORIES IN SOUTHERN KARNATAKA: FASHIONING ROYAL IDENTITY 

THROUGH LOCALIZED GODDESS-ORIENTED DEVOTIONAL ALLIANCES 

2.1 Introduction  

In his essay, “Warfare and State finance in Wodeyar Mysore 1724-25: A Missionary 

Perspective” Sanjay Subrahmanyam briefly discusses the genealogical materials of the Wodeyars 

and their role in Colonel Mark Wilks’ history of Mysore.1 Subsequently, he goes on to explain 

the dearth of these records in the scholarship of later historians of the Woḍeyar dynasty. He 

muses that Wilks likely employed either the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vamśāvaḷi or the 

Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḷi—two very different texts from very different periods—and surmises 

that these texts are overlooked due to their lack of historical details. He writes “these 

genealogical texts, while interesting in their own right, are not of great help in addressing such 

questions as the extent of centralization, the nature of fiscal methods used, or even the nitty-

gritty of warfare.”2 While Subramanyam is specifically referring to their elucidation of South 

Indian military economies, his dismissal of the genre seems to express a major trend in South 

Asian studies in which genealogical texts are underexamined because they are perceived to lack 

historically significant details. It is my contention, however, that lineage texts and origin stories 

are precisely the site in which the courts of medieval South India attempted to construct a 

“center” by articulating not only descent but demonstrating devotional and institutional alliances 

                                                 
1 Sanjay Subrahmanyam, “Warfare and State finance in Wodeyar Mysore 1724-25: A Missionary Perspective,” 

Indian Economiv & Social History Review 26 (June 1989): 203-233.  

2 Subrahmanyam, “Warfare and State finance,” 206. Furthermore, these texts, which date back to the 17th century, in 

the case of the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam, are far more elaborate than Subrahmanyam gives them credit. In the 

chapter titled “The Account of the Lineage” (vamśavistāra varṇane), detailed accounts are given of several wars 

between Mysore kings and outsiders, not to mention the several chapters dedicated solely to the various battle 

campaigns of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja himself. 
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and orienting themselves spatially as the cosmological center of the South Indian sacred 

landscape and temporally as the culmination of Purāṇic time.  

Therefore, I will follow Keshavan Veluthat’s approach to genealogical material.3 

Veluthat understands vaṃśāvaḷi as part of a series of interrelated genres that he calls “royalist 

literature.”4 He suggests that together royalist literature aimed to fashion an image of the 

monarch that highlighted his worth as a ruler. “A large number of elements taken from the 

Sanskritic stereotypes in the kāvya-śāstra-nāṭaka literature went into the making of this [royal] 

image. They included origin myths, dynastic traditions, and genealogy in order to claim 

ideological sanction for the ruler.” However, Veluthat, like many others who have looked at this 

imperial material, overlooks small fiefdoms ruled by intermittently independent chieftains in 

favor of the large Empires such as the Cōḻas, Pallavas, etc. This narrow vision produces a 

relatively stagnant view of “royalist literature” in which the Pan-Indic deities Viṣṇu and Śiva and 

the Purāṇic lineages of Yadu and Ikṣvāku dominate the ideological landscape. Therefore, I build 

upon Veluthat’s work by opening the lens chronologically to the late medieval/early modern 

while focusing spatially on the kingdom of Mysore. The relatively late rise of the Woḍeyars after 

the fall of the Vijayanagara Empire and their subsequent significance during the early 

modern/colonial period provides unique insights into the fluctuating details of the genre. Because 

of their late medieval date the Woḍeyar documents are well preserved and numerous, as are the 

records of their political counterparts. Additionally, these accounts can be placed in conversation 

with European records that add another perspective to the overall narrative of the Woḍeyar court. 

By examining the materials from the Mysore court from the 17th to 19th centuries through periods 

                                                 
3 Keshavan Veluthat, The Political Structure of Early Medieval South India (New Delhi: Orient Blackswan Private 

Limited, 2012). 

4 Veluthat, Political Structure, 38-39. 
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of small significance, regional dominance, and colonial negotiation, I argue that the genealogical 

material (in which I include both the genealogy and origin story as distinct genres) seeks not only 

to create a royal image but it reflects certain realities of the entire royal court and its position 

within regional politics. The genealogical details, origin mythology, and devotional traditions 

change and recycle depending upon battles won, territory lost, and/or titles received. Therefore, 

by examining this “interesting” but “not helpful” genre we can get a better sense of how royal 

courts in medieval South India fashioned themselves and their kingdom in relation to their 

deities, sacred cosmography, overlords, vassals, and rivals. 

2.2 Genealogies, Origin Stories, the Vijigīṣu, and the Purāṇic Overlord 

The study of South Asian genealogies to this point in time is a bifurcated endeavor that 

can be broken down into two camps. The first and oldest comes from scholars such as B.D. 

Chattopadyaya, Burton Stein, Ronald Inden, Veluthat, and Daud Ali to name a few that have 

been most pertinent in the formation of this dissertation.5 This school stems from scholars who 

participate in debates over various theories of state (predominately processional or integrated 

state theories). In all of these studies, genealogy has been examined to understand how the 

medieval Indian state was formed and how it functioned. They are also united in their primary 

materials in which epigraphy reigns above all other forms of literature. The other camp is only 

recently emerging from the Cardiff University South Asian Genealogy Project led by Simon 

Brodbeck and James M. Hegarty. This project has widened the gaze on South Asian genealogies 

to include inquiries that extend beyond the formation of the state as a mode of “mapping the 

                                                 
5 Brajadulal Chattopadhyaya, The Making of Early Medieval India (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2012); 

Burton Stein, The New Cambridge History of India: Vijayanagara (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); 

Ronald B. Inden, Imagining India (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1990); Veluthat, Political Structure; 

Daud Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History: Rethinking Copper-plate Inscriptions in Cōḻa India,” in ed. Ronald B. 

Inden, Jonathan Walters, and Daud Ali, Querying the Medieval: Texts and the History of Practices in South Asia 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 165-229. 
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significant past” in South Asia.6 As part of this project, all South Asian genealogies are 

considered not just those from large imperial dynasties. Therefore, the gaze is widened to include 

a variety of texts, particularly portions of the Mahābhārata and discursive materials found 

outside inscriptions in longer narrative manuscripts including those from small regional 

kingdoms. The project, therefore, also opens up alternative possibilities concerning the function 

of genealogical materials. My project falls between the two schools. My focus is largely on the 

processes of state formation and courtly king-fashioning; however, the scope of my materials, 

like those of the Cardiff school, leads me to alternative interpretations concerning the roles of 

certain elements—primarily goddess-oriented devotional alliances—within the overall function 

of the genealogical materials.  

My reading of the Woḍeyar genealogical materials has led me to further categorize them 

into two genres—genealogies and origin stories—that will be the topic of this section 

specifically and will be at the heart of this chapter and the entire dissertation more broadly. By 

genealogies, I refer to the genealogies proper—the lists of ancestors and descendants—that are 

present within the vaṃśāvaḷi (“lineage”) or praśasti ( “praise”) of a text and/or inscription.7 

These texts serve many different purposes within any given context, but they necessarily 

function to situate a dynasty or a significant person within time, giving them temporal and 

chronological meaning, whether that meaning is real, constructed, or imagined. Origin stories 

often occur within genealogies often as a hub connecting Purāṇic characters and locally 

significant figures. In this genre, the story of the progenitors of the local line is given and often 

                                                 
6 Simon Brodbeck and James Hegarty, “Genealogy and History in South Asia (Religions of South Asia, Special 

Issue) Introduction,” Religions of South Asia 5, no. 1/2 (2011); 5-28.  

7 For my purposes, vaṃśāvaḷi will refer to a longer more detailed account of the lineage usually within a literary 

account, and praśasti will refer to the more brief genealogy contained with inscriptions. However, there is a 

considerable amount of possible overlap between these terms and should largely be considered heuristic devices. 
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involves a migration narrative with some explanation for the choice of the new kingdom’s site. 

Origin stories, as we shall see, are a later trend during periods in which new kingdoms arose to 

fill the regional power vacuum left by the dissolution of previous large imperial powers. This 

often involved a shift in the seat of regional power, which the origin story sought to address. 

Therefore, for me, the primary role of the origin story is to situate the dynasty within space, 

giving them cartographic and spacial significance. Because of the period in which the Mysore 

kingdom arises, origin stories, perhaps more than any other genre, play a significant role in our 

understanding of the Woḍeyar kingdom and their devotional practices. Therefore, the goal of this 

section and its three subsections, then, will be to provide a brief theoretical framework through 

which I will read genealogies and origin stories. 

2.2.1 Genealogies 

In order to fully grasp the role of Woḍeyar genealogies it is important to briefly examine 

how genealogies function within South Asia in general. As stated above, the overall function of 

genealogies is to situate the dynasty or its rulers in time. The manner that this is accomplished is 

twofold. First, the significance of the royal figure is heightened chronologically by placing him 

as the culmination and pinnacle of a great line. Second, the figure’s cyclic importance is 

displayed by highlighting his resurrection of dharma in the kali yuga (age of craps).8 By 

constructing a lineage that traces a dynasty’s ancestry to the creation of the cosmos thereby 

demonstrating its chronological and cyclic significance, genealogies were central in the process 

of fashioning a courtly identity in medieval South India. 

                                                 
8 I adopt Ali’s translations of the yugas following the analogy of the dice rolls. Additionally, I have chosen to 

translate kṛta as “come out” the initial throw within the modern game of craps. Like the kṛta yuga, the come out is 

not only the initial throw, but it sets the proper parameters for the rest of the game. 
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The most compelling argument for the importance of reading royal genealogies can be 

found in Daud Ali’s discussion of dynastic inscriptions in his essay “Royal Eulogy as World 

History.”9 In this essay, Ali effectively articulates that different genres are contained even within 

one royal inscription. Ali shows how different portions of epigraphy (or text) serve different 

functions. Some—what Ali has called “documentary” inscriptions—detail the gifts given to 

brāhmaṇas, deities, and/or ministers by their patrons, royal or otherwise, which can be used to 

more or less recreate a system of patronage and commercial influence held by different strata of 

society. Another common genre in inscriptions is the royal eulogy in which the glory of the ruler 

and his lineage are extolled. Ali suggests that we must evaluate this portion of inscriptions 

differently because they serve a different purpose.10 The royal eulogy, which contains the 

genealogy, provides an interesting glimpse into the political process in which the rulers of 

medieval South India construct power through their affiliation with deities and devotional 

lineages.11 These eulogies, like other literary genres, follow formulaic motifs through which we 

can reconstruct the ways in which the courts of South India sought to represent themselves 

within a cosmological system of authority that necessarily ordered all Southern kingdoms into a 

contestable hierarchy. 

One of the primary motifs of the royal eulogy was the connection of the 

contemporaneous king within the Solar line of Ikṣvāku, or the Lunar line of Yadu, through a 

Purāṇic genealogy that highlights the king’s significance in cyclic Purāṇic time. Ali suggests that 

this connection was important because of a passage from the Viṣṇupurāṇa that prophesied that a 

                                                 
9 Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History,” 165-229. 

10 Though on some level the idea of epigraph as literature is too limiting for such documents that were displayed, 

touched, and viewed in public arenas in which they are part of a larger performative practice of kingship.  

11 Royal eulogies contain praśastis (genealogies that related ancestors and their deeds) and kīrtis (deeds of the 

contemporaneous king).  
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king from one of these lineage would restore dharma during the kali yuga, restarting the cycle by 

recreating the utopia of the kṛta yuga.12 The connection to the either Ikṣvāku or Yadu was not 

simply to legitimate the ruler’s divine descent but to show how his just rule was generative and 

could create harmony through dharmic rule on earth in the kali yuga when dharma was all but 

lost within the world. In some lineages, such as the Cōḻas, the king was even portrayed as Kalkin 

the last incarnation of Viṣṇu, whose sole purpose is to bring about the recreation of the cosmos. 

The Purāṇic descent explained why the contemporaneous king was significant within cyclic 

cosmological time and what his rule was capable of. 

In addition to the cyclic significance, genealogies showed the king’s chronological 

significance as the culmination of all the good qualities of his ancestry. In his article “The 

Mystery of the Syamantaka Jewel,” Christopher Austin demonstrates how the genealogy 

regarding Kṛṣṇa in the Mahābhārata serves to situate the god-king within a chronology of 

rulers.13 The author discusses the insertion of the Yadu lineage into Kṛṣṇa’s biography in the 

20th-29th chapters of the Harivaṃśa. He argues that the Syamantaka story “illustrated the most 

salient feature of the Yādava family, whose genealogical lines they were drawing down to its 

final and all important member [Kṛṣṇa].”14 He argues this was an early attempt to attach divine 

and royal figures through genealogy. He suggests that the Harivaṃśa genealogical material’s 

“attempt to place Kṛṣṇa in the existing lunar genealogies indicates a concern with this human, 

particularly royal, genealogical identity of the divine figure, and with defining his relationship as 

a Yādava with other important royal human characters of the epic to which the Harivaṃśa is 

                                                 
12 Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History,” 180-185. I will discuss this in much more depth below 

13 Christopher Austin, “The Mystery of the Syamantaka Jewel: The Intersection of Genealogy and Biography in the 

Harivaṃśa,” Religions of South Asia 5, no. 1/2 (2011); 153-169. 

14 Austin, “The Mystery,” 166. 
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attached.”15 Through the biological connections within the genealogy of the Harivaṃśa, the 

character of Kṛṣṇa was further edified, and he received even more royal authority. 

 Emmanuelle Francis in the same volume further contextualizes the chronological 

trajectory of genealogical histories:  

Kings of humble ancestry may even create fictitious genealogies to accommodate 

themselves to their kṣatriya status. The past is thus recreated. A genealogy does not 

aim so much at producing the authentic lineage of the donor as at providing him 

with purity of lineage in order to legitimate his rule de jure.”16  

He argues that the “recreation of the past” was an attempt to reconcile non-brāhmaṇic “royal 

ideology” with a “Brāhminical conceptualization of kingship.”17 He also notes that the shift to 

pseudo-historical genealogy shows how the line was transformed by grounding kings through 

military and political valor, which contrasts the brāhmaṇic undercurrent of Purāṇic genealogies. 

Francis argues that the literature of the court transitioned the Purāṇic ideal of the brāhmaṇic 

warrior to establish the king as the kṣatriya-brāhmaṇa, thrusting all the traits from the genealogy 

onto the contemporaneous king. The Pallava inscriptions discussed by Francis fashioned the 

ruler through qualities passed down from the Purāṇic brāhmaṇas and pseudo-historical kings in 

their ancestral past. Therefore, genealogies demonstrate how the king was significant as a result 

of the chronology of the lineage. 

 Though these readings highlight either the chronological or cyclic meaning within the 

genealogies, both are certainly present in all. The king’s cyclic recreation and resurrection of 

dharma in the kali yuga is only possible because of the traits passed through the chronology of 

ancestry. In the tale of Kṛṣṇa, his connection to the other royal characters is significant; however, 

                                                 
15 Austin, “The Mystery,” 162. 

16 Emmanuel Francis, “The Genealogy of the Pallavas: From Brahmins to Kings,” Religions of South Asia 5, no. 1/2 

(2011); 339-363; 341 

17 Francis, “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 355. 
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as we know from other portions of the Mahābhārata Kṛṣṇa is perhaps the most cyclically 

significant figure in all of the Indian cosmology as his death marks the end of the dvāpara and 

the beginning of the kali yuga. Lastly, the while the Pallavas may have emphasized their ancestry 

to highlight their role as brāhmaṇa-kings, the transformation from brāhmaṇa to king was only 

possible because of the changes in dharma during the kali yuga. Both the chronological and 

cyclic elements work hand in hand within genealogies to situate significant figures within royal 

and cosmological time.  

2.2.2 Origin stories 

As the major dynasties of early medieval South India that had proven politically and 

temporally significant began to be replaced by their former vassals, an additional royal narrative 

of origins emerged that explained the significance of the new line. These origin stories were 

commonly inserted into the genealogy of the lineage between the Purāṇic characters and the 

dynasties’ legendary/quasi-historical progenitors. The narrative explained why a lineage and a 

city that were never present in previous courtly literature or inscriptions emerged as significant 

political powers in the region. 

I am not the first to see such trends arising within the origin narratives of South Asian 

kings. In his essay on Chambā origin narratives—that are quite similar to those found in 

Southern Karnataka—titled “Lineage, Power and Perception: Comparison of the Royal Chambā 

Genealogy with Contemporary Epigraphs, 800-1650 CE,” Mahesh Sharma discusses the origin 

story of the Chambā lineage in North India.18 He argues that origin narratives are important 

                                                 
18 Mahesh Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception: Comparison of the Royal Chambā Genealogy with 

Contemporary Epigraphs, 800-1650 CE” Religions of South Asia 5, no. 1/2 (2011); 389-407. Sharma like myself 

singles out the origin narrative for his discussion of the Chambā genealogy; however, he has not made the 

distinction of the origin narrative as a separate literary device as have I. For the sake of narrative clarity I have 

altered the subsequent quotes to reflect my categories, which I believe also represents Sharma’s overall argument 

more accurately in this context. 
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within the early stages of a dynasty as “a device by which the rulers and the populace are 

differentiated from one another.”19 He goes on to suggest that it served as “a legitimating tool, to 

construct ‘consent to rule’ in the face of external threat” linking the current ruler to the legendary 

founder and eponym through direct succession and “divine consent,” which is commemorated by 

the family name given at the culmination of the miraculous events of the family’s ascension to 

power.20 Mahesh articulates the role of the narrative in royal fashioning:  

[Origin stories] were part of a process that not only forged links with the 

hegemonic political and socio-cultural cosmos, but also contrived a specific sacred-

cultural space by establishing cultic affiliations, by appropriating “history” and 

charismatic personalities, and by backdating legitimating symbols to seek validity 

for the state process and the “consent to rule.” [They] were, therefore, the sites of 

authorized perceptions, whereby the rulers manipulated “facts” and “events” to 

consciously fashion the “past” in a particular perspective. In the process, the [origin 

stories] not only manipulated “history,” but also (re)invented the trajectory of the 

lineage, cultural, tradition and polity.”21 

He goes on to argue that the origin story works in tandem with the genealogical details 

suggesting that the power of the past “projected a Sanskrit legacy and evolved tradition” and 

“such manipulations were required to validate…dynastic rule and restore the confidence of the 

people, particularly in the periphery.”22 While I find Sharma’s reliance on legitimation theory to 

be a bit too reductionist at times, his overall sentiment is illuminating insofar as it highlights how 

origin stories worked to elevate the status and locale of the lineage to which they were attached. 

Of particular interest to me is Sharma’s recognition of the “specific sacred-cultural space” that 

was established through “cultic affiliations;” however, Sharma misses some of the most 

intriguing aspects of the apparatus by quickly glossing over the initial establishment narrative in 

                                                 
19 Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 394. 

20 Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 400. 

21 Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 407. 

22 Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 406. 
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which the relationship between locale, power, and goddess tradition is demonstrated in favor of 

the more theologically robust Vaiṣṇava material in the Chambā records.23 In this overlooked 

narrative, the king Āditya Varman, immediately after establishing his kingdom, erected a shrine 

to the goddess Śiva-Śaktī at the borders of his kingdom, about which Sharma only notes “forged 

a connection between his conquest and the exploits of the goddess.”24 Indeed, as I will argue 

throughout this dissertation, this initial propitiation to the goddess is one of the central acts 

within origin narratives. 

In the origin stories from Southern Karnataka, the narrative of the initial establishment of 

the kingdom centers on a devotional alliance between the new king and his propitiation of a 

locally significant goddess. The narrative trope iterates a migration of the king, who inevitably 

comes from Purāṇic lineage and hails from an influential kingdom (typically in North India) of 

an epic hero. The story culminates on the selection of the new capital in association with a 

goddess and her priest. Through these narratives not only is the upstart king’s descent confirmed 

but the kingdom’s capital attains spatial significance as a site of royal and sacred power (śakti). 

Within these narratives the connection with goddesses demonstrated the importance of 

locality in the emergent kingdoms. Unlike the male deities who play an important role in the 

genealogical tree, goddesses are uniquely tied to specific sacred and powerful sites, such as 

particular mountains, hills, and rivers, rendering them especially situated deities. The situated 

nature of goddesses is evident on many levels from names like Vindhyavāsinī (lit. the goddess 

who dwells in the Vindhya mountains) to the proliferation of goddess shrines that are part of the 

natural landscape, such as tree shrines or the cave temple of Vaiṣṇodevī. The most striking 

                                                 
23 Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 407. 

24 Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 395. 
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example might be common linguistic evidence in which goddess sacred sites are referred to as 

pīthas or “seats” instead of the typical tīrtha or “crossing.”25 At these śakti pīthas, the site itself 

is charged with power that emanates onto everyone that visits. In fact the goddess (śakti) and the 

power (śakti) that she emanates are coterminous and both described by the feminine noun śakti.  

Additionally, goddesses in local fierce forms are often deities that occupy and preside 

over the boundaries of villages and cities. Though they are often described as guardian deities, 

the relationship between the inhabitants and the boundary goddess is more complicated. The 

local boundary deity rules as a political overlord would his vassals by requiring regular offering 

in exchange for protection and gifts. As is well documented, these goddesses can be both 

malevolent—sending disease, drought, and death—and benevolent—granting progeny, 

prosperity, and power—based on regular tribute and devotion.26 In royal origin stories, the 

power-granting aspect of the local goddess is the central motif wherein she bequeaths earthly 

sovereignty and power to the outsider because of his worthiness of descent, character, and 

devotion. 

The origin story of the Woḍeyar kings of Mysore is very much alive in the imagination 

and popular discourse within the city. The story is retold in texts commissioned by the royal 

family, tourist literature, the histories of Mysore from British rule and Independent India. Like 

many others that relate the foundations of kingdoms in South India from the Nāyakas of Madurai 

to the Woḍeyars’ Gaṅga and Hoysaḷa predecessors in Karnataka, this narrative functions to give 

                                                 
25 Śakti pīthas are typically associated with the fallen bodily remains of the goddess Ūma after her death at her father 

Dakṣa’s sacrifice. Though this is at times complicated in Southern Karnataka as tīrtha becomes another term for 

sacred water and is used to refer to sacred rivers, where some local goddesses dwell. 

26 See Kathleen M. Erndl Victory to the Mother: The Goddess of Northwest India in Myth, Ritual, and Symbol (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Lynn Foulston At the Feet of the Goddess (London: Sussex Academic Press, 

2002); Sree Padma, “From Village to City: Transforming Goddesses in Urban Andhra Pradesh,” in Seeking 

Mahādevī: Constructing the Identities of the Hindu Great Goddess ed. Tracy Pintchman (Albany: State University 

of New York, Press. 2001), 115-144. 
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authority to the lineage by placing them in a greater cosmological and devotional landscape in 

which kings of this world are cast as the descendants of the god-men of the ancient Indian epics 

and devotees of local goddesses.27 However, as we will see, the Woḍeyar story is a cobbled and 

reclaimed history from the stories of their dynastic predecessors that develops more complexity 

over time in relation to their position in regional politics.  

For the purposes of this chapter the historicity of the origin stories of the dynasties that I 

will discuss is not of any critical importance. I will assume that they, like the epics and Purāṇas 

from which they draw characters—both royal and divine—were never intended to serve as literal 

accounts of linear historical events that so many scholars of Mysore history have sought so 

feverishly to find.28 Instead of furnishing concrete data about dates and historical figures, they 

are important for the function they provided in the fashioning of kings and dynasties that arose 

from upstart chieftains (vijigīṣu) and feudatories under the control of their imperial predecessors. 

Though the courts adopted the narrative paradigm of their predecessors, the narrative inherently 

devalued the power claims of previous and contemporaneous dynasties and thereby were 

inherently political in nature. Therefore, historical context from which the tales arise is of utmost 

importance because it provides insight into the political function that these narratives played in 

establishing an identity of the king and his court and reconfiguring the sacred landscape within 

the South Indian context.  

                                                 
27 For the origin narrative of the Nāyakas of Madurai see Velcheru Narayana Rao, David Shulman, and Sanjay 

Subrahmanyam, Symbols of Substance: Court and State in Nāyaka Period Tamilnadu (Delhi: Oxford University 

Press, 1992). 

28 Indeed this has been the goal of most scholars British and Indian, who have discussed the myths related to the 

founding of the Wodeyar kingdom. See the descriptions in Mark Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India in 

an Attempt to Trace the History of Mysoor from the Hindoo Government of that State to the Extinction of the 

Mohammedan Dynasty in 1799 Volumes 1 & 2 (Mysore: Government Branch Press, 1930); G. R. Joyser, The 

History of Mysore and the Yadava Dynasty (Mysore: Coronation Press, 1939); Vikram Sampath, Spendours of Royal 

Mysore: The Untold Story of the Wodeyars (New Delhi: Rupa and Company, 2009); and R. R. Diwakar, Karnataka 

Through the Ages: From Prehistoric Times to the day of the Independence of India (Bangalore: Government of 

Mysore, 1968). 
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My analysis throughout this dissertation will focus on three primary elements that are 

ubiquitous in the origins stories of Southern Karnataka. First, each of these dynasties portrayed 

themselves as immigrant outsider-kings and descendants of divine rulers from the epic 

narratives—particularly the Yādava lineage of the god-king Kṛṣṇa. Second, after the king is 

awed by the locale—either by its beauty (rare) or some miraculous sign (e.g.- a rabbit chasing a 

tiger)—the soon-to-be rulers form an allegiance with a holy person or ascetic, who is associated 

with a goddess, who advises them to seize the site as their new kingdom . Lastly, the progenitors 

receive acknowledgement and power to conquer their enemies through propitiation of a local 

goddess, whom they worship after winning the decisive battle.  

While I focus on the similar structure of these narratives, my analysis is far from a 

structuralist perspective in the Levi-Straussian sense. Instead of focusing on the embedded or 

concealed meanings within the origin stories, I am more interested in parole, the external 

political and devotional apparatuses that gave meaning and power to the narrative. I will show 

that the discursive details are grounded in the particular context of medieval South Indian 

kingship arise at different points in the dynasty’s history reflecting the acceptable devotional 

practices of a particular political position. The narrative evolved in relation to certain politico-

economic contexts and used as a means by which each particular dynasty was able to refashion 

themselves and their region. By examining the changes that occur over time, it is evident that 

these origin stories and the devotional traditions reflected therein were central to the formation of 

kingship in late medieval South India. As we will see the position of the king is reflected in 

genealogical details and the relative focus on goddess traditions in the origin stories. The 

kingdom is thus constructed as either the martial realm of the local goddess or as the center of 

the cosmos, as the king and his court realigned their devotion from traditions of the local 
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goddess, whose purview is the immediate and proximal, to a deity that assumes the position of 

supreme brahman and overlord of the universe, the abstract and transcendent. 

2.2.3 The immediate and the transcendent: the vijigīṣu and the purāṇic overlord in late 

medieval South India 

Genealogical literature in medieval South India followed certain paradigms that have 

been the topic of many studies related to state formation in medieval India discussed above. The 

details of genealogical records reflected the established hierarchy amongst regional counterparts 

including vassals, rivals, and overlords placing all polities in a relative configuration that 

mirrored Purāṇic mythology and cosmology and the dynasties’ theological/devotional tradition. 

Through close examination of the rhetoric contained within these records we can see how 

devotional and theological traditions reflected a kingdom’s position in regional politics and the 

process of king-fashioning in the medieval South Indian court.  

During the post-Gupta/early medieval period, the overriding concern in genealogical 

material was constructing significance for the kingdom within the broader temporal realm of 

cyclic time. Daud Ali has shown that the production of royal lineages through the Solar and 

Lunar races was a common trope during the post-Gupta period in South India that placed the 

rulers of these early empires within “Purāṇic history.”29 By “Purāṇic history,” he refers to the 

cosmological timeline proposed within Purāṇic texts that divide time into four yugas, named 

after the four rolls of the dice (kṛta/“come out”, tretā/trey, dvāpara/deuce, and kali/“craps”).30 

These periods of cosmological time devolve from a utopic state of knowledge and clarity of 

vision in the kṛta yuga to an age of strife where knowledge is lost and chaos rules the world 

                                                 
29 Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History,” 180-185. 

30 Following the analogy of the dice rolls, I have chosen to translate kṛta as “come out” the initial throw within the 

modern game of craps. Like the kṛta yuga, the come out is not only the initial throw, but it sets the proper 

parameters for the rest of the game. 
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during kali yuga. The division of time is completely intertwined with the rule of righteous kings 

as the innate abilities of the kings also devolved with the stages. The rolls of the dice and the 

ages is clearly a major concern of the epic the Mahābhārata in which the dice game is the crucial 

episode that brings about the great war and records the beginning of the Age of Craps after the 

death of Kṛṣṇa. Ali demonstrates how the kings of South India placed themselves within this 

cyclic cosmological context through theories of rule that arose during the Gupta period in the 

Viṣṇupurāṇa. In this text, the narrator discusses the devolution of kingship from the 

paramēśvara (what Ali—following Inden—has translated as “paramount overlord”) that was 

established by Manu, the father of humanity, when he crowned Ikṣvāku as the first parameśvara 

during the kṛta yuga. Though the innate righteousness of kings had been lost in the final yuga, 

the text created the possibility for the occasional re-emergence of an overlord during the kali 

yuga if the king came from either the Solar and Lunar lines. If a king’s lineage could be traced 

back to Ikṣvāku or a ruler from the Lunar line, it was possible that even during the Age of Craps, 

he could achieve the status of the paramount overlord over all India and restore a “new regime of 

moral order.”31 The emphasis on Purāṇic cosmological connections seems to have taken root in 

the South during the reign of the Pallava kings.32 By time of the Cōḻas, almost every major 

dynasty had some connection with either of the two Purāṇic lines.  

As the early medieval gave way to the medieval, the Lunar line of Yadu became more the 

paradigmatic Purāṇic genealogy. Ali has suggested that this shift was a result of the growing 

importance of Śaiva devotion in medieval South India that was popularized by the Nāyaṉmārs of 

the Śaiva Siddhānta tradition and the growing importance of sthalapurāṇas and the āgama 

                                                 
31 Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History,” 183. Of course, this possibility is perhaps only latent hope since we know 

that there is much epigraphic evidence that suggest that they recognized the Cōḻa king as their overlord during 

several periods. See Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History,” 185 ff. 

32 Francis, “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 356 
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literature that rewrote Purāṇic history into specific places of regional importance during the 11th 

to 13th centuries. As a result of the burgeoning of Śaiva devotion, the king was apotheosized as 

an incarnation of Viṣṇu, who was the ultimate devotee of Śiva, and had manifested on earth as 

the epitome of righteousness in times of strife.  

Part of this courtly refashioning involved re-mapping the landscape of the Purāṇas 

placing the events of the cosmological past within the landscape of South India and within the 

realm of the local rulers mimicking theories of state and territory from North Indian kingdoms. 

Ronald Davidson has suggested that the structure of the esoteric cosmological maps (maṇḍala) 

reflected royal hierarchy and land tenure that existed during the medieval period in India—

termed “sāmanta-feudalism” by Chattopadhyaya.33 Davidson suggests that the esoteric tantric 

religious landscape arose as a sacralization of the political landscape. While his theory is 

enlightening, it is more prudent to see the relationship between state and hierarchy within the 

cosmological and terrestrial realms as reflections of one another in which metaphysical and 

physical theories of territory and overlordship were formed in dialogue with one another and as 

negotiations between political-courtly-devotional-theological institutions. The Purāṇic system of 

polity in South India conceptualized territory through theories of cosmological space and time 

gleaned from the epics and Purāṇas; however, the theories of state also helped shape the way the 

cosmos was understood within these texts with the divine and human realms reflecting one 

another as macrocosm and microcosm were simultaneously mapped onto one another. The 

territory of the imperial state was configured with the king at its center with the vassal states 

immediately adjacent and the rival states on the periphery, and the tantric spiritual maṇḍala 

operated with the primary deity at its center with subsidiary deities immediately adjacent and 

                                                 
33 Ronald M. Davidson, Indian Esoteric Buddhism (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), especially 

Chapter 4. Chattapodhyaya, Making Early Medieval India. 
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malevolent spirits and vetālas on the periphery. However, since the king was the primary deity 

on earth his realm was also a tantric and spiritual maṇḍala. One concrete manifestation of the 

simultaneity of court and cosmos can be seen in the Southern innovation of large royal temple 

complexes (e.g. Bṛhadeśvara in Tañjāvūr) that reconfigured physical and devotional cartography 

by centering the courtly and cosmological map through the installation of the abode of the deity 

within the seat of the king: mapping Mount Meru onto the capital. 

Along with the theoretical associations between cosmological and terrestrial territory, the 

construction of a Purāṇic framework in medieval South India also redrew mythic cartography 

within the region. This was accomplished through the creation of local sthalapurāṇas that 

repositioned Purāṇic history within the natural landscape of South India. Foremost amongst these 

was the connection between the Kāvēri river and the Northern Gaṅgā. As far back as the hymns 

of the Tamil Āḻvars, the Kāvēri had been heralded for its sanctity and its ability to purify 

devotees.34 As Purāṇic influence grew, the Kāvēri was linked to the Gaṅgā within devotional and 

courtly literature in the South. In these texts, the river was often referred to as the dakṣina or 

southern Gaṅgā and is said to mystically mix with the waters of Gaṅgā one month out of the 

year.35 Daud Ali has suggested that part of the process of Purāṇic fashioning of the medieval 

court was connecting the kingdom within the cosmological “cartography” of the Purāṇic 

landscape.36 Developing the work of D. C. Sircar on Purāṇic geography, he shows that the 

construction of Purāṇic space was modeled after the social structure of the kingdom similar to 

                                                 
34 See Peri Āḷvar’s Tirumāli’s Śrī Kauverī Kathaniritha in Parthasarathi Iyengar, Peri Alwar Thirumali’s Nālāyara 

Divya Prabandham (Madras: T.C. Publishers, 1929). Tirumāli goes as a far as saying that the Kaverī is more holy or 

divine than the river Gaṇgā in the north, 

35 See the Kannada Mack Gen. Mss. 1.18 The Stala Mahatum of the Cauvery River: transmitted by Netale Naina 

from Chidumbrum and translated by C.V. Ramaswamy Bramin September 26th 1804 and B. Sheik Ali, History of the 

Western Gangas (Mysore: University of Mysore, Press, 1976), 14. 

36 Daud Ali, “Cosmos, Realm, and Property in Early Medieval South India,” in Tamil Geographies ed. Martha Ann 

Selby and Indira Vishwanathan Peterson (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2008), 117-141. 
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the theoretical understanding of territory discussed above. Ali argues that “inchoate cosmogonic 

and geographical notions” were systemized in dialogue with one another that developed into to 

full-fledged theories of state and theology.37 Ali shows how that the construction of the royal 

territory anchored the king of a realm as the micro-manifestation of the divine overlord and 

reflected the ontology inherent in the Purāṇic framework or as Ali states: 

The entire cosmos, both spatially and temporally, was the expression or realization 

of a divine order anchored ontologically or soteriologically in the being of Lord 

Viṣṇu (or Śiva). Lordship was not concentrated in the being of Viṣṇu or Śiva alone, 

but extended, like the very being of these gods (either as an infusion or as an 

ontological sharing) throughout cosmos. All worldly agencies were in fact 

conceived of as the capacities of greater and lesser lordships anchored in the 

agency of the supreme lord. Lordship belonged properly to the very ontological 

order of things; it was not an external adjunct to an already present cosmic 

structure.38 

The power of the king to order his realm was derived directly through his association with the 

power of the divine overlord to order the cosmos. In order for this cosmic connection to work, 

the king and his kingdom had to be placed in a descending chain of being within close proximity 

to Viṣṇu and Śiva, literally placing the ruler and his realm under the deity. This was 

accomplished by placing the kingdom at the center of the Bhāratavarṣa through a synecdochal 

reconfiguration of the Indian subcontinent through mythological metonyms placing the 

topography of their realm within the Purāṇic geography of the North.39 By making the 

connection between the Kāvēri and the Gaṅgā, the center of the cosmos was transferred from the 

North to the South—from a mythologically idealized land to a landscape that was firmly situated 

                                                 
37 Ali, “Cosmos, Realm, and Property,” 120; D. C. Sircar Cosmography and Geography in Early Indian Literature 

(Calcutta: Indian Studies Past and Present, 1967). 

38 Ali, “Cosmos, Realm, and Property,” 123. 

39 The Cōḻa will be discussed much for in depth below because of their relationship with the Hoysāḻa dynasty; 

however, they do show that there is a broader scheme of legitimation that is derived from the lines of the heroes of 

the epics that by this time have become distinguished as avatāras of Viṣṇu (Kṛṣṇa and Rāma) and their divine lines 

(Yādava and Ikṣvāku). The Cōḻa trace their lineage through the Ikṣvāku line of Rāma. 
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within their realm. Thereby the rulers of the early medieval period in South India place 

themselves in a broader and more significant cosmological framework in which their realm was 

reconfigured as the center of the cosmos, grafting the divine and human realms through the 

sacred river that connects the two.  

The theoretical model of overlordship derived from Purāṇic ontology, however, is an 

incomplete picture of the political landscape of medieval South India. It is a view from the top 

that reflects the abstract notions of polity important to a large state system. What is missing is the 

view from the periphery—those territories that operated largely independent of the imperial 

system (or only occasionally in direct conflict with and/or subservience to it). These realms 

served many functions within the medieval imperial apparatus—occasional allies occasional 

rivals—and it seems their identities were primarily martial. Their precarious and volatile position 

is perhaps best described as aspirant and their goals more immediate. Therefore, they relied less 

on abstract theoretical constructions of state that were tied with the ontology and soteriology of a 

divine overlord, but these aspiring chieftain (vijigīṣu) connected with the metaphysical through 

the immediacy and power of fierce local goddesses.  

This process is quite different from the Purāṇic system described above. While the 

process of re-mapping landscape was still taking place, the model of the overlord and its 

association with the soteriological power of Viṣṇu or Śiva must be reevaluated. The Purāṇic 

model completely neglects the military role of goddesses in the emergence of the state, which we 

will see below was ubiquitous in the incipient period of even the large Southern kingdoms. Both 

Davidson and Ali neglect the importance of goddesses in the esoteric tantra traditions that 

focused on the attainment of immediate physical power that heavily involved in shaping stately 

rhetoric during this period. The attainment of supernatural physical abilities (siddhis) and power 
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(śakti) through goddess rituals influenced the Buddhist, Jaina, and Śaiva traditions that were so 

critical in the dialectical formation of state theory. These practices were completely intertwined 

with medieval Indian theories of polity and certainly influenced political theory and strategy.40 

One of the most important aspects of these traditions was the emphasis placed on śakti and the 

ability to acquire it from female deities. The relationship between small medieval kingdoms and 

fierce and powerful goddesses within the ritual and political landscape requires more 

exploration.  

The immediacy in the relationship between the vijigīṣu and these fierce local goddesses 

calls into question the centrality of soteriological power of the deity. This relationship was not 

concerned with the ability of the deity to offer liberation or control the cosmos. Instead, it was an 

alliance that focused on the power of the goddess to bring swift rewards as a result of offerings 

and devotion. This reflects the immediate needs of the marginalized vijigīṣu, who could not 

aspire to be the overlord but only wished to procure independence and territory through decisive 

military action. However, as will be discussed below, as the aspiring chieftains eventually 

replaced their imperial overlords becoming overlords themselves, the alliance with the goddess 

was recorded in their origin stories and their goddess, genealogies, and realm were subsequently 

Purāṇicized. The association of local fierce goddesses with the Purāṇic narratives that I will refer 

to as Purāṇicization was unlike the famous theory of Sanskritization first proposed by M. N. 

Srinivas.41 Srinivas argued that the incorporation of Sanskrit and brāhmaṇical customs was a 

means of social uplift for groups traditionally outside or low within brāhmaṇically dominated 

society. Purāṇicization of the local goddess traditions was not the means of uplift, but it reflected 

                                                 
40 Davidson, Indian Esoteric Buddhism; Alexis Sanderson, “The Śaiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Śaivism 

During the Early Medieval Period” in Genesis and Development of Tantrism, ed. Shingo Einoo (Tokyo: Institute of 

Oriental Culture University of Tokyo, 2009), 41-350. 

41 M. N. Srinivas, “A Note Sanskritization and Westernization” Far East Quarterly XV, no. 4. (1957); 481-496. 
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the previous rise in status of local kings who subsequently formed a regular court and employed 

brāhmaṇa ministers and poets familiar with the conventions of courtly rhetoric and ritual. The 

two royal systems—from the bottom and the top—were merged in which the importance of 

situated locality and immediacy of local goddess traditions was worked into the cosmologically 

significant Purāṇic time of the regional courtly worldview. After Purāṇicization, both the 

goddess and the divine overlord were present, but the kings and their courts did not rely on the 

soteriological power of the goddesses; instead they chose Vaiṣṇava and Śaiva bhakti paths for 

spiritual progress.42 However, once local goddess traditions were introduced to the royal 

paradigm through the origin stories, the ways in which kings relate to divine and natural 

landscape was altered in which the seat of power was a reflection of the power of the situated 

local site not simply through its Purāṇic associations. Local goddesses became central in courtly 

literature and were given the power over this world, and the Viṣṇu and Śiva were relegated to the 

realm of transcendence and soteriology.43 

2.3 From Genealogy to Origin Story: Self-Fashioning and Mysore’s Imperial Predecessors 

In order to gain a fuller picture of how the goddess-oriented traditions and tropes 

emerged, we must attempt to contextualize the practice of genealogical royal-fashioning in South 

India. The purpose here will not be to give a thorough account of each dynasty discussed but to 

show how the practice is rooted in mimesis and exchange. By placing the genealogical literature 

of multiple interrelated dynasties from the region into conversation, we can see how ancestry 

(mythical, legendary, and historical) and origins were manipulated in order to present or fashion 

                                                 
42 The major exception to this is Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇa Wodeyar, who is restored to the throne after the 39 year reign of 

Haidar Āli and Ṭippu Sultān. I will discuss this much more in depth below. 

43 Compare goddess centrality of the later dynasties to even the Cōḻa material and you will see that for the Cōḻas’ the 

fierce goddess was associated with the periphery and primarily only central during battles against rivals. See R. 

Mahalakshmi, The Making of the Goddess: Korravai-Durga in the Tamil Traditions (New Delhi: Penguin Books, 

2011); Chapters 1-3. 
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the state in a particular manner. By comparing dynastic lineages within their temporal and 

regional context, it is clear that the imagined past was the site through which the present could be 

articulated. The inscriptions discussed below can be broken down into two categories: 1) those 

that seek to situate the kingdom in cosmic time through mythological lineage and 2) those that 

focus on a pseudo-historical or legendary foundation of the kingdom that ground the kingdom in 

localized space. I suggest that the first category belongs to a kingdoms that were part of an early 

South Indian imperial context in which the rulers could draw their right to rule from association 

with characters from the epic Mahābhārata and Rāmāyaṇa narratives in conjunction with their 

military achievements, which were often commemorated by the installation of a shrine or image 

of the Slayer of the Buffalo-demon. However, as time passed, the power of these empires waned, 

but their legacy pervaded South India. In this context, smaller kingdoms arose that constructed 

their identity through narratives of local significance in which the preceptor and the local 

goddess were central. 

For our purposes, I have chosen to discuss only one or two of the inscriptions from each 

period and make relatively large generalizations based thereon, but this does not negate the 

significance of nuances that are found at each of these periods. Indeed, even in my rather cursory 

reading of inscriptions from each of the dynasties discussed below I have noticed intriguing 

shifts that have taken place within the course of only a few generations. For the sake of time and 

space, I have chosen to only discuss those changes as they pertain to my overall project of 

demonstrating the prevailing trends in genealogical literature leading up to the Woḍeyar dynasty 

and leave a more nuanced reading of these inscriptions to others better suited for the task. 

Additionally, this is in no way meant to be a comprehensive list of all dynasties or kingdoms that 

used these courtly paradigms as they were pervasive throughout much of the Tamil and Kannada 
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speaking world.44 Instead, these serve as guides—a brief survey—to show how certain themes 

emerged and how they influenced the genealogical rhetoric of the Mysore court. 

2.3.1 Pallavas of Kāñcīpura 

The Śaiva Pallavas of Kāñcipura seem to be the first dynasty in South India to have a 

vested interested in the establishment of their royal genealogy. Many of the Pallava inscriptions 

provide lengthy details about the family’s history, the sequence of kings (especially the details of 

their military conquests), and their relationship with Purāṇic gods and goddesses.45 Many of the 

inscriptions provide conflicting details of the dynastic succession, which has been fodder for 

much debate and confusion for scholars of the Pallava period.46 However, the details of their 

descent from the god Brahmā to the founder of the dynasty remained standard throughout, as did 

the narratives of the direct lineage including the arrival of the foreign Pallava ruler Nandivarman 

II. For our purposes, I will focus on these two trends (descent from Brahmā and direct lineage) 

that emerged in Pallava inscriptions, which become part of the imperial epigraphic paradigm in 

South India. 

                                                 
44 The Vēṇāṭu kings of Kerala are a close parallel to the rulers of Mysore in both their medieval longevity and their 

narrative of their origins that I will not be able to discuss in this context. See Christophe Vielle, “Ravivarman 

Kulaśekhara the Yādava and Sagara the Son of Yādavī: Real and Ideal Kings in Matrilineal Kerala,” Religions of 

South Asia 5, no. 1/2 (2011); 365-387. From at least the 9th century, the early Vēṇāṭu kings claimed Yādava descent 

through Kṛṣṇa and the Vṛṣṇi line, which is the traditional line of the mythological rulers of Dvārakā. However, the 

Vēṇāṭu Mūṣikavaṃśa (ca. 1100s CE) traces their hereditary kingship through the maternal line, which makes for 

interesting comparison. The ancestor of the kings is said to have been a widowed queen from Mahiṣamatī 

(Mysore?), whose son became the first Mūṣika king of Kolam and whose youngest grandson became the king of 

Mahiṣamati. Like many of the previous origin narratives related above the procurement of son and kingdom were 

the result of at a boon given by the goddess (Vielle, “Ravivarman Kulaśekhara,” 370). Additionally, the father of the 

lineage and consort of the queen was also said to have been a foreigner although from nearby in Kerala. 

45 As the genealogical genre develops in South India, the emphasis on the details of military campaigns decreases 

while the emphasis on Purāṇic ties increases. 

46 See J. F. Fleet, The Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts of the Bombay Presidency from the Earliest Historical 

Times to the Muhammadan Conquest of A.D. 1318 (Bombay: Government Central Press, 1882), SII [South Indian 

Inscriptions] Volume 1 (New Delhi: Directorate of the Archeological Survey of India, 2001); 8-29, Indian Antiquary 

VIII (1879); 23. 
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Emmanuelle Francis has suggested that the first Purāṇic style genealogy that goes from 

creation to donor is found in the Pallava Paḷḷaṉ Kōyil copper-plate from 550 CE.47 Prior to this 

inscription, epigraphic genealogies were limited to eulogies of the king and his direct ancestors 

up to four generations back—what Francis has called “real genealogy”—and might include a 

reference to the family’s Bhāradvāja gōtra.48 After this innovation, the inscriptions of South 

India began to produce praśastis that inserted Purāṇa-style genealogies that were segmented into 

“mythical” and “pseudo-historical” fragments that culminated in the details of the 

contemporaneous king.49 The details of the “mythical” and “pseudo-historical” segments were 

standardized, beginning with the birth of the sage Bharadvāja from Brahmā down to Droṇa and 

his son Aśvatthāman of the Mahābhārata and the Kaurava family. 50  According to the narrative, 

Aśvatthāman married the apsaras Madanī, who gave birth to a son Pallava on a bed that was 

covered with sprouts (pallava). Aśvatthāman, who as a warrior and incarnation of Śiva, was their 

progenitor and served to situate the dynasty within the Śaiva tradition. Also noteworthy, in these 

early inscriptions the opening invocation was to the riverine goddess Gaṅgā, which over time 

was replaced by invocations of male deities. 

Nandivarman II, the Pallavamalla (“wrestler of the Pallavas”), was crowned king of 

Kāñcipura during the second quarter of the 8th century.51 He was crowned after his predecessor 

Parameśvara II died without an heir. Nandivarman was chosen as the next ruler by a committee 

                                                 
47 Francis “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 341; T. V. Mahalingam, Inscriptions of the Pallavas (Delhi: Agam Kala 

Prakashanindian Council of Historical Research, 1988); No. 17. 

48 Francis “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 340. The insertion of the family gōtra seems to have generally been the first 

step of asserting regional domination which spans from the southern Pallavas to the Himalayan Chambā (Sharma, 

“Lineage, Power and Perception,” 394) and even to the Woḍeyars.  

49 Francis, “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 340. 

50 See SII 1.24; 1.28; and 1.151, etc. However, slight changes in the order do occur for example see SII 2.74. 

51 There has been much debate over his regnal years. See H. Heras, Studies in Pallava History (Madras: B. G. Paul 

and Co. Publishers, 1933); G. Jouveau-Dubreail, The Pallavas (New Delhi: Asian Educational Services, 1995); and 

Mahalingam Inscriptions of the Pallavas for many sides of the argument. 
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of brāhmaṇas.52 Sources from early in his reign, namely the bas relief murals and their 

corresponding labels in the Vaikuṇṭhaperumāl temple of Kāñcīpura, narrate that the new king 

was from a collateral branch of the Pallavas that was located beyond the sea and was chosen to 

uphold the Pallava line.53 This is as close as we come to an origin narrative in the sense 

described above; however the foreign origin of the king is deemphasized in his royal records in 

which there was a concerted attempt to downplay his foreignness by identifying the king as the 

son of Parameśvara and the upholder of the unbroken line of the Pallavas.54  

The Nandivarman’s inscriptions show the development of the Pallava epigraphic 

tradition. These include the Udayēndiram and Kaśākūḍi plates from his reign.55 The 

Udayēndiram plates from the twenty-first year of the king’s reign commemorate a grant of a 

village to his general Udāyana. The kīrti portion of the inscription lauds Nandivarman by 

comparing him to deities and epic heroes and praising him as the destroyer of the kali yuga. It 

also provides the details of Udāyana’s service to the king in which he put down the armies of 

rebellious chieftains. Amongst the list of fallen enemies only one is connected with any 

devotional traditions—Kālīdurga (Hill Fort of Kālī), which was protected by the fierce goddess 

Kālī.56 This seems to confirm the association of rebels and upstarts with fierce goddesses 

connected with hills and mountains. In the Kaśākūḍi inscription from Nandivarman’s twenty-

second regnal year, we see several new inclusive elements. The Purāṇic genealogy is elaborated 

                                                 
52 K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, A History of South India: From Prehistoric Times to the Fall of the Vijayanagar (New 

Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2011), 139; Herman Tieken and Katsuhiko Sato, “The Ghaṭikā of the Twice-Born in 

South Indian Inscriptions,” Indo-Iranian Journal 43, no. 3 (2000); 213-223.  

53 C. Minakshi, The Historical Sculptures of the Vaikuṇṭhaperumal Temple, Kañchi: Memoirs of the Archaeological 

Survey of India (Delhi: Directorate of the Archeological Survey of India, 1941), 54-55. 

Sastri, History of South India, 139; SII 2.73. 

54 SII 2.74.  

55 SII 2.73; SII 2.74  

56 SII 2.74 Line 59.  
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with the insertion of Brahmā’s birth from the navel of Viṣṇu.57 There is an explicit connection 

with the Maurayn king Aśoka as the progenitor and eponymous Pallava’s son. These additions 

might be the result of outside eulogistic influences from political entanglements from which 

elements of Rāṣṭrākuta and Gaṅga inscriptions, such as ancestors’s names, were inserted into the 

royal genealogy in subsequent generations.58 Francis suggests that the Pallavas “borrowed” from 

their contemporaries’ genealogy in order to transform their own brāhmaṇical mythical history by 

stressing the “military and political valour of the descendants of the eponym, notably by 

including in his lineage prestigious royal figures borrowed from other dynasties.”59 

2.3.2 Caḷukyas of Bādami and Cāḷukyas of Kalyāṇi60 

The Caḷukyas of Bādāmi (a.k.a. Vātāpī) were a powerful dynasty that ruled over much of 

present day Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh from 543-752 CE.61 In 973, king Tailapa II of the 

Cāḷukyas (literally descendants of the Caḷukyas) defeated the Rāṣṭrakuṭa overlord and 

(re)established a new dynasty in Mānyakhēṭa and Kalyāṇi (from 1041 CE), which is commonly 

called the Western Cāḷukya. The inscriptions from the dynasties can be broken down into two 

different styles based on the two different periods of their rule. In the first type there is a much 

                                                 
57 This new element seems to contradict the common portray of Nandivarman II’s staunch Śaivism after his 

conversion from Vaiṣṇavism (See Heras, Pallava History, 75). However, the inclusivity of this epigraphic scheme 

probably owes more to the genre than to personal devotion. 

58 Jouveau-Dubreail, The Pallavas, 20; 75; and 107 ff; Francis, “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 354; Ali History of the 

Western Gangas, 40-43. 

59 Francis, “Genealogy of the Pallavas,” 357. 

60 Fleet (Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, 41) has discussed the different spelling of the dynastic name that 

occurred within the inscriptions of second Cāḷukya dynasty. He suggests that the different spelling for each the 

different dynasties of the Caḷukyas of Bādāmi and the Cāḷukyas of Kalyāṇi within inscriptions was an intentional 

strengthening of the name in order to give the meaning of the dynasty descended “from the Caḷukyas;” therefore, I 

will follow his lead and differentiate the kingdoms based on the spelling difference. 

61 The Cāḷukyas of Vengi (a.k.a. Eastern Cāḷukyas) were another branch of the Bādāmi line that had been 

established by king Pulikēśi II in 631 CE when he authorized his brother and yuvarāja Viṣṇuvardhana to establish a 

kingdom in Telegu country. After the fall of Bādāmi in 752, though also vassals of the Rāṣṭrakuṭas the Veṅgi branch 

of the kingdom were more active and enjoyed a greater degree of autonomy. After the reestablishment of the 

Western branch of the family, the Eastern Cāḷukya kingdom allied with the Tamil Cōḻa, who were bitter rivals of the 

Western Cāḷukyas. Sastri, History of South India, 136; 164-165. 
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greater emphasis on establishing the line in relation to brāhmaṇic norms through gōtra and 

connection with the Ṛṣi Viśvāmitra. The second type has a more imperial thrust casting the 

dynasty in relation to Ayodhyā and the Suryavaṃśa of the mythical king Rāma. 

For the first type let us look at a typical Bādāmi Caḷukya inscription that was dated to 692 

CE during the reign of Vinayāditya.62 This inscription begins with an invocation of Viṣṇu’s boar 

(varāha) avatāra. Immediately after the invocatory verse, the epigraphy relates the credentials of 

the Caḷukya line hailing their Mānavyasa gōtra and as the sons of Hāriti. The second reference is 

somewhat vague and has led to some speculation. Fleet suggests that the term hāritiputra is 

actually a hold-over from their royal predecessors the Kadambas in whose inscriptions the rulers 

are called Hāritīputra (sons of Hāritī).63 In the Caḷukyan inscriptions the feminine Hāritī was 

inscribed as the masculine Hāriti, who eventually was incorporated into the later Cāḷukyan 

genealogy. While this etymology could be correct, the phrase could also refer to two different 

families that are referred to as descendants of Hāriti or Hāritaḥ in mythical literature, particularly 

the Harivamśa of the Mahābharata. According to Monier Williams “hāriti” can refer to both the 

descendants of Viśvāmitra or Yadu.64 I believe—given the time period—that in the case of the 

Caḷukyas the term intended to denote their descent from Viśvāmitra but over time became 

integrated within the Kannaḍiga praśasti paradigm of the Yaduvaṃśa.65 I suggest the connection 

to Viśvāmitra because it is the perfect corollary/contrast with the Pallava genealogical type. The 

Bādāmi Caḷukyas fashioned themselves as the antithesis of their rivals the Pallavas. The Pallavas 

                                                 
62 B. L. Rice Mysore Inscriptions (Bangalore: Mysore Government Press, 1879), 240-242 no. 134. 

63 Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, 5. 

64 Monier Monier Williams, Sanskrit Dictionary (New Delhi: Educa Books, 2005), 1292. 

65 There is the another connection to the Yādavas that can be seen in an inscription from the reign of Kīrtivarman II 

the final Caḷukya king of Bādāmi in which his Vikramāditya, his father’s primary consort (his mother was the 

second wife) was from the Haihaya line. Haihaya was one of Yadu’s sons, which would mean that Kīrtivarman II’s 

mother was a Yādava. EI [Epigraphia Indica] Volume 3 (Calcutta: Government Press, 1894); no. 3.1. 
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were Śaiva Sūryavaṃśis, who descended from the brāhmaṇa-warrior Aśvatthāman constructing 

themselves as kingly brāhmaṇas. The Caḷukya Empire were Vaiṣṇava Candravaṃśis, and as 

ancestors of the kṣatriya-sage Viśvāmitra they were the brāhmaṇical kings—the perfect opposite 

of their sworn enemies.66 

 The inscription goes on to describe the establishment of the kingdom by Pulakēśi I 

through the performance of the Vedic aśvamēdha sacrifice, many details of subsequent military 

victories of other historical Caḷukyan kings, and the establishment of a brāhmadēya. However 

within these details we see some of the elements of the vijigīṣu emerge. The precarious nature of 

kingship is actually expressed: “Therefore let all future kings, whether of this or of foreign 

countries, considering that the glory of their life and wealth will rapidly decay, place no regard 

upon them; but knowing that the earth will endure as long as the sun and the moon, protect this 

land as their only daughter.” 67 The inscription also states that the first ruler of the clan Pulakēśi 

was nourished by the seven mothers of whom Cāmuṇḍi was central. This reference is perhaps a 

brief allusion to the role of the fierce goddesses in the establishment of the kingdom that will 

later be developed in origin narratives in Southern Karnataka. Further evidence of the role of 

fierce goddesses in the foundational period of the Caḷukyas of Bādāmi can be seen in their 

introduction of Mahiṣāsuramardinī imagery. Indeed Tartakov and Dehejia state that “the earliest 

surviving plastic images of Mahiṣāsuramardinī to be identified [in South India] are found among 

the Calukya monuments of Aihole and Bādāmi in the second half of the sixth century.”68 This 

would place the installation of these stone images around the time of the founding of the empire. 

                                                 
66 In 660, the Caḷukyan king Vikramāditya I converted the lineage to Śaivism (Inden Imagining India, 249), but the 

reference to Hāriti in Caḷukyan inscriptions predates this conversion. 

67 Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, 242. In latter inscriptions the line always read that the line being exalted “will last 

eternally like the sun and the moon.”  

68 Gary Michael Tartakov and Vidya Dehejia in “Sharing, Intrusion, and Influence: The Mahiṣāsuramardinī Imagery 

of the Calukyas and the Pallavas,” Artibus Asiae 5, no. 4 (1984); 287-345, 314. 
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Tartakov and Dehejia are quick to point out however that this does not mean that the Pallavas 

simply borrowed the image, but that it simply had not been committed to stone in the Tamil 

country until about 100 years later.69 The prominence of the imagery of the martial goddess 

shows her importance to these early dynasties, especially in their early years.  

 After their reestablishment in 973, the Cāḷukya (literally, “the descendants of the 

Caḷukyas”) genealogies were much more imperial and more often than not inscribed before the 

details of one of their vassal king’s donations.70 An exemplary inscription comes from 1019 CE 

during the reign of king Jaya Siṃha II (r. 1015-1042 CE). The inscription, which commemorates 

the donation of the king Kundamarasa of Banavāsi to Nandikēśvara, gives us a genealogical 

account of Cāḷukya suzerain and the eulogy of the vassal.71 The inscription begins with an 

oblique invocation of Viṣṇu, Śiva, and Brahmā, each called husband of their named consorts (i.e. 

- husband of Lakṣmi, husband of Pārvati, and husband of Sarasvati). The invocation is followed 

by genealogical details of the Cāḷukyas beginning with Tailapa I, who is said to be equal to 

Viṣṇu in worship and likened to a worldly Rudra, whose Cāḷukya line will endure as long as the 

sun, moon, and stars—a definite contrast to the previous inscription of Vinayāditya from 692 

CE.72 It also transitions from an identification with gōtra to a family designation as members of 

                                                 
69 Tartakov and Dehejia, “Sharing, Intrusion, and Influence,” 314. In fact the installation of plastic images of 

Mahiṣāsuramardinī became perhaps the most prevalent stone artistic depiction. Charlotte Schmid and Valerie Gillet 

of the Ecole française d'Extrême-Orient have catalogued over 250 such images (personal correspondence). These 

images are often found at crossroads and village boundaries demonstrating their role as local protector deities. 

70 This and all subsequent details can be contrasted with another inscription of Jaya Siṃha II from 1035 CE (Rice, 

Mysore Inscriptions, 146-48, no. 71). The 1035 CE inscription details a gift to a Śaiva temple in Balagami made by 

the Cāḷukya king, invokes only Śiva, and relates no genealogical details except naming the Satyāśraya kula. 

71 According to Sastri (History of South India, 187) and Fleet (Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, 39-43) Tailapa 

II’s son is also called Iṟivabeḍaṅga, who is said in the inscription to be the father of Kundamarasa in this inscription; 

however, Fleet connects Kundamarasa with the Kadamba family. 

72 A clear reference to the Śaiva orientation of the imperial Cāḷukya. Tailapa II will be eulogized later in the tradition 

as an incarnation of Kṛṣṇa, who fought 108 battles against the Raṭṭas and captured 88 forts from them (Sastri, 

History of South India, 163 and EI 5.3). 
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the Satyāśraya kula (the family of the abode of truth), which Fleet suggests is a reference to the 

earlier Caḷukya ruler Pulikēśi II, who had established the Bādāmi kingdom.73 Like the earlier 

Caḷukya inscription in which Pulikēśi II is said to have been nourished by the saptamatṛkas, 

Satyāśraya is said to have “won the favor of the goddess of victory.”74 The eulogy continues with 

Tailapa II, the destroyer of the Raṭṭas (vassal of the Rāṣṭrakuṭas that later adopted the dynastic 

name), descended from the Satyāśraya whose ancestors had ruled in Rāma’s mythical capital of 

Ayodhyā as sārvabhauma (those who [rule] the entire earth). There are no further explanations, 

leaving the reader unclear when the clan had come from Ayodhyā. 

 After eulogizing the kings Vikramāditya V and Jaya Siṃha—both sons of 

Iṟivabeḍaṅga/Satyāśraya II’s brother Daśavarman—as the destroyer of the kali yuga and the 

Cōḻas, the text continues with the portion of the inscription relating a gift by the 

mahāmaṇḍalēśvara (viceroy) Kundamarasa, ruler of Banavāsi and grandson of Tailapa II and 

son of the former king Iṟivabeḍaṅga/Satyāśraya II. I will not dwell on this portion as much of the 

text simply provides details of the donation; however, it is necessary to point out the description 

of the vassal. In the rather laconic details of the Banavāsi, it states that he had obtained a boon 

from the goddess Cāmuṇḍā. Again, this shows the goddess-king alliance as part of the rhetoric of 

the vassal court and, in this case, the passed-over king. It also seems that the fierce goddess 

Cāmuṇḍā had a ubiquitous presence in the Banavāsi court and was incorporated into the names 

of its rulers, like Cāmuṇḍārāya the mahāmaṇḍalēśvara of the kingdom from 1045-1046 CE.75 

                                                 
73 Fleet. Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, 23-24. 

74 Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, 24. 

75 Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, 45. He was no relation to the great Gaṇga general-poet Cāmuṇḍarāya. 
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While this record shows no sign of the immigrant brother outsider-king motif, the narrative 

might have originated during this time as the rhetoric of the vijigīṣu was being formed.76 

2.3.3 Rāṣṭrakūṭas of Mānyakhēṭa 

The Rāṣṭrakūṭas seemingly sprang from nowhere when king Dantidurga emerged on the 

scene to occupy Ellora in 742 CE dealing the final blow to the remnants of the Caḷukyan power 

in 752.77 The lack of historical records has led to much historical handwringing regarding the 

dynasty’s origins. The epigraphic panegyrists offer us little help in determining early Rāṣṭrakūṭa 

identity, but the inscription record does demonstrate their entry into the discursive field of kingly 

rhetoric in Karnataka.  

In 808, the first reference to the Yādava clan within Rāṣṭrakūṭa rhetoric was in an 

inscription that praises king Gōvindarāja III whose armies were said to be invincible in battle 

like the Yādavas under Kṛṣṇa.78 The first explicit connection we have to the Rāṣṭrakūṭas’ Yādava 

origins comes from 860 CE in which the king Amōghavarṣa granted villages to priests and 

ascetics in fulfillment of a vow undertaken for victory. 79 The inscription opens with a 

paronomastic invocation that can be read as either to Viṣṇu or to the first Jaina Tīrthaṅkara 

Ṛṣabha, which preludes the later documentary portion of the inscription that details donations to 

both Vaiṣṇava and Jaina holy men. The text continues with genealogy that begins with Vīra 

Nārāyaṇa, who rests on the cosmic Ananta and is the progenitor of the Rāṣṭrakūṭas. The next 

ancestor in the inscription is Gōvinda from the Yādava lineage, who is said to be the son of 

                                                 
76 Though a two-king narrative had been introduced in to the Cālukyan epigraphic records; however, it was in 

regards to the establishment of the city of one of their vassal villages Sumāli (a.k.a. Sogal) (EI 16.1). 

77 Sastri, History of South India, 141 ff. 

78 Sastri, History of South India, 144, Reu p. 11. 

79 EI 6.4. K. V. Ramesh also dismisses the Purāṇic significance of the Yādava connection instead using it to “prove” 

the Rāṣṭrakūṭa Gujarati origins. K. V. Ramesh, “Origin and Early History of the Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta,” in 

The Rashtrakutas of Malkhed ed. B. R. Gopal (Bangalore: Mythic Society, 1994), 32-38. 
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Pṛcchakarāja. Following this the inscription lists the Rāṣṭrakūṭa kings up to the reign of 

Amōghavarṣa.80. Thereafter, the Yādava lineage remained constant and by the time of Kṛṣṇarāja 

III in the mid-10th century, the genealogy and Yādava origin is completely concretized and could 

be seen in inscriptions as close to Mysore City as Nañjangūḍu.81  

We know that the Rāṣṭrakūṭas and the Caḷukyas/Cāḷukyas engaged in a great deal of 

rhetorical and iconographic overlap seizing one another’s deities/door guardians and titles.82 In 

inscriptions both the Caḷukyas and Rāṣṭrakūṭas referred to their kings as husbands of goddesses 

Śrī and Bhū consorts of Viṣṇu metaphorically likening the king to the deity, who is wedded to 

Wealth and the Earth.83 Additionally, after the Rāṣṭrakūṭa rise in 752 and the reestablishment of 

the Cāḷukyas in 973 both claimed to have taken the position of paramount overlord from their 

rivals.84 Indeed Dantidurga, the founder of the Rāṣṭrakūṭa lineage, commemorated his victory 

over the Caḷukyas by consecrating the Daśāvatāra cave (Cave No. 15) in his “soteriological 

capital” Ellora in which one of the six bas reliefs is of the Goddess slaying the buffalo demon, 

mirroring the installation of the oldest images of Mahiṣāsuramardinī that were installed by 

Caḷukyas around the time of the ascent of their founder Pulikēśi II.85 In addition to creating their 

                                                 
80 Bisheshwar Nath Reu argues that numismatic evidence from as late 772 CE in which the king Kṛṣṇarāja I is called 

the “successor of Mahāditya” (mahāditya pādānudhyāta) suggests that the Rāṣṭrakūtas were originally Śaivas from 

the Surya vamśa. He believes that the 808 CE Yādava simile like to genealogical confusion that overtime resulted in 

the transition from Suryavaṃśa to Yaduvaṃśa I believe this is very unlikely. Bisheshwar Nath Reu, History of the 

Rashtrakutas (Jodhpur: The Archaeological Department, 1933) 11. 

81 REC [Revised Epigraphia Carnatica] Volume 3 (Mysore: Institute of Kannada Studies University of Mysore, 

1974), III.Nj 278. See also EI 3.40 and Indian Antiquary 1 (1872); 205-211.  

82 See Inden, Imagining India, 245 ff for titles and Richard H. Davis, Lives of Indian Images (Princeton, NJ: 

Princeton University Press, 1999), 34-42 for iconography. 

83 Inden Imagining India, 234. Inden, however, downplays the role of direct succession arguing that the 

“recognition, making, and sustenance of a [Rāṣṭrakūṭa] universal monarch was an ongoing dilalectal process. 

Succession to the throne in the Rāṣṭrakūṭa ‘dynasty’ was by no means automatic.” (Inden, Imagining India, 241). 

While this is true, the overture to direct succession, real or imagined, was certainly paramount as evidenced by the 

Rāṣṭrakūṭa emphasis on historical lineage in copper-plate inscriptions. 

84 Inden, Imagining India, 246. 

85 Inden, Imagining India, 249. Another image from this cave is an image of Bhairava slaying a demon as an 

emaciated goddess (Cāmuṇḍā) attempts to collect the blood in a begging bowl. The theme of installing images of the 
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own iconography, the Rāṣṭrakūṭa kings symbolically portrayed their position over other rulers by 

subordinating the captured deities and door guardians of their defeated rivals within the 

iconographic framework of their temples—a practice that can been seen later in both the Cōḻa 

and Vijayanagara interstate politics.86 

2.3.4 Cōḻas of Tanjāvūr 

Of all the dynasties discussed thus far, the Cōḻa dynasty seems to have been the most 

liberal in their borrowing of political rhetoric. Richard Davis has shown how the Cōḻas invoked 

the Rāṣṭrakūṭa political rhetoric fashioning themselves as the destroyers of the Cāḷukyas of 

Kalyāṇi as the Rāṣṭrakuṭas had been the destroyers of the Caḷukyas of Bādāmi.87 They also 

mimicked the importance of obtaining dominion over the Gaṅgā and Yamunā from their 

predecessors’ praise of their own imperial sovereignty.88 However, the Cōḻa rulers took the royal 

genealogy and eulogy to new heights reaching its pinnacle—in aesthetic beauty and length—in 

the massive Tiruvālaṅgāḍu copper plate inscription of Rājēndra Cōḻa from 1018 that 

commemorated the installation of a shrine to the goddess Bhavānī.89 This inscription is 

simultaneously exemplary and exceptional. It is exemplary in that it reproduces the Cōḻa 

                                                 
buffalo-slayer was popular throughout India by this time and can even be seen in contemporaneous Chambā origin 

narratives in the Himālayas. According to the 9th century Chambā epigraphic record states that king Meru Varman 

installed a temple to the goddess Bhadrakālī in Chatrārī after he successfully established his kingdom from 

Brahmaur to Chambā. (Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 395). In the vaṃśāvaḷi text the Moṣūṇa line is 

said to have shifted their kingdom to the current capital after the victory and buffalo sacrifice to the goddess 

Mahiṣāsuramardinī. The Chambā material has even more historical parallels to the Woḍeyars of Mysore including 

their (attempt) association with the Rājputs of Western India and their emphasis on vaṃśāvalī literature starting in 

the 17th century, though they preferred the Solar Ikṣvāku line of Rāma to the Lunar Yādava line of Kṛṣṇa. Along 

with the intervention of vaṃśāvaḷi came the transition from powerful siddhas to Vaiṣṇava bhakti. 

86 In the case of the Rāṣṭrakuṭa, there is no mention of the two brother motif or the intervention of the Goddess That 

is unless you include the 16th century text Rāṣtraudha Vamśa Mahākāvya in which the Rāthōra/Rāṣṭrakūta king 

Nārāyaṇa of Kanauj performed austerities to the goddess Lātanā, who brought the Surya vaṃśa king the son of 

Candra, who became known as Rāṣṭrōdha (Reu, History of the Rashtrakutas, 12-13). For me, this later alteration 

proves the shift from early imperial genealogy to late medieval origin story. 

87 Davis, Lives of Indian Images, 34. 

88 Davis, Lives of Indian Images, 37 ff. 

89 SII 3.205. 
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genealogy that became standardized in the Cōḻa dynasty, but it is exceptional in the sustained 

details that it provides in the eulogy of each of Rājēndra Cōḻa’s ancestors. 

The inscription begins with an invocation of the coquettish goddess Bhavānī: “May 

bashful Bhavānī, who seeing her own form in the gem on the hood of the king of serpents, 

[which forms] the necklace of Śrīkaṇṭha, [and thinking] it [to be] another woman, looks askance, 

excited and jealous, at her husband, who with a heart desirous of [her] embrace, prays bowing at 

her feet, grant you uninterrupted prosperity.”90 The invocation is followed by kīrti of the Cōḻa 

family and an invocation of the goddess Sarasvatī before proceeding to the genealogical portion 

of the text, which indicates the Ikṣvāku Solar ancestry of the Cōḻas. In many Cōḻa inscriptions 

the genealogy begins with the birth of Brahmā from Viṣṇu’s navel; however, this genealogy 

begins with the Sun ruling over the three worlds followed by his son Ikṣvāku. Thereafter, 35 

verses (v. 5-40) detail the Purāṇic kings of the line up to the kali yuga including the eponymous 

king Cōḻa (v. 26) and Bhagīratha (v. 35) whose penance caused the Gangā to come down to 

earth. In verse 41, the vaṃśāvaḷi picks up with the pseudo-historical kings down to the founder 

of Tañjāvūr Vijayālaya. 

The next three verses (v. 44-46) depict the first locally rooted origin story of the king, the 

capital, and the goddess. The first verse praises the king in rather typical manner; however, the 

next verse shifts to the glory, wonderment, and seizure of Tañjāvūr, praising it as Aḷaka (the 

abode of Kubēra, the lord of wealth) with an extended simile likening it to the beautiful wife of 

the king. Verse 46 completes the incipient paradigm. It states that the after seizing the city, the 

king installed an image of Niśumbhasūdanī (the slayer of Niśumbha), whose garland was the 

                                                 
90 SII 3.205, 415. 
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earth. 91  This verse introduced an important element to the foundation milieu that bears direct 

relevance to the political culture of the later Vijayanagara and Woḍeyar dynasties for which the 

Goddess of the Devīmāhātmya was so important to their performance of divine kingship. This 

seems to corroborate the significance of ferocious goddesses for the aspiring chieftain. Of 

course, the notable difference in the case of the upstart Cōḻas is their goddess is already 

connected to the Purāṇic lore of the slaying of the mighty asura, which might suggest that the 

Cōḻas even from the start had well-developed machinations of Purāṇic modes of polity and had 

appropriated the goddess into that vision or that the goddess had been Purāṇicized by the time of 

Rājendra’s reign. 

2.3.5. Gaṅgas of Tālakāḍu 

The Gaṅga dynasty (ca. 4th CE-1126 CE) of Talakāḍu ruled the Mysore region for longer 

than any dynasty prior to the Woḍeyars. During the last two centuries of the dynasty, while they 

ruled as vassals to the Cōḻa and Cāl̥ukya Empires, they produced several genealogies that 

included origin myths that related the sacred foundations of their lineage.92 These Gaṅga 

inscriptions became the paradigmatic origin stories of kings of Southern Karnataka thereafter. 

Though some of the names and circumstances vary from inscription to inscription, they ground 

the lineage in a Purāṇic narrative in which the king Hariścandra’s son Bharata ruled in Ayōdhyā 

as the heir of the Ikṣvāku line. As we see in an inscription from Kallūrguḍḍa from 1122 CE, the 

focus of the Purāṇic portion of the genealogy is Bharata and his queen Vijayamahādēvi’s 

attainment of an heir through a boon granted by the goddess Gaṅgā.93 Despite the inscription 

                                                 
91 For discussion see Keshavan Veluthat’s “The Temple in the State: Religion and Politics in Early Medieval South 

India,” in State and Society in Pre-modern South India ed. R. Champakalakshmy, Kesavan Veluthat, and T.R. 

Venugopalan. (Thrissu, Kerala: Cosmobooks, 2002). The remaining portions of the text detail the remaining 

historical members of the Cōḻa line and the details of the donation. 

92 I draw my dates from B. Sheik Ali’s chronology. Ali, History of the Western Gangas. 

93 EC VII.Sh 4.  
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being Jain—or at least beginning with an invocation to the Jinas—the rhetoric in the genealogy 

follows the same formula as the others discussed above including references to epic and Purāṇic 

characters. The story relates how the queen longed for a child; so she went to the Gaṅgā to bathe 

in order to obtain a boon from the goddess, and lo and behold, nine months after bathing she 

gave birth to a son, whom she named Gaṅgādatta or “one given by the Gaṅgā.” Thereafter, their 

lineage was known as the Gaṅgas. In this particular account, the Gaṅga line is said to have come 

out of the Ikṣvāku line.94 This myth places the founders of the Gaṅga dynasty in relation to 

Purāṇic kingship connecting the line with both idealized king Hariścandra and with the sacred-

royal center of Ayōdhyā, the legendary capital of king Rāma, incarnation of Viṣṇu in the 

Rāmāyaṇa narrative. The tale also connects the lineage to the goddess tradition through practical 

ritual enactment for immediate needs, a theme that will repeat later in the inscription. The Gaṅga 

rulers were products of the biological material of the great kings of the epics and thereby worthy 

of rule, yet they acknowledge the role of the goddess in preparing the way by which their rule 

could become a reality.  

After this narrative, the genealogy continues relating several interesting tales that include 

Indra blessing the lineage and exhorting them to continue in the Jaina path and an explanation of 

the Kaḷiṅga Gaṅgas as a parallel branch of the family. Eventually, the narrative arrives at the 

king Padmanābha who, like Bharata, was without an heir. In order to obtain children, he 

propitiated a goddess named Sāsanadēvi, who was his “source of strength,” (ārppina kaṇi) as he 

had mastered the mantras that brought her under control. As a result, he obtained two sons Rāma 

and Lakṣmaṇa. After they had come of age, an evil Ujjaini king named Mahīpāla attacked the 

                                                 
94 In one account the connection with Hariścandra is de-emphasized and their lineage was to the Yādava line of 

Kṛṣṇa as were the Hoysaḷa, Vijayanagara, and Woḍeyar dynasties (Gummareḍḍipura Copperplate Inscription; Ali 

History of the Western Gangas, 3), but this seems to be the exception. 
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Gaṅgas; so Padmanābha renamed his sons Daḍiga and Mādhava and sent them, along with their 

sister Allabe and forty-eight brāhmaṇas, to the South. On their journey, they came to the 

beautiful city of Hērūru, where they met Siṃhanandi, a Jain ascetic. Immediately the brothers 

recognized his righteousness and made him their guru. Siṃhanandi taught them the arts of 

esoteric Jain tantra. When the brothers had perfected their practice the goddess Padmāvatī 

appeared before them.95 The goddess was pleased with their devotion; so she gave them a 

magical sword that could cut through any object and granted them the whole area as their 

kingdom. Mādhava seized the sword and struck a stone pillar, slicing it in twain with the magical 

weapon. Upon seeing this feat, Siṃhanandi joined forces with the brothers giving them the 

Citadel of the Peacock and coronated them with crowns of karṇikara flower blossoms as the 

kings of the region, the boundaries of which were recorded in the inscription at this point. 

However, as a sign of their allegiance they were sworn to uphold the Jaina path, take only Jain 

wives, avoid liquor and meat, give to the needy, and be heroic in battle. 

This narrative establishes the Gaṅga rulers of Talakāḍu within a distinctly Jaina tradition 

and relates the importance of a local goddess, who is the power (śakti) that invigorates their 

military prowess; however, they are still operating within the same field of polity that is derived 

from Purāṇic materials. The narrative demonstrates the shift to the local situated context of South 

India that was becoming prevalent during the 11th to 13th centuries in the production of 

sthalapurāṇas in which local places of sacred significance were growing in regional importance 

discussed above, but it also goes one step further showing how the site itself was simultaneously 

                                                 
95 The earliest reference in which Siṃhanandi appears in this story is dated to 963 CE; Ali 1968, 12. The alliance 

with a siddha is probably rooted in early post-Gupta period in which Vajrayāṇa Buddhism flourished (See Davidson, 

Esoteric Buddhism). The role of a siddha or nāṭha in origin narratives can be seen throughout Indian history from 

the Mewars to Chambās (Sharma, “Lineage, Power and Perception,” 402). In the Mewar story, the Saiva ascetic 

gives the king a double-edged sword in order to win Chittor. In the Chambā narrative the Buddhist Nātha-siddha 

grants the king ten warrior sons and helps him construct a Lakṣmī-Nārāyaṇa temple in the new capital of Chambā. 
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invigorated and given by a powerful goddess.96 The growing importance of locality that is 

produced by the aspiring ruler’s (vijigīṣu) ability to re-map the cosmos, and the role of the local 

goddess (grāmadēvatā) became much more important. Whereas in the previous origin stories the 

goddess Śrī, the “royal splendor” (rājyalakṣmī) originally obtained by Viṣṇu at the churning of 

the ocean of milk, was something that was won, in this narrative the goddess grants the victory 

of the king by bestowing military prowess. The king is enabled and empowered both because of 

the place and because of the goddess who occupied the realm.97  

This is also the first dynasty discussed in which we see the concept of the worthy outsider 

motif introduced. In this origin story, the brothers Daḍiga and Mādhava not only come from a 

proper Purāṇic line, but they are associated with the hero of the Rāmāyaṇa and his brother 

Lakṣmaṇa through their names and their birthplace Ayōdhyā. As stated above, the brothers’ 

migration—coupled with the appearance and boon of the goddess—explains how the nouveau 

riche city had risen from obscurity to power validating the lineage and the capital amongst their 

vieux riche imperial predecessors. Indeed the origin story of the Gaṅgas appears at the very 

moment when the old guard of the Kannada-speaking world represented by the Rāṣṭrakuṭas and 

Cālukyas were passing into obscurity and their former vassals were rising to fill the void. In face 

of this power vacuum, the story of the worthy outsider empowered by their devotion to the 

goddess who was situated in their capital fulfilled the necessary courtly requirements and altered 

the paradigm in the region. 

                                                 
96 There are many interesting connections between the tantric Jaina goddess tradition that worships Padmāvati and 

the practices related to Cāmuṇḍi in the region. There was probably a considerable amount of overlap in practical 

associations between these two goddesses. Indeed, Dēvacandra in his 19th century Rājāvaḷi Kathāsāra explains that 

Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore was originally called Padmāvati, but her name was changed because it was the moniker for her 

preferred by the Woḍeyar kings (See Appendix).  

97 This emphasis on locality, despite vassalage, demonstrates the lack of any true imperial center in medieval South 

India. It is also interesting to consider the effect of locality on the rise of regional languages as court languages 

discussed by Pollock. Pollock, Language of the Gods. 
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2.3.6 Hoysaḷas of Dōrasamudra 

The earliest epigraphic evidence of the establishment of the Hoysaḷa kingdom comes 

from the early 11th century CE from the rule of Nṛpakāma in Dōrasamudra. Nṛpakāma, whose 

rule began around 1006 CE, was closely associated with the Gaṅga rulers from Talakāḍu and 

even assumed their traditional title Permāḍi (“chieftain”). Later by the 12th century, the Gaṅga 

and Hoysaḷa alliance was solidified as the older and waning dynasty successfully petitioned the 

Hoysaḷa rulers to aid them in their fight with the Cōḻas. The Hoysaḷas, which had also been 

Western Cāḷukyan vassals, arose as a regional power, after they defeated the Cōḻas in 1114 CE at 

Talakāḍu. After this victory, the Hoysaḷas ruled over all of Southern Karnataka down to and 

including the former realm of the Gaṅgas of Talakāḍu. Even after the eventual insignificance of 

the Gaṅga rulers within South Indian politics, the Hoysaḷa rulers continued to refer to their 

Southern realm as Gaṅgavāḍi or the “Land/Place of the Gaṅgas.” Therefore, the remarkable 

similarities between the foundational myths of the Gaṅgas and the Hoysaḷas should come as no 

surprise. The Hoysaḷas seemed to have fashioned themselves based on the rhetoric of the Gaṅgas 

and perhaps even in conjunction with them.  

In almost every, Hoysaḷa inscription that contains even the smallest genealogy there is a 

reference to the dynasty’s origin story in which its legendary founder Saḷa slays a tiger after a 

Jain ascetic calls out “Hoy, Saḷa” or “Hit it, Saḷa!” from which the family name is derived. All of 

these genealogies also place the lineage within a Purāṇic framework as descendants of the Lunar 

line of Yadu, often tracing the entire lineage back to the birth of Brahmā. In some inscriptions, 

such as the 12th-century genealogy from Bastihaḷḷi that lists the Hoysaḷa kings down to 

Viṣṇuvardhana used for the retelling below, a fuller account of the Saḷa origin story is given.98  

                                                 
98 REC IX.Bl 389. Inscriptions giving a fuller account are also numerous. See. REC VIII.HN 119; VIII.Hn 144; 

VIII.Hn 158; IX.Bl 300; IX.Bl 321 just to name a few. 
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The story states that Saḷa, a well-known kṣatriya, had wandered upon a city called 

Śaśakapura. 99  There he joined with a Jaina ascetic, who was engaged in worship and recitation 

of mantras aimed at bringing Saḷa a prosperous kingdom by beckoning the goddess Padmāvati of 

Śaśakapura. 100  However, just before their practice was perfected a tiger attacked in order to stop 

the ritual. Perceiving the threat, the ascetic handed Saḷa his whisk and exclaimed “Hoy, Saḷa!” 

Saḷa, then, killed the tiger with the handle of the whisk. After this, the goddess appeared and 

granted the king his kingdom. The story concludes that the season was vasanta (spring); so the 

yakṣi that appeared was called Vāsantikādēvi.101  

This short narrative builds off of the Gaṅga paradigm including the worthy outsider motif 

and goddess-oriented devotional alliance elaborating on several features, especially those that are 

critical for our discussion of situated goddess traditions. The goddess Padmāvati is directly 

associated with the place. In the Kannada text, the goddess is called śaśakapurada 

padmāvatīdēvi, which literally translates to “Padmāvati of Śaśakapura” locating her as the 

goddess of that specific place. This allusion to the goddess as the village deity is strengthened in 

the last portion when she is referred to as a yakṣi. Yakṣi is a term that is usually used in reference 

to a category of female divine beings that attend to the Jainas. Indeed, Padmāvati is the yakṣi of 

the Jina Pārśvanātha. But the reference to her alias Vāsantika might belie another aspect of the 

goddess as she relates to nature. Often yakṣis are associated with nature such as Vāsantika is with 

the spring season. Most commonly yakṣis are connected with trees and stones including those 

                                                 
99 Sosevūr in Kannada; There is also a variant myth that explains the name of Hoysaḷa capital Śaśakapura 

(sometimes Śaśapura). In this version, Saḷa comes across a hare (Sanskrit: śaśa) chasing a ferocious tiger, which 

causes Saḷa to choose that place as his future capital. (EC 1.Bl. 171). The trope of the miraculous hare was relatively 

common. It was used by the Vijayanagara kings (see below), and it was even employed by the Bahmanī Sultāns. 

Indian Antiquary 28 (1899); 129. 

100 Other inscriptions add that the Jain ascetic was named Sudatta (EC VI.Cm. 20). 

101 It is also interesting to note that in inscriptions that begin with a Jaina invocation the goddess is typically called 

Padmāvati, and in those that begin with a Śaiva invocation, she is referred to as Vāsantika. 
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that form the boundaries of villages. While no direct connection can be drawn here, it is possible 

that this small association with nature along with the reference to her situated identity point to 

the goddess as the local village deity (grāmadēvatā). 

 While the story is obviously quite similar to the Gaṅga narrative, the centrality of the 

novel eponymous account of the slaying of the tiger reflects how the Hoysaḷas fashioned 

themselves in opposition to the Cōḻas. From the 12th century CE, the Hoysaḷa dynasty was 

engaged in a bitter rivalry with the Cōḻa dynasty of Tañjāvūr. The Cōḻa dynasty had waxed and 

waned through the previous centuries having allied themselves with the Cāl̥ukyas at Vengi. Like 

the Pāṇḍyas, Pallavas, and Gaṅgas, the Cōḻas had adopted an animal as the emblem of their 

house. The Cōḻa emblem was the lion/tiger. Therefore, the imagery of the Hoysaḷa origin story 

can be taken as a metaphoric representation of their (desired/perceived) dominance over the 

Cōḻas of Tañjāvūr. It never intended to simply relate the historical events surrounding the 

establishment of the Hoysaḷa throne, but it served to vividly portray their preeminence in the 

region over their lion-like rivals, whom the Hoysaḷas expelled from Talakāḍu in the 1114 CE.  

 The similarities in the Hoysaḷa origin story and the later Woḍeyar account are so striking 

that it has been commonly asserted that the Woḍeyars were the continuance of the Hoysaḷa line. 

The most recent and convincing articulation of this thesis has been argued by A. Satyanarayana 

in his study of the early Woḍeyar kings.102 His assessment is largely based on his reading of the 

origin stories of the Woḍeyars; however, instead of examining the tropes contained therein as 

rhetoric of South Indian kingship, he focuses on the geography mentioned within the tales. 

Particularly, he highlights a small phrase in the extremely important Gajjiganahaḷḷi Copper-plate 

                                                 
102 A. Satyanarayana, History of the Wodeyars of Mysore 1610-1748, (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and 

Museums, 1996), 6-8. 
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Inscription of 1639.103 This inscription, which will be discussed at some length in Chapter 3, was 

inscribed to commemorate a gift of land and titles given by the Vijayanagara king Vēṅkaṭa II to 

the Woḍeyar ruler Kanṭhīrava Narasarāja. In the praśasti of the Woḍeyar king, his line is 

referred to as the “kings of the Gōdāvari region” who “were again sent and obtained that part of 

Karṇāṭa.”104 This rather enigmatic reference to the rulers of the Gōdāvari region has produced its 

fair share of discussions and has led many Mysore historians down many rabbit holes in order to 

link the Woḍeyars to former rulers of the Gōdāvari basin. Satyanarayana instead fixates on the 

meaning of the simple Sanskrit word punaḥ (lit. “again”) in this context. For him, the Woḍeyars 

must have previously ruled the region that in the next line is called “Mahiṣapura.” He bolsters his 

argument by drawing upon two more interesting elements of the Mysore origin story their 

descent from the Yādava lineage and the Woḍeyar devotion to Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi in 

Mēlukōṭe, which was the most important temple during the Hoysaḷa Vaiṣṇava period. Dismissing 

the Woḍeyar claim of Yādava descent because of its legendary nature, he says that Woḍeyars 

adopted the genealogy because their Hoysaḷas ancestors had also claimed that line of descent.  

He goes on to suggest, however, that the key to the Woḍeyars’ origins lies within their 

devotional link to Mēlukōṭe. He shows that there is some evidence that after the fall of 

Dōrasamudra (also called Dvārasamudra and Hāḷēbīḍu) the ousted Hoysaḷa kings moved to 

Toṇṇūru near Mēlukōṭe.105 Though several of the details are askew, Satyanarayana makes a 

seemingly convincing argument that the Gajjiganahaḷḷi Copperplate is proof that the Woḍeyars 

are actually the erstwhile rulers of Dōrasamudra who moved to Toṇṇūru and adopted 

                                                 
103 REC III.Nj 212. 

104 REC III.Nj 212 lines 29-31. pūrvaṃ gōdāvarītīra bhūpālā bhuritējasaḥ || ētat ūrvair maṇḍalēndraiḥ sādaraṃ 

prēritāḥ punaḥ || pātuṃ karnāṭabhūbhāgaṃ prāptāḥ prathitatējasaḥ ||  

105 Satyanarayana, History of the Wodeyars, 7-8. An interesting note that Satyanarayana does not mention is that the 

tradition names for Toṇṇūru and Mēlukōṭe in inscriptions are Yādavanagara and Yādavagīri, respectively. 
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Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi as their family deity.106 He states, “Having thus settled at Tonnur so near 

Melukote for about 70 years by that time, there is no wonder that these chieftains patronized God 

Narayana which was in fact originally installed by their predecessor Vishnuvardhana at 

Melukote which was even the capital of the early Hoysalas.”107 However, his argument is only 

convincing when read within a narrow vacuum in which the pervasiveness of these rhetorical 

tropes of medieval South Indian kingship is ignored. As I will show through a more thorough 

and contextualized argument in Chapters 3-6, these details within Woḍeyar genealogies were 

functional and mimetic narratives that were manipulated when necessary for the construction of 

Woḍeyar identity related to the medieval state apparatus in which they sought to participate. For 

now suffice it to say that both descent from the Yādava line and the adoption of the 

Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi, who was the most important deity in Karnataka in the increasingly 

powerful Śrī Vaiṣṇavism, should not be viewed as proof of any biological relation between the 

Woḍeyars and Hoysaḷas, but that the two dynasties were linked through their shared participation 

in the political and devotional framework of South Indian kingship. 

2.3.7 Vijayanagara 

The Vijayanagara Empire, which sprung up during the second quarter of the 14th century 

(1336 CE), followed their predecessors’ origin paradigm very closely even incorporating 

verbatim the Hoysaḷa Yādava lineage up to the legendary founders of the kingdom.108 Their 

genealogical details are so similar that they have led to speculation that the Vijayanagara kings 

                                                 
106 Mēlukōṭe had previously also been important to the Dōrasamudra Hoysaḷas after Viṣṇuvardhana’s conversion 

from Jainism to Śrī Vaiṣṇavism after accepting the ācārya Rāmānuja into his court and territory. According to local 

legend it is Rāmānuja who rediscovered the temple’s mūla mūrti during the reign of Viṣṇuvardhana 

107 Satyanarayana, History of the Wodeyars, 8. 

108 REC III. Nj 248/MAR (1930), no. 38. 
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were an offshoot of the Hoysaḷas.109 However, a stronger case made by S. Srikanthaya suggests 

that the Saluva founders of Vijayanagara were former vassals of the Hoysaḷas, which would also 

explain their incorporation of their former overlords’ courtly grandiloquence.110 The origin story 

of the legendary founders Harihara and Bukka is told in the Rājakālanirṇaya attributed to sage 

Vidyāraṇya (a.k.a. Mādhavācārya), who aided the brothers in their rise.111 The tale is said to have 

been related from Vidyāraṇya to his brother Bhārati Kṛṣṇa. The Vijayanagara preceptor related 

that his teacher called Vidyāśaṅkara feeling the power of the region sought to establish the city 

of Vijayanagara in the Paṃpākṣētra (Land of Paṃpā) and established an āśrama on the Mātaṅga 

mountain. There the sage Vidyāraṇya joined the saint as his pupil. Later at that very site, 

Harihara and Bukka, who originally hailed from Wāraṅgal and were from the Kuru (Lunar) 

vaṃśa, were out hunting happened upon the sage Vidyātīrtha (i.e. Vidyāraṇya), who initiated 

them as devotees of Virūpākṣa, the local form of Śiva.  

Fernão Nuniz, a Portuguese traveler and trader who visited the Vijayanagara court of 

Achyuta Dēva Rāya I (r. 1529-1542) between the years 1535-37 CE, related the story in more 

detail.112 According to his chronicle, while the king was out hunting he came to the Tuṅgabhadra 

at Ānegundi, where the hare that his dogs had been chasing became invigorated and turned to 

chase the dogs. The king immediately realized the power of the place and went to the river where 

he met the sage Vidyāraṇya. The sage then informed the king of the power of the place and that 

if he would establish a kingdom on that spot it would become the most powerful city in the 

world.  

                                                 
109 Diwakar, Karnataka Through the Ages. 

110 S. Srikanthaya, Founders of Vijayanagara (Bangalore: Mythic Society, 1938), 37-38. 

111.Srikanthaya, Founders of Vijayanagara, 36 ff. This sage is said to be none other than the great preceptor and 

philosopher Mādhavācārya of the Śṛngeri maṭha. 

112 Fernao Nuniz, (ca. 1537) Chronicle of Fernao Nuniz (Chennai: Asian Educational Services, 2003), 299-300. 
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In both tales we see several of the motifs of previous origins stories: the outsider brothers, 

the miraculous event, and the alliance with the preceptor; however, the reference to the local 

goddess is at first glance absent. If we look closer, the narrative in both accounts reflects the 

same concepts of situated power that is associated with local goddesses through its allusions to 

the region as Paṃpakṣētra or the Land of Paṃpa. Paṃpa or Paṃpadēvi worship had been the 

primary cult of the region until the twelfth century CE—it is from her name that the modern 

name of the town Haṃpi is derived.113 The city of Ānegundi on the Tuṅgabhadrawas her abode, 

which she invigorated with her śakti; however, between the 12th century and the foundation of 

the Vijayanagara Empire in the 14th, the goddess had been linked to the Śaiva deity Virūpākṣa, 

after which she received less attention in epigraphic records. It is clear, however, that this 

goddess continued to play a similar role as the other local goddess traditions for the Vijayanagara 

kings. Even as the empire turned from Śaiva devotion to Vaiṣṇava, she remained important as 

even the great king Dēva Rāya I (r. 1406-22 CE) acknowledged that he “too” was “blessed by 

Paṃpa.”114 This, to me, suggests that the kings at least to a certain degree acknowledged the 

goddess’s ability to grant power within her territory (kṣētra). 

As we have seen, courtly genealogies have emerged out of conversation and conflict 

amongst South Indian empires. The motifs and tropes that existed were part of an ongoing 

fashioning of the very concept of kingship in which lineages and rulers were situated into 

broader concerns of significant time and space. It is against this backdrop that I now turn our 

                                                 
113 Anila Verghese, “Deities, Cults, and Kings at Vijayanagara,” World Archaeology 36, no. 3 (Sep. 2004); 416-431; 

Anila Verghese, Archeology, Art and Religion: New Perspectives on Vijayanagara (New Delhi: Oxford University 

Press, 2000); and Wagoner, P. B., “From 'Pampa's Crossing' to 'The Place of Virupaksha': architecture, cult and 

patronage at Hampi before the founding of Vijayanagara,” in Vijayanagara: Progress of Research 1988-1991, ed. 

D. V. Devaraj and C. S. Patil (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and Museums, 1996), 141-74. 

114 Richard M. Eaton, A Social History of the Deccan, 1300-1761: Eight Indian Lives, Volume 1 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2005), 82-3. 
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attention to the genealogical material of the Woḍeyars in order to delve deeper into the nuance 

and novelty of the lineage and foundational myth. 

2.4 The Woḍeyar Story 

The origin story of the Woḍeyars that I will relate at this point is my own rendition of the 

tale that primarily comes from popular accounts as they are often told to me by Mysoreans and 

are contained in tourist literature and histories of the dynasty written for popular consumption. I 

claim it as my own rendition because this version does not match any single retelling but is an 

accumulation of the tales from those popular accounts that has certainly been altered in my 

understanding based on my reading of the same story in epigraphic accounts, courtly histories 

(Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara ca. 1734, Maisura Mahārāja Caritaṃ ca. 1800, Annals of the 

Mysore Royal Family ca. 1860s, etc.), and colonial and contemporary scholarship. For the most 

part, these various accounts hold the same overall structure varying mostly in seemingly minor 

details and elaborations that on first glance could be dismissed as narrative or aesthetic 

enhancement. Yet I argue throughout this dissertation that the major work of king-fashioning can 

be seen by looking at these changes. At this point, however, a holistic view of the narrative is 

necessary and is intended to orient the reader to the major themes of the tale that will be 

examined/deconstructed more thoroughly in Chapters 3-6; however it must be noted that the 

narrative in its fullest forms occur in examples from nineteenth century literary accounts 

commissioned by the royal family, which will play an important function in their maintenance of 

the dynasty during the British period.  

According to tradition, in 1399 CE the kingdom of Haḍināḍu (or Haḍadaṇa) was in a 

state of turmoil.115 The chieftain of the township and oḍeyar of the Vijayanagara Empire 

                                                 
115 This has often been said to be ‘nearby,’ but it is most likely Adināru from the Nañjaṅgūḍ district. See B. L. 

Rice’s Mysore: A Gazetteer Compiled for Government Volume 1 (New Delhi: Asian Educational Service [London: 
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Cāmarāja had been removed from his throne.116 Seizing the opportunity at hand, an evil minister 

named Māranāyaka, ruler of the nearby Kārugahaḷḷi, had usurped the throne from the local 

chieftain and planned to legitimate his rule by forcing Cāmarāja’s daughter Cikkadēvamma 

(sometimes Dēvājammaṇṇi) to marry him. However, two royal brothers—Yadurāya117 and 

Kṛṣṇarāya from Dvāraka, (in modern day Gujarat 1350+ kms away) the capital of Kṛṣṇa’s 

Yādava kingdom in the Mahābhārata—received a vision in a dream118 that instructed them to go 

South in search of a kingdom, which would be given to them by the Goddess.119 Upon arriving in 

the Mysore region, they decided to offer obeisance to their family god at the Nārāyaṇa temple in 

Mēlukōṭe. After worshipping the deity, they proceeded to the Kāvēri river crossing over into the 

region of Mysore. There, the brothers ascended Mahābalācala (Mahābaleśvara) hill and 

worshiped the goddess of the hill Cāmuṇḍēśvari. Then they descended the hill and rested for the 

evening at the tank near the Tṛṇēśvara temple.120 In the morning, Yadurāya heard the unfortunate 

                                                 
Archibald Constable and Company], 2001 [1897]), 361; MAR [Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of 

Mysore] (Bangalore: Archaeological Survey of India Publications, 1918)1918; and C. Hayavadana Rao, History of 

Mysore (1399-1799 A.D.): Incorporating the Latest Epigraphical, Literary, and Historical Researches Volume 1 

(Bangalore: Government Press of Bangalore, 1943), 27.  

116 Oḍeyar was a feudatory title that had been used in the region as far back as the Hoysaḷa dynasty. By this time it 

had become an official bureaucratic title that signified the ‘lord of 33 villages/township.’ The details of his absence 

from the throne vary from source to source. Most suggest that he had fallen ill and died; however, Wilks suggests 

that the king “was afflicted by mental derangement” from oral narratives that he collected while serving as the 

political resident at the court of Mysore shortly after the fall of Tipu Sultan’s reign in the region at the end of the 18 th 

century CE (Wilks, Historical Sketches, 40). 

117 Sometimes called Vijaya. 

118 Some sources attribute this dream to Cāmuṇdi and other to Viṣṇu. 

119 The place from which the brothers set out also widely varies from source to source. There are no references to 

their origins in epigraphic evidence outside of the fact that they are from the Yādava lineage. Therefore, in 

subsequent retellings they are associated with mythological Gujarati Dvāraka kingdom; the Yādavas, who ruled in 

Devagiri (modern-day Daulatābād, Mahārāśtra) during the 13th and 14th centuries and fell during the southward push 

by Malik Kafur, which is chronicled by Barani, Isami, and Ferishta; Mathura, the home of the Yādavas prior to the 

rule of Kṛṣṇa in the Mahābhārata; or the Vijayanagara Empire just to the north in Hampi. See, Wilks, Historical 

Sketches, Diwakar, Karnataka through the Ages, Sampath, Splendour of Royal Mysore, and Joyser, History of 

Mysore. 

120 This particular detail is provided in the Annals of the Mysore Royal Family. In the text, the goddess of the hill is 

called Cāmuṇḍeśvarī, but as I will discuss below, it is doubtful that this was the identity of the goddess during the 

fourteenth century. Śrī Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar, Maisūru Saṃsthānada Prabhugaḻu Śrīmanmahārājaravara 

Vaṃśāvaḻi Volumes 1-2. ed. B. Ramakrishna Row (Mysore: Government Branch Press,1916 and 1922). 
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events that had befallen the ruling family from an ascetic, who most texts specifically describe as 

a Jaṅgama—a member of the Vīraśaiva or Liṅgāyat sect.121 Yadurāya immediately instructed his 

brother that it was their duty as kṣatriyas to defend the honor of this princess against the 

machinations of the evil minister. The brothers approached the Jaṅgama priest at the temple, who 

initiated them as Liṅgāyats and provided them with a small army with which they could win the 

city. Then, the two brothers, along with their new coalition, attacked the minister and his 

armies.122 After a vicious battle, Yadurāya grabbed Māranāyaka by the hair and decapitated 

him.123 After presenting the queen with the severed head, he was offered a marriage alliance with 

the princess and was thereby placed on the throne as the ruler of Haḍināḍu and Karugahaḷḷi and 

accepted Woḍeyar as the lineage name at the behest of the Liṅgāyat. However, they did not 

move their seat of power to Mysore until the town, which is then called Puraguḍī was given to 

“Bōḷu” (Baldy) Cāmarāja by his father Beṭṭada Cāmarāja in 1572 and subsequently renamed. 

The three major motifs discussed above are present within this story. First, there is the 

connection that is clearly drawn between the lineage and Kṛṣṇa’s lunar Yādava line from the 

Mahābhārata establishing the temporal significance of the Woḍeyar kings within the Purāṇic 

framework. Their relationship with the Liṅgāyat demonstrates the devotional alliance and, as will 

be discussed in Chapter 6, an association with a powerful local social institution. Lastly, that 

alliance was accompanied by a boon of power and sovereignty from the goddess, who dwells in 

the locale. This narrative of the goddess goes further subtly connecting the goddess with Purāṇic 

narratives of the Great Goddess through allusion to the story of Cāmuṇḍi severing the heads of 

                                                 
121 Sometimes the news comes from a washerwoman. 

122 The victory is typically described as a trick in which the brothers invite member of the wedding party, a few at a 

time, into their tent and then slaughter them. 

123 Sampathi, Splendours of Royal Mysore, 11. 
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Caṇḍa and Muṇḍa in the Devī Māhātmya after they had also usurped a realm that was not 

theirs.124 Thus, the narrative of the Woḍeyar Yādava brothers (re)enacts the divine drama 

bringing the genealogical material full circle back to significant Purāṇic time. 

2.5 Conclusion 

As we have seen, genealogical material in South Indian courtly literature and inscriptions 

developed through many centuries in relation to the position of the court in relation to their 

regional counterparts. The narratives contained therein functioned to orient the kingdoms and 

their rulers in time and eventually local space that granted significance and meaning to the state 

on multiple levels. The kings were written into Purāṇic time through genealogies in which their 

ancestry was traced to the heroes of the Indian epics and the deities of the Purāṇas. As the older 

guard gave way to new kingdoms in Southern Karnataka during the 11th and 12th centuries new 

localized origin stories were also inserted that re-oriented the Purāṇic landscape through local 

institutional and devotional alliances in which the local goddess was central. These modes of 

royal-fashioning continued during the Woḍeyar period starting in the late 16th century, but we 

will see that even within this rather formulaic model subtle variations belie major shifts in 

Mysore’s position of power vis-à-vis its neighboring states that is reflecting in their devotional 

patterns.  

 

 

                                                 
124 See Chapter 1. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FROM GODDESS TO VAIṢṆAVISM: THE WODEYAR TRANSITION FROM LOCAL 

CHIEFTAINS TO REGIONAL KINGS 1551-1734 CE 

3.1 Introduction 

In the early 17th century, the Woḍeyar dynasty seems to come from nowhere to claim the 

throne in the Mysore and the throne of the regional seat of power Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. In this 

chapter, I will discuss the process through which the Woḍeyars were able to fashion themselves 

according to their position of power in the region by adopting the Purāṇic genealogical traditions 

and in turn the Purāṇic devotional traditions discussed in Chapter 2. As we shall see, the fierce 

local goddess played an integral role for the Mysore rulers during the early stages of their 

ascension to power in southern Karnataka, as she served as the source of strength for the aspiring 

chieftain (vijigīṣu). However, as the lineage became more prominent through contestation of 

imperial power the focus of the lineage’s devotion shifted to those deities that were intimately 

linked to more abstract notions of polity. Cāmuṇḍi, Mysore’s fierce goddess, though, remained 

important to the lineage as she was reimagined as the slayer of the buffalo-demon and situated 

within the Purāṇic landscape through which the rulers tapped into her power and meaning within 

the Purāṇic mythological framework. In order to see the development of both Woḍeyar political 

theory and devotional traditions, in this chapter I will focus on the creation, changes, and 

innovations of the Woḍeyar genealogical materials with special attention to their invocations and 

origin stories.  

3.2 The Pre-imperial Period in Mysore 

Knowing that goddess-oriented origin stories had a central role in the process of royal-

fashioning in South Indian polity, it is crucial to see how they, along with other genealogical 

details, developed within the history of the Woḍeyar dynasty. The historical emergence of the 

Purāṇic elements of the story provides insight into the changing role of the goddess of Cāmuṇḍi 
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hill. While earliest details of the goddess are shrouded in the mystery that accompanies a dearth 

of historical materials, it is clear that she was first a local goddess situated near Mysore city, who 

was worshipped by the Woḍeyar founder of the city Bōḷu Cāmarāja IV. However, as the Mysore 

state grew and their lineage was Purāṇicized, she increasingly became associated with Purāṇic 

narratives that emphasized her role as a regal brāhmaṇic goddess. 

 Most of the information that is typically used to construct the Woḍeyar lineage is 

provided in histories of the family that have been commissioned in the nineteenth century. These 

histories are extended royal eulogies that provide the glories of the past rulers, which culminated 

in the contemporaneous ruler Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III. Because of this bias, many of the accounts 

should not be taken as historical data in the typical Western academic understanding, but they 

provide an account of family and royal lore that served to encapsulate positive memories and 

extol the beneficence of the line.1 These histories often conflict with older versions of lineage, 

which when studied together convolute the picture of the Woḍeyar ancestry and give us a 

glimpse into the different yet similar ends they served to create. Reading the development of the 

narratives through time gives us a fuller understanding of the contemporaneous political structure 

and the hierarchy between relative to competing kingdoms during the different periods. 

 The traditional date for the founding of the Woḍeyar dynasty in Mysore is 1399 CE; 

however, there is no evidence to corroborate this date and it does not appear in Woḍeyar courtly 

productions until the eighteenth century.2 All information we have concerning the Woḍeyar 

lineage suggests that they came into power after the Vijayanagara Saṅgama dynasty had 

                                                 
1 C. Hayavadana Rao, History of Mysore (1399-1799 A.D.): Incorporating the Latest Epigraphical, Literary, and 

Historical Researches Volume 1 (Bangalore: Government Press of Bangalore, 1943), 8-9. 

2 The other variant date for the establishment of the line is from the Jain Rājāvaḻī Kathāsāra (1838 CE) of 

Dēvacandra, which states that the dynasty was established during a famine that ravaged the area between 1414-1426 

CE, but this is not been accepted nor adopted by the modern Woḍeyar line. Dēvacandra, Rājāvaḻi Kathāsāra. ed. 

B.S. Sannayya (Mysore: University of Mysore Press, 1988). 
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established their kingdom and their system of viceroys (mahāmaṇḍalēśvara) and chieftains 

(oḍeyar) circa 1336 CE.3 There is no epigraphic evidence that clearly pinpoints the earliest date 

of the dynasty, especially since the title oḍeyar was frequently given throughout the region to 

those, who ruled the sub-magistrates (agrahāra) since the Hoysaḷa period.  

The earliest Woḍeyar king that can be confirmed through contemporaneous epigraphic 

evidence is Timmarāja II (1553-1572), the “sixth” Woḍeyar ruler.4 It is commonly related that he 

was given the crown and the towns Nannigahaḷḷi and Miṇṇanahaḷḷi in order for him to establish 

his family in that place when his father divided the kingdom amongst his three sons in 1551 CE.5 

However, up to this point, there is no clear association between the ruler and any origin 

narrative, the goddess of the hill, or the small fort around which the city of Mysore would later 

be built. In fact, to this point the lineage was primarily located to the south of Mysore city on the 

banks of the Kāvēri in the Nañjaṅgūḍu region and probably had little connection with the hill.  

The direct connection of the Woḍeyar line and the city of Mysore came in 1572 when the 

Woḍeyar seat of power was moved to Mysore. “Bōḷu” (Bald) Cāmarāja IV (r. 1572-1576 CE) 

had received the town, which had formerly been called Puragurrī, from his father at the same 

time he gave Nannigahaḷḷi and Miṇṇanahaḷḷi to Timmarāja II. Many Woḍeyar genealogies tell an 

                                                 
3 Power was probably not fully consolidated until 1346 CE in which Harihara commissioned an inscription in 

Śriṅgēri lauding his exploits and his newly established kingdom. 

4 His father is said to have been Bettaḍa Cāmarāja III (r. 1514-1553 CE). Through this chapter I will employ Roman 

numeral in reference to the numbering of Woḍeyar kings. The title hiriya literally means “eldest” or “great,” but it 

typically is used as one would use “the first” in English with subsequent rulers of the same name referred to as “the 

second” (Kannada immaḍi), “third” (Kannada mummaḍi), etc. However, it can become quite difficult deciphering 

amongst the many origin stories that name at least three different Hiriya Beṭṭada Cāmarājas within the first five 

kings. 

5 EC III.My 60. References to the Woḍeyar king can also be found in the Kaḷale lineage histories that were written 

down in the Kaḷale Ārasugaḷa Vamśāvaḷi (ca. 1830), which also states that marriage alliances between the two 

lineages begin during the reign of Timmarāja II. Rao, The History of Mysore Volume 1, 29 
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adumbrated origin story of the founding of Mysore by Cāmarāja IV.6 In the narrative, the king, 

wishing to establish his kingdom, ascended Cāmuṇḍi hill—then called Mahābalācala after its 

Śaiva temple—to worship the goddess. After worshipping the goddess, the king was struck by 

lightning, which left him bald (bōḷu), but he lived due to the “grace of the goddess.”7 After these 

events, the king established his kingdom in Mysore and expanded its territories through military 

conquest. I believe it likely that this is the original origin story of the Woḍeyar line that explains 

their establishment in Mysore. It has all the elements of the paradigmatic origin story found in 

the genealogical materials. However, the king and his narrative were short lived because they 

were eclipsed and made irrelevant after Rāja Woḍeyar conquered the Vijayanagara viceroy in 

1610 and subsequently relocated the Woḍeyar capital to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, where it remained until 

1799.8  

Bōḷu Cāmarāja Woḍeyar IV is extolled in the later tradition as a courageous and fearsome 

warrior-king. In 1573, the year after he established his kingdom in Mysore, Bōḷu initiated attacks 

on Kārugahaḷḷi, Kannambāḍi, Talakāḍu, and Ammacavāḍi.9 The Vijayanagara viceroy Rāma 

Rājaiya, in order to maintain peace in the region, sent his general Rēmaṭi Vēṅkaṭa to defeat the 

unruly oḍeyar; however, after a three month siege, Bōḷu Cāmarāja’s army defeated Veṅkaṭa’s 

armies and took their banners, vehicles, and war instruments as their prizes. Bōḷu Cāmarāja also 

                                                 
6 This story occurs in almost every history of the lineage dating as far back as the Divya Sūri Caritre ca. 1678. Rao, 

History of Mysore Volume 1, 40 fn. 62. 

7 REC V.My 26. 

8 Though Cāmarāja IV became insignificant in many later accounts, he remained highly revered and is one of only 

two kings that are said to have not died but united with a deity. According to the Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 

Cāmarāja at the time of his passing became one with the feet of the goddess. Śrī Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar, 

Maisūru Saṃsthānada Prabhugaḻu Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi Volumes 1, ed. B. Ramakrishna Row 

(Mysore: Government Branch Press, 1916), IV.7 

9 Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḷi, ed. Siddhalingayya (Bangalore: Kannaḍa Pustaka Pradhikāra, 2012), 

Chapter 23; Sōsale Ayyaśāstri, Maiśūra Mahārāja Caritam (Mysore: G.T.A Press, 1916), Chapter 17; Woḍeyar, 

Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi Chapter 1; EC III.Sr 14; EC III.My. 115; and Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 

41 fn. 73. 
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ordered his men to take the noses of their enemies as spoil.10 This became a tradition of the 

Woḍeyar family for many generations and was often commented upon by neighboring rulers 

when discussing the cruelty of the Mysore army.11  

Make no mistake, though; Bōḷu Cāmarāja was not challenging the Vijayanagara kingdom 

for the position of overlordship, and the Woḍeyars’ complicated process of reinventing the royal 

line as descendants of the Yadu or Ikṣvāku and reinterpreting the landscape through Purāṇic 

cosmic cartography had yet to begin. Bōḷu Cāmarāja Woḍeyar was still very narrow in his 

aspirations and conception of polity. Despite his martial abilities and the resultant victory over 

the armies of the Vijayanagara viceroy, the chieftain was contented with a treaty with Rāma 

Rājaiya in which he received only one small village and the official title of “oḍeyar of thirty-

three villages” and allowed to keep a standing army of three hundred men.12 This position, 

                                                 
10 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 41. 

11 See Caleb Simmons, “The Hunt for Noses: Contextualizing the Woḍeyar Predilection for Nose-Cutting,” paper 

presented at Second Annual Conference of the Archive India Institute: Violence and Indian History (Nov. 2013) for 

more. Given the role of fierce local goddesses, there is little doubt that the goddess, whose shrine was located just 

outside of the city, was propitiated for strength in battle. The practice of cutting off the noses of their enemies might 

have been part of the ritual offering to the goddess for her blessing of victory. Mark Wilks, Historical Sketches of 

the South of India in an Attempt to Trace the History of Mysoor from the Hindoo Government of that State to the 

Extinction of the Mohammedan Dynasty in 1799 Volumes 1 (Mysore: Government Branch Press, 1930). This same 

feat is described in the Bṛhatkathā from which Bhavabhūti derived his Mālatīmādhava in which Cāmuṇḍi plays an 

important role. In the Bṛhatkathā, the practice of cutting off noses is associated with cremation grounds and 

heroism. These hyperbolic representations of fierce goddesses were not simply tales of different spiritual or 

devotional paths, but they were also court dramas that highlighted tensions between practices associated with the 

construction of kingship within south Indian polity that is modeled on Purāṇic conceptions of statehood. As we have 

seen above, local, fierce, and situated goddesses were often intimately linked with the rise of local chieftains to a 

position of power. In the origin stories of the Gaṅgas, the Hoysaḷas, and in the establishment of the Cōḻas, we see 

that small local rulers associated their power with these local goddesses from whom they acquire martial gifts. It 

would be these local rulers, who would rise and contest the dominant imperial power for the position of 

overlordship, because of which they had to be kept in check. These stories play on the dominant court culture’s fear 

of the local kingdom rising up to challenge their position of suzerainty, which can clearly be seen in the narrative as 

the goddess devotees attempt to use their power against the rulers of the realm. There is a clear association between 

devotional and liturgical practices and the position that one holds in the hierarchy of Purāṇic kingship. The case of 

Bōḷu Cāmarāja Woḍeyar could be exactly the type of catastrophe about which the kavis were insinuating. He 

establishes a local kingdom with the help of a fierce local goddess and proceeds to conquer the imperial army even 

taking their noses presumably as a flesh-offering to the deity. 

12 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 41 and MAR (1924), no. 6. 
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though small and regionally insignificant, was all to which the ruler seems to have aspired. But 

after him the dynasty’s ambitions grew as did their interest in Purāṇic forms of polity. 

3.3 Changing the Game: The Establishment of Mysore as a Regional Power 

After the Woḍeyars entered into the fold of Purāṇic polity, their desire to become more 

powerful players in the game of thrones became evident and within thirty-four years they had 

elevated themselves to regional significance through successful military campaigns. Once in a 

position of regional dominance, the court of the Woḍeyar kings set about the task of refashioning 

the lineage to meet the dictates of the medieval South Indian court. First and foremost within the 

process was constructing the lineage’s genealogy and elevating their devotional tradition from 

local goddess tradition to Śrī Vaiṣṇavism in order to conform with brāhmaṇic expectations of the 

medieval court.  

3.3.1 Rāja Woḍeyar (r. 1578-1617) 

The next major ruler of the dynasty was Rāja Woḍeyar (r. 1578-1617 CE).13 He is 

eulogized as a great martial king, who lived through a poison attack, was the “earring of the 

goddess,” and the “subduer of hostile enemies.”14 Moreover, he was the Woḍeyar ruler during 

Mysore’s push for regional domination during the decline of the Vijayanagara dynasty. Even 

early in his career, Rāja Woḍeyar did not take the Vijayanagara overlordship as seriously as 

many of the other rulers in the region. During his years as regent-ruler (1578-1610 CE), Rāja 

Woḍeyar constantly challenged Vijayanagara authority. In 1584, the Mysore king, like Bōḷu 

Cāmarāja before him, tested his neighboring chieftains and the Vijayanagara administration by 

                                                 
13 Rāja ruled in place or as regent of his “impotent” older cousin Bettaḍa Cāmarāja IV (r. 1576-1610 CE) from 1578-

1610 until he usurped the throne of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa after which he was the unrivaled ruler of Mysore. For another 

perspective that nuances the greatness of Rāja Woḍeyar see Mack Gen. Mss. 3.8.b Mysore History: Mysor 

Aroosoogaloo Porvaabyoodayagalu or the Succession of the Kings of Mysore from ancient time by Nagara Pootta 

Pundit 1798-1799 according to Tippu’s Inauguration, 201-227. 

14 REC III.My 13. 
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annexing a village from the Narasipura chieftain.15 In 1585, during his first visit to pay homage 

to the newly appointed Vijayanagara viceroy Tirumala II, Rāja Woḍeyar refused to pay his 

annual tribute on account of failed crops.16 The Mysūru Dhoregaḷa Pūrvābhyudaya Vivara (ca. 

1714) also explains that the king constructed a fort-wall around Mysore city and after 

construction promptly evicted the Vijayanagara tax collectors and proceeded to attack his 

neighboring chieftains.17 At this point, the waning Vijayanagara empire was already in a state of 

turmoil after their capital Vijayanagara had been destroyed by a confederacy of rulers from the 

North led by the Bijapur Sultāns in 1565. Additionally Tirumala II was regularly leading military 

expeditions in the South in Vijayanagara’s ongoing war with the Nāyaka rulers of Madurai. 

Weakened and over-extended, the Vijayanagara viceroy could do very little to curb Rāja 

Woḍeyar’s appetite for warfare and territorial acquisition. In a seeming act of contrition, Rāja 

Woḍeyar sent a representative to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa to learn about proper political rule from his 

superior Tirumala II, who had returned to the provincial capital in 1596. The subsequent details 

are firmly established in Mysore lore, as most chroniclers of the Woḍeyar kings spend an 

exorbitant amount of time narrating them. In most of the accounts the Vijayanagara viceroy was 

in cahoots with the other local rulers, who were disgruntled because of Rāja Woḍeyar’s repeated 

offensive incursions into their realms. On the pretext of cementing their friendship and correcting 

his naïve courtly improprieties, Tirumala II invited Rāja to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa for the Mahānavami 

(Dasara) festival. Secretly, the other chieftains and their armies were also in attendance, lying in 

                                                 
15 GOML Mack. Mss. 18.15.37 Mysūru Dhoregaḷa Pūrvābhyudaya Vivara, I.73. 

16 In some later literary accounts this is attributed to Bōḻu Cāmarāja; however given that Bōḻe Cāmarāja died in 1576 

and Tirumala II was not appointed until 1585, it is likely only a scribal oversight. Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 

47. 

17 GOML Mack. Mss. 18.15.37 Mysūru Dhoregaḷa Pūrvābhyudaya Vivara, 1.3-4. According to the text, between the 

years of 1592-1595 Rāja Woḍeyar acquired several villages, but was also encroached upon by the chieftain of 

Kārugahaḷḷi, who was unsuccessful in his attempt to assassinate Rāja Woḍeyar with poison after which Rāja 

Woḍeyar hacked off the chieftain’s nose with a mace and razed the village to the ground. 
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wait for the Mysore king. After he arrived, Rāja was ambushed by their united forces. However, 

the attack went horribly wrong, and Rāja Woḍeyar was able to defeat the coalition and even 

capture Tirumala II’s banner and elephant. After these events, Rāja continued to defy the 

viceroy, whose political power was falling apart due to the strained relationship that he had with 

Vēṅkaṭa II, the Vijayanagara emperor, that would eventually led to civil war within the dynasty 

in 1614. By 1610, the Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa suzerainty had grown extremely weak in the midst of 

conflict with Vēṅkaṭa II and insurgency from Rāja Woḍeyar. Rāja Woḍeyar sensed the weakened 

state of the viceroy and attacked Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in the first part of 1610. With little resistance, 

he quickly seized the city by 8 February 1610.18 By 21 March, Rāja Woḍeyar established himself 

on the throne and held court for the first time, which Rao suggests, marks “the assertion of 

independence on the part of the Mysore rulers from Vijayanagar[a] overlordship.”19 I do not 

fully agree with Rao that the victory over Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa marked a clearly independent phase 

for the Mysore court, but it certainly elevated their position in regional politics raising the 

kingdom from chieftain to regional power under the mantle of Vijayanagara viceroy 

(mahāmaṇḍalēśvara). 

After his ascension to the throne and the dynasty’s newly acquired regional dominance, 

Rāja Woḍeyar’s court developed its ritual and devotional traditions to suit its new environment 

and status. The primary ritual innovation was the implementation of the Vijayanagara 

Mahānavami festival during the Woḍeyars’ first year in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.20 Since its inception, 

Dasara had annually marked the beginning of the military season for the Vijayanagara dynasty. 

                                                 
18 This episode will be the source for the Myth of Alamēlamma and the curse of Talakāḍu, which will be discussed 

in the Chapter 6 since it seems to have originated in the nineteenth century. 

19 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 61. 

20 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḻi, I.33-40 and Chapter 3. 
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The festival, which is still celebrated throughout India and in Indian diaspora communities under 

many names (e.g. Dasara, Durgā Pūjā, Mahānavami, Navarātri), is the commemoration of the 

Goddess’s victory over the demon-king Mahiṣa in Purāṇic and epic lore. During the nine nights 

(navarātri) of the festival, different forms of the goddess Durgā are worshipped, culminating in 

the tenth day (dasara) in which the Goddess is said to have slain the demonic foe of the gods. 

Traditionally, the festival has been associated with the procurement of military might for kings 

and is simultaneously celebrated along with the victory of Rāma over the demon-king Rāvaṇa in 

the Rāmāyaṇa narrative when Rāma propitiated the goddess for power (vīrya) and energy (śakti) 

to defeat the ten-headed foe. Thus, Dasara is also related to the celebration of Dīpāvaḷi, which 

celebrates the victorious return of Rāma and Sītā to Āyōdhyā. By the fourteenth century, around 

the time of the establishment of the Vijayanagara dynasty, the festival was widespread 

throughout South and Eastern India and was celebrated in small aspirant kingdoms whose 

devotion usually focused on the cult of the fierce, martial, and blood-thirsty emaciated goddess 

(Caracikā, Cāmuṇḍī, Bhadrakālī, etc.).21 For the Vijayanagara kingdom, the festival grew from a 

small celebration of the goddess’s military might (perhaps associated with the cult of 

Paṃpādēvi) to an event of great pomp in which the Vijayanagara emperor would arrange his 

court in a maṇḍala. This courtly configuration reflected the cosmic hierarchy of divine beings, 

placing the king (paramēśvara) at the center, the viceroys (mahāmaṇḍalēśvara) on the next 

level, and finally the chieftains/sub-magistrates (oḍeyars/pāḷēgāras) on the peripheral and lowest 

level. In this imperial model, the festival was linked to the regal and Purāṇic forms of the 

                                                 
21 Sanderson, Alexis, “The Śaiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Śaivism During the Early Medieval Period” in 

Genesis and Development of Tantrism, ed. Shingo Einoo (Tokyo: Institute of Oriental Culture University of Tokyo, 

2009), 112 ff and 225-232. There is a tremendous amount of overlap between these fiercegoddesses, but they remain 

iconographically distinct at this stage. See Krishna H. Sastri, South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses (Madras: 

Madras Government Press, 1916), 196 ff. 
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Goddess, particularly Durgā, elevating the expansive and stable Purāṇic framework over the 

volatility of the fierce and peripheral local goddesses. Rāja Woḍeyar adopted the Vijayanagara 

form of the festival and began the process of refashioning the Woḍeyar court and their 

relationship with Cāmuṇḍi, who resided on the hill outside of Mysore, reflecting imperial and 

Purāṇic notions of kingship. 

After Rāja Woḍeyar’s conquest of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, he instituted several new measures 

that clearly show his aspirations for a larger system of political and administrative power. 

Sometime between 1613 and 1614, the Woḍeyar king had dispatched Mēghapuṣpa, his finest 

horse to the frontier of his ever-growing territory in a modified form of the Vedic aśvamēdha 

horse sacrifice. He dared the oḍeyars who had not ceded to his control to challenge his authority 

by engaging his troops in order to capture his prized horse. In 1614, a band of chieftains, led by 

Nañjarāja of Hadināḍu, successfully captured Mēghapuṣpa; however, within a few weeks Rāja 

regained his horse, laid waste to the confederacy, and annexed their kingdoms. In 1614, Rāja 

instituted the ministerial position of the daḷavāyi (lit. “minister of war”). The daḷavāyi acted as 

the commanding general of the army and advisor to the king, aiding with the practical matters 

that pertained to the control of Mysore’s expanding empire. The king also established his own 

system of subordinate rulers to whom he gave traditional titles—especially pāḷēgāra—and 

assigned smaller administrative units (gaḍi). He also instituted numerous other administrative 

positions including treasurer (karācūri), tax-collectors (karaṇika), sheriffs (thāṇādār), and police 

(ōlekār). By the middle of 1617, the Woḍeyar kingdom was the most powerful in the region—as 

large as the Nāyakas of Madurai—Rāja was its most powerful ruler (maṇḍalādhipatyadoḻire), 

and he was ruling by the proper dictates of kingly dharma (dharmadim dhareyam pālisi).22  

                                                 
22 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 66-68. 
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Mark Wilks suggests that upon his seizure of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in 1610 Rāja Woḍeyar was 

the first ruler of Mysore to adopt Vaiṣṇavism.23 While his date is a little late, Wilks’ assertion 

about the shift in Woḍeyar devotion during the reign of Rāja Woḍeyar is certainly accurate. In an 

inscription from 1598, the eulogizer briefly mentions that Rāja was a devotee of Nārāyaṇa 

Lakṣmīkāṇta of Mysore even before his conquest of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.24 From epigraphic 

evidence, we know that Rāja Woḍeyar began to heavily patronize Nārāyaṇa temples throughout 

the region. According to the Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḷi, Rāja Woḍeyar adopted Lakṣmīkānta 

(Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa) as the lineage’s tutelary deity. He was also said to be a fervent devotee of the 

Yādava deity Nārāyaṇa of Yadugiri/Mēlukōṭe. In 1614 CE, the king made an offering of a 

jeweled lotus seat (padma pīṭha) and a jeweled crown (muḍi), which he named “Rāja muḍi” after 

himself, to the same deity. 25 The later tradition holds that his devotion was so great that he even 

had images of himself (bhakta vigraha) made so that he could be in constant devotion to the 

deity of Mēlukōṭe while he attended to affairs of the state in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.26 In the later 

tradition, Rāja Woḍeyar was viewed as a manifestation of Viṣṇu on earth, which is not surprising 

given his quick rise to prominence and his elevation of the Woḍeyar line.27 This Vaiṣṇava shift 

shows that during the reign of Rāja Woḍeyar his court remade itself conforming to the paradigms 

                                                 
23 Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India, 52-54. 

24 EC III.Sr 198. 

25 REC V.My. 93 and Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 70. There is no epigraphic evidence of this gift, which may 

have been replaced by another crown called the “Kṛṣṇarāja muḍi” after Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III. REC V.My 94. 

26 MAR (1913), 21 and 58; and Caleb Simmons, “Creating Royalty: Identity-making and devotional images of the 

Woḍeyars of Mysore,” in in Archaeology of Bhakti Volume II ed. Emmanuel Francis and Charlotte Schmid 

(Pondicherry: Institute Francais de Pondichery, forthcoming). 

27 This suspicion becomes even more likely if you consider the strange circumstance of his departure from life 

related in the Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḻi, the Mysūru Rājara Caritre, and the Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi in 

which he never died; instead on 20 June 1617, the king entered into the inner sanctum (garbha gṛha) of the 

Lakṣmīnārāyaṇasvāmi temple in Mēlkōṭe and merged into the image of the deity. It should also be noted that the 

first account that remains of this story is from the Cikkadēvarāya Vaṃśāvaḷi, which was composed during the reign 

of Cikkadēvarāja (r. 1673-1704).  
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of courtly devotion standard for its position, just as they will refashion the Woḍeyar rulers in the 

mold of the epic kings through creative narratives and manipulation of Purāṇic genealogies.28 

While the extent of Rāja’s Vaiṣṇava devotion remains somewhat unclear, his court was 

explicitly concerned with the family’s background and lineage. It is during his rule that the 

earliest account of any genealogical details of the Woḍeyar family are given in an inscription 

from 1598. In this inscription, the Woḍeyar house of Mysore is connected with the Ātrēya gōtra 

from the Āśvalāyana sutra from the Ṛg Vedic śākhā.29 The gōtra system is a brāhmaṇic 

classification that shows descent from the ṛṣis that is primarily used for determining marriage 

compatability. Many courts of South India employed gōtra distinctions in order to situate their 

rulers within a traditional and acceptable brāhmaṇic lineage. The inclusion of these genealogical 

details shows that the court of Rāja Woḍeyar was attempting to establish his authority by 

demonstrating in his family’s place within the Purāṇic framework of the South Indian courtly 

world, though a full genealogy was yet to come. 

3.3.2 Cāmarāja Woḍeyar V (r. 1617-1637) 

The regional status of the Woḍeyar court continued during the reign of Rāja Woḍeyar’s 

grandson Cāmarāja Woḍeyar V (r. 1617-1637), who pushed the kingdom to the precipice of true 

independence.30 During his reign, Cāmarāja V expanded the kingdom through several military 

campaigns and was given number of imperial titles including “overlord of kings” (rāja 

paramēśvara) and the “king of all kings” (śrīmad rājādhirāja).31 However, during two different 

                                                 
28 The Cikkadēvarāya Vaṃśāvaḷi also tells that Rāja Woḍeyar was daily engaged in listening to the Purāṇas and 

epics. Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḷi, I.12. 

29 EC III.Sr 198. pūrvam godavarītīra bhūpālā bhūri tejasaḥ / etat pūrvair maṇḍalendraiḥ sādaram preitaḥ punaḥ / 

pātum karnāṭa bhūbhāgam prāptāḥ prathita tejasaḥ...  

30 Rao refers to this king as Cāmarāja V; however, he does not include Beṭṭada Cāmarāja (V), who ruled less than a 

year before Rāja Woḍeyar assumed power. Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1. For the sake of clarity amongst other 

historical sources I will follow this same convention. 

31 EC 2.Sb 84 and EC 2.Sb 140. 
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periods the territory regressed, and the king was forced to acknowledge the suzerainty of 

Vijayanagara.32 Other than these two brief periods of submission, Cāmarāja V’s kingdom 

presented itself as an independent empire that continued many of the administrative measures 

implemented by Rāja Woḍeyar. During his reign, Cāmarāja continued Rāja Woḍeyar’s system of 

patronage to festivals, temples, and brāhmaṇas; however Cāmarāja was more interested in the 

commission and creation of Kannada epic and Purāṇic literature. The emphasis on Kannada 

literature mimicked the courtly patronage of Mysore’s Kannaḍiga imperial predecessors, who 

commissioned such works going as far back as the Rāṣṭrakūṭa period when the Cālukya king 

Arikēsari II’s commissioned Paṃpas’ Bhārata in the first half of the tenth century CE. Like their 

predecessors, the epic and Purāṇic literature invoked parallels between the Mysore court and 

Purāṇic framework into which they were attempting to fashion themselves: a framework that 

privileged Vaiṣṇava and Śaiva narratives.  

Though the newly developing discursive tradition in Mysore certainly privileged 

idealized Vaiṣṇava and Śaiva traditions, within the invocations we get a glimpse into the actual 

ritual and devotional lives of the king that shows the importance of goddess traditions. In the 

Cāmarājōkti Vilāsa Cāmarāja is the first Woḍeyar of whom we have a record of his devotion to 

the goddess Cāmuṇḍi, who resides on the hill outside of Mysore (mahābalācalāvāsa 

śrīcāmuṇḍikāmbā sadbhakti).33 The full extent of his devotion to Cāmuṇḍi is unclear in this 

rather small reference within the text’s colophon. However, we can surmise that he was a 

                                                 
32 The first was during the early parts of his career while his uncle Beṭṭada Ārasu ruled as the regent (1617-1620). 

The second came at the end of his reign shortly after Vēṅkaṭa II (r. 1635-1642) was crowned as the Vijayanagara 

king in 1635 at which time Cāmarāja VI recognized the Vijayanagara ruler as his overlord (paramēśvara). Rao, 

History of Mysore Volume 1, 94.  

33 Cāmarājōkti Vilāsa. (Bangalore: Rudrappa and Sons, 1894). Cāmarājokti Vilāsa, the Kaṇṇaḍa prose version of 

the Rāmāyaṇa was commission from Virūpākṣa in 1633; however, the text does still declare Lakṣmīkānta of Mysore 

as the families tutelary deity 
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particularly staunch devotee as in an inscription from his successor Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s 

rule Cāmarāja is said to have been protected by mahiṣāsuramardinī, the goddess who killed the 

buffalo-demon.34 While this might not refer to the same goddess as the Cāmarājōkti Vilāsa, it is 

likely that it is and that the association between the goddess on the hill and the Purāṇic myth of 

the goddess slaying the buffalo-demon had arisen as part of the Purāṇicization of Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja I’s court. Additionally, in the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam from Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja I’s rule, Cāmuṇḍi of the hill is said to be the Woḍeyar tutelary deity.35 From this we 

can surmise that during from the period of Cāmarāja and Kaṇṭhīrava’s rule—as the Woḍeyars 

transitioned from regional dominance to independent sovereign contesting for overlordship—the 

Purāṇic narrative of the goddess slaying the buffalo demon had become important to the Mysore 

royal family, and the goddess became the family’s home deity even as their courtly devotional 

tradition became more brāhamaṇic. However, the goddess on the hill in the Cāmarāja Vilāsa was 

called only Cāmuṇḍi who is definitely more closely associated with the cult of the fierce local 

goddesses during the medieval period. So the shift from Cāmuṇḍi devotion to the narrative of the 

buffalo-demon effectively mirrors the Woḍeyars’ transition from being outside the Purāṇic 

courtly framework to the upholders of the tradition. 

3.4 The Solid State: Imperial Mysore 1645-1704 

As the Woḍeyars continued to bolster their power and expand their territory through their 

military engagement, their political position required a greater engagement with the broader field 

of Purāṇic courtly representation. Therefore, during the period of their greatest autonomy and 

strength the Mysore court employed many more ministers and poets, who sought to fashion their 

                                                 
34 REC V.Nj 298. 

35 Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīravarasarāja Vijaya. ed. R. Sharma Sastry (Mysore: University of Mysore Press, 1971), 

I.10. 
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kings through the dictates of acceptable Purāṇic criteria. Therefore, the poets of the Mysore court 

set themselves about the business of constructing a Purāṇic genealogy for the Woḍeyar rulers. 

Over time the Woḍeyar narrative grew from the humble reference to the Ātrēya gōtra to descent 

from the Lunar line of Yadu and Kṛṣṇa’s capital of Dvāraka. In the process, references to the 

goddess declined as worship of her as a local fierce deity increasingly became outmoded. 

3.4.1 Raṇadhīra Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja (r. 1638-1659 CE)36 

The next king, who would have great influence over the Woḍeyar kingdom, was 

Raṇadhīra Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I (r. 1638-1659 CE). The early life of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I, 

like the stories of the early Woḍeyar rulers, is shrouded in legend. He is said to have been an able 

wrestler from an early age, who established Mysore’s wrestling tradition after defeating the 

arrogant champion of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi (Trichinopoly). According to the story, the prince, after 

defeating his enemy, even displayed his gracious humility by secretly leaving the city without 

receiving the acclaim won by the feat. The legacy of his adroitness in arms and the power of his 

special sword, named Vijaya Narasiṃha, is appended to this narrative in the nineteenth century 

Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi in a story that closely resembles the origin story of the 

Gaṅgas of Talakāḍu.37 As he returned to Mysore not long before he was to be crowned as the 

head of the Woḍeyar dynasty, he came across a stone pillar. Upon seeing the pillar, Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja sliced it in half with his sword of victory, which was not even dulled in the process. 

Rao suggests that this episode is meant to “give us insight into his character and attainments on 

                                                 
36 Narasarāja is a Kannaḍa tadbhava of the Sanskrit Narasiṃha, the lion incarnation of Viṣṇu; therefore his name 

literally means Narasiṃha, the robust and brave. 

37 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, I. 66-67; The Mysūru Dhoregaḻa Vamśāvaḻi (ca. 1800) claims that 

this sword was given to the king by his father after Ranadhīra defeated Raṇadulla Khān’s army in 1639. Given the 

sword’s name, this is probably the more likely scenario. COM Mack. Mss. 62.B.336.P Mysūru Dhoregaḷa 

Vamśāvaḷi. 
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the eve of his ascension.” 38 I believe this narrative, like the Gaṅga story, is a metaphoric image 

that pertained to the eradication of an overlord’s dominion and alluded to the success of the 

Mysore kingdom under the rule of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I. During his reign, Mysore was firmly 

established as an independent empire through both military conquest and imperial policies, such 

as issuing coins.  

Not long after Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s ascension to the throne, the kingdom of Mysore 

was attacked by the Bijapur forces under the command of Raṇadulla Khān, after Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja I refused to pay tribute. The war would be one of the shortest in Mysore history—it 

lasted only four days—due to the harsh guerilla tactics of the Mysore army. The army, which 

was led by the king, surprised the Bijapur forces in the middle of the night on four fronts 

(Arakere, Hosahoḻalu, Mēlukōṭe, and Cāmuṇḍi hill). The surprise attacks were successful and 

yielded great spoils of war—both monetary and nasal—and earned the Mysore army the 

nickname “The Magicians” (māyāvi).39 After suffering great losses in these attacks, Raṇadulla 

Khān entered into a treaty with Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I. As a result of the treaty, the borders of 

the Mysore territory were increased and concretized within inter-regional contestation. The 

boundaries of the new Mysore Empire were defined as the region south of the Kāvēri to the 

Nīlgīri hills and the region to the north all the way to the Kṛṣṇa was to be managed by the 

Woḍeyars but with tribute paid to Bijapur.  

Not long after this victory in 1639, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I was praised by the 

Vijayanagara king Vēṅkaṭa III in the Gajjiganahaḷḷi copper-plate inscription composed by the 

Sanskrit poet Nṛhari from the town of Gajjiganahaḷḷi. In the inscription, the Vijayanagara king 

                                                 
38 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 115. 

39 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 133. See Simmons, “The Hunt for Noses” (Nov. 2013).  
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praised Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja’s prowess and acknowledged his importance as the foremost 

vassal of the empire.40 The following year, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I acknowledged his suzerainty 

within an inscription commemorating another grant given to him by king Vēṅkaṭa III.41 After the 

death of Vēṅkaṭa III in 1642, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s court continued to reference the 

Vijayanagara kingdom in its royal literature and inscriptions; however, the composers also 

praised the Mysore king as the foundation of the southern empire (taddakṣiṇa bhujadaṇḍa 

nādu).42 By 1645, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I had broken the last remaining yoke of vassalage and 

established his independent empire by issuing his own coins, which contain images of Narasiṃha 

on the obverse and the sun and moon on the reverse.43 His independence was further established 

between 1647 and 1650 during which the Vijayanagara king Śrī Raṅga was attacked by a 

coalition of vassals led by the Nāyakas of Madurai along with Bijapura. The attacks successfully 

displaced the Vijayanagara Āravīḍu king, who was forced to live in the Thieves’ Forest. Though 

both Madurai and Bijapur were also enemies of Mysore, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I and his armies 

remained neutral and did not come to the aid of the Vijayanagara king. For me, this further 

proves the independent status of the Mysore kingdom in which the king did not consider Śrī 

Raṇga either his suzerain or an ally worthy of the price of attacking enemies on multiple fronts.  

In 1650, however, the relationship was repaired or perhaps reversed when Śrī Raṅga left 

the Thieves’ Forest to live in Mysore under the protection of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s court. 

According to the Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, Śrī Raṅga begged Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja 

for support. In a letter from 1659, Jesuit Priest Anton de Proenza of Trichinopoly 

                                                 
40 EC III.Nj 198. 

41 EC IV.2.Gu 10. 

42 EC IV.2.Yd 5. 

43 Edgar Thurston, Coins. Catalogue 1. Mysore (Madras: Central Government Museum, 1888), 19 and 82 
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(Tiruccirāppaḷḷi), confirms that the Vijayanagara king had indeed begged “his former vassal” to 

be saved from the “discomforts” of the forest.44 Proenza also mentions that Mysore had “long-

ago withdrawn herself from subordination from the same [Vijaynagara] monarch.”45 During his 

time in Mysore, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I provided Śrī Raṅga with an army that he could take to 

try to regain some of the territory from the Bijapur coalition; however in 1653, Śrī Raṅga entered 

into a treaty with Mīr Jumla of Gōlkoṇḍa (one of the Bijapur allies) after which Śrī Raṅga 

returned to Vellore and the protection of another former vassal state in order to regroup in peace. 

The intentions of the erstwhile Vijayanagara king drew the attention of the Bijapur army, who 

had successfully turned the tides of Mysore’s success in the Northern territory and won back 

several of the Woḍeyar forts North of the Kāvēri. The Bijapur army led by Khān Muhammad 

vacated the forts in Mysore to attack the Vijayanagara king, temporarily relieving the Mysore 

territory of the ravages of war. However, the Bijapur army quickly defeated Śrī Raṅga, who was 

forced to return to the forest. In 1654, at the prompting of the Nāyakas of Madurai, who had 

pledged their loyalty to Bijapur in 1646, the Bijapur army turned their attention back to Mysore. 

In a devastating series of events for the Mysore kingdom, Khān Muhammad led his army into the 

region and completely ravaged the entire kingdom.46  

The defeat and the apparent goading from Madurai did not go without retaliation. In 

1655, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I sent an envoy to the king of Madurai to, according to Proenza, 

“punish him for his disloyal conduct, wreak just vengeance and compensate himself for the cost 

                                                 
44 R. Sathianathaier, The History of the Nāyaks of Madura (New Delhi: Asian Educational Services, 2001), 116. 

Emphasis added. 

45 R. Sathianathaier, The History of the Nāyaks, 116-17. 

46 The Woḍeyar sources are mostly silent about this event, but it is discussed in some length in the Muhammad 

Nāmaḥ from Bijapur and in various European sources. 
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of the war.”47 The expedition was not only intended to win back the cost of the Bijapur pillaging, 

but he intended to show his strength over the Nāyakas by cutting off the noses of any captured 

soldiers of Madurai. According to Proenza, the Mysore army took their charge further and cut off 

the noses of not only soldiers but those of all women and children they encountered along the 

way, returning to Mysore with sacks full of severed noses that they presented before the king. In 

response to the cruel treatment of his subjects Tirumala Nāyaka ordered a counter-attack that 

Proenza named “The Hunt for Noses” in which the Madurai army pushed as far as Nañjaṅgūḍu 

cutting off the nose of every person they encountered. Proenza also reported that the Madurai 

army successfully captured Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I and cut off his nose, though this detail is 

absent from all other accounts. The “Hunt for Noses” ended in 1659 and Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I 

died shortly thereafter during a period of hostility with Ikkēri, who had allied with Śrī Raṅga, 

against Mysore.  

As a result of the military conquests and imperial aspirations of Raṇadhīra Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja I, the Woḍeyar court had gained a large amount of territory and assumed 

independence for the first time in their history. Because of its imperial status, the court of 

Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I began fashioning the Woḍeyar lineage and their genealogy using the 

paradigmatic Purāṇic framework of their predecessors. The same details concerning Ātrēya 

gōtra, the Āśvalāyana sutra, and the Ṛg Vedic śākhā from previous inscriptions resurfaced in a 

Gajjiganahaḷḷi copper-plate inscription from 1639 CE, which adds several additional details 

about the origins of the Mysore rulers. It states that the Woḍeyars had “previously been sent by 

the glorious kings of the Godāvarī river to protect the resplendent land of Karnāṭa.”48 Rao argues 

                                                 
47 R. Sathianathaier, The History of the Nāyaks, 117. 

48 EC III.Nj 198. 
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that this is a reference to Yādavas of Dēvagiri of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries CE and 

is the first Woḍeyar claim to Yādava descent within any historical record.49 However, Yadu or 

the Lunar lineage is not explicitly referenced. The first explicit reference came only a few years 

later in the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam (ca. 1648).50 In the third chapter titled 

“Vaṃśavistāra Varṇane” or “The Details of the Diffusion of the Lineage,” the same genealogical 

details that had been given for the Yadu line in all of their imperial predecessors are given.51 It 

also includes a brief origin story that tells of their coming from Dvāraka and selecting the 

beautiful land of Mysore as their territory.52 It is clear by this point that Mysore is not only an 

independent state, but that it was operating within the South Indian imperial mode, incorporating 

all the genealogical materials of their imperial predecessors. 

In the first and invocatory chapter of the same text, we can see the development of the 

Woḍeyar devotional traditions. In this chapter, the primary deities of the Woḍeyars and their 

kingdom are typical Purāṇic Vaiṣṇava incarnations varying from the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s 

chosen deity Narasiṃha to Rāja Woḍeyar’s Lakṣmīkānta to Sarasvatī and are invoked for their 

blessing. Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I is also described as a devotee of both Viṣṇu and Śiva 

(hariharabhaktiyoḻiruva).53 However, within this chapter we also get the first reference that I can 

find that refers to the local goddess as “Cāmuṇḍi of the hill” (beṭṭada cāmuṇḍi), who is said to be 

                                                 
49 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 28. 

50 Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīravarasarāja Vijaya. The Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam was written by Gōvinda 

Vaidya, a Smārta brāhmaṇa, the son of Śrīnivāsa Paṇḍita, and student of Bhārati Nañja, who was also poet known 

for his expositions of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja rule. The eulogy was commissioned by the daḷavāyi Nañjarājaiya and 

was read aloud in Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja court in May 1648. The text provides details into the political, ritual, and 

devotional life of the Woḍeyar dynasty. 

51 Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam, III.1-6. 

52 Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam, III.7-8. 

53 Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam, VII.63. 
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“dear” (prēmade) to the ruler.54 Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam seems to develop Cāmarāja V’s 

devotion to Cāmuṇḍi that was referenced in the Cāmarājōkti Vilāsa. But the text makes it 

clarifies that the Cāmuṇḍi is indeed he Woḍeyars’ tutelary deity (maneya dēvate).  

During Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja’s rule, this local fierce goddess Cāmuṇḍi of the hill was 

was also being refashioned to fit the Purāṇic mold. In inscriptions, we can see the first 

associations between the Woḍeyars’ goddess-oriented devotional traditions with the Purāṇic 

goddess who slays the buffalo-demon. The Gajjiganahaḷḷi copper-plate inscription claims that 

Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s valorous predecessor Cāmarāja Woḍeyar was protected by the goddess 

Mahiṣāsuramardinī (slayer of the buffalo demon) evoking not only the Purāṇic tale, but the 

highly Sanskritic name for the goddess. Therefore, it seems that the goddess of the hill had begun 

her ascent up the cosmological hierarchy within the poetics of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I’s court. 

Thereafter, her role within the dynasty changed as the Mysore rulers moved her region and their 

realm from periphery to the center of the political maṇḍala.55 

The project of fashioning the king through genealogical materials was not limited to the 

Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam or other such discursive materials, but their origin story can also 

be found in the epigraphic records, such as an inscription from Hālagere in 1663,56 that became 

the paradigm for the Woḍeyar genealogy and is copied verbatim in numerous inscriptions from 

                                                 
54 Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam, I.10. 

55 The Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam’s primary purpose, though, was not to expound upon the devotional 

inclinations of the king. Instead, it is concerned with the power and integrity of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja. In that vein 

the kavi’s style is concentrated around the vīra and śṛṅgāra moods, extolling his prowess on the battlefield and in 

the boudoir, both of which present the king as the epitome of virility and masculinity. Although there are chapters 

on the Mahānavami festival and on his patronage to ritual professionals and temple complexes, even these focus on 

the grandeur of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja’s ability to provide for those in his realm and are really not that different from 

other chapters that expound upon the king’s daily durbar or descriptions of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in which the poet 

employs all of the ornate and beautiful descriptions of the realm in order to “bring out prominently the greatness of 

[the] hero.”Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam Chapters 20-22 about Mahānavami; quote from Rao, History of Mysore 

Volume 1, 199. 

56 EC XII.Kg. 37. 
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the first half of the eighteenth centuries.57 In these inscriptions, the Woḍeyar dynasty is traced to 

the Lunar dynasty through the kings of Dvāraka, and then follows what I have described in the 

Chapter 2 as the outsider migration narrative to explain the rising political importance of 

Mysore. In these accounts, a Yādava prince, named Vijaya, and his brother Kṛṣṇa travel to 

Karnāṭa to in order to worship their family deity Nārāyaṇa in Mēlukōṭe, but, in keeping with 

Gōvinda Vaidya’s style, they find the land so beautiful that they decide to establish a new 

kingdom in Mysore. Here we can see that after the composition of the Gajjiganahaḷḷi copper-

plate of Vēṅkaṭa III in 1639 and the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam, during which the Woḍeyar 

king had taken dramatic steps toward extricating his kingdom from Vijayanagara domination and 

shoring their own independent position, the connection between the Yādavas and Woḍeyars had 

become explicit and any reference to permission from other rulers of the region is absent. From 

this point forward, almost all of the accounts of the Woḍeyar dynasty explicitly connected their 

line with the Yādavas and particular mention was made to their passage through Mēlukōṭe and 

not Vijayanagara.58 The insertion of the Yādava origins during the reign of Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja displays the growing concern within the Woḍeyar court to connect their kings with 

the broader Purāṇic cosmological polity. I am not suggesting that this is a contrived political 

move to manipulate abstract concepts of divinity and royalty. Instead, it seems that they, like 

others had done before, are engaged in the mimetic imperial practice in which they are 

incorporating structures and lineages from previous empires with which they believe they have 

affinities in order to firmly establish themselves as the viable candidates for imperial control.  

                                                 
57 EC III.Sr 64; EC III.Sr 100; EC III.Tn 63; EC III.My 115; EC III.Nj 295; EC IV.Yd 58; EC IV.Yd 17; EC IV.Yd 

18; and EC IX.Ma 37. 

58 At least until the end of the eighteenth century and with the exception of the Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara (ca. 

1734), which emphasizes their devotion to Cāmuṇḍeśvarī, who has risen in ritual importance by that time. COM 

Mack. Mss. 18.15.18 Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara (ca. 1740). 
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Another interesting trend in the royal refashioning of the Woḍeyars during this period is 

the connection with the Purāṇic tale of the slaying of Mahiṣa, the buffalo-demon. In almost all of 

these epigraphic origin stories, the realm of the Woḍeyars is called the land of the buffalo and the 

kingdom specifically connected with Mysore City, which had been established by Bōḷu 

Cāmarāja in the sixteenth century, despite their capital had been moved to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa by 

this point. Politically, Mysore City was not much more than a small fort; however, the city 

remained the sacred center of the dynasty. The connection was strengthened through the 

valorization of the goddess as the buffalo slayer (mahiṣāsuramardinī). Through this 

reconfiguration of sacred landscape the realm became part of Purāṇic cosmic cartography and 

alluded to the Purāṇic roots of the lineage linking Mahiṣa’s former kingdom and with realm of 

Woḍeyars a powerful site at which the goddess had intervened for the sake of her devotees. 

Through this association the Woḍeyars successfully reimagined their fierce deity in terms of the 

Purāṇic deity and etymologically linked their realm (Mahiṣapur/Maisūru) to sacred Purāṇic 

landscape. While this has the potential issue of associating the Woḍeyar rulers with the enemy of 

the gods, it serves to give them and their territory greater mythological and cosmological 

significance. 

3.4.2 Doḍḍa Dēvarāja (r. 1659-1673 CE) 

Despite early setbacks, the imperial model established by Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I 

continued during the ruler of Doḍḍa Dēvarāja I (r. 1659-1673 CE). The tumultuous relationship 

between the fledgling Vijayanagara scions and the Woḍeyars heightened during the early years 

of Dēvarāja Woḍeyar’s reign, causing the young king to temporarily relent Mysore’s 

independent status. After his coronation, the Ikkēri forces with whom Śrī Raṅga had taken up 

residence launched a full-scale attack on Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in an effort to reconsolidate the 

Vijayanagara kingdom. The war presumably was a result of the Mysore dynasty’s lack of 
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support towards the Vijayanagara king’s attempt to reclaim his family’s lost empire. The timing 

of the war, which was launched shortly after the death of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja I, suggests that 

the Vijayanagara-Ikkēri alliance thought that Dēvarāja would not be as capable in battle as his 

predecessor. This strategy, at first, proved very successful as the Mysore army continually lost 

ground to the surging Ikkēri forces. Eventually the Ikkēri army reached Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, but in 

four months of siege they were never able to win the city and retreated back to their capital. In 

the meantime, the Mysore army became stronger under their new king and retaliated near the end 

of 1661. They launched a series of battles that lasted until 1664 and would harden the new ruler. 

Sensing the immanent doom of his protectors, Śrī Raṅga fled Ikkēri in 1663 seeking refuge in the 

South with the Nāyakas of Madurai. According to an inscription from 1664, Śrī Raṅga’s intuition 

was correct and the Woḍeyar daḷavāyi was able to conquer Ikkēri, which prompted a treaty 

between the two kingdoms with Ikkēri submitting to Woḍeyar domination in the region.59  

The success of his military campaigns against the Vijayanagara-Ikkēri alliance gave 

Dēvarāja the sole claim to overlordship in the Southern Karnataka region that was immediately 

reflected in the way his court fashioned his eulogies. During the years in which his power was 

threatened, the court poets refer to Dēvarāja as the mahāmaṇḍalēśvara the term for a 

Vijayanagara regional governor/viceroy and vassal.60 However, as his army began to press the 

Ikkēri army, winning more and more territory, he is referred to as “glorious king of kings” 

(śrīmad rājādhirāja).61 After Śrī Raṅga fled and the Ikkēris were defeated, Dēvarāja assumed the 

title previously employed by the Vijayanagara emperors “the sultan of the Hindu kings” 

                                                 
59 EC XII.Kg 46. 

60 EC III.Nj 56. 

61 EC IX.Kn 94. 
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(hindurāya suratrāṇa).62 As Rao notes, the court poets consciously adopted the genealogical 

materials of their Vijayanagara predecessors even recycling verses verbatim from the famous Śrī 

Śailam inscription of Virūpākṣa III (r. 1465-1485).63 In another important inscription from 

Hālagere from 1663, the connection to the Yadu line is again explicitly restated following the 

model set forth in the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam.64 In addition to the titular and 

genealogical imperial rhetoric employed by Dēvarāja’s court, he was also particularly concerned 

with scholarly expositions of the scene of Yudhiṣṭhira’s abhiṣēka (coronation) from the 

Mahābhārata, which he saw as his model.65 All of the conscious efforts on the part of the 

Mysore court to utilize imperial titles and genealogical details suggest that Dēvarāja and his 

court were explicitly fashioning themselves as not only the new but the rightful imperial 

overlords in the region.66  

While these inscriptions attest to Mysore’s imperial position, others affirm Dēvarāja’s 

devotion to the goddess. An inscription commemorated a small land grant in Gavunahaḷḷi in 

which Dēvarāja gifted the village in service of the goddess in June 1666.67 Though the opening 

invocation refers to the goddess and Śiva by the traditional names used on the hill—Cāmuṇḍi 

and Mahābala—the details of the inscription state that the king had given the village tax-free in 

service of the goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari. This is the first reference that I have found in which the 

goddess is called Cāmuṇḍēśvari. While this might seem like a small innovation, the Sanskrit 

                                                 
62 EC IV.Kr 67 

63 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 225. 

64 EC XII.Kg 37. 

65 EC III.Sr 94. 

66 Though in rather odd fashion, during the final few years of his rule in several inscriptions Dēvarāja reassumes the 

title mahāmaṇḍalēśvara and acknowledges Śrī Raṅga’s successor Vēṅkaṭa VI as the emperor; however, in other 

contemporary inscriptions he continues to be called “lord of Karnāṭa” (karnāṭa simhāsanam adhīśvaraḥ) and “ruler 

of the world” (cakravartin). 

67 EC V.Hn 8; REC VIII.Hn 171. 
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suffix is only applied to the names of manifestation of the highest Sanskritic deities.68 This 

inscription marks the first time that the goddess has truly been put on par with the high deities of 

the Sanskrit pantheon—a trend that becomes the standard during the nineteenth century. 

Dēvarāja was also concerned with pilgrimage to the top of the hill; so he commissioned one 

thousand stone steps that lead from the base of hill to its apex upon which the goddess’s temple 

resides. He also installed a large stone monolith of Śiva’s vehicle (vāhana) Nandi, which to this 

day is one of the most impressive mūrtis in the region. Through reference to Śiva and Cāmuṇḍi 

in the inscription and the installation of the Nandi image, it is clear that by the time of Dēvarāja’s 

rule, Cāmuṇḍi had ceased to be an independent goddess, such as the Cāmuṇḍi of the 

Dēvīmāhātmya, but she was the consort of Śiva (Mahābala). While the king was literally making 

the goddess’s shrine more accessible, he was theoretically making her more acceptable within 

the Purāṇic courtly framework, constricting her volatility by associating her with domestic life. 

Without a doubt this reflected the position of Mysore in the final years of his reign, which were 

rather uneventful prosperous times for the Woḍeyar kingdom. 

3.4.3 Cikkadēvarāja (r. 1673-1704) 

After the death of Dēvarāja Woḍeyar in 1673, Cikkadēvarāja (r. 1673-1704) ascended the 

throne of Mysore, ruled longer than any king since Rāja Woḍeyar, and enjoyed a period of 

imperial control like no other Mysore king. During his reign the Purāṇic devotional framework 

reflected the abstract political concerns of the court. In addition to epic and Purāṇic narratives 

that had been commissioned by his predecessors, Cikkadēvarāja’s court produced philosophical 

treatises based on highly Sanskritic Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition. These treatises theorized the abstract 

nature of the divine and were better suited to reflect the abstract notions of power within a highly 

                                                 
68 Generally, in Southern Karnataka the suffix –svāmi is used for a male deity and –amma is used for a female deity. 
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complex and stratified state. Within this field of polity there was little room for the goddess, and 

she is thoroughly absent from devotional and genealogical materials during Cikkadēvarāja’s 

reign. 

Despite his interest in devotional philosophy, Cikkadēvarāja’s reign was also a period of 

ongoing imperial warfare, and the king, who is mostly known for his Vaiṣṇava devotional fervor, 

was also a capable warrior, and these two sides of his character define him from early in his 

career. In 1667 when Śrī Raṅga’s new coalition of troops that included troops of the ousted kings 

of Bijapur and Gingee marched against the Woḍeyars, Cikkadēvarāja, the yuvarāja (prince), was 

deployed to lead the Mysore army against the large collection of combatants. After a 

considerable rout of the coalition’s troops, Cikkadēvarāja returned to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, allowing 

the daḷavāyi to finish the enemy off. He left the campaign early because he desired to continue 

his studies with Saḍakṣarāya, a Vīraśaiva ācārya and Viśālākṣa Paṇḍita, a Jain monk, both of 

whom heavily influenced the ritual and devotional milieu during his subsequent reign.  

Cikkadēvarāja established himself as an independent sovereign by minting a series of 

gold coins called the ‘Dēvarāja [with] the image of dancing Kṛṣṇa’ (tāṇḍava kṛṣṇamūrti 

dēvarāja) to commemorate the first year of his reign.69 The coins perhaps implied the dynasty’s 

connection to the Yādava kingdom or the king’s preferred devotional tradition. Also, perhaps the 

figure on the coin was a metaphor for the king—like Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja’s 1647 Narasiṃha 

coin had been— and his victory over Madurai. The epigraphic record might confirm this as a 

copperplate from Ṭoṇdānūru in 1722 that describes his victory praises the victorious king, whose 

“victory (vijaya) was like to Kṛṣṇa playing (līlā) in Mathura.”70 Minting the coin was a flagrant 

                                                 
69 A. V. Narasimha Murthy, Coins and Currency System in Karnataka (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and 

Museums, 1997), 386. 

70 EC III.Sr 64. 
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display of independence and power by the young ruler and led to the formation of yet another 

conglomerate of Ikkēri, Vijayanagara, Bijapur, and Gōlkoṇḍa against the Woḍeyar house. 

However, this did not last long as the Bijapur and Gōlkoṇḍa forces were sorely defeated by 

Kumārāya, the Mysore daḷavāyi. The army of Ikkēri army, however, defeated a faction of the 

Mysore army and annexed area near Hāssan. After these battles, the political climate in Southern 

Karnataka cooled for several years as larger storms were brewing amongst kingdoms in the 

North, particularly with Marāṭā state.71  

The period of Cikkadēvarāja’s rule was significant within pan-Indian politics as the 

famous Marāṭā nationalist hero Śivājī had risen to power in the Deccan during the early part of 

the 1670s. After his coronation in 1674, Śivājī continued to wage war against the Mughal armies 

of Aurangzeb as far north as Āgra and Delhi. However, in 1677, he took a brief respite to 

consolidate family power in the South. Ēkōjī (Vyaṅkōjī), the half-brother of Śivājī and the 

Bangalore governor (jāgīrdār) for the Bijapur dynasty, had left Bangalore in order to conquer the 

great city of Tañjāvūr. After winning the city, Ēkōjī established his kingdom there; however, 

according to rumors from Śivājī’s spies, he abused his power and mal-administered his kingdom. 

After several diplomatic attempts to resolve the issue, in 1676 Śivājī, along with the Muslim 

Sultān of Gōlkoṇḍa, proceeded toward Tañjavūr. Along the way, the Marāṭā-Gōlkoṇḍa alliance 

conquered the realms of many local chieftains throughout Karnataka, forcing them to give up 

vast amounts of wealth as spoils of war. After securing the loyalty of Ēkōjī by force, Śivājī 

began his march back. Along the way, he and his armies decided to attack Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa and 

Cikkadēvarāja. The accounts of the episode vary according to the affiliation of the source. 

                                                 
71 This rule was also at times plagued by internal conflict including a revolt by the Vīraśaiva Bēḍa community 

outside of modern-day Śimōga. Cikkadēvarāja’s army quickly and violently put down this rebellion by slaughtering 

many of the Vīraśaiva leaders in the area. However, the rebellious attitudes of the area continued and eventually 

resulted in the 1831 Nagara Rebellion that caused the Woḍeyars to lose control of Mysore to the British. 
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According to the Marāṭi sources, Śivājī plundered Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa carrying away “great riches” 

after several extremely bloody battles.72 The reports from Mysore gave a different perspective of 

the battles. In fact, the battle with Śivājī’s army is the greatest source of pride during the reign of 

Cikkadēvarāja for which his biographer Tirumalārya granted him the title “Unequalled Hero” 

(apratima-vīra).73 According to the Mysore records, Śivājī and his army went to the Woḍeyar 

playbook and exacted a covert raid in the middle of the night, catching the Mysore army off-

guard. But after a long battle, the army of Cikkadēvarāja was able to withstand the assault and 

repelled the outsiders, who were only able to escape with a modest amount of booty.  

After the encounter with the Marāṭā army, Cikkadēvarāja’s reputation and territorial 

ambition grew dramatically. In 1678, Cikkadēvarāja was able to march into Madurai territory 

and usurp two key fortresses—including Coimbatore—without even engaging in battle. 

According to his biographer, at the mere sight of the oncoming Mysore warriors, the local 

chieftain Akkā Reḍḍi surrendered. The loss of these strategic locations prompted the ministers of 

the Nāyaka court of Cōkkanātha to shift their kingdom to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. Subsequently, 

Cikkadēvarāja turned to the North and engaged the Marāṭā army at Hosūru near the borders of 

the Sīra in the Karnāṭaka-Bālaghāṭ region. Literary and epigraphic evidence suggest that the 

Mysore army won the battles easily, even capturing the Marāṭā prime minister Yaśavanta Rao 

and cutting off his nose and hands.74  

After these decisive victories, which expanded the Mysore empire in the North and 

South, Cikkadēvarāja began proclaiming his great military feats in inscriptions throughout his 

                                                 
72 B. Muddachari, Mysore Maratha Relations in the 17th Century (Mysore: University of Mysore Press, 1969), 66-

69. 

73 This is also the title of Tirumalārya’s biography of the king, which is titled Apratima Vīra Caritam (ca. 1695). 

74 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 289. 
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realm.75 In all of these inscriptions Cikkadēvarāja is proclaimed to be the “emperor of the realm 

of Karnāṭa” (karnāṭaka cakravartin), “the emperor of the Southern realm” (dakṣiṇādik-

cakravartin), “the Sultān of the Hindu kings” (hindurāya suratāṇam), or simply as “emperor” 

(samrāṭ). This is also the period in which he commissioned the Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḷi (ca. 

1678) from his longtime teacher, biographer, and prime minister Tirumalārya, a devout Śrī 

Vaiṣṇava. This text offers several innovations on the Woḍeyar origin story. The narrative not 

only affirms the Yādava lineage of the rulers but connects the Woḍeyars with the Śrī Vaiṣṇava 

devotional school that Cikkadēvarāja adopted during the latter part of the 1670s. In this 

rendering of the tale, the Yādava prince, named Yadu Bala and his brother Kṛṣṇa went to 

worship Nārāyaṇa in Mēlukōṭe (in this text called Yadugiri or the “hill of Yadu”). There in 

Yadugiri, Yadu Bala was given a jeweled crown and offered the throne of Mēlukōṭe. He 

accepted the position, but his Śrī Vaiṣṇava advisors told him that a vision from Nārāyaṇa told 

him that he ought to seek out a place called Mysore and rule in that city. Unlike the previous 

Woḍeyar tales that focused on the beauty and bounty of the land or the rulers’ power to conquer 

that land, this new tale followed the model of devotional alliance that was found in the 

genealogical material of their imperial predecessors. Within the narrative, the connection 

between the Yādava Woḍeyars and the god of Mēlukōṭe/Yadugiri was an inevitability, which in 

turn made their later alliance with the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition equally expected. Through this 

discursive connection, the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition that had not had a continuously prominent role 

in the dynasty prior to rule of Cikkadēvarāja was now inextricably linked to the court 

                                                 
75 B. Lewis Rice, Mysore Inscriptions (Bangalore: Mysore Government Press, 1879), 309-310 no. 167 This is part of 

a series  begins with the common Vijayanagara invocation “May the boar protect us” and the genealogy starts with 

Bolu Cāmarāja. EC III.Sr 14 and EC III.Sr 151;.This inscription is quite similar to another massive inscription (EC 

III.My. 115), which gives many novel details about the Woḍeyars to this point and it is dedicated to the Śrī Vaiṣṇava 

ācarya Rāmānuja. Also see Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvaēndra Vamṣāvali, 26 and 166. 
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conceivably from its very inception. Given the growing imperial status of the Woḍeyars and their 

conflict with the Marāṭās, it should come as no surprise that the origin story shifted the focus 

from an alliance with a local goddess to distance themselves from the famous narrative of Śivājī 

and Bhavānī that follows the same paradigm. Also, the text’s emphasis on the good council of 

Śrī Vaiṣṇava ministers is not surprising since Tirumalārya himself was a Śrī Vaiṣṇava minister. 

The new emphasis of Śrī Vaiṣṇavism in the Woḍeyar courtly framework warrants more attention 

on the underlying ontology that it provides.  

Cikkadēvarāja had been heavily influenced by Śrī Vaiṣṇavism from his youth and gave 

the tradition a prominent place in the court from the beginning of his reign. Indeed, his first 

major act of patronage was the construction of the Paravāsudēva temple at Trikadaṃbanagarī in 

which he established an image of the deity Paravāsudēva, Kamalavallī, and two courtesans 

(nācayār). The temple was also given implements for conducting Rāmānuja pūjā in honor of the 

Śrī Vaiṣṇava saint in order to secure Doḍḍadēvarāja’s perpetual state of bliss in heaven. Showing 

his early predilection for literature from the tradition, the king also commissioned several works 

by the Śrī Vaiṣṇava poet Cikkōpādhyāya before 1678. These works included the Divya Sūri 

Caritrē, which is a translation of the Tamil works of the twelve Āḻvārs (sūri), and a collection of 

māhātmyas (glorifications) of popular Śrī Vaiṣṇava pilgrimage sites. He also composed the 

Kāmandaka Nīti and Śauka Sapati that stress the importance of Śrī Vaiṣṇava tenets in the 

Woḍeyar political administration: both of these texts begin with invocations of Viṣṇu, Lakṣmī, 

Rāmānuja, and the Āḻvārs and affirm the early influence of the tradition in the governance of the 

region. However, it was not until 1678 that Cikkadēvarāja was initiated into the path after which 

he became a staunch and vocal proponent of the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition in Mysore. Thereafter, 

inscriptions from Mysore laud the ruler as the “establisher of Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition” 
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(śrīvaiṣṇava-mataḥ pratiṣṭhāpaka) in the region.76 His wide implementation of rituals associated 

with the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition is a common trope in his eulogies in later genealogical literature. 

However, until 1686 the king still employed Viśālākṣa, a Jain, as his primary political advisor. 

His personal predilection to the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition also articulated his new position at 

the top of the political hierarchy in southern Karnataka. He, as will be discussed below, was 

extremely interested in the roles that were to be played by the lord (Nārāyaṇa) and the servant 

(the devotee) through the concept of prapatti (self-surrender). Cikkadēvarāja even wrote 

expositions on the topic during the peaceful concluding years of his reign. While this is certainly 

a theological and devotional concept, the articulation of the supreme and utter power of the lord 

over the vassal, who must seek refuge with the former, must have resonated with the powerful 

monarch and perhaps influenced his interactions with other smaller rulers in his realm. 

Despite the imperial rhetoric of Cikkadēvarāja’s court, his rule was not without its 

political losses—many of which resulted from their extended conflict with Madurai. During the 

1678, Madurai had been occupied by Rustam Khān. The Mysore army was able to defeat the 

armies of Khān at which point the Nāyaka ruler Cōkkanātha resumed control of Madurai and its 

capital Tiruccirāppaḷḷi; however, the Mysore army refused to leave the capital until the Nāyaka 

ruler offered tribute and accepted the Woḍeyar dynasty as their suzerain. The Woḍeyar 

occupation was forced to retreat home as the Marāṭā army attacked Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa: Santyanatha 

Aiyer suggests this had less to do with protecting the Nāyakas as it did with curbing the growing 

imperial power of Mysore.77 The army of Mysore defeated the Marāṭā army by employing an 

interesting tactic of attaching flaming torches to the horns of approximately three thousand oxen 

                                                 
76 EC III.My 115 

77 R. Sathianathaier, The History of the Nāyaks, 287. 
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in another mid-night attack. 78 This sent the Marāṭā army into panic perceiving an additional six 

thousand men surrounding their army. In the confusion of the surrounding lights, three Marāṭā 

generals were captured by the army of Mysore and had their noses and arms cut off before being 

paraded around the capital and offered to Cikkadēvarāja. The Mysore barbarity and derision 

enflamed the Marāṭā court and led to many prolonged engagements between Sambhājī’s Marāṭā 

army and the Woḍeyar forces. The battle also succeeded in curtailing Mysore’s occupation of 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, whose re-conquest became the goal of the Mysore daḷavāyis until the time of 

Haidar Ali.  

The extended hostilities between the Woḍeyars and the Marāṭās, who were perhaps the 

largest South Indian imperial powers of the time, led to coalitions and alliances amongst the 

kingdoms within the region and the entire subcontinent. These alliances defy the nationalist 

narrative that has arisen around both of the Mysore and Marāṭā kingdoms. Both the Marāṭās and 

the Woḍeyars are often lauded as great “Hindu” kingdoms, who resisted Muslim advances into 

the Deccan and Southern India. However, the devotional tradition of a ruler was never the 

primary concern when their lots were being cast. Instead, the allies and enemies were formed 

based on the basis of territory and the ability of rival kingdoms to secure their political goals. As 

we have already seen, even Śivājī, the great Marāṭā ruler, who is famous for having fought the 

Muslim Mughals his entire adult life, regularly allied with smaller Muslim kingdoms in his 

campaigns into Southern India against Mysore and Madurai.79 The story is the same for 

Woḍeyars. While they are often remembered for their fight to win back Mysore from Haidar Ali 

                                                 
78 Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India, 114-117. 

79 See Gordon for a full and nuanced discussion of Śivajī complicated relationship with Muslim royalty and spiritual 

leaders. Steward Gordon, The Mahrattas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). 
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and Ṭīpū Sultān, the Woḍeyars were actually allies of the Mughals against Śivājī and his son 

Sambhājī.80  

Mysore had been known and admired by the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb (r. 1658-1707), 

since their victory over the Marāṭās at Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in 1682; it seems, however, to have not 

amounted to much by way of coordinating efforts against the Marāṭās until the 1690s. In 1686, 

Mysore had been overextended for years due to the extended campaigns against Madurai in the 

South and the Marāṭās in the North, depleting their monetary and human resources. Fighting a 

two-front war (Mysore to their South and the Mughals to the North) was also taking its toll on 

the Marāṭās. Therefore, the two kingdoms agreed to a temporary truce; so they could focus on 

the other fronts of their wars. This proved prosperous for both parties. Able to focus their 

attention to the South, the Woḍeyars were able to negotiate with Ēkōjī and purchase his former 

capital Bangalore in 1687. This purchase was contested by the Mughal state, whose Southern 

kingdoms marched against Mysore in an attempt to seize the fort. The army was led by Khāsīm 

Khān, the Mughal governor of Sīra. The army of Cikkadēvarāja was able to withhold the Mughal 

onslaught before both agreed to terms. Mysore’s valor won the Woḍeyar king favor with the 

Mughal governor and favorable annual tribute terms. After this battle, the Woḍeyars maintained 

great relations with Khāsīm Khān and the Mughal government, always receiving preferential 

treatment in their politics within the region. The next year, both Ēkōjī and Sambhājī died and 

were succeeded by less capable military minds. The Marāṭā and Madurai power vacuum only 

increased the Mughal and Woḍeyar prestige in the region and turned the latter’s gaze back to 

Ikkēri.  

                                                 
80 In Chapter 5, we will see that the relationship between the Woḍeyars and Haidar Āli and Ṭippu Sultān was also 

not a simple conflict between Hindu and Muslim. 
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The year of 1686 was also an important turning point for the sectarian affiliation of the 

Woḍeyar court. During the war efforts, the Jain prime minister Viśālākṣa died and was 

succeeded by the Śrī Vaiṣṇava Tirumalārya. After the appointment of the new minister, Śrī 

Vaiṣṇavism steadily became more and more important for the Woḍeyar court. In October of 

1690, Cikkadēvarāja instituted a commission to establish the “pure” lines of the royal family for 

future marriages. However, the line was not established by tracing genealogy. Instead, the 

primary criteria was affiliation with the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition, which was signified by initiation 

through the five rites (pañca-saṃskāra) and the correct continued performance of Śrī Vaiṣṇava 

rituals.81 After the inquiry was completed the Arasu (sometimes Urs) families were established 

and the endogamous rules for the royal family were laid out in his Royal Marriage Act. Though 

their name means “rulers,” the Arasus had primarily been an agricultural caste that was socially 

elevated as a result of the inquiry.82 For Cikkadēvarāja’s court, the lineage’s connection to the 

Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition and Mēlukōṭe within his version of the origin story was the ultimate 

connection to proper ancestry. The Rājput Marriage Act of Camarāja Woḍeyar X in the 

nineteenth century would be the complete opposite in which the Woḍeyars attempted to raise 

their status amongst the princely states by claiming biological descent from the Rājputs.83  

The following year (1687), Cikkadēvarāja commissioned two more works by the great 

poet Cikkōpādhyāya. The first of these was the Śēṣadharma, a Kannada prose version of the 

Āśvamēdhika Parvan of the Mahābhārata, which like those from the 1670s begins with an 

invocation of Śrī Vaiṣṇava deities, poets, and teachers. The second work, Satvika Brahmā Vidyā 

                                                 
81 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 407. 

82 Nair, Mysore Modern, 12. Nair quotes materials from the British Government of India that shows the 

uncomfortable position of their background: “[T]he suggestion that his Highness is, or might be, a Sudra, is likely to 

give offence, … the GOI [Government of India] may think it well to take steps to secure that the Mysore House 

shall not be described as ‘Sudra’ in official correspondence.” 

83 Nair, Mysore Modern, 12. 
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Vilāsa, a nine chapter exposition of the tenets of viśiṣṭādvaita, displays the king’s increasing turn 

to abstract metaphysics and his absorption in the teachings of Śrī Vaiṣṇavism. By June 1693, 

Cikkadēvarāja’s court was officially Śrī Vaiṣṇava, and the king implemented a new rule that all 

ministers and ritual professionals were required to wear the Śrī Vaiṣṇava forehead marks (tilaka) 

when they were in the presence of the king, regardless of their own sectarian affiliation. Though 

there is evidence of a few dissenters (and the rule would be lessened in the coming years), like 

the Royal Marriage Act before it, the obvious preference for Śrī Vaiṣṇavism provided social 

mobility for lower castes, who wished to use their Śrī Vaiṣṇava devotion to increase their 

standing with the court, as evidenced in the thankful supplications of the Arasu family.84 

During the period of 1690-1697, the Woḍeyar kingdom was once again engaged in a 

longstanding war with Ikkēri. Cikkadēvarāja and his armies engaged the Ikkēri army, led by their 

queen Cannammājī, in a bitter territorial dispute for the lands to the northeast of Mysore. The 

contestation with the Ikkēris severely hampered the imperial aspirations of the ruler as his 

territory was constantly in turmoil during the seven-year period. However, in 1697 Cannammājī 

died, ushering in an unchallenged period of Woḍeyar dominance in the region. At this point 

Cikkadēvarāja again adopted titles such as “lord of the entire earth” (akhaṇḍadharaṇī-

maṇḍalapati) or “lord of the land of Karṇāṭaka” (karṇāṭakabhūmaṇḍalādhīśaī) to which he was 

also referred in literary records in the surrounding kingdoms of Tañjavūr, Madurai, Gingee, and 

Sīra.85  

With the region secured, the king turned his gaze to his imperial allies in the North, the 

Mughals. During their conflict with Ikkēri, Khāsīm Khān had died (d. 1695) and the great 

                                                 
84 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 365-66. 

85 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 317. 
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Mughal ally of Cikkadēvarāja was gone. After he had secured the Karṇāṭa region, in 1699 

Cikkadēvarāja sent an envoy that included Tirumalārya to Aurangzeb’s court in order to assure 

their common bond against the Marāṭās in the Deccan. The Mughal emperor was delighted with 

the Mysore king’s diplomatic act and welcomed the enemy of his enemy as his friend. The 

Mughal ruler bestowed a seal upon the envoy to take back to Cikkadēvarāja in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa as 

a sign of their friendship. The moment was so important for Mysore that Cikkadēvarāja was 

commonly eulogized for receiving the seal from Delhi, even within the brief eulogy of the king 

in the family tree (vaṃśāvaḷi) mural in the Jaganmōhan Palace in Mysore, which was built in 

1863 by Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III.86 Aurangzeb also recognized Cikkadēvarāja as his counterpart in 

the South calling him the “king of the world” (rājājagaddēva) and acknowledging his throne as 

the “celebrated throne of the Pāṇḍavas.”87 If the titles are accurate descriptions of those given by 

Aurangzeb, the rhetoric of Pūrāṇic and epic kingship that were common in South India were also 

employed by the Muslim ruler of the Mughal dynasty. 88 

Regardless of the historical attribution, Cikkadēvarāja’s alliance/vassalage with the 

Mughal empire complicates the history of Indian polity in the medieval to late-medieval period 

that constructs a history of conflict between “foreign” Muslims and indigenous “Hindus.”89 

                                                 
86 EC IV.My 26; He is called ‘the receiver of the seal from Delhi and the master of nine crore (villages)’. 

87 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 319. These references should be taken with a fair amount of skepticism because 

all evidence of the title comes from later literary sources (Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi; Mysūru Rājara 

Caritre; and Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India). 

88 There are great implications for our understanding of courtly devotional and ritual traditions. That is to say the 

polity of Indian empires were constructed through their connection to the epics and the divine lineages formed 

therein that were elaborated upon in the Pūrāṇas were the foundation for all Indian kings or that all, including the 

“foreign” Mughals, were knowledgeable about the importance of a dynasty’s link to the legendary kings of the tales. 

While this is definitely something worth exploring, it is for the most part beyond the scope of this project and 

potentially unreliable because of the lack of firm historical accuracy in its attribution to Aurangzeb. Regardless, 

however, the fact that the words were attributed to the great Mughal ruler by the authors/editors of later texts reveal 

that the importance of the connection to the mythological past for the Woḍeyar dynasty. 

89 In recent years this has been a point of great contention between scholars of Indian history and certain 

conservative political factions within India. 
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Cikkadēvarāja and the Woḍeyars chose to ally themselves not according to devotional or 

“ethnic” ties, but they acted to ensure their territorial holdings and imperial aspirations regardless 

of other considerations. This is important to keep in mind as we continue to develop theories of 

polity in South Asian history. Scholars of religious studies often overemphasize the importance 

of devotional traditions in shaping policy and inter-state affairs, which leads us to bracket groups 

based on their devotional traditions. While these aspects of dynastic history are indeed important 

in the fashioning of the court–which is why I have chosen to focus my dissertation on them–not 

all decisions were purely motivated by their adherence to a particular tradition. Indeed all rulers 

in South India—Hindu, Muslim, or Jain—shared a language of polity that was especially clear 

during the period of Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān. Indeed, the court of Cikkadēvarāja was quite 

conventional in its incorporation of multiple philosophical paths (mārga). The king, who had 

adopted Śrī Vaiṣṇavism as his and his court’s devotional tradition in the middle of his reign, was 

lauded by Jaina author Cidānanda as “a master of the secrets of all paths” (sakala mārgada 

marmadolaga naridu).90 From various sources, we know that the ministers of his court, even 

after his adoption of Śrī Vaiṣṇavism, were from the Śrī Vaiṣṇava, Vīraśaiva, and Jaina traditions.  

By 1700, the Mysore kingdom was securely in one of the longest periods of peace in its 

history, at which point Cikkadēvarāja turned his attention to the preservation of social and 

cosmic order by upholding dharmic ideals.91 It was at this point that he began to express his 

devotion to the Śrī Vaiṣṇava path through his own philosophical compositions. This can clearly 

be seen in the Petitions of Cikkadēvarāja (Cikkadēvarāja Binnapam ca. 1700-1704) in which the 

author requests that the great teachings of viśiṣṭādvaita vēdānta (the philosophical school of Śrī 

                                                 
90 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 373-74. 

91 Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḷi, ed. Siddhalingayya (Bangalore: Kannaḍa Pustaka Pradhikāra, 2012). 
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Vaiṣṇava) become clear in his mind.92 Throughout the text, the king expounds upon 

Celuvanārāyaṇa of Yadugiri and his relationship to his devotees largely in terms of the master-

servant relationship. Cikkadēvarāja explains that liberation (mōkṣa) can only come if a devotee, 

like a servant on earth, acknowledges the supremacy of Nārāyaṇa and seeks only to please the 

master by doing good works through complete surrender (prapatti). He even concludes his 

petitions by exclaiming that he surrenders himself at the feet of the deity seeking refuge. The 

integral role that prapatti plays within Cikkadēvarāja’s writings and devotion is clearly 

influenced by the Gītā Bhāṣya of the ācārya Rāmānuja for whom surrender was the only means 

of devotion.93 For Cikkadēvarāja, Śrī Vaiṣṇava concept of self-surrender (prapatti) is equal to 

the goal of divine refuge (śaraṇāgati) or, as Vasudha Narayanan has put it, for Cikkadēvarāja, 

self-surrender is simultaneously “the way and the goal.”94  

Cikkadēvarāja ruled over one of the most successful and stabile periods in Woḍeyar 

history, which coincided with what Rao has called the Vaiṣṇavite Revival.95 Though I would not 

call it a revival, the period certainly emphasized the devotional and philosophical leanings of the 

Woḍeyars, as the courtly rhetoric transitioned from localized concerns and those deemed proper 

for larger imperial powers throughout Southern India. Even within the origin stories, most of 

which came in the writings of Tirumalārya, and as was told in the most detail in his 

Cikkadēvarāya Vaṃśāvaḷi, the goddess on the hill is of little importance—even absent—in the 

narrative of the Woḍeyars’ ascension to power. Instead the emphasis is placed on the divine link 

                                                 
92 Cikkadēvarāja, Cikkadēvarāja Binnapam (Mysore: Karnataka Kavya Kalanidhi, 1905). 

93 Nancy Ann Nayar, “The Concepts of Prapatti in Rāmānuja’s Bhagavad Gītā Bhāṣya” in Journal of South Asian 

Literature 23, no. 2 (Spring-Fall 1988); 111-32. 

94 Vasudha Narayanan, The Way and the Goal: Expressions of Devotion in the Early Śrī Vaiṣṇava Community 

(Ann Arbor, MI: Institute of Vaishnava Studies, 1987). 

95 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 460-61. 
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between Cikkadēvarāja and Viṣṇu. This connection is formed through the emphasis that 

Tirumalārya places on the Yādava line that culminates in their migration to the Kārṇaṭa land at 

the behest of the supreme deity Nārāyaṇa at Mēlukōṭe. The connection is emphasized by the epic 

meter in which the poet recounts the exploits of the Woḍeyar kings. Tirumalārya even goes as far 

as to suggest that Cikkadēvarāja is an avatāra of Viṣṇu as a means of fashioning the ruler as the 

rightful and dharmic imperial power.96  

The conscious fashioning of Cikkadēvarāja and the Woḍeyar line within this Purāṇic 

genealogy that emphasized their link to the god Nārāyaṇa displayed the usual need of the 

vijigīṣu-turned-emperor to be placed within larger cosmic context of kingship. The tales of 

Cikkadēvarāja even continue the progression in which the emperor transcends even his own 

lineage and is established as the centerpiece for which the line was created. Cikkadēvarāja, 

thereby, serves as the opposite bookend of Kṛṣṇa, who is a wise and valiant king and is also an 

incarnation of the supreme brahman come down to establish cosmic order in the world. 

3.5 Loss of Control and the End of an Empire 

After the death of Cikkadēvarāja in 1704, the Woḍeyar dynasty went through a period of 

stagnation in which the two subsequent rulers were mired in the changing political landscape of 

Karnataka that saw continual fracturing of the Mughal holdings in the region. During this period 

of diminishing power, a political landscape was created in which the daḷavāyis from the Kaḷale 

family rose to prominence.  

Cikkadēvarāja’s son and successor Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II was born deaf and mute and 

was deemed unfit for independent rule. Therefore, Cikkadēvarāja’s trusted advisor Tirumalārya 

guided the affairs of state until his death in 1706. At this point the queen-mother Dēvajāmmā of 

                                                 
96 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 429. 
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Kaḷale took control of the administrative affairs. Under her guidance, the alliance between the 

Woḍeyar rulers and the house of Kaḷale grew more important and the position of daḷavāyi 

became a hereditary position given to the rulers of Kaḷale. Those ties were continually 

strengthened through marriages between the Woḍeyars and the Kaḷales perpetuated through the 

marriage of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II and Caluvajāmmā, daughter of his daḷavāyi Basavarājaiya. 

Simultaneously, Aurangzeb, who had been extremely partial to Cikkadēvarāja, was misinformed 

that the new ruler of Mysore Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II had ascended through a coup d’etat and 

sought military retribution. Though it seems he was initially inclined to resist the Mughal 

emperor, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II offered an obscene bounty of fifteen million rupees and five 

elephants and offered to double his annual tribute to the Mughal king.97 This bounty never 

reached Aurangzeb, but was intercepted by the Marāṭā army, which was pushing the Mughal 

forces back into North India. Though Aurangzeb sent hostile messages to the Woḍeyar ruler 

demanding payment of the debt, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II took advantage of the Mughal ruler’s 

preoccupation with the Marāṭās to default on the debt and take back part of the territory his 

father had lost in Sīra.  

Despite the acknowledgement of the superiority of the Mughals, during the latter part of 

his reign Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II, like his father before him, was increasingly interested in 

establishing the royal house within the Vaiṣṇava tradition. Most of the grants recorded in 

inscriptions established Vaiṣṇava temples or gifted existing temples with ritual accoutrement. It 

also appears from the contemporaneous accounts the spring festival to Raṅganātha in 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa had outgrown Dasara in pomp and popularity, which may well exemplify the 

rulers full transition from the vijigīṣu, who needs immediate martial boons from the goddess, to 

                                                 
97 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 2, 76 ff. 
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the emperor, who is responsible for cosmic order in the long term. Likewise, it is no surprise that 

Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II commissioned genealogical works that sought to trace the Yādava 

lineage of the Mysore kingdom. In the Mysūru Dhoregaḷa Pūrvābhyudaya Vivara (ca. 1714), a 

prose account of the Woḍeyar line, great effort was taken to place the rulers within a royal and 

cosmic framework when describing their exploits (with a heavy focus on Rāja Woḍeyar).98 It 

also sought to mirror those feats with those of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II, whose exploits and 

conquests are featured on the back of every page of the manuscript.  

After Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II’s death in 1714, he was succeeded by his son Doḍḍa 

Kṛṣṇarāja I, who was only twelve at the time of his coronation. Because he was not old enough 

to rule on his own, the Kaḷale family, from which both his mother and daḷavāyi descended, 

dominated the affairs to the court. Kaḷale influence continued even after he was established as 

independent ruler through the council of daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya and sarvādhikāri (secretary of 

state) Nañjarājaiya under whom the Mysore kingdom was able to fend off attacks from various 

navābs of Karnataka and the Marāṭās. He also continued the marriage alliance with the Kaḷale 

house taking Dēvajāmmā and Caluvambā (aka Caluvajāmmā) as his queens.99 

Like the two previous kings of Mysore, Kṛṣṇarāja was an ardent follower of the Ṣrī 

Vaiṣṇava tradition. In inscriptions he is referred to as the “establisher of the Śrī Vaiṣṇava path” 

(śrīvaiṣṇavumata pratiṣthāpaka) and “Śrī Vaiṣṇava King” (śrīvaiṣṇava nṛpagraniḥ).100 He 

continued Woḍeyar patronage to the family deity at Mēlukōṭe but was increasingly concerned 

                                                 
98 GOML Mack. Mysūru Dhoregaḷa Pūrvābhyudaya Vivara. It is significant that in this source the assassination 

attempt on the Rāja Woḍeyar is attributed to the chieftain of Karugahaḷḷi, who will also be the source for the evil 

minister, who usurps the kingdom in later variations. 

99 Caluvambā, who seems to have been his favorite wife, was also an ardent Śrī Vaiṣṇava adherent, and she is 

attributed authorship of Kannaḍa māhātmyas of the Kāvēri and Tirupati. 

100 EC III.Nj 296 and EC III.Sr 11. Lewis, Mysore Inscriptions, 311 no. 168—This inscription combines the typical 

Vijayanagara boar invocation and an invocation of Śri Rāmānuja; and Lewis, Mysore Inscriptions, 318-20 no. 169—

In this inscription the king is lauded as the “chief of the Śrī Vaiṣṇava kings.” 
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with gift-giving to Vaiṣṇava temples in Kaḷale, Tirupati, and Kāñcīpuram. This shift in patronage 

was important as it linked the Woḍeyars and the Kaḷales through their devotional traditions and 

elevated the Tamil tradition—an important shift that heavily influenced Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III 

decision to replace the Śivārcaka priests of Cāmuṇḍi temple with Tamil Dīkṣit brāhmaṇas in the 

nineteenth century.  

Kṛṣṇarāja I’s court, like its predecessors, was also extremely interested in fashioning the 

Woḍeyar lineage through the mythological dynasty of his namesake Kṛṣṇa from the 

Mahābhārata. His poets emulated the eulogistic paradigm of his grandfather. In these 

inscriptions, the grant of the king is preluded with an extensive kāvya-style Purāṇic genealogy 

modeled on earlier inscriptions, but the accounts were expanded, especially the copper plate 

grant at Toṇḍanūru, which is the longest extant epigraphic account of the Woḍeyar family’s 

origin story. These inscriptions elaborated the details of the family’s pilgrimage to the Nārāyaṇa 

temple in Mēlukōṭe and the establishment of their kingdom due to the beauty of the land of 

Karnataka found in early accounts from the time of Cikkadēvarāja. 

The political climate in Mysore quickly changed after the death of Kṛṣṇarāja I, who had 

not fathered a male heir. During this period the regional prominence formerly granted the 

Mysore kingdom was lost, which directly affected the way the court fashioned itself in relation to 

Cāmuṇḍi. The downfall began when Kṛṣṇarāja I—either on his deathbed or posthumously—

adopted Cāmarāja VI, son of Dēvarāja Arasu of Aṅkanahaḷḷi, as the successor to the throne and 

appointed his primary wife Dēvajāmmā the queen-mother as dowager. Though Cāmarāja VI was 

from the Woḍeyar line, he had no ties to the Kaḷale family: this would ultimately prove to be his 

demise. Under the guidance of his adopted mother, Cāmarāja VI was crowned in name only with 

all administrative and military power resided with the sarvādhikāri Nañjarājaiya and daḷavāyi 
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Dēvarājaiya of Kaḷale.101 Furthermore, along with the karācūri (treasurer), who was also named 

Nañjarājaiya, these ministers quickly began misappropriating government revenue, which they 

used to acquire vast tracts of land in Mysore city for the Kaḷale family.102 Sensing the threat to 

his rule Cāmarāja VI quickly dismissed all three ministers from their posts and began severing 

ties with the Kaḷale family in January of 1733. However, these three men rose up against the 

Woḍeyar king, contesting his right to rule. It is within this state of turmoil that the Woḍeyar 

royal discourse once again returned to the goddess Cāmuṇḍi: to which I will return in the 

Chapter 4. 

3.6 Conclusion 

In the first centuries of Woḍeyar rule in Mysore, the court was increasingly interested in 

fashioning their kingdom, lineage, and realm synecdochally within Purāṇic polity and 

cosmology. Depending on their role within regional politics, their representation of kingship in 

eulogistic literature necessarily changed. Along with the shifts in royal-representation, their 

association with deities and devotional traditions followed suit mimicking the paradigmatic 

mode of previous South Indian empires. Through these shifts, it is possible to reconstruct the 

trajectory of Woḍeyar devotion and the role that the fierce local goddess Cāmuṇḍi played in their 

establishment of Mysore. Her importance was paramount for the aspiring kings of the dynasty in 

its early years, as she was both the protector of the realm and the power of their armies; however, 

as they acquired more territory and prestige and their modes of polity grew more abstract, the 

immanent and situated goddess was replaced by the transcendence of Viṣṇu Nārāyaṇa of the Śrī 

Vaiṣṇava tradition. Cāmuṇḍi still remained important for the dynasty through this period as she 

                                                 
101 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 2, 48-50. 

102 Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India, 263; Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḻi, I.166 ff. 
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was reimagined and recreated in the image of the royal, powerful, and brāhmaṇic slayer of the 

buffalo-demon of the Mahānavami (Dasara) festival appropriated from their Vijayanagara 

predecessors. 103 

 The Woḍeyar progression of genealogical and devotional rhetoric reflects the 

development of the paradigms established by the other major kingdoms throughout South India 

during the medieval period discussed in the Chapter 2. Therefore, I think it is important for 

historians of South Indian polity to reconsider the role of situated goddesses in the construction 

of courtly authority. It is my contention that before kingdoms became empires and chieftains 

became emperors, who focused on abstract cosmological, ontological, and soteriological theories 

of state, they first allied with their local goddess, who granted them the power to cast off the 

suzerainty of the overlord. This relationship was not a broad systematized theological endeavor 

but it was a pact in which the goddess who, overlooked by the overlord, rewarded the chieftain 

with martial prowess. 

                                                 
103 In the process, not only did the fierce goddess of the hill became associated with Purāṇic mythology, but the land 

itself was reconfigured within cosmic cartography in which it became the site of the epic battle of the Goddess and 

the buffalo-demon effectively displacing the geography of the Purāṇas within the realm of the Woḍeyars – a process 

that was as crucial for the claim to overlordship as their claim of descent from the Lunar dynasty of Yadu. The 

relocation of sacred geography became even more important during the reign of Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja (r. 1799-

1868). However, for the lack of time and space I have forgone a discussion of this until Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 4 

WANING CONTROL: THE ŚAIVA-ŚĀKTA STRUGGLE DURING THE DAḶAVĀYI 

REGIME OF THE KAḶALE CHIEFTAINS 1734-1762 

4.1 Introduction 

The rapid emergence of the Woḍeyar kingdom from 1610-1732 was followed by an almost 

equally sharp decline in the ruling family’s power within their own region after the brief 

independent reign of Cāmarāja VI (r. 1732-1734). The period of decline was a result of internal 

struggles for power between the Woḍeyars and their Kaḷale daḷavāyis with whom they had 

arranged a marriage alliance as early as the reign of Timmarāja II (r. 1553-1572). Reflecting on 

the previous brief usurpation of power by the daḷavāyis and sensing the eminent struggle, the 

court poets of Cāmarāja VI incorporated the narrative of the Purāṇic goddess into the story of the 

rise of the Woḍeyars in this period, fashioning the Woḍeyar ruler in the role of the vanquisher of 

evil usurpers. However, as the Kaḷales gained more and more power, their influence on the 

throne grew, and they inserted themselves prominently within Mysore inscriptions. In these 

inscriptions, the Kaḷale line was established alongside that of their suzerain, fashioning 

themselves within the Woḍeyar royal Purāṇic genealogical identity. However, with the insertion 

of the Śaiva Kaḷale material, the ritual, devotional, and narrative importance of the goddess 

greatly diminished. 

Mysore’s internal problems were only exacerbated by the general political uncertainty of 

the 18th century, which saw numerous major wars over the succession of every major South 

Indian seat of power from the Nizām of Hyderabad to the Marāṭā throne in Tañjāvūr. The period 

also saw the slow emergence of Britain and France from mercantile communities, who saw 

themselves as non-principal commercial agents, to full-fledged principalities, who appointed 

Mughal viceroys and negotiated territorial treaties within the subcontinent (e.g. the 1763 Treaty 

of Paris). With the new forms of polity that accompanied these outside forces, the political 
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landscape changed, evolving to accommodate the new European powers in the land. Within this 

new framework, historical and biological succession of royal lines began to supersede and 

replace the need for Purāṇic genealogical material.  

4.2 New Modes of Authority in a Tumultuous Time 

While Cāmarāja VI’s reign can be viewed as a brief reclamation of power in Mysore by 

the Woḍeyar dynasty, it would be erroneous to attribute too much stability to the king as many 

traditional Mysore historians have.1 Instead, Cāmarāja VI’s rule was one of the most volatile in 

the history of the Woḍeyars. The literature from Cāmarāja VI’s reign is rife with allusions to evil 

ministers and filled with angst over the stability of the kingdom. Thus, it is also a period of 

narrative ferment in which the narrative of the goddess is evoked by the courtly poets in an 

unsuccessful attempt to subvert the emerging authority of the king’s daḷavāyi rivals. 

4.2.1. Cāmarāja VI (r. 1732-1734) and the rise of the Kaḷale daḷavāyis 

After Cāmarāja Woḍeyar VI dispelled his embezzling Kaḷale ministers, the king ruled 

independently for just over a year.2 The administrative measures and inter-state politics during 

his short-lived rule were rather unremarkable; however, the state of internal turmoil continued 

through a series of unfortunate events, and these circumstances had a dramatic effect on the 

Woḍeyar origin narrative. From this milieu the goddess Cāmuṇḍi became a central character in 

the story of the establishment of the Woḍeyar kingdom in Mysore. The narrative to this point had 

primarily been a kāvya-esque story that focused on the of the Lunar/Yādava roots of the dynasty 

and the beauty of their realm. Under Cāmarāja VI’s rule, the origin story was completely re-

versed with the Purānic goddess as the impetus for the Woḍeyars establishing their realm in 

                                                 
1 Sōsale Ayyaśāstri, Maiśūra Mahārāja Caritam (Mysore: G.T.A Press, 1916); Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara 

Vaṃśāvaḷi; Rao, History of Mysore; and Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I. 

2 See Chapter 3. 
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Mysore. The new origin story was clearly drawing from the vijigīṣu origin story paradigm that 

highlighted the importance of locality for the aspiring chieftain. Additionally, the additional 

details about the wiles of the evil minister and ill-conceived marriage alliances demonstrates that 

the narrative was speaking to the struggle to maintain and reclaim territory from their previous 

subordinates. The new Purāṇic origin story first emerges in narrative format within the Mysūru 

Nagarada Pūrvōttara (ca. 1732-1734), which was clearly written in response to the conflict 

within the royal family between the young king and his councilors – the daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya, 

the sarvādhikāri (Prime Minister) Nañjarājaiya (brother of the daḷavāyi), and the 

karācūri/karaṇika (treasurer/scribe) Nañjarājaiya (cousin of the daḷavāyi). Before, the details of 

the interesting new origin story can be fully grasped it is imperative to examine the historical 

details that surrounded its creation. 

Cāmarāja Woḍeyar VI, son of Dēvarāja Arasu from Aṅkanahaḷḷi, had been appointed 

successor to the throne of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa by his heirless predecessor Kṛṣṇarāja I. However, this 

choice did not sit well with the queen-mother Dēvājamma or the powerful daḷavāyi and his 

brother Nañjarājaiya, all of whom were from the Kaḷale family. When the daḷavāyi and other 

ministers approached Cāmarāja VI after the death of Kṛṣṇarāja I, they offered him the position 

with the stipulation that he would continuously heed the advice of the queen-mother and his 

councilors. Cāmarāja Woḍeyar VI was installed on the throne of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 19 March 1732, 

three days after the death of his predecessor, as a puppet monarch.3  

                                                 
3 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 164-66; and Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 47. 

Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi contends that his entrance into the capital was 7 March and his formal coronation 

by the queen mother did not take place until 19 March.  There is no extant epigraphic evidence to support either 

claim in the later literary accounts as the first record of Cāmarāja VI comes from 22 October in which he gives a 

village to the goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvarī on the eighth day of Navarātri during which the Slayer of the Buffalo-demon is 

worshipped. EC IX.Ma 37. 
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 The Kaḷale ministers immediately began abusing their unrestricted power, taking as much 

as half of the state’s revenue and seizing valuable land. However, Cāmarāja VI was not as easy 

to manipulate as they had hoped, and he quickly grew disgruntled with his advisors. His interest 

in the maintenance of the royal identity of the Woḍeyar line through their relationship to the 

goddess Cāmuṇḍi can be seen in the donation inscriptions from his first year as king. The first 

epigraphic record from the rule of Cāmarāja VI comes just after the 1732 Mahānavami festival 

during the fifteen days of dīpāvaḷi. Though most of the details contained in this record are 

incomprehensible due to age and ruin, it is clear that Cāmarāja gifted a village to the goddess, 

who is called Cāmuṇḍēśvari. This gift is significant for the young king on several levels.4  

First, the gift of land displayed of kingly power like that discussed by Nicholas Dirks in 

his work on the Tamil kingdom of Pudukkotai.5 By gifting the land to the temple of the goddess, 

Cāmarāja, as had his predecessors, assumed the role of the Purāṇic king in ritual life. 

Additionally, by inaugurating his royal donations following Dasara, which historically marked 

the period in which the southern kingdoms began their military campaigns, Cāmarāja VI was 

                                                 
4 The inscription is slightly confusing on the exact date.  The inscription list the day as Śukravāra (Friday) the 15 th 

day of Kārtika and.  However, the fifteenth day of the month in the Kannada calendar is pūrnima (full moon) which 

took place on Friday 21 November in 1732.  In many places throughout India, Dēva-Dīpāvaḷi is celebrated on 

Kārtika Pūrnima and celebrates the victory of Śiva over the demon Tripurāntaka, which bring to completion the 

dīpāvaḷi fortnight that also includes tulasī pūjā, Kārtika snāna (bathing), or Gaurihuṇṇeme in southern Karnataka.  

Additionally, Kārtika amāvāsya (new moon) would have been on a Friday that year and corresponds to the Kannada 

(and north Indian) Dīpāvaḷi.  Hayavadana Rao misdates this inscription to Aśvin Pūrnima (full moon) on 22 October 

1732.  The correct dating of the gift is interesting to contemplate because it would give us an insight into the context 

in which Cāmarāja gave the gift to the goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari, and the state of the ruined inscription is quite 

disheartening.  If the king gave the village to the goddess on or Aśvin amāvāsya (new moon), which is celebrated as 

Lakṣmi pūja in southern Karnataka, then the king could have been equating Cāmuṇḍēśvari with the royal form of 

Lakṣmi, who in her gaja-Lakṣmi form is so prevalent in the imagery of south Indian kingship, and with the Vaiṣṇava 

tradition, which would fall between the two dates but seems very unlikely to be the case.  However, on the other 

hand if Rao is correct in his dating the king could be making a statement about military might or the desire thereof.  

Especially, since this would have coincided with the eighth day of Mahānavami (durgāṣṭami) in which Durga is 

worshiped particularly in her form as the slayer of the buffalo-demon, who had taken the power of the gods only to 

be crushed by the goddess, who returned the rightful rulers of the cosmos to their position of sovereignty. 

5 Nicholas Dirks, The Hollow Crown: Ethnohistory of an Indian Kingdom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1987). 
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reaffirming the role of the king as the leader of the kingdom and its military: a role that had been 

shared with the daḷavāyi since the rule of Rāja Woḍeyar. The king and his court were reaffirming 

his position of authority through the act of giving and might have been part of the process of 

wresting power away from his Kaḷale ministers. The language used also shows his incorporation 

of the Sanskritic/Purāṇic framework employed by the court of his imperial Mysore predecessors. 

Additionally, this dilapidated and enigmatic inscription comes just as Cāmarāja VI 

reorganized his court in which the young king regained independence. By the end of 1732, 

Cāmarāja VI officially rebuked his minister’s self-serving administrative measures.6 Perceiving 

the impending loss of control, daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya approached the queen-mother Dēvājamma 

and asked for permission to deal with the ruler’s insolent behavior. She obliged and authorized 

the daḷavāyi to proceed in the matter as he saw fit. Cāmarāja VI, however, was made aware of 

the covert meeting and immediately removed the daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya , the sarvādhikāri (prime 

minister) Nañjarājaiya, and the karācūri (treasurer)Nañjarājaiya from their offices, appointing 

his own councilors in January 1733. Though this may have ended the immediate machinations of 

the Dēvarājaiya, the ensuing period continued to be marked with mismanagement and chaos in 

Mysore that would also lead to a direct coup d’etat by the ousted ministers.7  

The internal problems that Cāmarāja VI faced were exacerbated by the general state of 

turmoil in South India at the time. Marāṭā raids on the Northern regions and the excursions of the 

East India Company in Bangalore threatened the economic viability of Woḍeyar kingdom.8 The 

young ruler had nowhere to turn because his once stable allies were also plummeting into 

                                                 
6 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 166-167. 

7 “Dispatch 13 January 1733” in Records of Fort St. George: Dispatches to England (1727-1733) (Madras: 

Government Press, 1932), 113. 

8 “Dispatch 13 January 1733” in Records of Fort St. George: Dispatches to England (1727-1733), 113.  
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disarray as the power of many of once great kingdoms of the region waned. Several prominent 

navābs (Kaḍapa and Karnūlu) and Cōkkanātha in Madurai had recently died, prompting several 

feuds for succession. The Tañjāvūr king, Tukōjī, was negotiating with the Mughal emperor 

(Muhammad Shāh) in his attempt to solidify his kingdom with the support of the emperors to the 

North, and the once powerful Navāb of Arcot, Sadatulla Khān, had grown old and was in a 

weakened state nearing his own death. With all of their futures unclear, none of these kingdoms 

could come to the aid of Cāmarāja VI’s crumbling kingdom.  

 Despite Mysore’s intra- and interstate disarray, external European records of the period 

of Cāmarāja VI’s independent rule still contend that he and his kingdom were widely regarded as 

the great inland power in regional politics, though this might have only been relative to the 

overall weakened state of South India at the time.9 It probably also owed to Mysore’s ongoing 

reputation for their martial power and their barbarous guerilla military tactics.10 Mysore’s 

military power was only exercised once during Cāmarāja VI’s reign, and the mismanagement of 

the situation would prove to be his downfall. In 1733, a major war broke out between the Keḷadi 

Nāyakas of Ikkēri and the ruler of Kottayam concerning the trade of raw materials including 

pepper with the French, Dutch, and British in the Malabar state. Aware of the tenuous history 

between the Woḍeyars and Ikkēri, Kunhi Ambu, the ruling prince-regent of Kottayam sought aid 

from Cāmarāja VI and his forces. Cāmarāja VI agreed and sent 5,000 soldiers to aid Kunhi 

Ambu’s cause in exchange for financial consideration. According to the British dispatch from 

Tellicherry (Talaccēri), after hearing of the Mysore-Kottayam alliance the Ikkēri alliance 

immediately vacated Talippuḻambe and gave the local Śrīrājarājēśvara temple a large ransom.11 

                                                 
9 See Records of Fort St. George: Letters from Tellicherry (1732-33). 

10 Simmons, “Hunt for Noses.” 

11 Records of Fort St. George: Letters from Tellicherry (1732-33). 
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However, it seems that the Kottayam prince-regent never intended to uphold his end of the 

alliance and quickly defaulted on the payment to the Mysore army and Cāmarāja VI. The 

Kottayam regent, instead, accused the Mysore army of secretly plotting with the Ikkēris. The 

absence of the military tribute prompted a brief battle amongst the Kottayam-Mysore allies in 

April of 1734, after which the Mysore forces returned to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.  

 Led by the former daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya , the ministers, whom Cāmarāja VI had removed 

from office, opportunistically intercepted the downtrodden and unpaid Mysore forces and 

convinced several of the generals (which according to later texts included landowner Gulam 

Haidar Ali, Haidar Ali’s uncle) to rebel against the king. The rebel forces quickly captured 

Cāmarāja VI, who agreed to let the deposed ministers return and promised to follow all of their 

commands. However, Dēvarājaiya was uninterested in Cāmarāja VI’s pleas, stripped the king of 

his royal accoutrements, and imprisoned him along with his appointed ministers. Cāmarāja VI 

died shortly thereafter, and thus began the period generally referred to as the Daḷavāyi Regime in 

1734.12  

4.2.2. The goddess and Vijayanagara authority in the Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara 

It is within this context that the Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara (ca. 1732-1734) was 

composed.13 Though it may not have been completed until after the coup of 1734, the text 

certainly arose in response to the rebellious actions of the ministers. The text displays how the 

court of Cāmarāja VI sought to ground his kingship on the classical paradigms of Purāṇic 

genealogy and goddess devotion. The Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara remained popular in the late 

18th and early 19th centuries, and it was indubitably the source for the origin narratives given in 

                                                 
12 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 63. 

13 KIKS, Mss. 18.15.18 Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara (ca. 1740). 
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Rice and Wilks’ histories of the Mysore state.14 While the text contains the basic structure of the 

Purāṇic genealogy and the origin story that had accumulated in previous versions, a few key 

details were changed that reflect the turbulent times during which it was written.  

In this account, Vijaya and Kṛṣṇarāja were princes from the Yādava kingdom, who 

travelled to the Vijayanagara kingdom to pay homage to the king. Pleased by the character of the 

two brothers, the Vijayanagara king requested that they serve as administrators in the southern 

part of the Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa province. According to the text, they were fervently devoted to 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari, who led them to her temple on Cāmuṇḍi Hill outside of Mysore in Southern 

Karnataka. Upon their arrival, they heard of the plight of the former kingdom of the local 

chieftain, who had renounced the world and given up his throne, leaving it in the hands of a 

Vijayanagara oḍeyar, named Cāmarāja, who was to serve as regent until a suitable mate was 

found for the princess. However Māranāyaka, of the Toreya family and the ruler of Kārugahaḷḷi, 

had become prideful on account of the absence of any other regional rulers and forced the oḍeyar 

to allow him to marry the princess. The brothers, realizing the impropriety of Māranāyaka, 

quickly jumped into action. With the aid of the Vijayanagara oḍeyar, they won a small number 

of the Haḍadanahaḷḷi army to their cause. The brothers instructed the small band of soldiers to 

usher the members of the Kārugahaḷḷi party to the temporary wedding structures in small groups. 

When they entered the tent, the brothers and the warriors promptly slaughtered them. Because 

the brothers acted with no thought of reward but from moral and dhārmic obligation, Cāmarāja 

                                                 
14 B. Lewis Rice, Mysore: A Gazetteer Compiled for Government (London: Archibald Constable and Company, 

1897), 247. It is extremely interesting that this narrative is so similar to the version that Wilks conveys because, 

according to his preface, he collected most of his information from interviews with the royal family and their 

ministers (Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, xix). Given the historical context of Wilks’s history immediately 

after the fall of Ṭīpu Sultān, perhaps it should come as no surprise that a story of the rise of an evil minister, who 

usurps the kingdom and his ultimate demise at the hand of a Woḍeyar monarch, would have been popular with the 

Woḍeyar family, who had been re-installed as the royal family after the 40 years that the kingdom had been ruled by 

the former daḻavāyi Haidar Ali and his son Ṭīpu Sultān.  
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selected Vijaya, the eldest brother, to marry the princess and assume the thrones of both 

Haḍadanahaḷḷi and Kārugahaḷḷi. 

Several novel themes are presented within this version of the Woḍeyar origin story that 

built upon the vijigīṣu paradigm discussed in the Chapters 1-3. The first of these is the prominent 

position of the Vijayanagara kings in the narrative. By this time, the Vijayanagara Empire was 

little more than a fantasy that had been exalted as the ideal kingdom in the imagination of the 

small regional kingdoms of South India; however, the fantasy of becoming the next overlord of 

South India was very real. The brother paradigm of this tale mimics the Vijayanagara origin 

story of Hakka and Bukka (a.k.a. Harihara I r. 1336-1356 and Bukkarāya r. 1356-1377). The 

connection was also perhaps written into the names of the Woḍeyar brothers, who are named 

Vijaya and Kṛṣṇarāya. The first of these immediately conjures the Vijayanagara Empire and the 

second is perhaps a reference to the great Kṛṣṇadēvarāya (r. 1509-1528) of the Vijayanagara 

Tuḷuva dynasty. Certainly, the poet was using the names to signal dynastic connections as the 

representative of the Vijayanagara kingdom in the region was named Cāmarāja, which connected 

the contemporary ruler (Cāmarāja VI) to the former empire. Dirks has argued that in the wake of 

the Vijayanagara demise, all kings formerly under their rule enacted their dynastic succession 

through emulation of the Vijayanagara courtly rituals, like Dasara. 15 The Woḍeyars had been 

celebrating Dasara for over a century to this point; however in the Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara, 

the Woḍeyar court was not only fashioning their rulers as the ritual successors of the 

Vijayanagara Empire, but they placed the establishment of their kingdom through an alliance 

with the former imperial power. They were not like the Vijayanagara kingdom: they were the 

Vijayanagara kingdom. Perhaps this reflects the changing political landscape in which state 

                                                 
15 Dirks, The Hollow Crown, 35 ff. 
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authorized succession was preeminent. By intentionally fashioning the Woḍeyar kings as the 

appointed governors and vassals to the non-extant imperial power, they were the proper 

successor to the Vijayanagara imperial complex after its demise. Dynastic genealogy was on par 

with Purāṇic descent. To put it another way, the text was shifting significance from Purāṇic time 

to historic time.  

Despite the insertion of the imperial succession, the vijigīṣu-goddess alliance was 

highlighted much more prominently than in any previous Woḍeyar origin story. In the narrative, 

after receiving the commission from the Vijayanagara king to serve him in the Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

district, the brothers were immediately drawn to the hill of the goddess Cāmuṇḍi. It is there that, 

once they had worshipped the goddess, they heard of the plight of the kingdom of Mysore and 

entered into the alliance with the Vijayanagara oḍeyar. The paradigmatic preceptor who 

worships the goddess was replaced in this version with a king who worships the goddess. 

Likewise, the offering of the Woḍeyar progenitor is not simply an act of devotion, but in the 

Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara it is done in the service of the state.  

 Given the context in which the narrative arose, it is also possible to interpret the Mysūru 

Nagarada Pūrvōttara to support Dēvarājaiya’s position. If the text is read this way, the kingless 

kingdom is an allegory for Mysore after the death of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar I. Both had been given 

to Cāmarāja (the Vijayanagara oḍeyar and Cāmarāja VI) to rule over as steward until a proper 

alliance could be formed. However, instead of acting properly, Cāmarāja VI, like Māranayaka, 

acted inappropriately and seized the power for himself. Thus, it was the responsibility of two 

noble brothers (in the narrative Vijaya and Kṛṣṇarāya; allegorically Dēvarājaiya and 

Nañjarājaiya) to defeat the usurper and restore order by crowning a king that would uphold the 

(Kaḷale) marriage alliance. If read in this manner, Cāmarāja VI was the ineligible suitor of the 
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throne, and his imprisonment and subsequent death was the proper course of events. It could 

even be argued that it is the origin story for the Daḷavāyi Regime (1734-1761). Rao seems to 

prefer this interpretation, which leads him to date the text (ca. 1734-1740) after the death of 

Cāmarāja VI.16 However, the genealogical material and the narrative and devotional foci do not 

support this reading. The text incorporated a full Purāṇic lineage that matched previous Woḍeyar 

praśastis, and the Kaḷale daḷavāyis did develop this type of genealogy in their inscriptions even 

at the height of their power. Additionally, the oḍeyar Cāmarāja of the narrative is not the 

malevolent character. Instead, the narrative focus is on the righteous outsider (Cāmarāja VI was 

not from a Kaḷale marriage) who vanquishes the evil minister who had overstepped his bounds. 

Lastly, the centrality of goddess devotion conflicts with all later Kaḷale devotional and discursive 

practices. Therefore, the text must be read as a commentary about the Kaḷale daḷavāyis from the 

court of Cāmarāja VI. 

 Despite the brevity of Cāmarāja VI’s rule, it would be highly influential because of its 

literary innovations. The Mysūru Nagarada Pūrvōttara had a profound impact on Woḍeyar 

devotion and the way the court fashioned future Mysore kings through their origin stories. 

Additionally, as the last piece of literature from Independent Mysore, it became the model for the 

resurrected Mysore court of (Mummaḍi) Kṛṣṇarāja III (r. 1799-1868). 

4.3 Daḷavāyi Regime and European “Non-intervention” (1734-1761 CE) 

In 1734, after the death of Cāmarāja VI the daḷavāyi and his co-conspirators installed 

Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar II on the throne of Mysore to serve as the royal figurehead through whom 

they could run the affairs of the kingdom. Though the regents were quite experienced in 

governance, the same circumstances that fractured Cāmarāja VI’s rule remained, and from its 

                                                 
16 Rao, History of Mysore Volume I, 23-24. 
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inception the daḷavāyi regime was surrounded by external influences that threatened Mysore’s 

security. Additionally, the high level of internal corruption also continued to cripple the state.17 

The threat of Mysore losing its prestige and the rise of the Kaḷale family led to a variety of new 

ways in which kingdom was fashioned in literature and inscriptions between 1734 and 1761. 

Indeed, this was a period of confusion and waning power that set the stage for the return of the 

king in 1799. Therefore, it is extremely important to explore the intricacies of the internal and 

external forces that shaped the Woḍeyar position during the Daḷavāyi Regime. 

4.3.1. Tiruccirāppaḷḷi as metaphor for regional dominance 

In 1735 and 1736, Ali Dost Khān (r. 1732-1740), Navāb of Arcot took control of 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, Tañjāvūr, and Madurai as part of a push to consolidate the region under his 

reign. Each of these cities had been important for past kingdoms and empires, and whoever 

controlled them was automatically a significant regional power in South India. In September 

1736, the Navāb’s troops on their campaign for complete control of the region attacked the 

Woḍeyars, the last major power that was operating independently of the Mughal hierarchy 

governed by the Nizām of Hyderabad, Nizām ul-Mulk, (Asif Jah I, r.1720-1748). Initially, the 

Arcot army was quite successful in their attack against Mysore, and they seized territory as far as 

Bangalore rather quickly. However, Dēvarājaiya marched the Mysore troops to Kailaṅka and 

stopped the intrusion of the Arcots. A young Haidar Ali Khān was amongst the most valiant 

warriors, who served in the battle of Kailaṅka under the general Kaṭṭe Gōpalarāja Arasu in 

                                                 
17 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 174-175. The Maiśūra Mahārāja Caritam says that Dēvarājaiya 

was only a faithful servant of KRW II.  It also relates that the sarvādhikāri, Nañjarāja, being a devout Hindu, near 

his time of death in 1739 gave all his money back to the king save a lakh for the maintenance of his house and wife. 

It is an interesting anecdote about the evils of stealing from the administration or the presence of two such incidents 

could also speak to the rampant corruption of the time (Ayyaśāstri, Maiśūra Mahārāja Caritam, 40). This reference 

though might be confusing the details of the story with the grant to the Pārvati/Prasannāmbika temple in Balamuri 

by Subbā Paṇḍita in 1734, which has similar details. REC VI.Sr 79-80. 
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Bangalore, and was rewarded with 50 horses and 100 soldiers for his bravery, but according to 

the author of the Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, Dēvarājaiya was already suspect that he 

was giving the young warrior too much power.18 

The Navāb’s seizure of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi marked an important period of struggle in South 

Indian regional politics that highlights the precarious position of all of the major kingdoms and 

their attempts to claw their way to supremacy. Because of its historical and strategic significance, 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi became the battleground on which the contest for regional dominance physically 

and symbolically took place. Tiruccirāppaḷḷi had been an important city for many of the major 

dynasties throughout medieval South Indian history. C. Hayavadana Rao calls it the “capital of 

southern India” and “key the Karnatic in the Vijayanagaran imperial sense.”19 Tiruccirāppaḷḷi 

and its hill fort stands in a strategically important central position between Mysore, Madurai, 

Vellore (Arcot), and Chennai and near Pudukkotai and Tañjāvūr It had been the Hoysaḷas’ 

southern capital, the temporary capital city for the Madurai Nāyakas, and one the first Cōḻa 

capitals before they settled in Tañjāvūr. Therefore, any king, who ruled of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was 

automatically part of a storied line of great South Indian kings. 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was also important to the devotional landscape of South India, as the Śrī 

Vaiṣṇava temple of Śrīraṅgam is located just outside the city. Therefore, the ruler, who held 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, also held sway over many of the pandits and followers of the extremely 

influential Śrī Vaiṣṇava path.20 In fact as we will see, the temple often played an important role 

                                                 
18 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 176; Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 78. It is unclear how many 

of the details about Haidar Ali accurately depict the details of the time or to what extent they are anachronisms 

based on his later exploits. 

19 Rao, The History of Mysore Volume II, 88. 

20 Śrī Vaiṣṇavism has a long history of political involvement and royal patronage going as far back as Rāmānuja, the 

founder of Viśiṣṭādvaita and third ācārya of the Śrī Vaiṣṇava path, who fled the Cōḻa dynasty for the Hoysaḷa court 

in the eleventh century. 
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in battles and in the terms of treaties. Since the Woḍeyars’ conversion to Śrī Vaiṣṇavism during 

the reign of Rāja Woḍeyar in the early 17th century, places of significance to the tradition had 

become increasingly important, especially Mēlukōṭe, the exilic home of the ācārya Rāmānuja, 

and the Śrīraṅga temple in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. The control of one of the tradition’s most important 

temples and the southern counterpart of the temple (Śrīraṅganāṭhasvami) in their capital city 

(Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa), would have secured the role of protector of dharma and the Śrī Vaiṣṇava path 

in the minds of the Mysore rulers.  

As the battles raged over Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, the inscriptions installed by the Mysore rulers 

continued to display their Purāṇic genealogy positioning them within broader Purāṇic 

significance as the defenders of dharma. During this period instead of simply propagating the 

proper Vaiṣṇava genealogical material, the Śaiva Kaḷale lineage was given alongside the 

Woḍeyar ancestry, effectively fashioning the Mysore kingdom as the culmination of the 

Vaiṣṇava-Yādava lineage and the Śaiva-Ikṣvāku line. Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, then, was more than 

simply a strategic stronghold, but it was part of a greater process that sought to thrust the Mysore 

kingdom into a period of greater—albeit shared—imperial dominance and became the measure 

of the daḷavāyis’ success. Tiruccirāppaḷḷi as a metaphor for regional supremacy became the focus 

for most of the battles and the justification for Mysore’s prolonged war in the South.  

Rao explains that the campaign for Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was the result of the previous success 

of the Mysore state: 

In Mysore itself, while the reigning king [Kṛṣṇarāja II] was a minor, his ministers 

and generals were men who had been brought up in the traditions of the past and 

aimed at the subjection of the whole of the South of India to Mysore, a tradition 

which was later unquestioningly accepted by Haidar, who even improved on it. 

They were not to blame for this, for, since the break-up of the Vijayanagar Empire, 

South India knew only Mysore as an organized kingdom with a conscious aim and 

will of her own, with an objective which made an irresistible appeal, and with a 

power which could help to carry it through. Mysore had a claim too for being the 
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leader in reconstructing life and polity in the South, as her connection with the 

Vijayanagar kingdom had been continuous and unbroken since the middle of the 

14th century. Sanctified by age-long association, her claim to supremacy over the 

South seamed incontrovertible.21 

While Mysore’s position within the region and its Vijayanagara links are quite generously stated 

by Rao, the sentiment rings true. The leaders of Mysore saw themselves as the descendants of the 

Vijayanagara kings and longed to consolidate South India under their banner, and for them 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was the key to attaining this goal. 

The decade-long quest for Tiruccirāppaḷḷi began near the end of 1740 when the daḷavāyi 

Dēvarājaiya sent correspondence to Tañjāvūr offering to pay the Marāṭās fifty thousand rupees if 

they would invade Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, kill its dīvān (sub-magistrate) Candā Sāhīb (r. 1736-1752), 

the son-in-law of former Navāb Ali Dost Khān. After assassinating Sāhīb, the Marāṭās were to 

turn the city over to Mysore. The British chroniclers writing about the events seem to think this 

quest for Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was an attempt to restore a Hindu (Gentoo) on the throne. 22 They failed 

to see the larger implications that the city played in the political imagination of the South Indian 

rulers. Despite the large reward, the Marāṭās turned down the offer. Instead, they also desired 

control of the city and chose to take Dēvarājaiya’s plan and implement for themselves. So the 

Marāṭās once again made an excursion into the swelling territories of the Navāb of Arcot with 

their attention focused on Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. The Marāṭās under the rule of Saiyajī conquered 

Candā Sāhīb and took the city in March of 1741 after engaging the Navāb’s armies for three 

years, finally coming to terms with Safdar Ali Khān, the new Navāb of Arcot (r. 1740-1742). 

Many chroniclers and historians have suggested that the Navāb turned on Candā Sāhīb, who was 

behind on his tribute payments, in favor of a new ruler who would likely be more regular paying 

                                                 
21 Rao, History of Mysore, 113. 

22 Records of Fort St. George: Country Correspondence (1740), 47 no. 116; and H. Dodwell, A Calendar of the 

Madras Records (1740-1744), (Madras: Government Press, 1917), 117 no. 443. 
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taxes.23 However, it seems that the new Navāb, who had not been confirmed by the Mughul 

emperor, also had an eye on Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. He knew that he would be supported by the Nizām 

of Hyderabad if he were to attack the Marāṭā army—the Nizām’s largest political rival—instead 

of another Mughal vassal.  

Though these battles and general interactions between the Navāb, the Marāṭās, and 

Mysore have often been characterized by the devotional tradition of their rulers, their interstate 

affairs were hardly concerned with theological or doctrinal matters. 24  Just as the Navāb did not 

consider who was or was not Muslim when he deserted Candā Sāhīb in favor for the Marāṭā 

governor, Mysore nor the Marāṭās were Hindu messiahs come to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi to resurrect a 

line of independent Hindu kings. Instead, after the Marāṭā victory, the Marāṭās established a 

viceroy in Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, who collected taxes for Tañjāvūr and paid tribute to the Navāb of 

Arcot for his non-intervention in the seizure of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. Furthermore, in May 1741 when 

the Navāb of Arcot decided he wanted Tiruccirāppaḷḷi for himself, he did not choose an alliance 

with any of the Muslim rulers in the area but sanctioned the aid of Mysore, who were incensed 

by the Marāṭā betrayal. While we often fixate on the “religious” identity of the players in the 

South Indian game of thrones, in reality they seem to have been far more concerned with the 

efficacy of the alliances instead of attempting to establish a Hindu or Muslim monopoly of 

power. However, that is not to say that communal concerns were absent from the political 

process of the time; they just were not central. The Purāṇic parameters of Indian kingship that 

had been established in previous generations continued to form the basis for South Indian courtly 

life. At this point, an alliance with the Mughal hierarchy was a more effective means of 

                                                 
23 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I; and Rao, History of Mysore.  

24 This is not a new phenomenon by any means. In fact the British, as they were wont to do, could only see the 

relationship between this kingdoms through the lens of religious traditions. For a clear example that was 

contemporary with these events see Dodwell, A Calendar of the Madras Records, 162-77 no. 136-191. 
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procuring stability, and it was just another means by which a king could secure his position in the 

region, that could be coupled with the medieval Purāṇic modes of authority that still concerned 

all kings of South India, Hindu and Muslim alike.  

A firm hold over Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was of such importance to the Marāṭās that, their viceroy 

Murāri Rao attempted to draw the British into the pending affair with the armies of the Navāb. 

Rao sent a letter to Richard Benyon (r. 1735-1744), Governor and President of the British East 

Indian Company (EIC) council at Fort St. George Madras petitioning the corporation for stocks 

of ammunition and additional war stores for the ensuing battle with Safdar Ali.25 Benyon, 

however, declined the request for aid, replying instead that the EIC chose to stay out of Indian 

affairs because of their difficulty securing decent interpreters and their naïveté concerning the 

overall implication of any action. Benyon’s response set the precedent that would be cited by 

many of his successors, and the EIC would take a position of “non-intervention:” a precedent 

they employed when the conflict at hand did not directly affect their corporate dealings.  

With an attack from Arcot still eminent, the situation grew dimmer for the Marāṭās after 

Safdar Ali was assassinated by his brother-in-law in Oct 1742. At this point the Nizām of 

Hyderabad, who was the direct extension of the Mughals in the South and sworn enemies of the 

Marāṭās, took interest in direct control of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. The city was of such great importance 

to the Nizām that he offered Mysore one crore (10 million) rupees if they would join him in 

battle against the Marāṭās. Though Mysore wanted the city for themselves, there was no way 

they could reject such a handsome offer from the Nizām; so they joined forces with the Mughal 

army from Hyderabad and attacked the Marāṭās in Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. After a seven-month long 

siege (Feb-August 1743), Marāṭās vacated Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, and the Nizām assumed control of the 

                                                 
25 Records of Fort St. George: Dispatches to England (1741-1742), 15 and 39; and Rao, History of Mysore, 86-7. 
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city giving immediate jurisdiction to the new Navāb of Arcot Muhammad Sayyid (r. 1742-1743), 

who reappointed Candā Sāhīb as the mayor of the city. 

The Marāṭās were not content losing the city and returned home only to prepare for 

another attempted siege two years later. In March of 1745, the Marāṭās under Babu Nāyaka 

attacked Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. Nizām’s armies were stretched too thin from the Deccan to the far 

South, and he immediately offered to pay them tribute, but the Marāṭā army demanded control of 

the city. Perhaps because of the generous stipend paid by the Nizām or because the residual bad 

blood from the prolonged wars against the Marāṭās in previous years, the Karnatic kings rallied 

to the support of the Nizām and handily defeated the Marāṭās, safeguarding Tiruccirāppaḷḷi from 

Marāṭā control. The general consensus was that Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was too important to fall into the 

hands of another regional power. It was better to remain in the hands of the distant and dominant 

Nizām than to be taken by their South India rivals. 

4.3.2. Kaḷale authority in inscriptions 

The tumult over Tiruccirāppaḷḷi coincided with the first series of inscriptions that 

commemorated land grants made by Kṛṣṇarāja II. These inscriptions were installed starting in 

1741 around the time of Dēvarājaiya’s first attempts to conquer Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. These often 

massive inscriptions recorded grants to brāhmaṇas and ministers, with the author going into great 

detail regarding the genealogy of the Woḍeyar king and his illustrious Kaḷale ministers. The 

longest and most detailed account is contained on a copper-plate inscription from Mācanahaḷḷi in 

which the royal eulogy was composed in Sanskrit in Nāgarī script with the details of the grants 

written in Kannada in the Kannada script.26 After the opening invocatory verses to Gaṇapati, 

Śaṃbhu/Śiva, and Varāha, the poet relates the lineage of the Woḍeyar kings from the Lunar line. 

                                                 
26 EC IV.Yd 58; RECR Vol VI.Kr 117 lines 1-30a. 
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The story begins with the emergence of the moon from the ocean of milk and then 

through his descendants from Budha to Purūravas, Āyu, Nahuṣa, Yayāti, to Yadu, who was 

established in Dvāraka. From Dvāraka, an unspecified number of Yādava kings happened to 

come to the land of Karnataka that was ornamented by the river Kāvēri. Seeing it was land of 

good qualities and beauty, they established themselves in the city of Mysore (mahīṣūru). The 

record transitioned from the Purāṇic genealogy to the (quasi-)historical Woḍeyar lineage starting 

with Cāmarāja, who is called the guardian of the earth (bhūpāla), the slayer of his enemies, and 

like Kṛṣṇa to the line of Yadu.27 From there the genealogy lists his three sons, Timmarāja, 

Kṛṣṇarāja, and Beṭṭada Cāmarāja (who must be Bōḻa Cāmarāja IV) and extols their bravery, 

cunning, and strength.28 Then the text slows down to enumerate the deeds of Rāja Woḍeyar, the 

conqueror of Śrīraṅgapura (Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa), who from birth had the splendor of an emperor 

(saṃrāṭ). The king is lauded with the exclamation that all kings bowed to his feet. From there the 

line continues but with a very different tone, exalting the subsequent kings, Rāja II, Kaṇṭhīrava 

Narasarāja I, Devarāja, Cikkadēvarāja, and Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja II, as “the one who brought 

the entire earth to submission with the strength of his arms,” “the one who, like Raghupati, was 

chief amongst kings surpassing Māndhāta, Pṛthu, and Nala,” “the one who wore the bejeweled 

crown and had unequalled qualities,” “Indra on earth,” and “chief among kings,” respectively. 

Again the pace of the eulogy slows to describe Kṛṣṇarāja I, the king under which the daḷavāyi 

had first ruled and the adopted father of Kṛṣṇarāja II, and his wife Dēvīramāmba (Dēvājamma) 

daughter of the Kaḷale chieftain Cikkarāja and dowager queen during the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja II. 

                                                 
27 Beṭṭada Cāmarāja III (r. 1513-1553) 

28 There are discrepancies amongst the Woḍeyar records at this point in many of the lineages. Some report two kings 

Bōḻu Cāmarāja and others Beṭṭada (Dēvaraja). C. Hayavadana Rao has concluded that these are two separate kings, 

who ruled from 1572-1576 and 1576-1578 (Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1). However, there is no definitive 

conclusion from the historical records. 
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The text lauds them as equal to Viṣṇu and Lakṣmī, whose libation waters fill the sea and whose 

radiance outshines fire and even the sun. It continues by saying that upon hearing of his 

donations even the trees bowed to him. Unsurprisingly, the text omits any record of Cāmarāja 

VI, effectively removing him from the annals of Mysore lore. The longest eulogy, however, was 

reserved for the Kṛṣṇarāja II, who followed Kṛṣṇarāja I in the inscription. He is lauded within the 

record as the supporter of the earth, who performs the task better than the elephants of the four 

cardinal directions, the mountains, the lord of the serpents, Viṣṇu’s tortoise avatāra, or any of 

the previous kings in his own line. His praise is concluded by saying that his betel-spit (cīṭi=vīṭi) 

is a stream over the heads of his rival kings, his splendor shines like the sun, and enlightened 

men say that his glory is the ocean of milk in the earth, the Gaṅgā in heaven, and Śeṣa in the 

netherworld. 

While one might expect the eulogy to end there and the inscription to proceed to the 

donation of gifts, this inscription reflects the true duplicity of the Mysore court by extoling the 

Kaḷale line and the ministerial brothers daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya and sarvādhikāri Nañjarājaiya. The 

text proceeds to recount their line from their legendary progenitor Śrīkānta, who is said to have 

illuminated the three worlds with his glory. His two sons, Nañjarāja and Doḍḍaiya, who was the 

lord of the earth (bhūpati), were possessed of good qualities like Rāma and Kṛṣṇa and took 

control of the army and placed their left foot on the crown of fierce kings as they took their 

cities. They each had a son Basavarāja and Vīrarāja, respectively. Basavarāja was the ornament 

of kings and increased their wealth by his valor. Vīrarāja gave unequal gifts to the twice-born 

and silk from his own lands to women. Vīrarāja had two sons Devarāja (the contemporary 

daḷavāyi) and Nañjarāja (the contemporary sarvādhikāri), whose donations made the heavenly 

trees appear small. Dēvarājaiya was lauded as equal to Rājarāja (possibly Kubēra but also 
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possibly a not-so-hidden double entendre referring to either the current rāja or Rāja Woḍeyar), 

who guarded brāhmaṇas and subdued invincible rival kings, making them bow at his feet. The 

eulogy concludes by adding that Basavarāja’s son Nañjarāja was victorious in occupying the 

position of sarvādhikārī before proceeding to the details of the grant.  

 This epigraphic text is interesting in three ways. First, inscription lacks many of the 

details found in previous Mysore epigraphic and literary accounts including references to the 

goddess, the connection to Mēlukōṭe, and the Woḍeyar connection to the Vijayanagara Empire. 

The text’s departure from the established rhetoric signals a major shift in the way the Mysore 

court had been fashioned. It is likely the new joint court sought to downplay the Woḍeyar 

superiority that had been created through the incorporation of the rhetorical styles of their 

imperial predecessors.  

The second novel aspect of these inscriptions lies within the detailed and laudatory verses 

in which the Kaḷale dynasty is praised on equal footing with their masters, the Woḍeyars. Many 

medieval inscriptions that commemorated donations and grants from vassal rulers included the 

eulogies and genealogies of the suzerain; however, this was the first time in the history of the 

Woḍeyar-Kaḷale alliance that such inscriptions were present. In fact, this motif of shared power 

was the paradigm for all other Kṛṣṇarāja II inscriptions while Dēvarājaiya held the office of 

daḷavāyi. With the insertion of the Kaḷale genealogical material, the Kaḷale rulers temporarily but 

immediately achieved centuries of courtly uplift from chieftains (vijigīṣu) to rājas, circumventing 

the need for a bloody conquest of the enemy and an alliance with the local goddess; therefore, 

both she and their origin story of local significance were unnecessary within their account. They 

entered the fray of regional politics at time when royal succession was tantamount and hotly 
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contested. By inserting themselves alongside and intertwined with the official Mysore 

genealogy, the Kaḷale family fashioned themselves as the next line of rightful successors.29  

Lastly, these inscriptions are clearly from a Śaiva perspective. They mark a sharp 

transition from the Vaiṣṇava rhetoric that had arisen during the time of Rāja Woḍeyar’s reign 

(ca. 1578-1617). Though some Vaiṣṇava elements are present (primarily in references to the 

daśāvatāra), most of the features that had been introduced during the imperial stage of Mysore’s 

history—especially those from Cikkadēvarāja’s reign—that referenced the Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition 

including references to Mēlukōṭe were absent. The overall inscription from invocation to 

colophon is Śaiva in nature and is the first of its kind from the Mysore court. This is not too 

surprising since the Kaḷale family ruled near Nañjaṅgūḍu, which is considered by those living in 

Southern Karnataka as the southern Kāśī and home of Nañjuṇḍēśvara (the lord who consumed 

poison), who was the Kaḷale tutelary deity.30 Therefore, I mark the Daḷavāyi Regime as the 

period in which the devotional traditions of the Mysore court transitioned from a Vaiṣṇava 

monopoly to a new more inclusive system in which Śaivism shared prominence. 

                                                 
29 It is important here to clarify a point about family succession in southern Karnataka, since the Kaḷale family had 

been completely intertwined with the Woḍeyar family of Mysore through a marriage alliance that had been formed 

as far back as the reign of Timmarāja II (r. 1553-1572). In the social arrangement employed in Mysore, when the 

Kaḷale daughter was married to the Woḍeyar son, her family tree was changed, and neither she nor her offspring 

were considered Kaḷale s from that point forward. This allowed for the marriage alliance to continue without 

breaking any incest restrictions since the son of the Woḍeyar man and his formerly Kaḷale wife could marry his 

maternal cousin (cross-cousin). Therefore, while we might view the Woḍeyar and Kaḷale lines as basically 

interweaving branches, in their view they were quite distinct in regards to matters of succession. There is later 

evidence that the Kaḷale ’s were attempting to circumvent this gap. First, in 1745 Kṛṣṇarāja II was wed to 

Dēvājamma the daughter of the sarvādhikāri Nañjarājaiya and niece of daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya. This solidified their 

role in the administration, and later in 1758, when Nañjarājaiya was serving as daḷavāyi he entered into an 

agreement (Naṃbuge Nirūpa) in which the two houses could intermarry freely. These inscriptions from early in their 

time in office might be foreshadowing those bolder measures. 

30 nañju (poison)+unḍa (having consumed) =Nañjuṇḍa- The epithet is not complete without the addition of svāmi to 

whom the adjective participle unḍa refers.. 
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4.3.3. European involvement, the Carnatic Wars, and Mysore’s struggle for Tiruccirāppaḷḷi 

In addition to the political dynamics within the Mysore court, the political landscape of 

South India was rapidly changing. During this period both France and Britain entered into the 

fray of South Indian politics and quickly formed alliances with the regional powers. Though the 

battles and coalitions spanned across the region, for Mysore their political world revolved around 

the city and fort of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. The strategically and historically important city became the 

perfect metaphor for regional domination as all kings desired it, yet only one could have it. Being 

so, the Mysore daḷavāyis became obsessed with occupying the city and did everything in their 

power to try to obtain it. However, their preoccupation with Tiruccirāppaḷḷi would ultimately 

cause them to lose money, power, and respect and put them on the outside looking in as the 

South Indian political world divided along the lines of French and British alliances. 

In January of 1744, King Louis XV of France declared war on Britain. Sensing potential 

danger and hazard to their commercial interests, the British East India Company at Fort St. 

George in Madras petitioned the Navāb of Arcot to keep the peace in his realm including any 

incursions from the French fort of Pondicherry against British holdings. In turn, the French asked 

the Navāb to stay out of their affairs. The Navāb conceded to the French, echoing Benyon’s 

previous sentiment of non-involvement.31 With the British receiving no aid from Arcot, the 

French forces of Pondicherry marched to Fort St. George and captured it in September of 1745 

with minimal effort. The British moved just south of Pondicherry and resumed their affairs in 

Fort St. David on the coast of Cuddalore. There they began amassing a larger army by enlisting 

infantry men from North India to supplement with their own cavalry, artillery, and infantry and 

                                                 
31 In return for the favor, the Nawāb was later (1748) aided by the French governor M. Dupleix in securing the 

release of Candā Sāhīb from the Marāṭas. 
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began to fare better in the continuing confrontation with the French during the continued 

aggression of the First Carnatic War (1746-1748).  

As the European powers battled for political and mercantile control, the hierarchy 

amongst South Indian kings was also continually being contested. After the defeat of the Marāṭās 

in 1745, Mysore had turned west to Malabār in order to build up their war coffers. They 

negotiated with the local kings/chieftains of Pālaghāṭa to join their cause against their overlord, 

the Zamorin of Kōḻikōḍa (Calicut). Despite initial setbacks, the Mysore army overwhelmed its 

foe, forcing the Zamorin to negotiate for peace. Following this successful mission, daḷavāyi 

Dēvarājaiya, having grown old and weary from battle, retired from active military service in 

order to focus on administrative matters in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, effectively becoming the king-regent 

of Mysore. This elevated his brother, Nañjarājaiya, to acting daḷavāyi, who attended to foreign 

and military affairs. Due to mismanagement and corruption, by 1746 Mysore was again in 

arrears in their tribute payments to the Nizām of Hyderabad for 70 lakh (7 million) rupees. The 

Nizām’s son and his Navāb Nāsir Jang (a.k.a. Ahmed Ali Khān Siddiqi r. 1748-1750) marched 

his army from Arcot to Mysore, where Nañjarājaiya negotiated the fee down to a manageable 21 

lakh (2.1 million) rupees, fending off imminent devastation at the hands of the Navāb’s superior 

army.  

However, Hyderabad’s superiority crumbled in June of 1748 with the death of the Nizām, 

which plunged the Deccan into another state of civil war (the Second Carnatic War) in which the 

European forces played a major role. The war was the result of the contested succession of the 

Nizām of Hyderabad between Nāsir Jang, the son of the former Nizām, who would be supported 

by the British, and Muzaffar Jang (r. 1750-1751), the grandson of the former Nizām, who would 

be supported by the French. Due to the regnal chaos, Nañjarājaiya turned his interest back to his 
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brother’s goal of capturing Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. The daḷavāyi began recalling all of the Mysore troops 

from various campaigns in order concentrate on Tiruccirāppaḷḷi and seize it from the deceased 

Nizām’s son, Nāsir Jang, whose attention was elsewhere. While the Mysore daḷavāyi prepared to 

march to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, rumors circulated that troops from Tañjāvūr and other nearby kingdoms 

also prepared to march to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi in what would have been the ultimate contest for 

regional dominance. While the armies prepared for their march to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi other 

developments in regional politics complicated the picture.32  

 The situation was further muddied when the French Governor Joseph François Dupleix 

(r. 1742-1754) secured the release of Candā Sāhīb from the Marāṭā forces in an effort to repay 

his debt to the Nizām. Candā Sāhīb immediately sought to regain control of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, 

Tañjāvūr, and the Navābship of Arcot, which he had claimed since the death of his father-in-law 

Navāb Ali Dost Khān. He was supported in his claim by both Hyderabad Nizām Muzaffar Jang 

and Mughal emperor Ahmed Shāh Bahaddar (r. 1748-1754). After his release, Candā Sāhīb 

joined forces with the French and Muzaffar Jang (r. 1750-1751) against his uncle Nāsir Jang 

(disputed r. 1748-1750), who was contesting Muzaffar Jang’s claim to the throne of Hyderabad. 

After Candā Sāhīb had proven his loyalty and worth to the Muzaffar Jang by securing the 

feudatory kingdom of Ikkēri, the Nizām ousted Nāsir Jang’s Navāb Muhammad Anwaruddin and 

once again bestowed the title of Navāb of Arcot to Candā Sāhīb in August of 1749. Candā Sāhīb 

then immediately turned his sights back onto the historically important sites of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi 

and Tañjāvūr and against Mysore, whose power had slowly swelled as far South as Madurai 

during the struggle between Muzaffar Jang and Nāsir Jang. Mysore at the time was aiding Pratāp 

                                                 
32 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 2, 99 
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Siṅgh, the grandson of the former Nāyaka of Tañjāvūr in his attempt to reclaim the city.33 Candā 

Sāhīb’s forces, along with Hyderabad and French aid, easily defeated the Mysorean-Siṅgh 

alliance before marching to Pondicherry with the French to be crowned the new Navāb of the 

Carnatic. Candā Sāhīb’s navābship, however, was heavily disputed by Nāsir Jang’s allies and led 

to another contestation of the succession of the Nizām that is often called the Carnatic Wars of 

Succession (1750-1751), which began with the battle in which Nāsir Jang was killed, ended with 

the death of Muzaffar Jang, and culminated in Nizām ul-Mulk’s third son Salābat Jang being 

appointed Nizām.  

This brief war for the position of Nizām of the Deccan was a period of relative peace and 

growth within the territory of the Mysore kingdom; however, it was also perhaps the most 

devastating period in the history of kingdom because the regional powers had allied with large 

coalitions that included France and Britain that forever changed the political landscape of South 

India. The Mysore rulers had remained focused on their own ends, and the majority of the 

voluminous inscriptions from the rule of Kṛṣṇarāja II and the Kaḷale brothers Dēvarājaiya and 

Nañjarājaiya were recorded during the period (1749-1751).34 All of these inscriptions follow the 

same basic format as the one described above; however, the largest of the group—the Daḷavāyi 

Agrahāra Copperplate Grant—was engraved on sixteen copperplates in Tirumakūḍalu 

Narasīpura on 5 May 1749 and made some remarkable innovations. The most striking element of 

                                                 
33 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 2, 118 fn. 16. 

34 REC V.TN 16; REC III.Gu 80; and REC IV.Ch 139. The only remaining portion of REC IV.Ch 139, which is on 

the foot of the Śaṅkarēśvara hill is small but interesting because it is the only inscription from the period that does 

not state that the king - donated anything. The inscription only indicates that he visited the temple, and 

contemplating the common warning in inscriptions about the maintenance of gifts he “re-donated” the hill; so Śiva 

could remain there.  Additionally, it is also the only inscription from this period that does not bear the daḻavāyi’s 

name. It is also written after a meeting with a chieftain from Bālai Ārasu around the same time (16 February 1750) 

that Nāsir Jang and the British joined to march against Muzaffar Jang and was perhaps a token of good faith for 

military support. 
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the inscription, besides its massive length and the sheer amount of lands gifted to brāhmaṇas, is 

the fact that this grant was made in the name and by the power of daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya and not 

the king Kṛṣṇarāja II. Additionally, in the invocatory section of the praśasti, Dēvarājaiya’s name 

fills the spaces usually reserved for the monarch. For example, after praising the previous 

incarnations of Viṣṇu on earth, he turns to Rāma and Sītā in lines nine through thirteen. 

Śrī Sītā, who is worshiped by her devotees, resplendent with beauty, illuminated by 

her moon-like face, dressed in saffron, adorned with various jewels, smelling of 

fresh flowers, lying upon Rāma’s lap; you are worshipped by Śrī Dēvarāja. 35 

The invocations continue, calling upon both Dattātrēya to protect and Hanumān to give blessings 

to the lord Dēvarājaiya (dēvarājaprabhu).This reversal of suzerain and vassal clearly 

demonstrates the shift in the power dynamic in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. The epigraph then transitions to 

the typical reiteration of the Purāṇic genealogy of the Woḍeyar kings almost verbatim from the 

inscription from 1744 discussed above. Then the text turns to the Kaḷale family, elaborating on 

the previous version of the story. The additions begin with the description of the Kaḷale patriarch 

Timmarāja, which is also the name of the elder brother of Bōḷu Cāmarāja who founded Mysore 

and with whom the birthright would lie. The inscription praise the king saying the Timmarāja 

rested the three worlds in his arms allowing the Tortoise, on whom the earth rests, and the 

elephants, which bolster the world at the four cardinal directions, to take a holiday and go 

roaming around at will. The text then relates similar information about the subsequent Kaḷale 

kings as seen in the 1744 inscription until it reaches Dēvarājaiya, at which point the inscription 

details his virtues in piety and war over some forty lines.36 While the text does refer to Kṛṣṇarāja 

                                                 
35 REC V.TN 16, 351. śrī sītāśrita bhaktajātavinutā sauṃdaryasaṃśōbhita vaktrēndudyutirañjitā 

pravilasatpītāṃbarālaṃkṛtā / nānāratnavibhūṣitā navasu māmōdābhisaṃvāsitā śrīrāmāṃkam upasthitā vijayatē 

śrīdēvarājārcitā / 

36 REC V.TN 16. Lines 64-106 detail his service as general, his formation of the agrahāra, and the overall virtuosity 

of the gift. 
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II as the king of kings (rājādhirāja), the reference seems to be nothing more than lip-service to 

the monarch within a text intended to praise the true power in Mysore; this is a drastic break 

from the inscriptions of the previous medieval vassal states. 

 In February of 1750, the Nizām Nāsir Jang formed a formal alliance with the British in 

Madras in an effort to maintain his claim to the throne in Hyderabad and to wrestle its territories 

away from the Muzaffar Jang-French alliance. Though the Nāsir Jang-British alliance was met 

with success for much of the campaign, during an attempt siege of Pondicherry on 16 December 

1750 Nāsir Jang was surprised and assassinated. However, the death of the rival did not quell the 

political unrest, and three months later Muzaffar Jang, the “undisputed” Nizām of Hyderabad 

was also assassinated by a group of his navābs, only to be succeeded by his uncle Salābat Jang. 

All of the internal fighting between the navābs and Nizām, only increased the independence of 

Candā Sāhīb and his allies. After the Carnatic War of Succession, the focus on the Arcot 

Navābship once again intensified. Muhammad Ali Wāllājah (r. 1749-1795), son of Anwar-ud-

Dīn, a previously powerful Navāb of Arcot, claimed that he had been appointed Navāb by Nāsir 

Jang and that this appointment had been confirmed by the Mughal emperor Ahmed Shāh 

Bahaddar (r. 1748-1754).37 Like Nāsir Jang before him, Wāllājah allied with the British and both 

sides immediately began reconfiguring the political landscape within the region. Before long all 

of South India was divided along the lines of the two claims to the title of Navāb of Arcot.  

 Mysore was heavily courted by both sides. It seems clear that Mysore, being too short-

sighted to truly understand the magnitude of the situation in South India, were only interested in 

the struggle as far as it would suit their ends of gaining Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. During the chaos that 

was the Carnatic War of Succession, the Mysorean armies led by the sarvādhikāri Nañjarājaiya 

                                                 
37 He is part of the line of unbroken Nawābs claimed by the rulers of Arcot with Candā Sāhīb not officially being 

recognized. 
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had captured Dindigul (Tiṇṭukkal), a strategically-located fort-city that lays roughly 60 kms 

north of Madurai and could give them easy passage to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, which was only 100 kms 

to the Northeast. The careful positioning and selection of Dindigul illustrates that they were 

acting, as they had in previous decades, to secure this traditional seat of power to solidify their 

claim as the regional power in the South.38 Mysore finally entered into the Carnatic Wars in 

September 1751, when Muhammad Ali Wāllājah offered them Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, where he was 

residing, and its surrounding regions if they would kill his rival Candā Sāhīb.39 In exchange, 

Mysore gave Wāllājah a legion of horses and foot soldiers and eighty thousand rupees for his 

war for Arcot.  

 Just after Mysore agreed to enter the war and eleven days after Dasara, daḷavāyi 

Dēvarājaiya, who was looking after the affairs of Kṛṣṇarāja II commissioned a Kannada 

copperplate with details of a smaller grant in Mādāpaṭṭaṇa.40 This inscription is curious not only 

because it is one of the first Woḍeyar inscriptions solely in Kannada, but also because it lacks the 

genealogical details of many of the other inscriptions from the Daḷavāyi Regime. Additionally, 

the only reference to the Kaḷale family is the invocation of their tutelary deity: 

“Nañjuṇḍēśvarasvāmi is our ally.”41 Instead, the focus of the inscription was its praise of 

Kṛṣṇarāja II, calling him the “lord of the great realm, who is the axe that fells the enemies’ 

family tree.”42 The exaltations continue with other great epithets:  

Kṛṣṇarāja II, the blessed king of kings (śrīmadrājādhirāja), supreme lord 

(rājaparamēśvara), the sun-king (rājamārtāṇḍa), the profound king (rāja 

gaṃbhīra), the cause of fear in the minds of royal families 

                                                 
38 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 387. 

39 “Letter from 18 Feb 1752” in Records of Fort St. George: French Correspondence (1752); and “Letter from 29 

August 1751” in Records of Fort St. George: Country Correspondence, no. 117. 

40 REC III.Gu 80. 

41 śrī prasannanañjuṇḍēśvarasvāmī sahāyaṃ // 

42 swasti śrīmahāmaṇḍalēsvara / ripukulataruvicchēdanakuṭhara cappaṃ 
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(rājakulamanōbhayaṅkararāmanttha), in mercy he is like Dharmarāya 

[Yudhiṣṭhira], in strength Bhima, weaponry Arjuna, horsemanship Nakula, 

knowledge Sahadēva, truth Hariścandra, and in beauty he is like Manmatha, taking 

of any country he has seen (kaṇḍanāḍkōṇḍu) he is the keeper of countries he has 

already taken (kōṇḍanāḍu kōḍada), lord over his vassals (maṇḍalikara 

gaṇḍanāḍantthā), rules over the world (pṛthvisāṃ) from Mysore’s jeweled-lotus 

throne. 43 

The invocation of Kṛṣṇarāja II as a military force is extremely interesting given that those traits 

had typically been associated with Dēvarājaiya and Nañjarājaiya in all of the other inscriptions 

from the period. The usage of Kannada instead of Sanskrit is another development within this 

inscription. The choice of language definitely demonstrates that the target audience of the eulogy 

was different from those that used Sanskrit and was probably directed at the same Kannaḍiga 

audience as those for whom the details of the land grants had been written, which would have 

been the local, albeit highly educated, people within the realm. Unlike the previous inscriptions, 

which were intended for an international or interstate audience, this inscription perhaps served 

local ends to rally the local chieftains to provide both financial and human resources for the 

ensuing war. 

While Mysore was raising its army and war coffers, Candā Sāhīb took the offensive and 

marched a preemptive strike against the Wāllājah in Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. Aware of the alliance that 

had been formed between Wāllājah and Mysore, Candā Sāhīb instructed the French to blockade 

Mysore’s route to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. As the Mysore army eventually made their way to aid 

Wāllājah, they were seized by the French. Upon their capture, the Mysore army denied that they 

were marching to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, arguing instead that they marched as a defensive measure to 

sure their own territories against invasion. Nañjarājaiya, in true Mysore māyāvi fashion, 

concocted a ruse to fool the French into granting them immediate release. The acting-daḷavāyi 

                                                 
43 REC III.Gu 80, 63. 
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sent their vakīla (advocate/emissary) in Pondicherry a message instructing him to negotiate their 

release for safety of the Mysore kingdom. In exchange for their release, the Mysore army agreed 

to join the French forces against Wāllājah.44 However, upon their release, Nañjarājaiya and his 

army marched to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi and joined Wāllājah and the British forces. By January of 1752, 

Nañjarājaiya and the armies of Mysore (along with forces from Tañjāvūr, including a Marāṭā 

force led by Murāri Rao) had joined Wāllājah in Tiruccirāppaḷḷi against Candā Sāhīb. Due to the 

Mysore reinforcements, Candā Sāhīb and his forces were pushed back to Śrīraṅgam by February. 

After the victory, Wāllājah performed a public ritual in which he symbolically gave the 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi fort to Nañjarājaiya, who gifted the Navāb with ten thousand varāhas.45 After the 

ceremony, Nañjarājaiya and his men exited the fort in order to complete their task of capturing 

and killing Candā Sāhīb, which would prove harder than they thought. 

 Nañjarājaiya’s initial attempts to capture Candā Sāhīb proved futile; so it seems he 

conjured another scheme to draw their enemy from his stronghold. During the period between 

Candā Sāhīb’s retreat to Śrīraṅgam and June 1752, the daḷavāyi had false rumors circulated from 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi that suggested Wāllājah had turned his back on Nañjarājaiya and the Mysore 

army and had severely curtailed Mysore’s access to the fort. As a result, Nañjarājaiya was able to 

secure a meeting with Candā Sāhīb to discuss a possible coalition. Under this false pretext, 

Candā Sāhīb was lured from Śrīraṅgam and attacked. While he retreated the surprise attack, 

Candā Sāhīb was captured and beheaded by a joint Marāṭā-Mysore force. After which his head 

was paraded around Tiruccirāppaḷḷi five times, hanging from the neck of a camel and then sent to 

                                                 
44 Ananda Ranga Pillai. The Private Diary of Ananda Ranga Pillai Volumes VIII. ed. J. Frederick Price (Madras: 

Government Press, 1904-1928), 57-71. 

45 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 129. 
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Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa for display on the city gate.46 While this deceit provided the immediate ends of 

the capture and execution of Candā Sāhīb, the willingness of Nañjarājaiya to employ deceit to 

suit his ends led the British Captain John Dalton (b. 1726-1811) to severely distrust the Mysore 

general. 

 Though the alliance between Mysore, Wāllājah, and the British had secured victory over 

their common rival Candā Sāhīb, the fruits of the triumph led to internal struggles between the 

Indian counterparts. Wāllājah set a trap for Nañjarājaiya and the Mysore forces; according to the 

Haidar Nāma, Haidar Ali Bahaddar recognized the trap and led the Mysore army away from 

certain slaughter.47 However, Nañjarājaiya, set on occupying Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, instructed his 

soldiers, which included the forces of Murāri Rao and many French deserters, to encircle the fort 

in order to seize it. This campaign would last three years, spend several crores of rupees, and 

would eventually prove fruitless for the Mysore general.  

 The initial reluctance to give over the fort to Nañjarājaiya was a result of a semantic 

discrepancy between the two forces over the proper fulfillment of their treaty. According to 

Nañjarājaiya, which seems to be consistent with most sources, the presentation of the 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi fort was contingent on the death of Candā Sāhīb. According to Wāllājah, the debt 

would not be settled until after he had won Arcot. After further negotiations, the alliance 

continued and Wāllājah offered the Śrīraṅgam temple to Nañjarājaiya (for which the acting-

daḷavāyi gave the British 60 lakh rupees) and the promise of Tiruccirāppaḷḷi fort within two 

                                                 
46 Robert Orme, History of the Military Transactions of the British Nation in Indostan Volume I (London: F. 

Wingrave in the Strand, 1799), 241; Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 131. 

47 Haidar Nāma in MAR (1930), 79-106 no. 4.b. 
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months.48 After the agreement was settled, Wāllājah was escorted to Fort St. David 

(Dēvanampaṭṭaṇa in Cuddalore) and proclaimed the Navāb of Arcot. 

 By October the fort had not been turned over to Mysore and their alliance with Pratāp 

Siṅgh and Murāri Rao was dwindling rapidly. Sensing the futility of Mysore’s struggle for 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi, Pratāp Siṅgh turned against his Mysore allies, claiming that the fort of 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi was territory of the Madurai Nāyakas, who had temporarily moved their capital 

there in 1660. Settling in for a long siege, Nañjarājaiya moved his forces to Śrīraṅgam. Taking 

up residency in the Śrīraṅgam temple, he vowed to return to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa only after he had 

secured the Tiruccirāppaḷḷi fort for Mysore.49 There he tried several different approaches to 

reclaim his foothold around Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. First, he sought the aid of the British in negotiating 

the surrender of the Tiruccirāppaḷḷi fort as per the terms of their agreement. The British, 

however, decided once again to take a position of “non-intervention,” stating that this was a 

matter between two Indian sovereigns, arguing that they were not principals but merely 

merchants, who were “disinterested” in Indian political affairs.50 Owing to that response, 

Nañjarājaiya ordered an unsuccessful assassination attempt of Wāllājah’s British military leader 

and emissary Captain James Dalton, whose nickname was “The Defender of Trichinopoly 

(Tiruccirāppaḷḷi).”51 When that proved fruitless, he turned to monetary means and attempted to 

bribe the British captain, which also proved futile.52 Perhaps sensing the desperation of 

                                                 
48 “8 July 1752 Consultation” in Records of Fort St. George: Diary and Consultations Book (1752), 23; “Letter from 

3 August 3 1752” in Records of Fort St. George: French Correspondence (1752), no. 17. 

49 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 137. 

50 Dodwell, H. A Calendar of the Madras Despatches Volume I 1744-1755 (Madras: Government Press, 1920), 177-

9. 

51 Charles Dalton. Memoir of Captain Dalton: Defender of Trichinopoly, 1752-1753. (London: W. H. Allen and Co., 

1886). 

52 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 138. 
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Nañjarājaiya, Murāri Rao left the Mysore alliance in favor of the French and the Nizām of 

Hyderabad. However, Captain Dalton viewed Murāri Rao’s forces as a division of the Mysore 

army and proclaimed this to be “desertion” from the Wāllājah-Mysore coalition. As such it 

constituted an act of insubordination and dissolved the agreement between the Wāllājah and 

Mysore. But in reality it was probably the excuse for which he had been waiting to attack his 

volatile Mysore “ally.” On 3 January 1753, Dalton and his forces attacked the Mysore soldiers, 

who were living in the Śrīraṅgam temple complex. The Mysore army was able to withstand the 

onslaught and even managed to push the British back to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi. However, Major 

Stringer Lawrence arrived with reinforcements soon after and was successful in beating 

Nañjarājaiya back to Śrīraṅgam. 

 Growing more frustrated at every turn, Nañjarājaiya demanded either the fort or financial 

restitution from the British and Navāb to be given to Mysore immediately. If his demands were 

not met, Nañjarājaiya threatened violence against Arcot and its neighboring villages and towns. 

Because of the threat to British and Wāllājah’s territory, Governor Thomas Saunders (r. 1750-

1755) declared Nañjarājaiya and Mysore official enemies-of-the-state for the Navāb and the 

British.53  

 These events coincided with a series of donations to temples by Nañjarājaiya, all of 

which were recorded in short inscriptions. He first commissioned a tower (gōpura) to be built on 

top of the Tṛṇēśvara temple in Mysore during the bright fortnight (śukla pakṣa) of the Kannada 

month Kārtika (October-November) 1753.54 In this inscription, he briefly states his genealogical 

credentials connecting himself to his father Vīrarājaiya and his brother Dēvarājaiya, whom he 

                                                 
53 “Letter from 16 June 1753” in Records of Fort St. George: Country Correspondence (1953), 78 no. 124  

54 REC V.My 85. This would have been during the dīpāvali period in Mysore. 
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still calls the daḷavāyi of Mysore. Several other inscriptions of which the dates have been 

corrupted must also be attributed to this period because of the similar format and details.55 Given 

the dearth of details contained within the inscriptions, it is difficult to speculate about why 

Nañjarājaiya decided to start patronizing temples at this period; however, it could have been part 

of a vow undertaken by the daḷavāyi for success in his mission. This might be confirmed by his 

donation of an undated image of Caṇḍikāmba in the Mallikārjuna temple in Beṭṭadapura.56 If this 

is the case, perhaps Nañjarājaiya was attempting to propitiate a martial goddess for aid; however, 

even then it is noteworthy that it was not Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore. 

During his period of self-imposed military exile, Nañjarājaiya held his ground and formed 

a soft alliance with the French as the wars and battles waged onwards. Finally in July of 1754, 

emissaries of the Navāb and Mysore were sent to Tiruccirāppaḷḷi to work out a peace treaty with 

Nañjarājaiya with the British and French acting as mediators. Both sides agreed to return to the 

original terms of their agreement, with Mysore receiving the Tiruccirāppaḷḷi and foregoing the 

                                                 
55 These can be contrasted to those which come after his exile, such as RECR V.Kr 69, from 1767 CE in which he is 

referred to as mahārāja of Kaḻale in the record of his gift of the city Karatāḻu to the deity Lakṣmīkāntasvāmi in 

honor of the chariot festival (tirunāḻu mahōtsava). Though his donation of the images of Tāṇḍavēśvara and 

Caṇḍikāmbā in the Mallikārjuna temple in Beṭṭadapura is not dated, the details of the inscription found on their 

pedestals of the image follows the same format and also refers to his father chief of the Kaḷale s and to his brother as 

the daḷavāyi of Mysore (REC IV.Pp 79). Also likely dating to this period is an undated temple inscription on the 

pedestal lotus-throne of the Dakṣiṇāmūrti image in the Gaṅgādharēśvara temple, in the capital city Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, 

which bear Nañjarājaiya’s name and details a similar gift with similar descriptions and eulogistic features (REC 

VI.Sr 29). Another inscription of a temple donation given in service of Nañjarājaiya is in Maladēvanahaḷḷi 

commemorating the gift of a tank to the temple could also be from this period (REC IV.Ch 228). Within the details 

of this gift there are several discrepancies, which make exact dating difficult. The inscription reads that the gift was 

made in Śaka year 1676 in the 4878 year of the Kali era in the Īśvara year of the current cycle on fifth day of Māgha. 

The discrepancy lies within the year dating. The Īśvara or 11th year from Prabhava in the cycle would have been 

Bhāva. If the Śaka year is taken the inscription would have been installed in 1755, but if the cyclic year is taken it 

would have been made in 1758. While the editors of Epigraphia Carnatica prefer the later date, I believe that the 

similar details particularly referring to his brother as the daḷavāyi place this and the previous two undated 

inscriptions within the time that Nañjarājaiya was in self-imposed exile from Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, living in Śrīraṅgaṃ in 

an attempt to gain favor with the gods. An argument could certainly be made that these inscriptions were from the 

period of 1758 in which Nañjarājaiya had usurped the throne from the Kṛṣṇarāja II. However, during the period of 

Nañjarājaiya’s rule, he had been deserted by his brother Dēvarājaiya and solely wielded the power of Mysore; so it 

is unlikely that there would be no alteration in the modest details of the donor or the inclusion of the former 

daḷavāyi’s name. 

56 REC IV.Pp 79. 
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monetary payment. Once an agreement was reached the British EIC leaders in Madras accepted 

the terms of the treaty citing the surrender of the Tiruccirāppaḷḷi fort instead of payment would 

enable the EIC army to continue its war efforts if need be. In their official correspondence 

concerning the treaty and the debt owed to Mysore, they remarked that the monetary payment 

was not feasible. 

35 lakh rupees, a sum which, should the Company not recover, may greatly affect 

their credit at home, a debt which, if the war continue on the present footing, will 

be daily encreasing [sic] – an accommodation with the Dalloway [dal̥avāyi] on the 

terms proposed by the Vencat Row [Vēṅkaṭa Rao, Mysore vakīla, who was 

negotiating the terms] will immediately discharge the whole or greatest part, which, 

if there should be a necessity to continue the war, will certainly enable the 

Company to wage it with fresh vigour.57 

The East India Company Board in London, however, disagreed with their decision and sent a 

reply explaining their rejection of the terms. The EIC Board feared that since the Mysore coffers 

were yet to be exhausted, their aggression and territorial expansion would not cease but only be 

strengthened if they obtained the strategically positioned fort. Thus, they reentered negotiations. 

The talks, however, proceeded at an extremely slow pace because the British claimed they could 

not find a suitable translator and refused to discuss the details of the treaty with the daḷavāyi until 

another interpreter could be found. After much frustration over the process, Nañjarājaiya had a 

dispute with his ally Colonel Jacques Maissin, the French commander at Śrīraṅgam, because the 

French colonel wished to withdraw with his troops back to Pondicherry. Nañjarājaiya was so 

perturbed by Maissin’s decision that the daḷavāyi threatened kill himself and his entire family by 

explosion if the French army left.58 In the midst of this drama, Nañjarājaiya left the negotiations 

and returned to Śrīraṅgam. In his absence, the acting French governor, Charles Godeheu (r. 

                                                 
57 “Consultation of 20 June 1754” in Records of Fort St. George: Diaries and Consultations Book (1754), 146-7 no. 

858.   

58 Pillai, Private Diaries Volume IX, 45-6, and 69-80. 
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1754-1755) signed a treaty with Thomas Saunders, governor of Madras, relinquishing the fort to 

the Navāb without the consent of Nañjarājaiya nor any of his advisors, effectively leaving 

Nañjarājaiya and his army with no allies and little hope for achieving their aim of acquiring 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi.  

Following this debacle, Vēṅkaṭa Rao, the Mysore emissary in Madras was called back 

from his station to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa at the behest of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar II and Dēvarājaiya, who 

had grown tired of the expensive campaign for Tiruccirāppaḷḷi that had yielded no results. The 

ongoing war seems to have demoralized the Mysore state, and the balance of power started to 

shift back to the royal family. Adding to the king’s frustration and the sorry state of affairs in 

Mysore, Navāb Wāllājah captured several of Mysore’s southern territories including the areas 

surrounding Madurai from Nañjarājaiya. Moreover in their weakened state, Mysore was open to 

more attacks, which inevitably came from a coalition between the Marāṭās of Madurai and the 

Nizām of Hyderabad, who had set out for Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in March of 1755. With the impending 

threat from the North, Nañjarājaiya gave up the campaign for Tiruccirāppaḷḷi and the southern 

territories and returned home to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa on 8 April 1755. Then Muhammad Ali Wāllājah 

left Tiruccirāppaḷḷi and marched to Arcot, escorted by the East India Company’s army, and was 

installed on the throne of Arcot. The Marāṭā and Hyderabad troops reached Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in 

June 1755, but the threat never materialized into warfare as the French governor intervened and 

negotiated a truce in which Mysore paid an annual tribute to the Nizām and agreed to join them 

against Wāllājah. In reality, the march toward Mysore may have merely been a ploy of the 

French governor and the Nizām in order to ensure the acquiescence of Mysore and Nañjarājaiya 

in their impending pursuit of the Razā Sāhīb (French-allied claimant to Navāb of Arcot) against 
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Wāllājah and the British, which would become known as Third Carnatic War (1757-1763) that 

roughly coincided with the broader Anglo-Franco Seven Years War (1756-1763). 

Further displeased with the surrender of autonomy to the Nizām and what they perceived 

as a general mismanagement of the Mysore army, Kṛṣṇarāja II and his mother Dēvājamma 

(Doḍḍamma) secretly conspired to imprison Nañjarājaiya and appoint the brāhmaṇa Vēṅkaṭa Rao 

as the sarvādhikāri of Mysore. 59 However, Nañjarājaiya got wind of the plot and sent word to 

Cikkamma, his daughter and wife of Kṛṣṇarāja II, in order to persuade her to kill her husband, 

the king, in his sleep. The queen, though, did not comply. Instead, she informed Kṛṣṇarāja II of 

the plot and sent a letter of rebuke to her father. Nañjarājaiya, not one to go down without a fight, 

contacted his elder brother Dēvarājaiya, the administrative and titular daḷavāyi, and presented the 

situation to him. Dēvarājaiya quickly came to his brother’s aid. He imprisoned Vēṅkaṭa Rao in 

the Malavaḷḷi fort and placed the king under palace arrest on 1 November 1756. Almost 

immediately after the coup, due to the volatility of his brother, even the daḷavāyi Dēvarājaiya 

fled Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa for Satyamaṅgaḻam near Coimbatore, leaving his brother in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

and in control of the entire Mysore kingdom.60 Sensing the dire nature of the situation and the 

increasing instability of Nañjarājaiya, and fearing for his life, Kṛṣṇarāja II tried to garner support 

from all possible sources, foreign and domestic. Initially, the Marāṭā pēśva decided to intervene 

in April of 1757; however, Nañjarājaiya threatened to kill the king, Vēṅkaṭa Rao, and then 

himself if any armies approached.61 Eventually the pēśva turned a blind eye to Mysore in 

exchange for a bribe from Nañjarājaiya. The king also pleaded to the French, but it also fell on 

                                                 
59 She the queen mother is often simply referred to as Doḍḍamma, which simply means the “big” or elder lady , and 

the queen as Cikkamma, which literally means “small” or younger lady.  These are not hard and fast rules, however, 

because they will often be employed in regards to the elder and younger wives of the king, to paternal aunts, or to 

women in general. But here the meaning is clearly the head or dowager queen. 

60 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 184; and Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 897. 

61 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 200. 
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deaf ears as the French wanted no part in the matter. Therefore, during the period from 

November of 1757 to December 1759, Nañjarājaiya was for all intents and purposes both the 

daḷavāyi and king of Mysore. 

Eventually, Kṛṣṇarāja II and Nañjarājaiya publicly “reconciled” following a Marāṭā 

invasion in June of 1758. They agreed that power would be divided between the Kaḷale family 

led by Nañjarājaiya and Woḍeyar family with the former taking Mysore and controlling foreign 

and military affairs and the latter remaining in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa to deal with domestic 

administrative issues. As part of the reconciliation, the Naṃbuge Nirūpa agreement was signed 

in which the Woḍeyar and Kaḷale families were said to be of equal status and could intermarry 

freely. However, soon after the deal, Kṛṣṇarāja II employed Haidar Ali Khān Bahaddar, one of 

Nañjarājaiya’s hired generals who had earned large revenue-yielding territories and the title of 

nizām within Mysore, against the daḷavāyi.62 

The agreement was most likely officially commemorated on 23 May 1759, when 

Kṛṣṇarāja II granted Haidar Ali the village of Caṭṭamagere and its areca (betel nut) palm orchard, 

who in turn gave the revenue back to the palace treasury for the maintenance of the poor at the 

daragā (mausoleum) of the saint Nilāṃśūda Khādarri/Nilāmasuda Gaja in Toṇṇūru. The details 

of the two grants (the village and the orchard) are fascinating because of the way they blend 

traditional styles in the cautionary refrain. In the inscription that details the gift of both plots, the 

warning is the same as those usually found commemorating temple donations—if anyone 

obstructs this donation it is equal to killing a cow in Kāśī (Varanasi)—however, it adds an 

important phrase that clarifies the warning only pertains to those who are Hindu (hindurava 

                                                 
62 Haidar Nāma in MAR (1930), 79-106 no. 4.b. 
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yāru).63 An inscription on a smaller stone, which only details the grant and the subsequent 

donation of the village, elaborates the meaning, giving the warning in terms specific to both 

Hindus and Muslims by adding that for any Muslim (musalamānaru yāru) it is equal to eating a 

pig in Mecca.64 The warning clearly shows that Hindus and Muslims were two distinct groups 

with different restrictions, but it also shows that they operated within the same framework of 

patronage and karmic consequences. Furthermore, the establishment of the trust demonstrates 

Haidar Ali’s arrival into the system of gifting that Dirks argued is reserved for the establishment 

of hierarchy for suzerains and their vassals just as Cāmarāja VI’s had done with his first gift in 

1732.65 Haidar Ali, by giving this gift, is establishing himself as a member of the ruling elite 

above the typical rank and file or even elite generals. From this point onward, it is quite clear that 

Haidar Ali was attempting to fashion himself through patronage as a ruler within the greater 

system of South Indian polity.  

It also seems that Kṛṣṇarāja II was gaining support in his predecessor’s native place 

Aṅkanahaḷḷi (near Hosūru) as he attempted to assert his authority and autonomy. In June 1759 in 

an inscription was installed that commemorated a grant given by the Aṅkanahaḷḷi townspeople to 

the god Sōmaśēkhara. 66 This is the first inscription from Kṛṣṇarāja II’s rule in which he is named 

as the ruler without any reference to his daḷavāyis or Kaḷale family whatsoever. While it could be 

coincidental, the location is quite curious as it was the home of the previous king Cāmarāja VI, 

who had been imprisoned and killed by the Kaḷale daḷavāyis. This gift could have been an 

                                                 
63 REC VI.Kr 103. 

64 REC VI.Kr 102. 

65 Dirks, The Hollow Crown, 19-54. 

66 REC IV.Ch 218. Like with many of the other inscriptions from this period there are some discrepancies with the 

date details.  Śaka year given is 1680, but this does not correspond with the day of the week or the cyclic year.  Due 

to the historical circumstances in this situation, I am inclined to agree with the date revisions of the editors of 

Epigraphia Carnatica, which corrects the Śaka year to 1681 or 1759 CE. 
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offering to the god either to garner the favor of the deity for the arduous battle with Kaḷale 

Nañjarājaiya or celebrating the new independence of the king. Either way, the timing and 

location of the gift in addition to the Woḍeyar-centered eulogy suggests to me that the town 

recognized the import of the summer of 1759 in bringing an end to the Kaḷale Daḷavāyi Regime. 

Kṛṣṇarāja II’s army led by Haidar Ali marched from Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa to Mysore during 

the summer of 1759, and by December they had vanquished Nañjarājaiya and exiled him to 

Konanūru with a severance of three lakh (300,000) rupees.67 Having secured the fort, Haidar Ali 

and his army marched back to Śrīraṅganpaṭṭaṇa to momentarily return power to the king. For his 

efforts, Haidar Ali was granted four of the ten administrative districts (taluks) formerly under the 

control of Nañjarājaiya for his ongoing military expenses and as payment for the siege of 

Mysore. In addition to this, Haidar Ali and his armies in the South were also amassing a great 

deal of territory from his stronghold in Dindigul.68 Additionally, Haidar Ali’s treasury was being 

supplemented with 2 lakh rupees per month and income from several territories (Tyaga Fort in 

Kallakurci, Tiruvannāmalai, Elavasanūru, Śaṅkarapuraṃ, and Valikoṇḍapuraṃ and a promise of 

Madurai after the British were defeated) that he was receiving from the French as payment for 

his military alliance.69 Fearing Haidar Ali’s rising power, Kṛṣṇarāja II’s advisors sought to 

curtail his authority and growing influence. Eventually, the king’s ministers negotiated a 

coalition with the Marāṭā pēśva’s representatives in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, promising to pay the 

complete balance of the back tributes owed to the Marāṭā ruler, which had been shrewdly 

                                                 
67 Rao, History of Mysore,229. 

68 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 419-25. Haidar Nāma in MAR (1930), 79-106 no. 4.b. This was heavily 

protested by the daḻavāyi Khaṇḍe Rao. 

69 Pillai, Private Diary Volume XII, 162, and 187-8; Records of Fort St. George: Military Consultations, 624-6 and 

642-5. 
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negotiated down to one-fifth of the original sum by Haidar Ali earlier that year, if they attacked 

and killed Haidar Ali.  

Presumably realizing that a major conflict with Haidar Ali was imminent, Kṛṣṇarāja II 

began an extensive land sale to his brāhmaṇa ministers in order to replenish the Mysore war 

funds and to solidify his alliances with those whom benefited from the sale.70 The inscriptions, 

which attest to this wholesale project, are quite mundane, and the dearth of laudatory language 

and Purāṇic genealogies reflected the tenuous position of the king in relationship to his hired 

sword. The land-sales and their laconic inscriptions, however, continue into February of 1762, 

seven months after Haidar had seized the Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa fort.71 

In August of 1760, Khaṇḍe Rao, Kṛṣṇarāja II’s daḷavāyi of Mysore, who had been 

amongst Haidar Ali’s forces, led the Mysore-Marāṭā contingent onto the river island of 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, destroying all means to cross the Kāvēri as they entered, in an effort to imprison 

the powerful general, who had taken up residence within its fort’s walls. Haidar Ali, however, 

was able to sneak out in the middle of the night with a small contingent of soldiers, leaving his 

family (including an eight-year old Ṭīpū) behind. Retreating back to Bangalore, Haidar Ali 

immediately started to build his army, enlisting the services of Mir Fuzzul-Ullah Khān, son-in-

law of Dilavar Khān, Navāb of Sīra on a monthly stipend in his effort to retake the city.72 In the 

meantime, the kingdom of Mysore publicly decried Haidar Ali as a traitor and sent a large force 

to Bangalore to capture him. For this purpose, they requisitioned their Marāṭā allies to obstruct 

                                                 
70 REC VII.Md 24 (29 May 1760); REC III.Nj 318 (24 October 1761); REC III.Nj 109 (20 November 1761); REC 

III.Nj 319 (21 November 1761); REC III.Nj 316 (7 December 1761); REC III.Nj 317 (1 February 1762); REC IV.Ch 

197 (23 February 1762); REC IV.Yl 145 (9 March 1763), which begins to elaborate within its eulogy. 

71 However, between the fall of the Kaḷale daḷavāyis in 1761 and the time of the last such inscription in March of 

1763, many inscriptions had reincorporated much of the genealogical material (e.g. REC V.Kr 46 and REC V.Kr 

47). 

72 Haidar Nāma in MAR (1930), 79-106 no. 4.b; and Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 243. 
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Ali’s forces, which were aiding the French forces in Pondicherry, from returning to aid their 

master. Though, they did not succeed in capturing Haidar Ali, the Mysore-Marāṭā alliance was 

able to force him into a treaty and win back some of the Mysore territories that the French had 

given Haidar Ali.  

During this same summer, two copper-plate inscriptions were engraved that 

commemorated two large land grants (agrahāra) from the Kṛṣṇarāja II to brāhmaṇas, each 

consisting of twelve villages that were collectively renamed Kṛṣṇarājasamudra (“The Ocean of 

Kṛṣṇarāja”) and Dēvāmbasamudra (“The Ocean of Dēvāmba, the Queen-mother). These 

inscriptions contain the full Purāṇic genealogy, beginning with the story of the churning of the 

ocean of milk and proceeding all the way down to Yadu. The Kṛṣṇasamudra inscription relates 

the coming of the Yādava brothers from Dvāraka to Mysore, which was chosen because of its 

immense beauty. The Dēvāmbasamudra copper-plate, however, reintroduces the Mēlukōṭe 

pilgrimage within the narrative that had been missing from the Mysore genealogical materials 

since the rise of the daḷavāyis. Both accounts lavished elaborate praise upon Kṛṣṇarāja II and all 

of his Woḍeyar predecessors, making consistent reference to epic and Purāṇic kings. By 

renewing the rhetoric of the imperial period, Kṛṣṇarāja II’s court sought to immediately assert his 

independence through gifting land and through the use of medieval genealogical paradigms. 

These inscriptions, however, also incorporated the Śaiva invocations that had been inherited 

from the Kaḷale daḷavāyis, showcasing the new “pluralistic” devotional tradition of the Mysore 

kings that still continues to be quite Śaiva-leaning.  

The treaty and Kṛṣṇarāja’s independence did not last long, however, because Haidar Ali 

was able to convince the Marāṭā forces to leave their alliance with Mysore and join his cause. 

Then Haidar Ali marched his troops to the Western ghāṭs, prompting Mysore to seek an alliance 
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with the British, their “most natural ally.” 73 The Britons, though, were not keen on forming an 

alliance with Mysore after the various deceits and double-dealings employed by their armies 

during the Carnatic Wars, and they were certain that this was yet another deceitful ploy. 

Therefore, after extended negotiations between the two sides, the alliance was finally officially 

rejected by the Governor of Madras George Pigot (r. 1755-1763) in July of 1761 after Haidar Ali 

had retaken Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.  

Distraught by the insolence of Haidar Ali, Kṛṣṇarāja II directed Khaṇḍe Rao to march the 

Mysore army to the territories of Nañjaṅgūḍu and Haḍadanahaḷḷi, which were now in the Kaḷale 

kingdom ruled by Nañjarājaiya, whom Haidar Ali had defeated a year earlier. There Khaṇḍe Rao 

routed Haidar Ali’s forces on 18 December.74 Haidar Ali retreated to Konanūru, where he joined 

forces with Nañjarājaiya, who gave Haidar Ali his entire army to attack Mysore. The Haidar Ali-

Nañjarājaiya alliance was formed for one stated purpose: to execute the surrender of Khaṇḍe 

Rao, ending the battle in the Kaḷale territory. Perhaps considering the king powerless, they sent 

several letters to Kṛṣṇarāja II threatening to march their unified forces against Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṅa 

unless the king surrendered Khaṇḍe Rao to them. The king refused; so Haidar Ali marched his 

men to Kaṭṭe Malavavākali, where he fooled Khaṇḍe Rao into a trap by allowing fabricated 

“secret” correspondence to fall into the Mysore daḷavāyi’s hand. The letter related that several of 

Mysore’s generals had defected and planned to help Haidar Ali and Nañjarājaiya capture the 

daḷavāyi. Thinking he had intercepted a secret plot and assuming his own men were against him, 

Rao took defensive measure and set out alone towards Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. Without their leader, the 

Mysore army was easily captured by Haidar Ali’s forces.  

                                                 
73 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 246. 

74 Records of Fort St. George: Military Consultations, 15-19. 
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After capturing a large contingent of the Mysore army, Haidar Ali had the upper hand, 

and by June of 1761 he and his men had marched all the way to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa and blockaded 

the city. Claiming that Khaṇḍe Rao was originally his servant, Ali demanded that the general be 

returned to him along with the rest of his rightful payment for previous military service to 

Mysore. On 20 June 1761, Kṛṣṇarāja II complied with the terms and the kingdom was divided. 

Under the agreement, Kṛṣṇarāja II received three lakh (300,000) villages, Nañjarājaiya was given 

one lakh villages, and the remainder of the territory would be maintained by Haidar Ali, who was 

also given Khaṇḍe Rao. Local legend says that Khaṇḍe Rao was forced to suffer through his 

remaining years in an iron cage in center of the Bangalore market, though De La Tour suggests 

his sentence was eventually commuted.75 With the absence of their general, Mysore soon fell to 

Haidar Ali. On 3 July 1761 Haidar Ali took formal control of the Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa fort, became 

the Mysore daḷavāyi, and was given the title of navāb in royal inscriptions and correspondence.76 

Haider Ali, however, chose to allow the king to maintain more than just a titular role, and seems 

to have served the king well as strong daḷavāyi to the Woḍeyar family until the time of Kṛṣṇarāja 

II’s death (1766), when he took a more prominent position of authority.77  

The remaining five years of Kṛṣṇarāja II’s reign were the final gasp of the independent 

Woḍeyar kingship, as court poets reverted to the medieval and Purāṇic Woḍeyar paradigms of 

authority that had characterized their courtly productions since their imperial period. However, 

the political landscape of South India changed when the Treaty of Paris (1763) was ratified re-

                                                 
75 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 254 fn. 16. Maistre De La Tour in Charles Stewart, A Descriptive Catalogue of 

the Oriental Library of the late Tippoo Sultan with Memoirs of Hyder Aly Khan and Tippoo Sultan (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1809), 71-6. 

76 Kate Brittlebank, “The Making of a Padshah: Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy in the Context of Eighteenth-

Century South India,” (PhD. diss., Monash University, 1994), 103. 

77 Haidar Ali had captured Bednūr in 1763 and assumed the title of the King of Kanara and King of Coorg issuing 

varāhas coins in his name, but the Kṛṣṇarāja II Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa coins and measure remained the standard.  
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classifying European holdings in the subcontinent as official colonial territories.78 Prior to the 

Treaty, the European powers had allied themselves with kings, nizāms, and navābs claiming to 

be auxiliary forces and non-political entities; however, within the terms of the Treaty, France and 

Britain actively rearranged the hierarchy of the Mughal court by determining amongst 

themselves who ought to be the Nizām of Hyderabād (Nizām Ali) and Navāb of Arcot 

(Muhammad Ali). As a result of the Treaty of Paris, the two major colonial superpowers in India 

entered into the game of king-making in an official capacity. This perhaps was only possible as 

the Mughal power in Delhi was rapidly waning and lacked any means of opposing the 

Europeans. With this agreement that was signed thousands of kilometers away in Paris, Great 

Britain in one fell swoop had usurped regional dominance from the rulers of South India, who 

had fought for centuries over it. Additionally with their rise to dominance, the “old regime” of 

calculated lineage construction would take on a new meaning for the Woḍeyar dynasty, and the 

devotional alliance would be cast into a new metaphysical mode to which I will return in Chapter 

6.79 

4.4 Conclusion 

Given the volatility of Kṛṣṇarāja’s rule, which was marked by multiple rebellions and 

usurpation of power, the royal eulogies and genealogical materials in the various inscriptions 

from this period shed interesting light on the Woḍeyar position in the region. There is no doubt 

that prior to his reign the kingdom of Mysore had arisen as a viable candidate for the imperial 

vacuum left by the Vijayanagara kings; however, with the rise of the Nizām and the European 

powers, Mysore’s internal conflicts distracted them from maintaining this role into the 18th 

                                                 
78 Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 16 ff. 

79 I employ Dirks terminology here because it succinctly summarizes the changing from a medieval political 

landscape to something completely different under French and British domination. Dirks, The Hollow Crown, 55-

107. 
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century. Nevertheless even during the Daḷavāyi Regime, Mysore continued to be a regional 

power that fashioned its rulers through medieval genealogies, clinging to what Nicholas Dirks 

has termed the “old regime” in the face of the changing political landscape.80 The epigraphic and 

literary records from the period reflect the court’s traditional way of constructing authority and 

significance within the region and the struggle for power within their own realm. It also reflects 

the duplicity of the Mysore state during this period in which the Woḍeyars and the Kaḷales 

shared power with their genealogies and Śaiva-Vaiṣṇava devotional traditions co-existing with 

the literature of the court. Consequently, the Daḷavāyi Regime expanded the devotional pattern 

of the Mysore court and grounded the kingdom in a medieval mindset. Mysore’s insistence on 

remaining in the medieval—perhaps best demonstrated by their dogged persistence in pursuit of 

Tiruccirāppaḷḷi—caused them to fall behind their regional counterparts, who had already formed 

strong alliances with the emerging European powers. The lack of strong intraregional bonds 

caused Mysore to lose its place a regional power and, thereby, its identity as a terrifying martial 

state—perhaps reflected in the absence of the goddess. After the Treaty of Paris was ratified in 

1763, it became obvious that the political landscape had irrevocably changed, and Mysore had to 

update its approach to interstate affairs. With the death of Kṛṣṇarāja II in 1766, a change would 

come that would spark a return of the goddess from an unlikely source. 

 

                                                 
80 Dirks, The Hollow Crown, 55-107. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE HALF-HINDU KING, THE TIGER OF MYSORE, THE GODDESS AND THE 

TRANSITIONAL POLITICAL PARADIGM OF SOUTH INDIAN POLITICS 1762-1799 

5.1 Introduction 

The last third of the 18th century saw the rise of Haidar Ali as the daḷavāyi and regent of 

the Mysore kingdom of Mysore and his son Ṭīpū Sultān’s establishment of the Mysore Sultanate. 

Though neither were from a royal line, they enacted and evoked many of the pre-existing South 

Indian paradigms of fashioning kingship in which the goddess and lineage were paramount. Far 

from the characterization of the rule of Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān as a complete break from 

traditional South Indian kingship, we shall see, these kings continued to operate under the aegis 

of traditional motifs and rules incorporating royal rituals, genealogical materials, and even 

mimicking origin stories of their predecessors. However, this period also saw the emergence of 

the British as the political power within the region and both Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān’s reigns 

were shaped in dialogue with their external influence. 

5.2 Haidar Ali, The “Half Hindu” Ruler (1762-1782) 

Haidar Ali, as we saw in the Chapter 4, rose from the rank and file of the Mysore army to 

eventually become head of the Mysore state. He is probably best known, however, as the father 

of Ṭīpū Sultān. The portrayal of the two men in Mysore histories (both those produced in the 

court and by those outside it) are extremely different. In his history of Mysore, Wilks frequently 

praises Haidar Ali’s military and administrative abilities and commends the ruler for his 

tolerance of various religious institutions, even calling Haidar Ali “half a Hindu” for his 

patronage of a local fierce grāmadēvatā festival.1 Rao seconds Wilks’s sentiments remarking 

that Haidar Ali was “more Hindu than the Hindus.”2 These characterizations demonstrate the 

                                                 
1 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 445. 

2 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 292. 
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degree to which Haidar Ali continued the modes of kingship constructed by his predecessors. 

Indeed, as Haidar Ali’s power increased he continued to rely on the ritual power of the Woḍeyar 

kings and the efficacy with which they brought success to the state. 

5.2.1 From daḷavāyi to regent-ruler 

Haidar Ali’s time at the helm of the Mysore kingdom is generally looked upon quite 

favorably in Mysore history. He is often praised as the daḷavāyi who was able to reinstitute 

Woḍeyar rule and end the Daḷavāyi Regime; however, as Haidar Ali, his kingdom, and his 

military grew more powerful he gained more control over the Woḍeyar kings. Though he never 

considered himself the king of Mysore, Haidar Ali slowly transitioned from daḷavāyi to regent, 

who not only guided the kings, but single-handedly chose their successors. To fully understand 

his rise to power within Mysore, it is important to consider the full-breadth of his role within 

regional politics. 

It is clear that prior to the reign of Nañjarāja Woḍeyar (r. 1766-1770), Haidar Ali 

emerged as a great power in regional politics. His ascent began 1763 when he and his armies 

defeated and usurped the Keḷadi-Ikkēri capital of Bidanūru (Bednur). The Ikkēri kingdom had 

been a major force in central and coastal Karnataka after the fall of the Vijayanagara kingdom. 

They had also been a major thorn in the side of the Mysore kingdom. After losing a particularly 

bitter war in which Cikkadēvarāya targeted the Liṅgāyat priests in the Śimōga area, Ikkēri had 

been bitter enemies of the Woḍeyars often allying with their enemies against the Mysore state. 

Since that infamous war, the Mysore daḷavāyis had consistently engaged the Ikkēri kings in 

battle but were never able to completely defeat them. However in 1763 Haidar Ali conquered 

their capital and established his kingdom in Bidanūru, which he renamed Haidarnagara. Then, he 

continued his role as the Mysore daḷavāyi as the head of a vassal state like all of his 

predecessors. Even within this structure Haidar Ali pushed the boundaries of vassalage by 
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issuing coins from Bidanūru mint. However, his coins did not break with any of the previous 

conventions casting Śiva, Pārvati, and Viṣṇu with Kannada and Arabic scripts copying the style 

of the Keḷadi rulers.3 Haidar Ali was also recognized by the Nizām of Hyderabad through Abd’ul 

Hakīm Khān, the navāb of Savaṇūru, who solidified the Mughal alliance with the Mysore 

daḷavāyi by offering him his daughter in marriage: an alliance that in 1780 Haidar Ali would use 

to claim that his son Ṭīpū Sultān was the rightful Navāb of the Carnatic against his enemy 

Muhammad Wāllājah of Arcot.4 However, after a Marāṭā attack in 1766, he left his new kingdom 

to lead the Mysore army in Malabar; however, after only a short time there he was called back to 

Mysore to intercede in a dispute over the succession of the Mysore throne during which he also 

assumed the role of regent.5  

The circumstances surrounding the coronation of the new Woḍeyar king of 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa exemplifies Haidar Ali’s developing power in Mysore state. After the death of 

Kṛṣṇarāja II, a debate had arisen over who should be selected as the next king. Traditionally, the 

kingdom would pass to the eldest of Kṛṣṇarāja II’s sons; however, many of the ministers thought 

the kingdom would be better suited if the youngest, the infant Cāmarāja VII, was selected in his 

stead and made arrangements for his coronation accordingly. At this time, Haidar Ali was 

leading the Mysore army in Malabār. While on the battlefield, he received word of the steps 

taken by the ministers from the queen mother, Doḍḍamma of the Kaḷale family and daughter of 

                                                 
3 J. R. Henderson, The Coins of Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan (Madras: Government Press, 1921), 1-7. In the final two 

years of his ruler Haidar Ali minted coins in his name that bore an elephant motif mimicking coins issued by both 

the Vijayanagara and Woḍeyar dynasties. Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 90. 

4 The title was eventually conferred to Tīpū Sultān in 1784. Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 86-87; Rao, 

History of Mysore Volume III, 31-2; Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume II, 687-8. 

5 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 287; however, Rao’s take is a bit confused as in his appendix IV (784-5), he 

glosses regent with sarvādhikāri, which is not an exact correlation given his duties as “governor of the king and 

ruler of the kingdom.” (287: emphasis in original). He had already been given the title of daḷavāyi,nawāb, and 

sarvādhikāri under Kṛṣṇarāja II. Wodeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 185, 190, 194. 
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the former karācūri-karaṇika Nañjarājaiya. She pled for Haidar Ali to intervene and insure that 

her elder son Nañjarāja was placed on the throne. Haidar Ali responded by immediately leaving 

the battle and returning to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa to crown the elder Nañjarāja Woḍeyar as the king of 

Mysore in defiance of the other ministers of the court.6 During the rule of Nañjarāja Woḍeyar (r. 

1766-1770), Haidar Ali seems to have continued his subordinate role as the daḷavāyi in service 

of the king of Mysore. The state hierarchy was even enacted during the annual Dasara festival 

during which Haidar Ali continued the tradition of previous daḻavāyis by ceremonially reporting 

to the king a full account of his military exploits in the previous year.7 This ritual rendering of 

deeds in service of the rulers enacted the hierarchical system for the Woḍeyar court and 

demonstrated how Haidar Ali fashioned his relationship with the Woḍeyar kings. Even though 

military and administrative power had shifted to Haidar Ali, the Woḍeyar king continued to 

perform the central ritual role of the kingdom.  

Nañjarāja Woḍeyar’s rule was quite short, and he died after only four years as king at the 

age of twenty-two. The circumstances of his death are shrouded in mystery.8 Nañjarāja Woḍeyar 

had grown increasingly independent as his daḷavāyi was away fighting wars on several fronts 

against the Navāb of Arcot, the British, and the Marāṭās, and almost all sources point to some 

degree of treachery by Haidar Ali as part of a political power move.9 After the death of Nañjarāja 

                                                 
6 In his discussion of this period Rao definitely shows bias against Haidar Ali. He gives extremely heavy weight to 

rumor concerning treacherous and deceitful acts committed by Haidar Ali. In this case, he suggests that the 

coronation of the younger Cāmarāja VIII was actually Haidar Ali’s idea; so that he could march back to 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, set the matter and the ministers straight, and win favor with the king and queen-mother. However, it 

seems that Haidar Ali had a surplus of power in the Mysore court in which as we have previously seen the minister, 

whom he reprimanded in this case, probably wielded more power than the king. Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 

1-177. 

7 Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 233. 

8 Even the year in which he died ranges widely from 1770-1772 in many histories of Mysore. 

9 Rao follows the contemporary history of Peixoto in which it is suggested that Haidar Ali poisoned the young king 

with a glass of milk. Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 170. Wilks’s history attests that Haidar Ali had Nañjarāja 

Woḍeyar strangled as he bathed. Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 560 ff. Nañjarāja Woḍeyar’s death by 
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Woḍeyar in 1770, Haidar Ali continued his role as regent in addition to dal̥avāyi and 

sarvādhikāri when the child Cāmarāja VII or (Immadi) Beṭṭada Cāmarāja Woḍeyar II (r. 1770-

1776) was coronated at the age of eleven. However, the daḷavāyi spent most of the next two 

years battling the Marāṭā forces from Pune in addition to continuing his incursions into the 

Malabār coast and Coorg (Koḍagu) in 1774. His status in the kingdom was only solidified as he 

continued to push the boundaries of the Mysore territory in the northwest, which inevitably gave 

rise to more skirmishes with the Marāṭās, and in the northeast, during which he finally exacted 

revenge upon his longtime rival Murāri Rao by conquering Gooty in 1776. After his siege of 

Gooty, Haidar Ali returned to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in August 1776 for a period of rest from his many 

years of war during which he had expanded Mysore’s territory to border the Kṛṣṇā river in the 

north, making it almost as large as present day Karnataka.  

During this period, however, there was some ambiguity over paramount kingship in the 

region. In an inscription commemorating the installation of a temple pinnacle (kalaśa) from 

Belūru in August 1774 the eulogist’s rhetoric seems to suggest that Haidar was the supreme king. 

The inscription states that when “Cāmarāja was the king (nṛpālē), the navāb the verbose 

bahaddar, who is named Haidar Ali, was also the king (bhūpē) who was ruling the earth.”10 This 

inscription transposed the medieval paradigm in which the emperor suzerain ought to be called 

the “one who was ruling the earth” and the vassal was simply referred to as a king. This 

demonstrates that Haidar Ali to some extent was being fashioned as the primary ruler and the 

Woḍeyars as his vassal. From this point forward, Haidar Ali started to assume many of the titles 

                                                 
assassination at the order of Haidar Ali might even be confirmed by the paucity of details concerning the king’s 

death provided in the Haidar Nāma. Haidar Nāma MAR (1930), 93 no. 4.b. 

10 REC IX.Bl 14. 
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that had previously been reserved for the suzerain such as mahāmaṇḍalādhipati and mahārāja.11 

This titular transition reflected Haidar Ali’s role as the practical imperial head. However, as we 

will see he always recognized the importance of the Woḍeyar line and their function in ritual 

preservation of the kingdom.  

During the reign of Nañjarāja and Cāmarāja VII, Haidar Ali had been able to parlay his 

military successes into real political strength in South India. He progressed from bahaddar to 

daḷavāyi, to navāb, and finally to sarvādhikāri all the while amassing more and more power. 

Along with his accumulation of titles and prestige, he also grew the Mysore state to include 

much of what is now the state of Karnataka and Northern Kerala. However, he still continued to 

operate through the traditional roles respecting the ritual position of the Woḍeyar kings for the 

benefit of the kingdom and his military. 

5.2.2 “More Hindu than the Hindus”12 

For Haidar Ali, the Woḍeyar kings served an important role within the kingdom. He 

understood that while he could introduce administrative measures and lead the Mysore armies, 

he did not have the credentials that made the Woḍeyars the kings. Therefore, during his rule they 

served a central role as ritual functionaries for the state. Haidar Ali saw the need for the royal 

rituals and their efficacy and continued to promote and patronize these rituals throughout his 

career with such dedication that you can see why both Wilks and Rao have characterized him 

as—at least partially—Hindu. 

                                                 
11 Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 103. 

12 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 292. Discussing Dasara under Haidar Ali, “Haidar was, in fact, in matters of 

this nature, more Hindu than the Hindus and did not desire interference in anything that helped him to keep close to 

the reigning king and his subjects.” 
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A popular tale about Haidar Ali relates that the regent did not see himself as a king or the 

kingdom as Muslim:13 

Hyder was indeed a different character: he might be an usurper, but he certainly 

governed the provinces he had seized from his sovereign, or conquered from the 

neighboring princes, to the benefit of the inhabitants, without permitting his 

prejudices, as a Mussulmaun, to influence his conduct to the detriment of the 

Hindoos, as the following antecdote will very remarkably show. A celebrated 

Mussulmaun saint, called Peer Zaddah, resided at Seringapatam, and was greatly 

reverenced. On the festival of Shri Runga,14 the Goddess of Abundance, when her 

statue was, as usual, carried in procession from the temple through the streets, it 

unfortunately passed the door of the Peer, whose pupils being irritated at the 

idolatry, sallied forth, beat the people, and drove them and the Goddess back to her 

sanctuary. The Brahmins complained to Hyder, who told them that they ought to 

defend themselves when attacked. The next day the procession again went forth, 

and was again attacked by the pupils of Peer Zaddah. The event was however very 

different; for the Hindoos, being by far the most numerous, beat their assailants, 

and continued their procession in triumph. The next day the Peer presented himself, 

with all his pupils, at the durbar of Hyder, and complained of the injuries they had 

received. Hyder heard them patiently, and then asked them what they wanted of 

him: they had attacked the party, and had been deservedly beaten; what else could 

they expect? and what had induced them to act so? The Peer replied “that the 

procession was an insult to the Mussalmaun religion, and ought not to be suffered 

under a Mussalmaun government, whilst he, a Mussalmaun prince, was at the head 

of it.” Hyder instantly interrupted him, by asking, “Who told you that this was a 

Mussalmaun government, or that I was at the head of it? I am sure I never did.” On 

this the Peer desired a private audience, which was granted; when, finding he could 

not change Hyder's determination, he declared his intention of quitting the place. 

Hyder told him he might go wherever he pleased. Extremely indignant, he retired to 

Arcot, [home of Haidar Ali’s bitter rival Muhammad Wāllājah] where many faquirs 

at that time resided; but not finding his new residence as pleasant as his old one, he 

shortly returned to Seringapatam, and wished again to live within the fort. Hyder 

however positively refused his permission, telling him, “that he had proved himself 

unworthy of doing so, but that he would give him a house any where else.” The 

Peer retired in wrath to the Black Town [Madras: home of the British government, 

another rival of Haidar Ali], where he died, and was buried at Chinapatam 

[Chennai]. 

                                                 
13 George Viscount Valentia, Voyages and Travels to India, Ceylon, the Red Sea, Abyssinia, and Egypt in the Years 

1802, 1803, 1804, 1805, and 1806 Volume I (London: W. Bulmer and Co., 1809), 417-8. Emphasis added. 

14 This is without a doubt a reference to the procession of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa’s namesake Śrī Raṅga(nāṭhasvāmi). 

Valencia must have been confused because of what he perceived as effeminate features of the deity like many other 

Europeans of the time. 
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Whether or not this anecdote related by Valentia in 1804 was based on actual events, the details 

display a memory of Haidar Ali as a ruler who was fair and just regardless of personal religious 

proclivities. Furthermore, when his relationship with Hindu rituals are viewed through the lens of 

pre-existing South Indian courtly paradigms of kingship, it is clear that Haidar Ali was actively 

engaging these traditions. 

 Haidar Ali’s power only grew following Cāmarāja VII’s death during which we can see 

his complex relationship with the Woḍeyars and the goddess.15 After the death of Cāmarāja VII, 

Haidar Ali immediately ruled out both direct heirs: both grandchildren of Kṛṣṇarāja II, one from 

the Kaḷale family and the other from the Arasu family. Wilks relates that it was Dasara season in 

Mysore and the daḷavāyi wished to celebrate the festival with a great deal of pageantry; so 

Haidar Ali quickly set about choosing from amongst all other possible heirs to the throne.16 The 

regent had the darbar hall filled with various toys, fruits, sweets, weapons, et cetera and had 

children from the royal family brought inside.17 Then according to “ancient Hindu precedent,” he 

instructed them to choose their favorite items from amongst the collection. When one young boy 

picked up a dagger and then a lemon, Haidar Ali proclaimed him as the successor to the throne. 

The Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi (ca. 1860s) elaborated on this selection process.18 In this 

version, the queen-mother was indignant and insisted that one of her candidates be selected as 

                                                 
15 Cāmarāja VII died under mysterious circumstances at only seventeen years of age. While no contemporary 

histories suggest foul-play, the queen Lakṣmammaṇṇi thought he too had been poisoned by Haidar Ali and called 

upon the British to intervene in the matter. “Letter from Lakshmammanni, Dowager Queen of Seringapatam, to 

Governor of Madras, dated May 28, 1782” in Records of Fort St. George: Country Correspondence, 339 no. 10; 

Rao definitely agrees with the queen and does not mince words about the treachery of the Haidar Ali. Rao, History 

of Mysore Volume III, 230-4. 

16 Rao History of Mysore Volume III, 232-243. Rao clearly thought that Haidar Ali’s method was only a clever ruse 

to hide his own selection of an heir. See Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume II, 392 “footnote *” for an interesting 

discussion of his conversations with the passed over Kaḷale and the dowager queen of Khāsa Cāmarāja about the 

disputed succession. 

17 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 391-2. 

18 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 217-9. 
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the next king. However, Haidar Ali remained firm in his decision that they were unsuitable for 

the throne. Instead he argued that the next king ought to be chosen by the goddess. Her chosen 

candidate was to be verified by bringing all suitable heirs to the throne to palace, which was to 

be filled with a variety of items that ranged from toys to domestic items to kingly accoutrements. 

The goddess would lead the candidate to the items that that displayed her proclivities, thus 

bestowing the kingdom on the new king.19 This test could not be refused by the queen as all of 

the other ministers and people in attendance agreed that this ritual was indeed the preferred 

method. On the day of the contest, all the contenders were brought into the hall and told to 

choose whichever items they liked. Then, Cāmarāja, son of Arikuthāra Dēvarāja Arasu, picked 

up a mirror and a dagger. Seeing this, Haidar Ali proclaimed that he ought to be the next king 

because he alone had picked up the items dear to the goddess, and crowned his (Khāsa) 

Cāmarāja VIII (1776-1796). 20 

The details of the goddess’s role in the selection could have been added during the 1860s 

when the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi was written. Indeed the Śrīmanmahārājavara 

Vaṃśāvaḷi introduces several novel metaphysical explanations for non-biological succession and 

exalted the goddess as Cāmuṇḍēśvari Mother of the Universe and primary deity in the Woḍeyar 

pantheon.21 However, I do not believe that this was completely an invention of the later Woḍeyar 

text because the implements selected by Cāmarāja VIII—dagger and lime—within Wilks’s early 

version of the story still directly allude to the goddess. Even today during the Cāmuṇḍi Hill 

                                                 
19 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 218. 

20 There is some dispute over the meaning of Khāsa in the king’s name. One interpretation is that it is a tadbhava of 

kāśa—shining. The other is that it is from kāsā—legitimate. The second is Rao’s preferred reading. Rao, History of 

Mysore Volume III, 244. 

21 See Chapter 6. The shift in the narrative details from Wilks’s time in Mysore to the time of the 

Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi reflects the changing nature of the goddess in the Mysore court of (Mummaḍi) 

Kṛṣṇarāja III with the mirror reflecting the domestication of the goddess as the benign Mother Goddess. 
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grāmadēvatā festival the aniconic fierce goddess of the hill is offered limes to cool her anger. 

Wilks’s older version of the tale strongly suggests that Haidar Ali saw the goddess in her fierce 

form, and we know that the regent had patronized fierce local goddess festivals.22 The fierce 

power that the goddess represented was important to Haidar Ali’s notion of kingship, and the 

Woḍeyar king played a special ritual role in harnessing that power for military success, a role 

that he himself could not fulfill. In fact, in the rhetoric employed by Haidar Ali as the 

sarvādhikāri, the goddess is much more prevalent than in that of Woḍeyar rulers since Cāmarāja 

VI during the Daḷavāyi Regime.  

The continuance (or perhaps even revival) of the role of the goddess in the Mysore state 

under Haidar Ali can also be seen in the importance placed of Dasara during his reign. There is 

plenty of evidence to suggest that under Haidar Ali’s supervision Dasara was larger than it had 

been in the decades during the Daḷavāyi Regime. Haidar Ali spent large amounts on the festival, 

which Rao suggests was out of character because “he was never proverbially liberal in the matter 

of largesses…but [he] was comparatively liberal during this period of yew.” 23 Rao, again, 

however questions Haidar Ali’s motives, suggesting that the ritual itself was indispensable to 

Haidar Ali for “greater” political motives because it kept the citizens happy under a 

“Muhamedan” ruler.24 Instead, I contend that Haidar Ali’s relationship to Dasara ought to be 

viewed as an attempt to continue the imperial precedent that went back to the Vijayanagara 

kingdom.25 Indeed, Haidar Ali’s rise to power closely resembled the rise of the Woḍeyars in the 

16th and 17th centuries during which they also incorporated Vijayanagara methods. Haidar Ali 

                                                 
22 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 445. 

23 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 292. 

24 Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 292-3. 

25 Even Rao acknowledges Haidar Ali’s wealth of knowledge in matters of “Hindu” administration Rao, History of 

Mysore Volume II, 293. 
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came from a family of little or no regional significance and only won territory as he acquired 

land in battle. Therefore, the nature of Dasara as a program and outward display of military 

prowess was critical in staking his place in the broader regional political structure. While he 

continued to build his reputation through military service, he would have, without a doubt, been 

highly invested in the ritual’s outcome.  

While this might be surprising since Haidar Ali is often considered an Islamic ruler, it 

demonstrates that being a Muslim does not preclude him from Purāṇic South India modes of 

kingship, nor does it make his rule Islamic. Indeed, he was eager to work within the Purāṇic 

devotional structures and uphold the traditional ritual life of the Mysore court, even though 

historians since have chosen to deride his eagerness as political machinations. Haidar Ali, like 

Rāja Woḍeyar, was an upstart chieftain, who lacked the proper Purāṇic background to legitimize 

himself through his genealogy. Instead, he had built his kingdom through war. As we shall see, 

once the kingdom was secured, the job of fashioning a new lineage fell to his son Ṭīpū Sultān, 

who sought to connect his family with the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad translating the 

Purāṇic paradigm into a “Qur’anic” paradigm.26 

The incorporation of “Hindu” rituals by the “Muslim” king Haidar Ali might seem odd to 

many, who clamor for rigidly constructed “religious” boundaries around kings and their rituals in 

South India. There is also ample epigraphic evidence, which suggests that Haidar Ali continued 

the donative paradigm of the previous South Indian rulers, including at least three donations to 

jagadguru of the Śṛṅgēri Śaṅkarācārya Maṭha which had been heavily patronized by the Ikkēri 

                                                 
26 I have termed the descent from Muhammad as “Qur’anic” genealogy simply because of the similarity in the terms 

Purānic and Qur’ānic. This genealogical motif is common in Persian and in many of the Mughal courts throughout 

India including the Nawābs of Arcot and involves a long history of extra-Qur’anic adaptations and elaborations. 

This term is not meant to overlook that history. 
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Keḷadi kings whom he defeated in 1763.27 However, it is abundantly clear that within the broader 

system of rule amongst maharājas, nizāms, nāyakas, and navābs that devotional background was 

hardly ever at the forefront of the discussion. Instead, the rulers operated within a system that 

followed a similar set of unspoken rules and methods of fashioning kingship that had been 

present in the region for at least a millennium. Though this royal program was changed and 

updated throughout time the same basic apparatus was used by Śākta, Śaiva, Vaiṣṇava, Jaina, 

and Muslim rulers to some extent or another. Haidar Ali simply continued in this old way, which 

was perfectly suited with his aptitude for war and conquest. Just as the Woḍeyars’ had 

appropriated Dasara from the Mahānavami ritual of the Vijayanagara kings after conquering 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa; so too Haidar Ali adopted these rituals from the Woḍeyars after he took the fort. 

All this suggests that Haidar Ali fashioned himself as a South Indian king and not as an Islamic 

king. This style of rule led Wilks to call Haidar Ali as “half-Hindoo” and Rao to remark that in 

many ways he was “more Hindu than the Hindus.”28 Their sentiments, however, were contrasted 

to the rule of his son Ṭīpū Sultān, who they characterized as “the most bigoted of 

Mohammedans” whose “religious fanaticisms…stand condemned for all time.” 29 However as 

we shall see Ṭīpū Sultān also continued working within the same paradigms of polity. 

                                                 
27 Shastry, A. K., The Records of the Śṛiṅgēri Dharmasaṅsthāna (Śṛṅgēri: Śṛiṅgēri Maṭha, 2009), 162-5; MAR 

(1916), 17.  

28 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 445; Volume II, 164 and 349. Rao, History of Mysore Volume II, 292. 

29 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, 445. Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 921 and 1048. Much of the 

different characterizations owe to the context that the histories of the two figures were written. Haidar Ali was the 

king who had selected (Mummaḍi) Kṛṣṇarāja III’s father as king of Mysore, but Tīpū Sultān was the king who 

ceased Woḍeyar succession after the death of (Khāsa) Cāmarāja VIII “The Legitimate” in 1796. While both had 

been bitter rivals of the British, it also served British patriotic interest to demonize Tīpū Sultān and exalt Haidar Ali 

because they had defeated the former but never fully vanquished the latter. 
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5.3 Ṭīpū Sultān: The Rise of the Tiger of Mysore 

In his most recent book, The Black Hole of Empire, Partha Chatterjee discusses Ṭīpū 

Sultān’s role as a ruler that exemplifies the transitory nature of the early modern period in South 

Asia.30 He argues that Ṭīpū Sultān embodied the changing political landscape between the 

medieval and the colonial as an absolute monarch. For Chatterjee, Ṭīpū Sultān epitomized this 

position because he made “decisions, without regard for traditional rules or precedent, and 

without being bound by any ‘ancient constitution,’ for that is the power required to preserve the 

state.”31 He continues: 

The attempt to explain Tipu’s many actions in relation to Muslims, Hindus, and 

Christians in terms of a consistent ideology has led to much confusion, with some 

accusing him of being a hateful fanatic, and others emphasizing that he made 

numerous grants to Hindu temples and promoted Hindu officials to senior positions 

in his government. It is possible, however, to argue that in the strategic aspects of 

his politics, Tipu was not a zealot at all but instead entirely pragmatic, dealing with 

Christians and Hindus both within and outside his kingdom according to the 

dictates of policy. But, on the claim to legitimacy of his personal authority and the 

sovereign foundation of his state, he needed to assert with the fullest force of 

conviction that his was a kingdom given by God himself, to further the cause of 

Islam, and that there were no limits to his absolute authority except those that God 

might choose to impose on him. This was a new, almost revolutionary political 

claim, unknown in the traditional culture of Mughal politics.32 

While Chatterjee’s characterization fits neatly with his argument that Ṭīpū Sultān was a unique 

king who ruled during a period of transition, in this section I will demonstrate that the ruler was 

extremely aware of and utilized “traditional rules [and] precedents.” Additionally his 

“legitimacy” and “absolute authority” was not simplistically derived from the notion that his 

kingdom was “given by God,” but Ṭīpū Sultān and his court fashioned the Mysore Sultanate 

through pre-existing paradigms of royalty in South Asia, constructing authority through 

                                                 
30 Partha Chatterjee, The Black Hole of Empire: History of a Global Practice of Power (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2012), 67-103. 

31 Chatterjee, The Black Hole of Empire, 89-90. 

32 Chatterjee, The Black Hole of Empire, 90. 
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emulation of regional and Mughal models. However, Ṭīpū Sultān’s court was innovative in the 

ways that these paradigms were implemented that was uniquely bioptic, looking to traditional 

sources of authority and acknowledging the changing tides of political power in South India.33 

To put it another way, he was an exemplar of the transitory period of the early modern; just not 

in the way Chatterjee imagined.  

5.3.1 Creation of the Mysore Sultanate 

Ṭīpū Sultān has fascinated many scholars of Mysore and modern India, who have painted 

a varied picture of the king that ranges from a secular socio-political genius to a fanatical Islamic 

fundamentalist.34 Though certain recent studies have taken a more objective approach, namely 

Kate Brittlebank’s work, Ṭīpū Sultān is still one of the most misunderstood characters of early 

modern India. This is not altogether unwarranted, as he was a dynamic personality that 

incorporated many diverse practices throughout the various phases of his life. For most, Ṭīpū 

Sultān is known for his strong martial presence and his radical departures from the Woḍeyar 

style of governance, which is often characterized in terms of his allegiance to Islam. There are 

definitely instances that this seems to be the case, enough that he, unlike his father, was never 

connected positively with any of the official Woḍeyar lineages.35 However, as Brittlebank 

suggests in many ways he continues the South Indian paradigm of kingship.36 

After Haidar Ali’s death in 1782, his son Ṭīpū Sultān rose to power in Mysore. He, like 

his father, marched against the Nagara region and crowned himself king of Bidanūru 

                                                 
33 I use the term “bioptic” in both the medical and optical sense. In the medical sense—as in the term biopsy—the 

term “bioptic” refers to an investigation within something. In the optical sense—as in biOptics—the term refers to a 

mechanism that allows one to focus vision things nearby but transition to those far-ahead. I wish to collapse those 

two meanings to refer to Ṭīpū Sultān’s rule in which the court simultaneously looks within the local and Mughal 

tradition and towards the future.  

34 See Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 2-3. 

35 Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 81-2 

36 Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 12. 
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(Bednur/Haidarnagara) on 4 May 1783. Unlike his father, though, he distanced himself from his 

Woḍeyar predecessors usurping their kingdom and breaking their royal succession; however, he 

continued to work within pre-existing royal paradigms borrowing from his South Indian 

predecessors and from the Mughal court. During the first few years of his reign, Ṭīpū Sultān 

followed most of the administrative measures of his father.37 However, in 1784 he committed to 

the suzerainty of the Mughal emperor and received the title of “’Umdat ul-Mulk Mubarak ud-

Daulat Ṭīpū Sultān ‘Ali Khan Bahaddar Hizabr Jang Fidwi Shāh ‘Alam Padshāh Ghazi” or 

“Pillar of the Empire Blessed of the State Ṭīpū Sultān ‘Ali Khan Hero Lion of War Devoted of 

the Shāh ‘Alam Padshāh Ghazi.”38 This new title demonstrates the shifting political worldview 

of Ṭīpū Sultān’s court that looked to the North for much of its state rhetorical model; however, 

this too was not without local precedent as Ṭīpū Sultān’s Mughal title was similar to “the 

foundation of the empire in the south,” the imperial given to Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Woḍeyar by 

the Vijayanagara king in the Gajjiganahaḷḷi copper-plate of 1639.39  

Between 1784 and 1786, after a series of successful campaigns in Koḍagu (Coorg), Ṭīpū 

Sultān briefly attempted to assert independence from the Mughal imperium by claiming the title 

of padshāh, sending a royal emissaries to Istanbul and France in search of recognition of his state 

by the Ottoman Caliph and King Louis XVI, and removing the Mughal emperor’s name from his 

currency. However, he eventually acquiesced to Mughal suzerainty—at least nominally—after 

he was reprimanded by the Delhi emperor placed the emperor’s name on the Mysore currency.40 

                                                 
37 The only major change was that he replaced the Mysore currency with coins that resembled Haidar Ali’s elephant 

motif coinage but added images of the sun and babri (tiger stripe) motifs where Haidar Ali had left images of Hindu 

deities.He named the precious metal (gold and silver) coins after Muslim saints and Caliphs and the copper coins 

after the stars. See Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 91. 

38 Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 87. 

39 EC III.Nj 198. 

40 The reprimand followed the receipt of Tīpū Sultān’s tribute to Delhi that was accompanied by a note explaining 

why the emperor’s name was not on the currency; instead it bore the name of God and the Prophet. He acquiesced 
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After this brief period of independence, Ṭīpū Sultān began fully integrating Mughal 

administration into his court. By 1787, Ṭīpū Sultān began to completely overhaul the Mysore 

kingdom. He issued a written order (hukmnāma) in which he restructured the administrative units 

of the kingdom removing much of the bureaucracy and centralizing power under the throne. He 

also instituted his own Islamic calendar replacing the South Indian śālivāhana śaka calendar. 

Additionally distinguishing himself from his predecessors, Ṭīpū Sultān tore down the Mysore 

fort and palace and constructed a new fort and renamed it Nazrbar. This same year he also 

completed construction of the large mosque at Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa and demanded foreign royals 

address him as the Padshāh of the Deccan.41 After a successful campaign in Travancore in which 

he captured the state treasury, Ṭīpū Sultān commissioned the refurbishment of the throne out of 

solid gold with the famous tiger ornament adorning its pinnacle. From this point onward, Ṭīpū 

Sultān adopted the tiger as his symbol, embellishing his armies’ uniforms with the tiger stripe 

(babri) motif.  

These last measures coincided with the first year of the Third Anglo-Mysore War (1789-

1792). While most of the war was fairly evenly fought, the final year saw the Mysore armies 

pushed back to the capital with the Madras British army pressing them from the East and 

Bombay British army from the West. The war ended in February when Ṭīpū Sultān was forced to 

surrender to peace talks. On 24 February Charles Cornwallis, the Commander-in-Chief of British 

India (r. 1786-1793), demanded Ṭīpū Sultān’s two sons as collateral for the ongoing 

negotiations. The war was officially over when the two sides signed the Treaty of Seringapatam 

                                                 
shortly after a sound defeat at the hands of the Māraṭa army in which Mysore lost several important forts in its 

Northwestern territory. 

41 Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 161-2; “L.A. Yoon to Charles Malet 14 March 1787” in Malet Papers OICC 

MSS Eur.F.149/2 cited in Brittlebank “Making of a Padshāh,” 104. 
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on 18 March 1792. According to both Kirmani and Rao, the golden tiger throne was completed 

in 1792, but due to the outcome of the war Ṭīpū Sultān was never able to ascend it.42  

It is often said that after the losses—military and familial—of 1792, Ṭīpū Sultān turned 

zealously to Islam. Kirmani argues that Ṭīpū Sultān turned against the Hindus ministers of his 

court and sought to only have Muslim advisors.43 Rao attests that after the ratification of the 

treaty, the ruler officially changed the language of the court to Persian, replaced all of his 

brāhmaṇa ministers with Muslims who swore their oath of office on the Qur’an, and resumed 

taxation on many of the formerly tax-free agrahāras and ināms that had been given to Hindu 

temples by previous rulers.44 Brittlebank suggests that this is also the first time that Ṭīpū Sultān 

adopted the moniker Sarkār-I Khudādādī or “God-given realm” for his kingdom and “his 

thoughts turned toward jihād.”45 She goes on to explain that in 1793 he commissioned two works 

that focused on jihād or as Brittlebank puts it “holy war against the infidels.” Though “infidel” 

(kufr) is often used in these texts and in Tīpū Sultān’s own writings, for me his usage of these 

terms did not connote a strict communal or religious divide. It is likely that he saw his side as the 

side of the “right” and those that stood against him were necessarily wrong and infidels. Looking 

more closely at the full context of his writings, it is clear that Ṭīpū Sultān’s “zealous” avarice 

was directed solely at his enemies and did not include allies that were non-Muslim Indians or the 

French.46 At times, Ṭīpū Sultān warned his Christian French allies against losing the “faith” 

                                                 
42 Meer Hussein Ali Khan Kirmani, The History of Hydur Naik Otherwise Styled Shums Ul Moolk, Ameer Ud 

Dowla, Nawaub Hydur Ali Khan Bahadoor, Hydur Jung, Nawaub of the Karnatic Balaghaut, trans. William Miles 

(London: Oriental Translations Fund, 1842).; Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 916. 

43 Kirmani 230-1. 

44 Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 922. 

45 Kate Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy: Islam and Kingship in a Hindu Domain (Delhi: Oxford 

University Press, 1997), 27. 

46 Ifran Habib, Confronting Colonialism: Resistance and Modernization under Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan (New 

Delhi: Tulika Books, 2012), xxv-xxvi. Perhaps he was taking a lesson from his Mughal predecessor Akbar (r. 1556-

1605) who famous counted Hindus amongst the ‘Ahl al-kitāb or “People of the Book.”  
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when they questioned their alliance. But in contrast, Ṭīpū Sultān characterized the Christian 

Britons as “rascally infidels,” “a runaway race,” “a race of demons,” and “hermaphrodites.” 47 

Additionally, he uses the term “the Christian” to slander his enemy and ally of the British 

Muhammad Wāllājah, Navāb of Arcot, who was also a Muslim. Therefore, I suggest that Ṭīpū 

Sultān used these religiously charged terms not in a strict communal sense but as broader 

political terms in which he classified his allies and enemies. A closer exploration of his rule 

demonstrates the complexities that existed within Ṭīpū Sultān and his court’s relationship to 

multiple religious and devotional traditions. Part of that context is his relationship to the South 

Indian political apparatus and the emerging structures of the European imperial forces. 

5.3.2 The goddess and Qur’anic genealogy: the continuance and adaptation of the South 

Indian political paradigm under Ṭīpū Sultān 

While many of his actions have been read as an attempt to distance himself from the 

previous rulers and administration, Ṭīpū Sultān engaged in many paradigms of statecraft that pre-

existed in the region, indeed mimicking the practices of those from whom he is said to have been 

disassociating.48 Ṭīpū Sultān’s court went about fashioning their king as the pinnacle of South 

Indian kingship through genealogy, patronage, and artistic symbolism. Ṭīpū Sultān’s court 

blended the South Indian tropes with Mughal and Islamic paradigms and produced a vision of 

the South Indian king that was fashioned through a dialectic of both imperial traditions. His court 

may not have been the first to do this, but its thorough integration of both systems was indeed 

novel and exemplary.49 Ṭīpū Sultān’s court directly addressed the need for proper Purāṇic 

lineage by asserting a proper Qur’anic genealogy that traced the ruler’s family back to the 

                                                 
47 Wilks, Historical Sketches Volume I, xv-xvi.  

48 Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy, 57-73. 

49 For a greater understanding of the context of blending of many of these themes, such as empowered teachers, 

kings, and places, between Muslim and non-Muslims in South India see Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings, 10-

70. 
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Prophet Muhammad. Additionally, Ṭīpū Sultān and his court uniquely incorporated regionally 

significant symbols of kingship–such as the tiger and sun and moon–that spoke to both his 

allegiance to Islamic rulers in Istanbul and Delhi and was faithful to the regional and local 

traditions. In this way, Ṭīpū Sultān both continued and adapted the South Indian political 

paradigms that stood between the old and new (i.e. European imperialism) political systems in 

the subcontinent.50  

From early in his reign, it is clear that Ṭīpū Sultān was very concerned with royal-

fashioning through proper descent. In 1784, two years after the death of Haidar Ali, Ṭīpū Sultān 

commissioned the Haidar Nāma, a Kannada text that detailed the exploits of his father.51 Within 

this text several of the South Indian imperial paradigms are evident, including the significant 

outsider migration and the two-brother motifs. According to the story, Haidar Ali’s ancestors 

were said to be Navāyats—descendants of the line as the Prophet Muhammad—who had come 

from Arabia and settled in service of the Bijapur court in the 13th century CE.52 After several 

generations, two brothers—one being Ṭīpū Sultān’s grandfather Fath Muhammad Ali—left 

Bijapur going through Kolar before Fath Muhammad Ali became the jahgir of the Mughal navāb 

in Sīra. Upon the death of Fath Muhammad Ali, both Haidar Ali and his brother Gholām Haidar 

sought service in the Mysore army in order to pay off their father’s debts. The text goes on to 

narrate Haidar Ali’s ascension among the ranks of the Mysore army and his eventual stewardship 

                                                 
50 In this dissertation, I will not have the time or space to address the developing anti-European imperialist Pan-

Islamic political movement that emerged years before Jamāl ad-Dīn al-Afghāni (1839-1897) or the Khilafat 

Movement (1919-1924). While it was certainly in its incipient stages, it is clear that Ṭīpū Sultān turned to the 

Muslim Caliph as a source of political strength around the same time that he enacted Islamic political reforms. This 

approach was perhaps informed by the theology of Shāh Wāli Allah (1703-1762), whose modern “back to the 

Qur’an” Muslim reforms had attempt to unite the Muslim community in light of sectarian fracturing. It does not 

seem to have any resemblance to the teachings of Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab or any form of Pan-Arabic anti-

European imperialist political movement. 

51 Haidar Nāma, MAR (1930), 80-1 no. 4.b. 

52 For a full recounting of Haidar Ali’s ancestry see Kirmani, History of Hydur Naik, 1-16. 
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of the kingdom in great detail. The rhetoric of this text showed the same concerns of descent that 

had been present in all South Indian courts centering Ṭīpū Sultān in significant time and space by 

connecting him to the line of the Prophet and his Arabian kingdom. In addition to the textual 

connection between the Mysore Sultanate and other former and current imperial powers 

(Mughals in Sīra and Bijapur), the text also fashioned the ruler in relation to the previous Navābs 

of Arcot, the Navāyats dynasty, who claimed the same ancestry and had been ousted by the 

family of Ṭīpū Sultān’s bitter rival, Navāb Muhammad Wāllājah.  

While one might argue that Ṭīpū Sultān was fashioning himself after only fellow Muslim 

rulers, other literary evidence from his reign suggests that he was invested in the genealogy of 

the Mysore Woḍeyars. After losses sustained in the Third Anglo-Mysore War, which was the 

first time he had not been able to completely overwhelm his foes, Ṭīpū Sultān justified this claim 

to the Mysore throne through the role of the daḷavāyi, proclaiming that lands had always “formed 

the ancient dependency of the Raiye of Seringapatam.”53 This rhetorical shift demonstrates Ṭīpū 

Sultān’s interest in the ancient claims to the land by the Woḍeyar kings and placed himself amid 

their circumstances as displaced kings of Mysore. Additionally, after the fall of Ṭīpū Sultān in 

1799, amongst his many antiques and curiosities gathered (and pillaged) by the British army, 

there was a Kannada paper manuscript titled Mysūru Arasugaḷu Pūrvābhyūdhayagaḷu or The 

Succession of the Kings of Mysore from Ancient Times that had been copied from older cloth 

manuscripts (ca. 1714) by Pūtia Paṇḍit at the request of Ṭīpū Sultān in 1798.54 Additionally, 

there was a Persian manuscript that the colophon explained was translation of that same Kannada 

                                                 
53 Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 109, citing Mack Gen. 6. Kennaway Narrative, 31-32. 

54 Mack Gen. Mss. 3.8.b Mysore History: Mysor Aroosoogaloo Porvaabyoodayagalu or the Succession of the Kings 

of Mysore from ancient time by Nagara Pootta Pundit 1798-1799 according to Tippu’s Inauguration, 201-227.  
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text by Assud Anwār and Gholām Hussein with the assistance of Pūtia Paṇḍit in the same year.55 

While this text does not relate the Purāṇic genealogy of the Woḍeyars, it reiterated the two-

brother motif found throughout South India and in the genealogy of Ṭīpū Sultān and highlighted 

the Woḍeyar conquest of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.56 The text was obviously extremely important to the 

ruler for him to commission a copy and translation of the manuscript into both the local and 

court language. 57 It demonstrates that Ṭīpū Sultān and his court saw the power and history 

behind the genre, recognizing the importance of vaṃśāvaḷi texts in fashioning kingship in the 

region. 

The legend surrounding the birth of Ṭīpū Sultān also displayed another common trope 

that had been found in the region—the child born by supernatural power—that was present in the 

region since the earliest genealogical materials from the Gaṅgas of Taḷakāḍu.58 According to the 

legend, Ṭīpū Sultān’s father and mother (Fatima Fakhr-un-Nissa) went to the tomb (dargāh) of 

the Sufi majzūb saint Ṭīpū Mastān Āvaliya in Arcot to pray for a son after which the queen 

became pregnant with Ṭīpū Sultān.59 In honor of the miracle, the couple named their child Ṭīpū 

Fath ‘Ali Khān after the saint whose power permeated the sacred site. This story resembles the 

narrative from the region in which the goddess granted her devotee and heirless king a child; 

however, the power local goddess was replaced by a powerful pīr. Susan Bayly in her study of 

                                                 
55 Mack Gen. Mss. 3.12 Account of the Rājahs of Mysore from the Persian, 262-296; Mack Gen. Mss. 40.4 

Historical Account of the Rajahs of Mysore from the Persian MS by Dr. Leyden,65-100; and Wilks, Historical 

Sketches Volume I, ix-xi. 

56 The genealogy starts with the Appaṇṇa Timmarāja Woḍeyar, who is said to have been the grandfather of “Bōḷu” 

Cāmarāja Woḍeyar, but the two-brother motif continues throughout. 

57 The text was a curious selection of Ṭīpū Sultān because the details of the dynasty are quite irregular within the 

entire Woḍeyar corpus, wherein the hero Rāja Woḍeyar is the conqueror of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, the healer of the blind, 

and haunted by ghost as a result of brāhmaṇicide done in his name. It is possible that this text was chosen by Ṭīpū 

Sultān to challenge the legitimacy of the Woḍeyars’ claim to Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

58 See Chapter 2. 

59 Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy, 23.  
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Tamil devotional traditions, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings, has argued that Sufi saints and local 

goddesses served the same function as the givers of power and bestowers of physical boons.60 

She states that, “as an activated being, a conqueror and builder of ever-growing devotional 

networks or domains, the Muslim cult saint moves quite naturally into the world of the sakti 

deity or amman.”61 She goes on to explicate her thesis by showing the overlapping fields of 

power and place that emanate from saints (āṇṭavar) or pīrs, who embodied both fierce and 

benign spiritual power, function just like the fierce local goddesses in South India. While these 

miracles (karāmāt) were by no means restricted to royal devotion, the theme of miraculous birth 

as a result of a boon from a powerful local source—be it pīr or goddess—was certainly part of 

the South Indian eulogistic tradition: one that would be repeated often by the court of the next 

Woḍeyar king (Mummaḍi) Kṛṣṇarāja III, who was always praised as “born by the grace of 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari.”62  

Also, just like the devotional alliance made with the goddess priests by the Hoysaḷas, 

Vijayanagara, or Woḍeyars, a devotional association with the site of a powerful pīr was common 

amongst upstart Muslim kingdoms of the region and period.63 Ṭīpū Sultān’s genealogical 

material also followed this paradigm. In addition to his connection with Āvaliya, the ruler was 

connected to the dargāh of the fascinating imperial Sufi saint Muhammad al-Husaynī “Gīsū 

Darāz” (ca.1321-1422).64 Tīpū Sultān’s ancestor Sheikh Wali Muhammad is said to have lived in 

                                                 
60 Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings, 132-50.. 

61 Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings, 133. 

62 See Chapter 6. 

63 Bayly, 182-3 

64 For a full discussion of the saint see Richard M. Eaton, A Social History of the Deccan, 1300-1761 Eight Indian 

Lives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 33-58. Also see Carl W. Ernst, Eternal Garden: Mysticism, 

History, and Politics at a South Asian Sufi Center (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1992), 121-3. 

Gīsū Darāz is an interesting character, who came to the Deccan from both Delhi and Gujarat! When I call him a 

imperial Sufi saint, I am evoking Eaton, who says, “[M]ost importantly, Gisu Daraz contributed to the stabilization 
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Gulbarga at the dargāh of the saint during the reign of Muhammad ‘Adil Shah of Bijapur (1626-

56). Ṭīpū Sultān also often recorded his dreams of the saint and even sought a marriage alliance 

with a daughter of one of the pīrzādas of the dargāh in the mid-1790s.65 Just like I have argued 

about the alliance made with the goddess in non-Muslim courts, Bayly argues that the connection 

to the Sufi saints helped the courts of aspiring kings to fashion their rulers in a manner that 

circumvented the need for an established imperial seat. The connection by marriage with a 

pīr/dargāh was common trope for small Muslim rulers that blended elements of local goddess 

devotion and genealogical materials from the courts of Non-Muslims upstarts in the region.66 

Bayly suggests that the pīr originally “conquered” the region spiritually and through a marriage 

alliance that power was transferred to the lineage of the ruler, what she calls an “extended 

genealogy.”67 She states that, “by focusing on the idea of Sufis as precursors of kings, it became 

possible for newly established ruling lines to claim ties of descent or spiritual kinship to the great 

saints of the past, and through them to the Prophet himself. Such extended genealogies were 

particularly important to aspiring rulers with less than illustrious family backgrounds.”68 Bayly’s 

argument echoes my reading of the origin stories of post-imperial southern Karnataka in which 

the goddess, who has conquered the land and is the ruler over the realm, transferred power to 

rule to the worthy king after proper devotion.69  

                                                 
and indigenization of Indo-Muslim society and polity in the Deccan, as earlier generations of Sufi shaikhs had 

already done in Tughluq north India.” Eaton, A Social History of the Deccan, 33. 

65 Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy, 42. 

66 Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings, 183.  

67 Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings. 183. 

68 Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings, 183. 

69 Bayly focuses merely on the ancestry portion of the narrative. She argues that Muslim rulers’ connection with the 

lineage of the Prophet places the new rulers within what I have termed “significant time” because it connects them 

to the line of Muslim prophets. In this way, her characterization of “extended genealogies” is dissimilar to the origin 

stories of southern Karnataka that I have argued were an attempt to locate the kingdom and its ruler within 

significant space through an alliance to the local goddess. Indeed, the Gulbarga dargāh laid outside Ṭīpū Sultān’s 

realm, which supports Bayly’s argument; however, this could have been an attempt by the Mysore ruler to extend 
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Ṭīpū Sultān not only situated himself amidst his South Indian and Mughal predecessors 

through genealogical and devotional analogies, but he also interwove both traditions within the 

visual and material culture of his kingdom. Kate Brittlebank, in an essay on Ṭīpū Sultān’s usage 

of the tiger and sun motif in his courtly productions, argues that Ṭīpū Sultān’s court blended 

notions of barakat, the power of Sufi matrial pīrs, with the pre-existing notion of śakti and its 

association with South Indian kingship.70 Brittlebank relies heavily on the aforementioned work 

of Susan Bayly on Tamil Hindu, Muslim, and Christian communities in which she demonstrates 

the overlapping motifs, symbols, and rhetoric employed by the communities. Brittlebank posits 

that Ṭīpū Sultān was tapping into the wealth of potential of martial goddesses that exists within 

South Indian political complex. This is without a doubt the case as he blends the notion of the 

lion of God (a.k.a. Ali) with the tiger of the goddess to seamlessly integrate two martial 

identities, creating something that is uniquely his own.  

However, Brittlebank argues that Ṭīpū Sultān’s image of the tiger eating the double-

headed eagle (gaṇḍabhēruṇḍa) was primarily created to distinguish himself from the Vaiṣṇava 

Woḍeyars, who used the gaṇḍabhēruṇḍa as their symbol. She suggests that Ṭīpū Sultān’s 

                                                 
his authority into the realm of the Nizām of Hyderabad. The distance and conflicting royal alliance could have been 

the reason that Ṭīpū Sultān proposed marriage to the pīr’s daughter was rejected. Additionally, throughout this reign, 

Ṭīpū Sultān patronized many pīrs within his realm whose dargāhs were inside his realm and marked sites of 

spiritual power that did display the significant space within his kingdom. Ṭīpū Sultān was said to have been 

primarily devoted to “Boodhun Shah Kadiry.” Brittlebank notes that “it is not known where he resided,” but I 

believe it likely that he was part of the Qadri order in Bangalore. (Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy, 

42) This devotional alliance could have operated similarly to the southern Karnataka origin story as Bangalore and 

its market were the commercial centers of his kingdom. Furthermore, Ṭīpū Sultān gave many donations to Sultān 

Saiyid Baba Fakiruddin Husain Sistani dargāh in Penukoṇḍa, which had been an important political hub under the 

Vijayanagara empire and where Ṭīpū Sultān buried one of his wives. He is also known to have visited a tomb of a 

pīr in Tonūru, also known as Yādavapura, the alternate name of which obviously implies imperial connections to 

most of Ṭīpū Sultān’s royal predecessors. He also employed at least one Sufi pīr named Saiyid Muhammad Medina 

as an emissary to the Nizām of Hyderabad (Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 55). Therefore, in his relationships 

with pīrs Ṭīpū Sultān was placing himself in both significant time through a connection to the prophets of Islam 

significant space through patronage of local sites of sacred power. 

70 Kate Brittlebank, “Sakti and Barakat: The Power of Tipu’s Tiger,” Modern Asian Studies 29 no. 2 (May1995): 

257-269. 
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imagery was a symbolic overture to his dominance over the former kings of Mysore. While there 

is no doubt that this image was a direct response to the imagery of the former rulers, it did not 

refer to the Woḍeyars. Instead, it placed Ṭīpū Sultāṇ within the context of South Indian political 

visual rhetoric, as in the Hoysaḷas’ royal emblem of their patriarch Saḷa killing the (Cōḻa) lion. 

The insignia highlights Ṭīpū Sultān’s identity as the Tiger of Mysore, king of Bidanūru, and 

vanquisher of the Ikkēri Keḷadi kings whose primary emblem was the gaṇḍabhēruṇḍa and can be 

found prominently carved on the ceiling of the Rāmēśvara temple in their capital Keḷadi. The 

image when read properly visually demonstrates Ṭīpū Sultān’s martial prowess and connects him 

with his lineage as the conqueror of his father’s former kingdom.71  

Brittlebank’s anachronistic reading of the image leads her to conclude that Ṭīpū Sultān 

was proclaiming to be the conqueror of the Woḍeyar kings. Though many Mysore historians 

attribute this symbol to the Woḍeyar line as far back as the legendary Yadurāya, the first 

historical instance of the gaṇḍabhēruṇḍa in association with the Woḍeyar kings came in the 

reign of Cikkadēvarāja in Cikkadēvarāya Vaṃśāvaḷi (ca. 1680) and the Cikkadēvarāja Vijayam 

(ca. 1686), and it was just one amongst many banners and titles mentioned.72 After this, the 

symbol continued to show up occasionally within royal treatises but was never the major symbol 

of the Woḍeyars until after the reinstallation of the line in 1799, when the British—also possibly 

                                                 
71 There might be a visual slēśa or paronomasia at work in the image since the image was also a common 

subordinate insignia for the Vijayanagara Empire and their successor states. If a more liberal reading is taken, the 

emblem could suggest that Tīpū Sultān was the conqueror of all the former Vijayanagara Empire; however, I think 

that is a bit of a stretch. 

72 Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāja Vamśāvaḷi, 26-30; Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāja Vijaym, colophon. Rao uses later 

works like the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi (ca. 1860s) to argue that the pseudo-historical Cāmarāja III adopted 

the image, but the insignia’s promeninance in the text must also be taken as anachronistic as the gaṇḍabhēruṇḍa was 

the official state symbol at that time. Through a synchronic reading of the texts and inscriptions prior to Tīpū Sultān, 

it seems most likely that the Woḍeyars actually adopted the varāha image from the Vijayanagara as their primary 

insignia. 
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misreading Ṭīpū Sultān’s emblem—incorporated it into the insignia they gifted the new king.73 

Instead, the Woḍeyar emblem must be read as a modified version of Ṭīpū Sultān’s emblem, and 

not the other way around. The image does however show that Ṭīpū Sultān’s court engaged in the 

same field of visual political rhetoric as their imperial predecessors that was continued by his 

successor (Mummaḍi) Krṣṇarāja III.  

Ṭīpū Sultān’s court’s incorporation of the sun motif in his banners and coins was another 

interesting innovation that contained multiple nuanced meanings. Brittlebank demonstrates the 

usage of the sun motif by Muslim rulers in India as it relates to the divine light of both Allah and 

the king; however, I believe that within this context the motif had a paronomasic quality that also 

reflected the importance of the sun within the eulogies of the South Indian royal paradigm. 74 

While it spoke to the Mughal tradition and their conception of kingship, Ṭīpū Sultān’s court 

ruled under the sun banner that flew alongside the crescent banner, visually articulating the 

epigraphic eulogy that the king and his kingdom that would last as long as the sun and the moon, 

the same way that many South Indian royal inscriptions reflected the phrase by carving the sun 

and crescent moon in stone above the text. Thus, even the banners that represented his kingdom 

fit into a pre-existing field of (visual) royal rhetoric. 

In addition to the genealogical and symbolic rhetoric of Ṭīpū Sultān’s courts, the Mysore 

king actively continued the pre-existing paradigms of royal patronage. Epigraphic records record 

gifts from Ṭīpū Sultān to various temples throughout this kingdom.75 B. A. Saletore has noted 

                                                 
73 This new emblem contained is a small tiger eating the decapitated head of a buffalo—a clear allusion to their 

tutelary deity Cāmuṇdi—that rests atop a large gaṇḍabhēruṇḍa. The Woḍeyar image can be read as a Purāṇic 

victory of the right over evil that is confirmed by its slogan sathyamevōddharāmyaham “I support only the truth.” 

74 Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 196-7. For a more detailed discussion with specific examples see A. Azfar 

Moin, The Millennial Sovereign: Sacred Kingship and Sainthood in Islam (New York: Columbia University Press, 

2012), 36, 123-5, 143-152, and 219-22. 

75 For a comprehensive list see A. Subbaraya Chetty, “Tipu’s Endowments to Hindus and Hindu Institutions” in 

Habib, Confronting Colonialism, 111-4. 
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that “[f]our different temples in four different parts of his kingdom received the privilege of 

royal gifts. These were the Ranganatha temple at the capital Srirangapatna, the Narasimha 

temple at Melukote, the Narayanasvami temple also at Melukote, the Laksmikanta temple at 

Kalale and the Srikantesvara temple at Nanjangud.”76 While Saletore does not elaborate on the 

possible reasons for Ṭīpū Sultān’s gifts to these particular temples, I believe the answer to be 

quite clear given the material discussed in Chapters 3 and 4: all of these temples had been, and 

were still during the reign of Tīpū Sultān, major sites of royal devotion and patronage in the 

region. By giving ritual accoutrements to the temples of Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi and 

Narasiṃhasvāmi of Mēlukoṭe and Śrīraṅganāthasvāmi, and Śrīraṅganāyaki of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

Ṭīpū Sultān situated his rule in connection with the deities and temples that had been regionally 

and politically significant from the Hoysaḷa and Vijayanagara kings to his immediate 

predecessors the Woḍeyars.77 Additionally, it connected Ṭīpū Sultān with the locally significant 

royal Kaḷale family, who had usurped the Mysore throne during the Daḷavāyi regime, through his 

patronage of Lakṣmikāntasvāmi in Kaḷale and the Nañjuṇdēśvara temple in Nañjangūḍu, where 

he even installed a liṅga that is commonly called the Padshāh liṅga.78 Even beyond ritual gift-

giving Ṭīpū Sultān inserted himself into internal ritual debates opening ritual incantations to 

Rāmānujācārya to both the Teṅkalai and Vaḍakalai brāhmaṇa factions of Śrīvaiṣṇavism in 

Mēlukoṭe in a sanad from 1783.79  

His royal patronage also extended to the celebration of Dasara. Like his father, Ṭīpū 

Sultān also implicitly acknowledged the importance of royal goddess rituals. He also seems to 

                                                 
76 B. A. Saletore, “Tipu Sultan as Defender of Hindu Dharma,” in Habib, Confronting Colonialism, 118. 

77 REC VI.Pp. 171, VI.Pp 197, VI.Sr 13, VI.Sr 14, and VI.Sr 16. 

78 MAR (1940), 23-6. 

79 MAR (1938), 123-5; Saletore, “Tipu Sultan as Defender of Hindu Dharma,” 116-7. In a previous sanad from 

1709, Kaṇṭīrava Narasarāja Woḍeyar II had limited the ritual to only the Vaḍakalai brāhmaṇas. 
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have continued the celebration of Dasara as an important military ceremony.80 In 1785, Ṭīpū 

Sultān used the Dasara season to launch a military campaign against the Māraṭās, which 

confirmed the traditional role of the ritual.81 Even as late as 1789, Ṭīpū is said to have been 

fulfilling the role of the daḷavāyi and paying homage to Khāsa Cāmarāja VIII and publicly 

recounting his military exploits during the festival.82 Lastly, as will be discussed more in depth 

below, Ṭīpū Sultān commissioned goddess rituals for the destruction of his enemies —including 

Caṇḍi hōma and Caṇḍi jāpa—from the Śaṅkarācārya maṭha/Śāradā temple in Śṛṅgēri throughout 

his reign, including his last Dasara season in 1798 CE. Therefore, like his royal predecessors 

including his father, Ṭīpū Sultān continued this important goddess ritual practice through all 

phases of his reign. 

The totality of his actions and rhetoric has caused Brittlebank, following CA Bayly, to 

suggest that during Ṭīpū’s reign there was no distinguishable difference between religious 

traditions. While I have primarily focused on Ṭīpū Sultān’s continuance of medieval modes of 

political fashioning, I believe that it would be erroneous to neglect the changing face of the 

South Indian perception of “religion” and religious difference during this period. By the rise of 

Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān, European notions of the rigid boundaries between religious groups 

were being introduced into India, which were reflected into the ways the court fashioned the 

                                                 
80 He was not the only one to enact the reason for the season. In 1783, the year after Haidar Ali died, the dowager 

queen Laksmi-amma planned a revolt against Ṭippu on the final day of Dasara.  

81 Authentic memoirs of Tippoo Sultaun, including his cruel treatment of English prisoners; account of his 

compaigns with the mahrattas, rajahs, Warren Hastings, Lord Cornwallis and Lord Mornington; plunders, 

captures, intrigues and secret correspondence with France as laid before the House of Commons; also descriptions 

of eastern countries, hitherto unknown places, gardens, zenanna, &c. &c. with a preliminary sketch of the life and 

character of Hyder Ally Cawn by an officer in the East India Service (Calcutta: The Mirror Press, 1819), 38. 

82 According to correspondence from Colonel Reed (30 Jan 1789 and 27 Jan 1790) in Various Notices in the 

Mackenzie General Collection. Therefore, if one were to follow Dirks’ reading of the Dasara festival, the ritual 

could have simultaneously displayed Ṭīpū’s independence and military might, while simultaneously symbolically 

accepting the privilege and right to rule that is granted by an overlord. Dirks, Hollow Crown, 166-7. 
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king. Ṭīpū Sultān’s court was certainly aware of the emerging and growing distance between 

communal groups in India and attempted to plant/use that discord against their Māraṭā foes.83 

While Brittlebank’s argument could be defended during the ambiguous rule of Haidar Ali, it is 

clear that by 1786 Ṭīpū was operating within a system that was distinguishing his kingdom as a 

“divinely ordained government” (sarkār-i khudādādī) and himself as the “Shadow of God” (zill-i 

Ilahi).84 His court was also actively incorporating themes from throughout the Muslim world (i.e. 

Mughal and Ottoman) through which they fashioned the Mysore Sultanate. Therefore, I think it 

best not to neglect the difference in religious and devotional traditions, but to accept, as 

Chatterjee suggests, that Ṭīpū Sultān’s Mysore Sultanate exemplified a period of transitions in 

South Indian political life and that his kingly ritual life, instead of ignoring communal 

differences, worked in the space that connected them.85  

5.3.2 The Śṛṅgēri Maṭha as a site for understanding Ṭīpū Sultān’s transitional political and 

ritual expression 

Mūru balada mele ahaṅkāra yide, Adu yenu andare: modalu yīśvara 

dayāpūrṇavāgi yiruvadu vandu, yaraḍanedu niṃmanthā gurugaḷa āśirvāda 

yiruvadu, mūranedu āyudhagaḷu yiruvadu vandu. yī mūraralli yīśvara jaya 

kōḍabekādare niṃmanthā doḍḍavara āśirvāda dindale jayavāgabeku. 

 

My confidence is based on three strengths. First, the full grace of God; second, the 

blessing of gurus like you; and third, weapons. If God wants to grant victory, out of 

these three things, victory only comes with the blessing of a great person such as 

yourself. 

 

Ṭīpū Sultān to the jagadguru of the Śṛṅgēri Śaṅkarācārya Maṭha 24 June 179586 

 

                                                 
83 Brittlebank, “Making of a Padshāh,” 46. 

84 Habib, Confronting Colonialism, xxiv. 

85 Chatterjee, The Black Hole of Empire, 75-7. 

86 A. K. Shasty, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna (Śṛṅgēri: Śṛṅgēri Maṭha, 2009), 213-4. Translation mine. 
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In 1944 A. Subbaraya Chetty succinctly divided the predominant characterizations of 

Ṭīpū Sultān’s religious proclivities into three schools: those that believe Ṭīpū Sultān was an 

Islamic “fanatic,” those who believe that he tolerated non-Muslims in his own realm but not in 

other territories, and those that believe he developed “faith” in the efficacy of Hindu rituals 

aimed at defeating one’s enemies. Amazingly—though these characterizations are more deeply 

nuanced, and one might add “harbinger of modernity” to the list—not much has changed in the 

ways in which the ruler is discussed among academics. 87 Given the multiple characterizations of 

Ṭīpū Sultān’s Mysore Sultanate, the above quotation is quite perplexing. It is even more 

confusing if you agree with the common portrayal of Mysore history in which it is argued that 

after the Treaty of Seringapatam in 1792 CE Ṭīpū Sultān became increasingly zealous in his 

promotion of Islamic governance.88 Even Ṭīpū Sultān’s turn toward a more Islamic 

administration could not disrupt his relationship with the jagadguru of the Śṛṅgēri Śaṅkarācārya 

Maṭha. So what are we to make of Ṭīpū Sultān’s deep, sincere, and devoted written sentiments to 

the jagadguru—which are numerous in his letters—in relation to his portrayals as related 

above?89 In this section, I will briefly explore how Ṭīpū Sultān’s letters highlight the role of the 

                                                 
87 Chetty, “Tipu’s Endowments to Hindus and Hindu Institutions,” 111. Chetty went on to argue that “from the 

beginning of his rule” Ṭīpū Sultān was “as faithful to Hindus as to Muslims,” which I believe also missed the point. 

88 Rao, History of Mysore; Brittlebank, Tipu Sultan’s Search For Legitimacy; Wilks, Historical Sketches; H. D. 

Sharma, The Real Tipu: A Brief History of Tipu Sultan (Varanasi: Rishi Publications, 1991). 

89 The key to understanding the complex of devotional and ritual practices for Ṭīpū Sultān lies in the transitional 

nature of his rule. The maṭha in Śṛṅgēri is a site through which we can see the political (between medieval and 

colonial) and communal (between Muslim and Hindu) transitional political expressions from the rule of Ṭīpū Sultān. 

Within the above quotation we can see the multiple sources from which Ṭīpū Sultān constructed his own identity 

(ahaṃkāra): Islam, Hindu ritual, and his weapons. These three sources reflect the space between periods that Ṭīpū 

Sultān’s rule occupied as he looked to traditional sources of strength and to emerging European modes of polity. 

However, for the sake of this project my focus is on the medieval paradigms and how Ṭīpū Sultān adapted them 

during his reign; therefore, I will leave further discuss of how these letters relate to his vision toward the future. A 

great starting point for such a project would be how Ṭīpū Sultān’s desire for the immediate martial boons through 

ritual practice relates to Stein has called “military fiscalism.” Burton Stein, “State Formation and Economy 

Reconsidered: Part One.” Modern Asian Studies 19, no. 3(1985): 387–413. For forms of emerging “modern” 

perspectives in Ṭīpū Sultān’s rule see Nigel Chancellor, “Tipu Sultan, Mysore State and the early modern world,” in 

Tipu Sultan: The Tiger of Mysore, ed. R. Gopal (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and Museums, 2010), 18-38; 

and three essays in Habib Confronting Colonialism: M. P. Sridharan, “Tipu’s Drive towards Modernization: French 
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maṭha in his South Indian transcommunal and transitional religio-political landscape. The 

Śṛṅgēri maṭha had been a center for political engagement since its establishment as an agrahāra 

by the Vijayanagara kings with further endowments from the Keḷadi Nāyakas, the Woḍeyars of 

Mysore, and the Marāṭā pēśvas. By patronizing the dharmasaṃsthāna Ṭīpū Sultān engaged in a 

transcommunal political paradigm in which the maṭha was central. Set against a complex 

religious landscape, his correspondence with the Śṛṅgēri preceptor can help us to rethink the 

multiple functions of the maṭha—a ward of the dharmic ruler, site of Goddess devotion, and 

powerful ally—within Ṭīpū Sultān’s Mysore Sultanate and more broadly within late medieval 

and early modern statecraft. By examining the details of these letters within their historical 

context, we can see the pre-existing complex position of the maṭha as an institution within 

regional politics with which Ṭīpū Sultān was engaging. Therefore, let us look at these letters and 

the relationship between Ṭīpū Sultān and the jagadguru more closely. 

Between 1783 and 1798 Ṭīpū Sultān sent forty-seven Kannada letters to the jagadguru of 

Śṛṅgēri that are still in the possession of the maṭha.90 In these letters Ṭīpū Sultān expressed his 

reverence for the preceptor, requested prayers and rituals for the betterment of the state, and 

detailed gifts that he sent to the maṭha. In the first year of his reign (1783), Ṭīpū Sultān became a 

regular patron of the maṭha when he sent the svāmi a shawl and a passport for a pilgrimage the 

guru was about to undertake.91 Ṭīpū Sultān’s patronage and correspondence continued even 

during the British siege of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa during the Third Anglo-Mysore War when the ruler 

sent aid to the maṭha after it was attacked and pillaged by the armies of the Marāṭā pēśva in June 

                                                 
Evidence from the 1780s,” 143-7; Iftikhar A. Khan “The Regulations of Tipu Sultan for his State Trading 

Enterprise,” 148-160; and “Developing Agriculture: Land Tenure under Tipu Sultan,” 161-164.  

90 MAR (1916), 73-4; Shastry, Records of Śṛṅgēri. 85-220.  

91 A. K. Shastry, “Tipu Sultan’s relations with the Sringeri Matha,” in R. Gopal (ed), Tipu Sultan: The Tiger of 

Mysore, 178. 
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1791.92 In that same year, near the time of Dasara, Ṭīpū Sultān funded the jagadguru to 

undertake a vrata (vow), conduct Caṇḍi hōma, and recite (japa) the hundred (śatacaṇḍi) and 

thousand names (sahasracaṇḍi) of Caṇḍi (Durgā) for one full maṇḍala (forty-eight days) for the 

destruction of their enemies. Furthermore, even after the Treaty of Seringapatam Ṭīpū Sultān 

continued his correspondence including the letter quoted above that was sent June 1795 wherein 

he named the jagadguru his ultimate source of victory. His last correspondence to the jagadguru 

came during his final Dasara season in 1798. In this letter, Ṭīpū Sultān thanked the svāmi for the 

successes that had come from his previous goddess rituals and commissioned another Caṇḍi 

hōma for the defeat of his military rivals. For my purposes I will take up the instances in 1791, 

1795, and 1798 in order to show the complexities in the relationship between Ṭīpū Sultān and the 

Śṛṅgēri maṭha. 

In 1791 while Ṭīpū Sultān and the Mysore state was firmly entrenched in the Third 

Anglo-Mysore War against the British, the Navāb of Arcot, and the Marāṭās, the ruler sent 

twenty-four letters to the jagadguru, over half his total letters and by far the most sent in any 

year. Since September of 1790 a large garrison of Marāṭā and British soldiers led by Marāṭā 

general Paraśurām Rao had wreaked havoc in the northern parts of the Mysore territory, 

including a twenty-nine week siege of the Dhāravāḍ fort. During this time, Ṭīpū Sultān sent five 

different letters asking the jagadguru to conduct rituals and prayers to God—he uses the 

Kannada term īśvara four times and dēvaru once—for the destruction of his enemies.93 As the 

Marāṭā-English garrison marched towards Bidnūru in Āṣāḍha (June-July) one legion led by 

                                                 
92 Anecdotal evidence even testifies that he took a barefoot pilgrim to Śṛṅgēri to ask the Jagadguru for help and that 

after an attack from the Māraṭhas, the Svāmi, himself, came to Mysore to ask Ṭīpū for help. Brittlebank, “Making of 

a Padshāh,” 173-4. 

93 The terminology selected by Tīpū Sultān that I am translating as “God” is indeed amazing. It certainly deserves a 

deeper look, but again I lack the time and space to take up such a detailed conversation. 
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Raghunātharao Paṭvardhan attacked and plundered the Śṛṅgēri maṭha, killing several brāhmaṇas, 

plundering sixty lakh rupees, and destroying the image of Śārada during the raid.94 After the 

attack, the jagadguru Saccidānanda Bhārati (r. 1770-1814) sent word of the attack to Ṭīpū Sultān 

requesting his protection and asking him to bring the guilty parties to justice.95 Ṭīpū Sultān 

responded with nineteen different letters addressed to the guru—often replying to a non-extant 

letter written by the jagadguru to the Mysore ruler—about the raid and his reaction to the 

offense. In his responses, we can see that Ṭīpū Sultān saw his central role as king to be that of 

defender of dharma in a manner that transcended his personal religious affiliation and was at the 

core of a healthy and wealthy kingdom. In his first letter, the Mysore ruler expressed the 

outcomes that such actions against sacred sites have on the kingdom. Ṭīpū Sultān wrote:  

Now, they must experience the processes (māḍiddannu) of the kali yuga for this offense 

that has been committed against a place as fine as this, for as the ślōka says: “Action that 

is done with laughter is experienced with tears.”96 There is no doubt that the lineage [of 

those who committed the deeds] will be destroyed, because of this offense to the guru. 

These wicked men will cause hardships for all the people of the kingdom.”97  

 

He continued in the letter and in those that shortly followed to outline how he would see to the 

restoration of the temple and dharma and thereby the entire state.98  

In this reply, which is exemplary of the overall tone of all this responses, two aspects 

demonstrate Ṭīpū Sultān’s characterization of the maṭha as precious ward of the state. First, the 

king suggested that by disrupting the actions of the maṭha everyone in the kingdom (prajegaḷu 

                                                 
94 See Davis, “India Art Objects as Loot” for political context of similar raids. 

95 It should also be noted that after Ṭīpū Sultān’s enquiries into the matter, he forward his conclusions to the Marāṭā 

pēśva (Savai) Mādhav Rao (r. 1774-1795), who ordered Paraśurām Rao to return the stolen items and give the 

maṭha financial compensation. Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna, 171. 

96 Ṭīpū Sultān recorded the ślōka in Sanskrit: hasadbhiḥ kriyate karma rudrābhiḥ anubhuyate, which in itself is a 

significant aspect of the letter. 

97 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna, 170. Translation mine. 

98 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna, 169-97. 
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muntādavaru) would face hardships, and it was the responsibility of the king to quickly rectify 

the problem. Another letter from 1793 demonstrates Ṭīpū Sultān’s beliefs concerning the 

benefits of the proper functionality of the maṭha and its jagadguru.99 In this letter, Ṭīpū Sultān 

requests that the svāmi not linger on a pilgrimage, but promptly return to his maṭha to conduct 

penance (tapassu) so that the entire world could prosper. He continued by explaining that 

wherever the jagadguru resided, plenty of rain would fall, implying that no rain would come to 

Mysore in his absence. Ṭīpū Sultān finished his request for the guru’s return by asking, “why 

must you stay at another place for so many days?” Ṭīpū Sultān’s anxiety over the absentee svāmi 

demonstrates the centrality of the maṭha within the overall success of the state. Second, Ṭīpū 

Sultān framed the entire Marāṭā raid within the parameters of the Indian cyclic time through 

invocation of the degradation of the kali yuja. As we saw in Chapter 2, cyclic time and the 

defense of dharma during the kali yuga was an important element of fashioning the king and his 

dynasty for the medieval court. By implying that he could restore order even within this 

microcosm of lost morality, Ṭīpū Sultān was fashioning himself within the same parameters as 

his imperial predecessors back to the Pallavas. Clearly, Ṭīpū Sultān saw himself as the protector 

of the maṭha and restorer of dharma and the Śṛṅgēri maṭha as a vital part of the overall prosperity 

and maintenance of his kingdom. 

While his first six letters about the pillaging of the maṭha by the Marāṭās addressed the 

importance of the maṭha and Ṭīpū Sultān’s plan to restore order, after he heard that the svāmi 

planned a goddess ritual for the eradication of their enemies the entire tenor of the conversation 

changed. In the short span of five months, Ṭīpū Sultān sent ten different letters in which the he 

mentioned the recitation of names of the goddess and/or the Caṇḍi hōma, which he insisted on 

                                                 
99 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna, 208-9. 
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fully funding. By providing patronage for the rituals, Ṭīpū Sultān was accessing medieval modes 

of martial kingship by petitioning the goddess for victory against his British and Marāṭā foes. 

Since his initial letter was sent in the second day of the second half (kṛṣṇa pakṣa) of Bhādrapāda 

(August-September), the ritual did not take place until Guru Dvādaśi at the end of Āśvija 

(September-October) two days before the celebration of Dīpāvaḷi in Mysore.100 In the forty days 

between the first letter and the inauguration of the ritual, the ten-day festival of Dasara was 

celebrated. In fact on the day of Dasara, perhaps inspired by the other rituals that he had 

observed, Ṭīpū Sultān penned the longest letter that he ever wrote to the jagadguru.101 In that 

letter, he expressed his sheer delight (santōṣa) in the undertaking and how it would “stop the 

disturbance of the kingdom” and “increase the state for the good of the subjects.” He continued 

to elaborate the rituals’ benefits for the state and its people throughout the fifty-five line letter.  

While the Śṛṅgēri ritual did not take place during Dasara, it must be viewed within the 

same cognitive field of goddess-oriented devotion and ritual. Ṭīpū Sultān treated the ritual as a 

transaction similar to the relationship of the local fierce goddess and the vijigīṣu that I have 

discussed in Chapter 2, or the amma-pīr dynamic discussed in Susan Bayly’s work. After 

conducting his business with the goddess, she nor her rituals appear in any other letters from 

Ṭīpū Sultān to the maṭha until his last letter to the svāmi.102 That letter, which was written in the 

year before the fall of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, explained that previously when the guru had performed 

the Caṇḍi hōma for the destruction of the enemies of the state Ṭīpū Sultān had been successful; 

therefore, the ruler once again requested that the jagadguru perform the ritual on his behalf. 

                                                 
100 Dīpāvaḷi is a two-day celebration in Karnataka that begins on Naraka caturdaśi (fourteenth) during which 

Satyabhāma’s victory over the demon Naraka and simultaneously the emperor Mahābali’s return from the 

underworld.  

101 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃstāna, 183-5. 

102 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃstāna, 219-20. 
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Since that letter is the final extant letter between Ṭīpū Sultān and the svāmi, there is no way of 

knowing whether or not the ritual was conducted; however, we certainly know that Ṭīpū Sultān 

engaged the guru and the goddess for this particular ritual on two isolated occasions during 

which his capital was about to fall to the enemy. This expression of ritual is very different than 

the frequent and standard requests within most of his letters in which Ṭīpū Sultān requested the 

guru’s blessings and prayers to God for the destruction of enemies and prosperity of the state. 

While those petitions represent an ongoing and continual relationship, his approach to the 

goddess is about immediacy and efficacy in battle. In this way he circumvented the ritual role of 

the Woḍeyar kings that had shaped his father’s relationship with the goddess and royal family. 

Ṭīpū Sultān’s relationship with the goddess also differed from the pomp and pageantry of the 

Woḍeyar or even his father’s goddess festivals that had reaffirmed the imperial hierarchy and 

mimicked the Vijayanagara style famously discussed by Nicholas Dirks.103 Instead, his 

commission of these goddess rituals harkened back to the pre-imperial model from the time 

before Mysore’s ascent within regional politics in which the goddess was a fierce agent of death 

and destruction. 

Lastly, I return to the letter from which I quoted to begin this section. In between the 

Third and Fourth Anglo-Mysore Wars Ṭīpū Sultān had recovered from the losses suffered in 

1792 and was resolidifying his kingdom and army for the next round of battles. In January 1795 

a letter from Ṭīpū Sultān related that the jagadguru of the Śṛṅgēri maṭha had fallen ill and that 

the ruler wished him a full recovery from his illness.104 Tīpū Sultān’s only other letter from that 

year, which might have been prompted from the guru’s health scare, was dated 24 June 1795 and 

                                                 
103 Dirks, The Hollow Crown, 35 ff. 

104 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna, 212-3. 
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demonstrates a completely different relationship between the ruler and the svāmi in which the 

guru was Ṭīpū Sultān’s source of military victory.105 In this forty-seven line letter quoted 

above—his second longest to the guru—Ṭīpū Sultān expressed that for success he needed three 

things: his weapons, God’s grace, and the blessing of the guru. But he went on to write that even 

with his weapons and God’s desire for his victory, victory would still be elusive without a 

spiritual alliance with the preceptor. In order to solidify their relationship, Ṭīpū Sultān sent the 

jagadguru an elephant, a horse, several shawls, and three liṅgas, for which the svāmi was given 

detailed instruction about how to conduct pūjā and offer worship (arcana). In the final 

instructions of the letter, Ṭīpū Sultān directs the jagadguru “to place the liṅga within the [place 

of] worship of the primary (khāsā) deity and the perform pūjā to it.” 106 Though it is amongst 

many instructions contained in the letter, the significance of this final request should not be 

overlooked. The temple to which Ṭīpū Sultān is referring is the Vidyāśaṅkara temple in the 

maṭha complex that was said to have been commissioned by the founders of the Vijayanagara 

dynasty Hakka and Bukka in 1357 CE in honor of their preceptor and his guru Śaṅkarācārya. 

Likewise, the brothers had a liṅga installed in the garbha guḍi upon completion of the temple. 

Therefore, by commissioning a special liṅga and asking for it to be installed in the main shrine of 

the temple, Ṭīpū Sultān was reenacting the alliance between ruler and guru from the 

Vijayanagara origin story. Certainly, this was no mere coincidence. Instead it shows that Ṭīpū 

Sultān and his court were well aware of the medieval kingly paradigms and were actively 

engaged in replicating them in the Mysore Sultanate.  

                                                 
105 Shastry, Records of the Śṛṅgēri Dharmasaṃsthāna, 213-5. 

106 khāsā dēvatārcane vaḷage yiṭṭu pūjā māḍisuvadu. Again Ṭīpū Sultān’s vocabulary for the deity is striking. Khāsā 

is the same word as that was used in the name of the Woḍeyar king, who had been appointed by Haidar Ali Khāsa 

Cāmarāja VIII, and the term there was used to mean “true” or “legitimate.” If taken in the same vein is Ṭīpū Sultān 

equating 
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Ṭīpū Sultān’s relationship with the Śṛṅgēri maṭha can be used as a cipher for 

understanding the complex relationship between Islam and Hinduism in court of the Mysore 

Sultanate. As a ruler Ṭīpū Sultān and his court looked to the past for models about what a king 

ought to be and what he ought to do. Following these precedents, Ṭīpū Sultān acted as the 

protector and restorer of dharma, engaged in transactional rituals to the goddess for destruction 

of enemies, and sought to make efficacious alliances: both spiritual and political. When viewed 

through this lens many of Ṭīpū Sultān’s actions—even his so called “fanatical Islamic 

reforms”—were not solely motivated by devotional or communal sentiments, but they were ways 

the court intentionally performed kingship in relation to their allies and enemies. His relationship 

with the Śṛṅgēri maṭha was about accessing the power that resided at the site, through the 

goddess, within the preceptor, and as an imperial analogy, just as the court had done with the 

Sufi saint Muhammad al-Husaynī “Gīsū Darāz.” Therefore, as a site of kingly power and 

alliance, the maṭha was inherently a transcommunal institution that needed protection from its 

kings and in return blessed the entire kingdom and all its inhabitants, regardless of religious 

affiliation. 

5.4. Conclusion 

Despite many previous characterizations of the rampant changes that took places in 

Mysore during the reigns of Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān, their courts operated under many of the 

same paradigms as their South Indian imperial predecessors. The court of Haidar Ali emphasized 

the ritual role of the king and the need for military success through goddess rituals. Ṭīpū Sultān 

and his court drew upon the genealogical, symbolic, and ritual practices of the region and 

blended them with those of the Mughal court in order to fashion a bioptic kingship that 

simultaneously looked—through the lens of different traditions—to the past and forward into the 

future. Many of the innovations of the courts of Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān, as we shall see in 
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Chapter 6, were central—for purposes of both emulation and derision—in fashioning the 

Woḍeyar dynasty during the 19th century after the child king Kṛṣṇarāja III was installed on the 

throne of Mysore on 30 July 1799 after the defeat and death of Ṭīpū Sultān in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa on 

4 May 1799. Without the ability to hope for regional dominance in the Purāṇic mode, the Mysore 

court incorporated many of Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān’s administrative measures and ritual and 

devotional inclusivity to refashion the world of the Woḍeyars.107 However, without the potential 

for military power the new kingdom shifted even more strongly to metaphysical constructions of 

power, which ultimately led to the refashioning of Cāmuṇḍi as Cāmuṇḍēśvari, the benign and 

soteriological Great Goddess and Mother of the Universe. Without the brief Mysore Sultanate, 

the Woḍeyar kingdom would never have developed the way it did and might have never become 

the “model princely state.” 

 

                                                 
107 (Mummaḍi) Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III even had the same divān Pūrṇayya as Ṭīpū Sultān. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE GODDESS BECOMES THE GREAT GODDESS: THE RECREATION OF KINGSHIP 

AND THE WOḌEYAR DYNASTY THROUGH DEVOTION  

6.1 Introduction 

The story of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III’s reign (r. 1799-1868), like many of his 

contemporaries’, is a tale of coming to terms with the colonial presence in India. His rule was 

always intimately related to British power and one could argue that it had its entire foundation in 

the colonial project. In this chapter, I discuss the Mysore kingdom during his reign as a period in 

which kingship was re-articulated in contrast to colonial rule. I argue that this period continued 

the transition from the medieval to early modern kingship through a new articulation of power 

and new paradigms of authority. The courtly productions maintained and enhanced the central 

features of pre-modern royal rhetoric, especially royal genealogy. However, this new articulation 

of kingship dealt with the loss of political power—administrative, military, and revenue-

collecting—all the while establishing the transcendent power of the king. The transcendence of 

kingly power was shown by recreating the king’s and his predecessors’ devotion and devotional 

alliances and enhancing the role of the deities within the lineage histories. The Woḍeyars’ right 

to rule became situated, not in their military prowess as in earlier texts described in Chapters 1-5, 

but through the favor of the deities. The insertion of deities into the Woḍeyar histories was part 

of an inclusive project that expanded the devotional framework of the court to incorporate all 

major devotional traditions of the Mysore state—Śrī Vaiṣṇava, Vīraśaiva, Mādhava, and Jaina—

and incorporated many important pan-Indian devotional pilgrimage sites beyond Kṛṣṇarāja III’s 

realm.  Power in the early modern Mysore court was articulated as a metaphysical, supernatural, 

and divine authority that could transcend the strictures placed on it by any colonial force. The 

project of the Mysore court successfully shifted what it meant to be king making it a spiritual and 

religious phenomenon with importance above and beyond any mundane position of 
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administrative power; however, as we will see these articulations continued to adeptly address 

the political and social needs of the court in extremely innovative and ingenious ways.   

In this vein I hope to answer the questions posed by Janaki Nair in her book Mysore 

Modern: 

In his attempt to recreate, though in very different ways, the glories of the 

Vijayanagara court during the periods of direct rule (1811-31) and indirect rule 

(1832-68), Krishnaraja Wodeyar III displaced the practice of power into the realm 

of the symbolic. How might we understand this production that occurred in the 

interregnum between a representational regime that, as “a regime of visibility,” 

entered into an overall hierarchy of political and social power, and the emergence 

of an aesthetics, “a specific regime for identifying and reflecting on the arts,” the 

emergence of art in the singular? How do we name this expression of 

powerlessness except as a way of incubating the hope of a revived kingship? 

I suggest an alternative to Nair’s way of reading these productions by looking at them as a site in 

which power—namely kingly power—is being reconstituted (or perhaps even re-invented) from 

the political into a divine and devotional phenomenon that was not situated in the hope for the 

future but a reconfiguration of the contemporaneous. While the Britons constricted Kṛṣṇarāja 

III’s political influence and physical territory, his court expanded his territory by reconstituting 

the realm within a pan-Indic network of devotion. The courtly productions were representative of 

a reimagined divine order in which Kṛṣṇarāja III’s metaphysical rights and responsibilities as 

king ran parallel and tantamount to those of his colonial overlords. Thereby, the new articulation 

of power could subtly subverted the colonial political order by not engaging with it or — to use 

Ashish Nandy’s famous subaltern phrase—becoming a “non-player,” ruling with an entirely 

different set of criteria.1  

The subversive project was thoroughly integrated in all courtly productions during the 

reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III. Much like Nair, I am not attempting to reduce “the visual [and literary] to 

                                                 
1 Ashish Nandy, The Intimate Enemy: Loss and Recovery of Self Under Colonialism (Delhi: Oxford University 

Press, 1983).  
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a mere illustration of the evolving idioms of political power in nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

Mysore [but] proposing a reading of Mysore’s political history based on these productions.”2 I 

demonstrate that power was constituted through these media. In this chapter, after a brief 

historical overview, I discuss how this process was carried out in three types of artistic 

productions. First, I examine the literary creations of the court of Kṛṣṇarāja III in both vaṃśāvaḷi 

texts and in the shorter kīrti passages of royal inscriptions and to a lesser extent epigraphic 

praśastis. Next, I discuss the installation and identification of Woḍeyar bhakta vigrahas during 

Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign. I read these along with vaṃśāvaḷi paintings that were produced during the 

same time in order to show how the court was creating and displaying the devotion of the 

lineage. Finally, I discuss the re-articulation of divine space within temple wall paintings in the 

Veṅkaṭaramaṇasvāmi temple in Mysore in which the king and his court attempted to (re)draw the 

Indian sacred map subsuming the entire network within Mysore’s metaphysical territory. This 

new map not only reconfigured the devotional topography, but it also redefined the map as a 

devotional device, thereby removing the political confines of Mysore’s borders and expanding 

the kingdom into the territory of the divine, an incorporeal empire in which the Woḍeyar king—

in contrast to the British—had a monopoly on power. 

In all of this we see Cāmuṇḍi’s complete transformation from the military goddess of the 

medieval sources, who gave kings the power to overthrow their enemies and establish rule, into 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari, the Goddess and Mother of the Universe, who gives salvation to her devotees. In 

many ways this was the only deity to which the king could turn and the only deity the goddess 

could have become. She was a mirror of the king; so like Kṛṣṇarāja III, she was stripped of her 

power to administer her realm on earth but granted unending spiritual power. 

                                                 
2 Nair, Mysore Modern, 66. 
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6.2 Historical Background 

Prior to the final stalemate of the Second Anglo-Mysore War (1780-1784), the savvy 

widow of the late Kṛṣṇarāja II entered into a treaty with the East India Company, allying the 

Woḍeyar family against Mysore’s ruler Ṭīpū Sultān, who had previously assumed control of the 

kingdom in 1783.3 In the event of the eventual victory by the Britons, the East India Company 

agreed to return a share of Ṭīpū Sultān’s kingdom to the erstwhile Woḍeyar king, who at the time 

was Kṛṣṇarāja II’s adopted son Khāsa Cāmarāja VIII (r. 1776-1796), for direct rule.4 After the 

death of Ṭīpū Sultān and the Siege of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa in 1799, the East India Company upheld 

its end of the bargain and restored the kingdom to the Woḍeyar line, albeit considerably smaller 

than when they originally relinquished power to Ṭīpū Sultān in 1783 (other portions were given 

to the Nizām of Hyderabād, and some parts were retained by the East India Company). The final 

terms of the restoration were outlined in the Subsidiary Treaty of 4 July 1799, which arranged 

for an annual tribute of 70,000 Kaṇṭhīrava pagodas, the demolition of many of Mysore’s forts, 

the establishment of the position of British Resident in the Mysore court, and the relocation of 

the Woḍeyar capital from Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa to Mysore City.5 It also established Khāsa Cāmarāja 

VIII’s son Kṛṣṇarāja III (a.k.a. Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja; r. 1799-1868), who would turn five years 

old on 14 July 1799, as the new king. On 30 June 1799, in a very telling symbolic gesture, the 

young king was led to the temporary coronation platform constructed within the walls of the 

Lakṣmīramanasvāmi temple by the British-appointed divān Pūrṇayya, who had also served 

Haidar Ali and Ṭīpū Sultān, and the Lieutenant Colonel Arthur Wellesley, the commander of the 

                                                 
3 “Rana Treaty of 28 October 1782,” in Records of Fort St. George: Country Correspondence Volume XXXI, 350. 

4 R. Gopal and S. Narendra Prasad, Krishnaraja Wodeyar III: A Historical Study (Mysore: Directorate of 

Archaeology and Museums, 2010), 16. 

5 In 1799, 1 Kaṇṭhīrava pagoda was equal to 3.5 rupees. 
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East India Company Army in Madras.6 He was then placed on the throne by General George 

Harris, the senior member of the Mysore Commission, who offered the king the royal signet and 

seal.7 

The newly restored king’s reign can be traced through three primary phases: 1) 1799-

1811 while the divān Pūrṇayya ruled as regent; 2) 1811-1831 the period of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s “direct 

rule,” and 1831-1868 the period of “indirect rule” or the Commissioners’ Period. The first of 

these phases was the time of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s education and of great bureaucratic reconfiguration 

under the divān. The divān and the Queen-grandmother Lakṣmammaṇṇi arranged for both 

traditional—military, śāstrik, musical, linguistic (Kannada, Sanskrit, Hindustani, Marathi, 

Telugu), etc.—as well as “modern”—that is, English-medium—education for the young king. 

Pūrṇayya completely reworked the system of land revenue and implemented a series of duty 

(sāyar) taxes on items such as liquor, tobacco, and sandalwood. He was also responsible for 

increasing the cultivation of cash crops (like tobacco and sandalwood) by arranging programs 

through which farmers could obtain seeds and saplings. These measures led to a great swell of 

wealth for the Mysore administration.8  

However, the success of the divān’s programs led to several internal problems. Because 

of the hardship caused by taxes levied in cash rather than in kind, several rebellions broke out 

amongst the chieftains of the Nagara fauzdāri (the former kingdom of the Keḷadis and Haidar Ali 

and Ṭīpū Sultān) in the northeastern periphery of the Mysore territory led by Ṭīpū Sultān’s 

former general Dōnḍiya Wāgh. These rebels went so far as to dispute Woḍeyar rule in favor of 

                                                 
6 Gopal and Prasad, Krishnaraja Wodeyar III, 20.  

7 Rao, History of Mysore Volume III, 1088. 

8 Gopal and Prasad, Krishnaraja Wodeyar III, 30. During Pūrṇayya’s appointment the annual state revenue from 

taxes averaged nearly a crore rupees. 
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Ṭīpū Sultān’s sons, which eventually led to both the involvement of the British Army and 

Colonel Wellesley and the relocation of the Ṭīpū Sultān’s sons from their imprisonment in 

Vellore to residences in Calcutta. There was also growing resentment between the regent and his 

teenaged king, who accused Pūrṇayya of neglecting his full range of duties and of nepotism. As a 

result, Pūrṇayya sought to solidify his authority by claiming that his position, like others in the 

darbār, was hereditary and that his family ought to hold the privileged seat in king’s court in 

perpetuity. The divān’s pronouncement reminded too many people of recent Mysore history in 

which the families of both the Kaḷale daḷavāyis and Haidar Ali claimed their positions to be 

hereditary and eventually usurped power from the king; so the Governor of Madras George 

Barlow (r. 1808-1813) was forced to ask for Pūrṇayya’s resignation despite the great level of 

respect that most colonial officials afforded him. The divān officially resigned at the end of 

1810, and Kṛṣṇarāja III officially began his “direct rule” in January 1811. 

The administrative ineptitude of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s direct rule was immediately evident as 

the kingdom quickly fell into arrears in their tribute payment to the East India Company. By 14 

February 1814, Arthur Henry Cole (r. 1811-1825), the British Resident in Mysore, wrote to the 

acting Governor of Madras John Abercromby to warn of the deplorable economic situation in the 

kingdom, which he said was as a result of misrule.9 The Resident suspected that the king’s 

exorbitant stipends to his relatives and the lavish and expensive donations to temples were the 

cause for the situation; however, Kṛṣṇarāja III argued that it was because Pūrṇayya had 

mishandled the revenue: an argument that the British simply did not buy. So the acting Governor 

gave Cole instructions to intervene on behalf of the Compnay, warning that if economic 

conditions did not improve and tribute was not paid in a timely fashion he would enact Schedule 

                                                 
9M.H. Gopal. The Finance of the Mysore State 1799-1831. (Calcutta: np., 1960), 63. 
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Four of the Subsidiary Treaty and subsume the administration of Mysore under the Government 

of Madras. As a result, from 1814-1818, Kṛṣṇarāja III ran the government’s fiscal policy without 

the divān Bābu Rao taking advice from Resident Cole, who was constantly forced to caution the 

king against extravagant temple endowments. By 1825, the situation had grown so dire that Cole 

requested the intervention of Governor of Madras Thomas Munro (r. 1820-1827). On 19 

September 1825, Munro met with Kṛṣṇarāja III and Cole to discuss the financial situation. The 

king firmly placed the blame on the divān Bābu Rao, who once again held the position but whom 

the king also refused to depose. Munro, however, agreed with Cole that the primary cause of the 

crisis was the king’s unrestricted spending on personal stipends and religious gifts in addition to 

some unpredictable weather that had caused poor crops. Bābu Rao was forced to resign, and 

Munro’s proposed administrative measures were enacted by the king and Residents Cole and 

James Archibald Casamajor (s. 1827-1834) until the death of Munro in 1827. Along with the 

death of Munro many natural calamities including a severe drought in 1827 and a cholera 

outbreak in 1828 exacerbated the dire situation in Mysore.  

The administrative mismanagement coupled with the unforeseen natural misfortunes led 

to an almost inevitable rupture in the political fabric of Mysore in 1830-1831 during the “Nagara 

Peasant Rebellion.” The rebellion started in the Nagara fauzdāri (now the Śimōga district) in the 

northern portion of the kingdom. The chieftains of this area, who claimed descent from the Ikkēri 

Keḷadi kings, had contested Kṛṣṇarāja III’s rule during the early years of his reign but had been 

quelled when the British armies came to Mysore’s aid. The disloyalty of the Nagara chieftains to 

the newly restored crown had earned them steeper taxes under the cash tax system instituted 

during Pūrṇayya’s time as divān. This lead to the insurrection of disgruntled “peasant” classes, 
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which were organized by Būdi Basappa, a wealthy chieftain of Nagara.10 With the help of the 

Vīraśaiva community, who supported Būdi Basappa, the rebellion soon spread toward the capital 

in the fauzdāris of Madhugiri, Aṣṭagrāma, and Bangalore.  

The role of Vīraśaivism in the spread of the rebellion cannot be understated. Burton Stein 

states that at the time 75 percent of Vīraśaivas were farmers and were coerced to mobilize with 

the rebels by threat of excommunication from the sect via pronouncement of pollution if they did 

not fall in line with the insurgency.11 The Vīraśaiva elites were amongst the most literate of the 

“peasant” class; therefore, they served as the mouthpieces of the rebellion, who read the 

dissenters’ propaganda to the other “peasants.” As Stein also points out, the relationship between 

the Vīraśaivas in the region had been strained since the rule of Cikkadēvarāja (r. 1673-1704), 

under whom tax-collecting reforms caused a similar uprising. Cikkadēvarāja is said to have 

subdued the rebels by attacking the Vīraśaiva priests (jaṅgamas) with whom they were allied, 

which undoubtedly was used as a rallying cry against Kṛṣṇarāja III. Furthermore, the tale of the 

leader of the rebellion Būdi Basappa is strikingly similar to the paradigmatic origin story 

discussed in Chapter 2. Stein relates the story in the following way:  

The central figure of conspiratorial evil is one Sarada Malla, a peasant from Kumsi 

in Shimoga. He transformed an unprepossessing criminal career (having served two 

gaol terms) into one of royal deliverer from the Mysore yoke. Sarada Malla became 

the acolyte of an aged jangam, allegedly the purohita of the last raja (or poligar) of 

Nagar, and still in possession of some of the royal emblems of that ruler. Under the 

name of Budi Basavappa, and armed with these royal insignia obtained from his 

jangam guru, Sarada Malla began to claim descent from the adopted son of the last 

Nagara raja, one Dodda Basavappa. He was fortified in this claim by obtaining a 

Company passport in the name of Budi Basavappa from the collector of Kanara in 

1812 when he was released from gaol there, after serving a term for a robbery in 

Kanara. Later, in 1830, he was proclaimed “raja of Nagar” by a group of village 

headmen and installed by them as ruler of the area; at the same time, an amildar in 

                                                 
10 Stein, “Notes of Peasant Insurgency,” 11-27. 

11 Stein, “Notes of Peasant Insurgency,” 15 ff. 
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the Nagar region is said to have also accepted Budi Basavappa as “raja of Nagar.” 

12 

Just like the origin stories of their medieval predecessors, these rebels were seeking to make a 

claim about their divine right to rule through an alliance with local devotional traditions and their 

institutions of power and through an association with the rulers of old—the Keḷadi or “Nagar” 

rājas. However with the British now entrenched in the political system and with Mysore fully 

ensconced within their new articulation of power that lacked military punch, the revolt was 

crushed by very different means. 

In February 1831, the East India Company armies with the aid of Mysore general 

Aṇṇappa occupied the hostile regions and subdued the riots. This, along with another outbreak of 

cholera in the region, gave the Resident Casamajor time to visit the northern districts. After his 

tour of the region he along with the Governor of Madras Stephen Rumbold Lushington (r. 1827-

1832) sent official correspondence to the Governor of India William Bentinck seeking his 

guidance on the final resolution on the matter. On 21 October 1831, which Gopal and Prasad 

point out was on the 4th day of Dasara, a letter from the Governor was delivered to Kṛṣṇarāja III 

officially stripping the Mahārāja of his political power and placing all administrative and 

revenue-collecting power in the hands of the Governor of Madras and the newly created office of 

the Mysore Commissioner.13 After the transfer of power, no more political disturbances occurred 

in the northern districts; it is unclear whether this was out of fear and/or admiration of the 

British. 

During the Commissioner’s period that lasted until the death of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III, 

the Mysore kingship was bereft of any and all administrative power, reduced to a titular position, 

                                                 
12 Stein, “Notes of Peasant Insurgency,” 16-17. 

13 Gopal and Prasad, Krishnaraja Wodeyar III, 62. 
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the pomp of which was allowed to continue only within the constraints of the stipend afforded 

him by his colonial overlords. This period produced a great change in the king, who lived the 

remainder of his life as somewhat of a recluse. He spent most of his time in the palace cavorting 

with his wives and court-ladies, meeting with local and foreign dignitaries, and writing letters to 

the British government complaining of the travesty inflicted on him by Governor Bentinck’s 

decision to place Mysore into the hands of the British. When he did leave the confines of his 

self-imposed house arrest, he visited the sacred sites within his realm or the hunting fields in 

nearby forest regions. While Nair has suggested that his patronage of brāhmaṇas, maṭhas, and 

temples was reduced during this period, epigraphic evidence does not support this claim: the 

king still managed to give quite liberally to many sacred institutions, albeit not through land 

grants, which he no longer had the power to bestow.14  

Kṛṣṇarāja III seems to have replaced his “administrative” life with a life of the arts. 

During this period of palace sequester, the king became a great patron of arts and letters. He 

commissioned a wide variety of texts and paintings most of which concerned the history of the 

dynasty or devotional themes; the two, of course, not being mutually exclusive categories. It is 

also claimed that he was even a skilled artist and poet himself, with many texts of the period 

being attributed to him.15 In fact, it is from this aspect of his life that his legacy continues 

through the innovation of Mysore-style art for which he is credited. 

                                                 
14 Nair, Mysore Modern, 72. 

15 His authorship of these texts and paintings is somewhat disputed. Though in his book Historical Sketches of the 

South of India printed in 1810, Wilks, who had been the British Resident from 1803 to 1808, mentions that one of 

his sources was “a history of Coorg written by the present raja.” Wilks, Historical Sketches, xiv. While I will not 

discuss whether or not Kṛṣṇarāja III did or did not author these, I will only note that this same colonial paradigm is 

associated with the king of Travancore and may be part of the re-imagination of the role of the king during this 

period as a devotee-scholar-king. 
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On 28 March 1868, Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III died at the age of 73 and was succeeded by 

his adopted son Cāmarāja IX (1868-1894). The new prince was adopted at the tender age of two-

and-a-half years old in 1865 and was a perfect uncarved log, which the British could shape into a 

strong and willing ally in South India. Proving that the British had always viewed Kṛṣṇarāja III 

as a threat to their power, the British Viceroy reinstated direct rule anointing Mysore as the 

model princely state as soon as the king died and the young prince ascended the throne at the age 

of five.  

6.3 Re-newing the Medieval: Praśasti, Kīrti, Vamśāvaḷi, and the Recreation of the Woḍeyar 

Kings as Exemplar Devotees in Literature and Epigraphy. 

Perhaps the most significant shift that took place during the period of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s 

reign was the impetus placed on remembering and recording the “history” of the Woḍeyar 

dynasty. Though the Woḍeyar court had been engaged in writing their past since the period of 

Rāja Woḍeyar, in this period the Mysore court took the previous practice to the point of 

obsession. The preoccupation with writing histories was certainly linked with the court’s 

interactions with their European counterparts which can be seen even in Ṭīpū Sultān’s attempt to 

renew the history of Mysore by commissioning two copies of Maisūrarasugaḷu 

Purvābyūdayagaḷu—one in Kannada and one in Mughal Persian—in 1798.16 Indeed, the British 

themselves produced many accounts of the history of Mysore including those by Wilks, 

Buchannan, and Hathaway, all of which took a “purely historical” look at the facts relating the 

details of the “legends” with a great deal of skepticism if not downright distain.17 However, the 

                                                 
16 Mack Gen. Mss. 3.8.b Mysore History: Mysor Aroosoogaloo Porvaabyoodayagalu or the Succession of the Kings 

of Mysore from ancient time by Nagara Pootta Pundit 1798-1799 according to Tippu’s Inauguration, 201-227; 

Mack Gen. Mss. 3.12 Account of the Rājahs of Mysore from the Persian, 262-296; Mack Gen. Mss. 40.4 Historical 

Account of the Rajahs of Mysore from the Persian MS by Dr. Leyden,65-100. 

17 Wilks, Historical Sketches; Francis Buchanan, A Journey from Madras through the Countries of Mysore, Canara, 

and Malabar Volumes I-III. (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1807); Mss. 3.8.a. Unfinished Memoir: History of 

Mysore supposed to be written by Captain Hathway, 65-79; 83-95. 
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Mysore court also produced an astounding number of its own histories. In this section, I discuss 

the histories that were composed in the Mysore court in order to show how the genres of 

praśasti, kīrti, and vaṃśāvaḷi were developed during the period of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign. I suggest 

the court used these texts in similar ways as their predecessors as a site through which kingly 

identity could be worked out by placing the king within a particular devotional framework and 

by establishing the descent of the king through proper Purāṇic lines, situating Kṛṣṇarāja III in 

significant space and time. Furthermore, just as has been the case in the previous periods, the 

ways in which the king and his lineage were fashioned varied in response to the political position 

of the Mysore sovereign. In the case of Kṛṣṇarāja III, the entire framework had to be 

reconsidered in light of a completely new set of circumstances in which his rule was 

simultaneously acknowledged and dismissed. Therefore, the project of these texts was to 

formulate a new reckoning of power within South India politics using wholly indigenous forms 

to circumvent the European notions of power and governance under which they had been 

subsumed. The new epistemology of power was rooted in an ethereal realm of devotion. The 

three literary genres that I will refer to as praśasti, kīrti, and vaṃśāvaḷi were crucial in the 

refashioning of the Mysore king as the culmination of an unbroken line of legitimate heirs to the 

throne—a response to the British requisite for rule—whose kingdom was founded on the fruits of 

devotion instead of the spoils of war. Or to put it another way, while the British governed the 

physical land, the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III was fashioned to be an appointment of the divine in 

which the king’s devotion was responsible for the maintenance of the mundane and transcendent 

realms.   

6.3.1 Praśasti and kīrti 

First, let us turn to the epigraphic records from the period. We find more inscriptions 

from Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign than from all the other Woḍeyar kings combined. While some have 
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noted that the king’s patronage decreased after the commencement of the Commissioner’s 

administration, there seems to have been no major shifts in his donative patterns between the first 

and last periods of his rule.18 In fact, the amount of donations recorded in dated inscriptions is 

quite consistent throughout his career. However, the nature of the gifts did change. After the king 

was stripped of his administrative power after the Nagara Rebellion, his gifts could no longer be 

focused on the establishment of agrahāras or ināms, which seems to be the case prior to the 

insurgency. Instead he began donating gifts that were purchasable, such as jewels, implements 

made out of precious metals and the like, with a particular emphasis on processional 

accoutrements and pilgrimage sponsorship. The commercialization of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s donative 

practices is certainly an interesting avenue of inquiry. I believe this shift reflects a development 

in the nature of devotion from a centrifugal process to a centripetal practice.19 Instead of sending 

power from the throne, his donations brought the world of pan-Indian devotional traditions into 

his realm. In this way, it was a part of the court’s larger program of refashioning kingship in the 

colonial period in which pan-Indic devotion was central. 

To be certain, donations of jewels, precious metals, processional images et cetera had 

been a common practice of kings throughout medieval South India. I am not arguing that the 

practical shift in donative practices alone suggests novelty; however, the nuance in the language 

of the introductory or eulogistic portions of the inscriptions shows the contrasting flow of the 

donations: one flowing out from the throne and bestowing power and the other deriving its 

power from the deity and pulling it back into Kṛṣṇarāja III’s realm. Prior to 1831 the inscriptions 

portray the king as the ruler seated on the jeweled throne, who can establish temples and gave 

                                                 
18 Nair, Mysore Modern, 72. The major exception was that the king was no longer able to give land grants to 

brāhmaṇas, but this was due to his administrative impotence and not a shift in his devotional fervor 

19 I use the terms centrifugal and centripetal flow as heuristic devices to discuss the prevailing role of the donations, 

but surely the process was always more complicated and involving multiple levels of power relations. 
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land based on his power as king and out of his devotion. However, after he had lost 

administrative power, the number of imperial epithets greatly decreased while the number of 

donations remains relatively stable. Therefore, it is imperative that we examine these texts in 

order to understand the changing nature of his kingship during this period.  

The first thing that becomes abundantly clear upon a close examination of the epigraphic 

record from the period of Kṛṣṇarāja III is the lack of praśastis. I use praśasti, which literally 

means “praise,” to describe a particular inscriptional genre that relates the genealogy of the 

ruling family from progenitor to the contemporaneous king. Praśastis are typically rather brief 

and describe only the direct line of kings—excluding the details of other siblings or notable 

family members—and usually only relating one major detail (if any) about the rulers. The 

intention of the genre was to place the contemporaneous ruler within a proper line of descent and 

to praise him as the highest culmination of a powerful dynasty. Prior to Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign, 

praśasti had been the primary epigraphic genealogical genre for the Woḍeyar court; however, in 

my research I have only been able to locate one inscription from this period in which a full 

praśasti was recorded.20 This inscription from 1860 comes from the santānavṛkṣa (lineage-tree) 

brass-plate inscription. The praśasti was also represented in pictorial form as a santānāmbuja 

(lineage-lotus) in which the twenty-two Woḍeyar rulers were depicted on the petals of a lotus 

bud.21  

The epigraphic focus of the period was instead firmly placed on Kṛṣṇarāja III through the 

use of kīrti (also called vikīrti or maikīrti). Unlike praśasti, which seeks to place the 

contemporaneous king in the context of his lineage, kīrti is only concerned with the deeds and 

                                                 
20 REC V.My 26. 

21 When coupled with the lineage painting from the Raṅgamahal of the Jaganmōhan Palace, the inscription might 

have represented a “hard copy” of the mural. 
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epithets of current ruler. In this genre, the number of eulogistic lines can vary quite widely, but 

for our purposes it can be quite useful to see the ways in which the king is portrayed divorced of 

any lineage history, imagined or otherwise. The kīrti of an inscription usually follows 

immediately after the introductory invocation of deities and contains a list of praises and epithets 

of the king. 22 As a genre, however, it goes beyond the typical monikers that reflect 

administrative life (e.g.- mahārāja, rājādhirāja, bhūpati, etc.). Instead, the kīrti seeks to establish 

the role of the king within a broader context of historical and mythological significance. Often 

this includes poetic descriptions of the ruler’s military prowess over rival kings (e.g. one whose 

feet are illuminated by the jewels that adorn the crown of rival kings) or alludes to one or two 

notable kings from which he has descended (e.g. Rāja Woḍeyar or his father Cāmarāja)—

perhaps a nod to the medieval preoccupation with praśastis. Additionally, the kīrti literature also 

describes the metaphysical significance of the king through mythological allegory and simile 

(e.g. the milk ocean of the Yādava line) or through reference to the ruler’s exemplary devotion 

(e.g. one who sits at the feet of the Goddess). Kīrtis were a ubiquitous presence in the history of 

South Indian inscriptions, even marking the completion of many praśastis. Inscriptions with 

kīrtis are numerous throughout the years in which Kṛṣṇarāja III ruled directly and during the 

Commissioner’s period and were present in the majority of his dated inscriptions23.  

The inauguration of the epigraphic program of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court began in 1812 after 

the disposition of the divān Purṇayya, and in the invocations, praśastis, and kīrtis of these 

                                                 
22 The line that demarcates what I refer to as the kīrti genre and mere titles is somewhat arbitrary. It can certainly be 

contrast to inscriptions that offer only one or two titles of the king. At times, though, it becomes more difficult when 

long lists of royal epithets are strung together within the composition, such as REC III.Hg. 118 or REC V.Tn 140.  

23 Inscriptions that were not dated or that were not part of a larger epigraphic program in which one inscription 

included a date, even those that bear the name of Kṛṣṇarāja III, rarely contain any of the laudatory language of 

praśasti or kīrti. Perhaps this is because they were not part of the courtly program or because they were not deemed 

important enough to bear all the details of the king or his lineage. 
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inscriptions we can see the development of Woḍeyar devotion as part of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s kingly 

identity. The very first inscription, which is found on the golden umbrella of the lion-throne, is 

exceptional for a variety of reasons. First, the inscription does not bear a date.24 However, it can 

be dated to 1812 because we have records that indicate that in this year the throne was greatly 

refurbished.25 Only one year into his management of the kingdom, the young king and his 

advisors probably thought that the refurbishment of the throne was a way to demonstrate his 

independence and assert his majesty over the realm.26 Second, the inscription is a Sanskrit 

composition in the anuṣṭubh meter and is entirely an invocation of deities and brāhmaṇas, 

instructing them to watch over the throne. Lastly, the inscription begins with Śrī Cāmuṇḍā kṛpā, 

a common idiom praising the compassion of the Goddess in Mysore. In this inscription the 

phrase is drawn into the context of the first verse stating that the eternal wealth of the kingdom 

came to Kṛṣṇarāja III through the blessings of the Goddess (śrīcāmuṇḍā kṛpā labdha). As we 

will see, this refrain became the most consistently employed mythological motif in the kīrtis of 

Kṛṣṇarāja III, especially in its Kannada variants, during the period of his direct rule.  

In 1816, another epigraphic motif that appeared throughout most of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s rule 

was engraved on the swing (dōlā) for dōlōtsava (festival of the swing) of Hayagrīva and 

Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa at the Brāhmaṇatantra maṭha in Mysore.27 This Kannada inscription that 

became quite typical for Kṛṣṇarāja III’s courtly donations begins with the common epigraphic 

invocation svasti śrī (“Let there be prosperity!”). After giving the date and several eulogies of the 

king, including titles that placed him in both politically and mythologically significant terms, his 

                                                 
24 REC V.My. 97. 

25 Nair, Mysore Modern, 84. 

26 Compare this to Ṭīpū Sultān’s commission of the golden tiger throne in 1789.  

27 REC V.My. 17. 
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birth is attributed to a boon (vara) of the Mother Cāmuṇḍā (cāmuṇḍāmba). Thereafter, 

references to Cāmuṇḍi as Mother became standard in the epigraphic records. This same 

inscriptional recognition of Cāmuṇḍi’s divine intervention in his birth with only minor alteration 

(cāmuṇḍāmbikā vara) occured again in 1819 when the king had the festival chariots (ratha) of 

Śrī Kanṭhēśvarasvāmi (Nañjuṇḍēśvara) and of the goddess Pārvatī in Nañjaṅgūḍu refurbished.28 

It also stands to be noted that the name of the deity at the temple had been updated from the 

Kannada Nañjuṇḍēśvara to the Sanskrit Kaṇṭhēśvara, which is without a doubt also part of the 

overall project of the court to show the pan-Indian significance of the Woḍeyar kingdom 

discussed in more detail below. 

In 1821, Kṛṣṇarāja III’s primary wife Dēvammāji of Lakṣmīvilāsa established a land 

grant to the West of the Mysore fort.29 In this Kannada inscription she states the reason (artha) 

for the donation was to secure a long marriage (dīrgha saumaṅgalya), wealth, and prosperity by 

ingratiating herself to Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari. Here we see the addition of the Sanskritic suffix –īśvari 

or “Lordess” affixed to end of the fierce goddess Cāmuṇḍā’s name rendering her no longer a 

mere goddess, but ushering her into the elite realm of devotion with the courtly deities such as 

Kaṇṭēśvara and Gōpālēśvara and reconstituting her as the Goddess: with a capital “G.” From this 

point forward the Goddess would consistently maintain the moniker Cāmuṇḍēśvari.  

After this rhetorical transformation, the Goddess maintained her status as the family deity 

whom Kṛṣṇarāja III and his wives attempted to please. In 1827 the king donated a new gōpura 

(tower) with golden kalaśas (pots/finials) adorning its pinnacle and installed devotional images 

                                                 
28 REC III.Nj. 108. In this year, the Sivārcaka priests, who presided over the Cāmuṇḍi temple, were replaced by 

several different orders of brāhmaṇa priests. I still have not found the source of this information located in Morab 

1943; so I will not elaborate other than to say if this is the case this is the clear point when Cāmuṇḍi was re-invented 

as Cāmuṇḍēśvari. 

29 REC 5.My 1. 
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of himself and his wives inside the Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple.30 The invocation in this inscription, 

which begins “Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari,” also forms the first word of the kīrti by incorporating it into 

the phrase “Kṛṣṇarāja III, who…was born by blessing (vara) of Śrī Cāmuṇḍāṃbikā…in order to 

obtain the blessings of the goddess Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari (śrīcāmuṇḍēśvari ammanavara 

saṃnidhige)…” The inscription also refers to the hill on which the temple is located as Cāmuṇḍi 

hill (cāmuṇḍi beṭṭa). Prior to this reference, the hill was known as Mahābala hill and Cāmuṇḍi 

was only “Cāmuṇḍi of the hill” (beṭṭada cāmuṇḍi). While a slight shift, it shows the centrality of 

the Goddess during the reign of Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇrāja. Through the installation of these images 

and the incorporation of her invocation and blessings within his kīrti, the composition 

demonstrates how the Goddess and Kṛṣṇarāja III’s devotion to her were being institutionalized as 

a central part of his royal identity.  

These details are not only found in inscriptions in Śākta and/or Śaiva contexts but in 

Vaiṣṇava temples as well. During his installation of the royal Prasanna Kṛṣṇasvāmi temple in the 

Mysore fort in 1829, an inscription was engraved recounting the details the navaratna or nine 

chartable acts of Kṛṣṇarāja III that included his installation and consecration of all of the 

Vaiṣṇava images in the temple.31 Again, we find a long kīrti that mentions the king’s birth by the 

blessing of the Goddess and culminates with the refrain that all these navaratna were done to 

“ingratiate” (priyāgi) the king to “Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari.”  

However, there was a dramatic shift in kīrti rhetoric after the Nagara rebellion and the 

British seizure of administrative power. After a brief period from 1829-1834 with no dated 

                                                 
30 REC V.My 148. 

31 The navaratna were the donations of the 1) kṛṣṇamuḍi to the Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi temple in Mēlukōṭe and gems 

to temples in Nañjanagūḍu, Cāmarājanagara, Mysore, etc., 2) establishing towns such as Cāmarājanagara, 3) 

constructing temples like Cāmarājasvāmi, Nārāyaṇasvāmi, and Prasanna Kṛṣṇasvāmi, 5) the gift of agrahāras, 6) 

construction of dams, 7) establishing feeding houses, 8) issuing coins, and 9) creating commentaries on texts like the 

Bhagavata Purāṇa and original literary works like the Saugandhikāpariṇaya. 
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epigraphs, the epigraphic program of Mummaḍi Kṛṣnarāja rebooted, but all inscriptions lacked 

kīrtis until the king permitted his mother to renovate the Nañjūṇḍēśvara temple in Nañjaṅgūḍu in 

1839.32 This inscription, though, contains no reference to Cāmuṇḍēśvari or her role in the birth of 

the king. The first inscription that commemorates a donation made by Kṛṣṇarāja III and included 

a kīrti was engraved in 1843 in the Veṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple in Mysore and likewise lacks 

any mention of Cāmuṇḍēśvari.33 The next epigraphic record that included a kīrti was engraved in 

1855, at which point Subāśāstri, a vassal king in Trimakuḍa Narasiṃhapura, had an inscription 

engraved, which included a kīrti praising his suzerain.34 

The king returned to the Goddess in 1857 when he donated the Dēvīnakṣatramālikā (The 

Goddess’s garland of stars), a necklace made of precious gems and gold, to Cāmuṇḍāṃbā. The 

necklace was engraved in Sanskrit with 1,000 words of praise to the Goddess in 

kusumitalatāvēllitā meter said to have been composed by the king himself. The hymn closes by 

invoking the devotional relationship between Kṛṣṇarāja III and the Goddess and establishing her 

as the Great Goddess, Mahādēvī. Notice the soteriological emphasis in the verse. 

Śrī Cāmuṇḍāṃba, the moon light to the ocean and the grantor of universal kingship 

for the family of the illustrious rājādhirājēndra, Mahādēvi is my refuge. Mahārāja 

Kṛṣṇa, devotee of the Goddess, wholly devoted to her service of meditation on 

Cāmuṇḍāṃba’s lotus-feet composed the Dēvī Nakṣataramālikā and offered it at 

lotus-feet of Śrī Cāmuṇḍāṃbā. Whoever recites this hymn three time with devotion 

will enter communion with the Goddess.35 

With this hymn to the Goddess, Kṛṣṇarāja III reaffirmed her place in his life and as the grantor of 

universal sovereignty. It is clear that he is not describing his political life or his aspiration to go 

to war with the British, but he framed this royal composition through devotion to and union 

                                                 
32 REC III.Nj 1. 

33 REC V.My 5. 

34 REC V.Tn 140. 

35 REC V, 818. 
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(sāyujya) with the Goddess. His supplications fully display her metaphysical and soteriological 

role.36  

The donation and the hymn to the Mother Cāmuṇḍi signal a shift in the epigraphic 

program back to “family of the illustrious” king. There are only two dated inscriptions installed 

in the name of the king after this—the santānāmbhuja praśasti in 1860 and donation of the 

gōpura to the temple erected in honor of his father in Cāmarājanagara in 1867. In both of these 

inscriptions the Goddess was invoked and reference to her favor in his birth was mentioned. This 

rhetorical shift corresponded with the king’s attempt to garner an heir to the throne, which he 

began pursuing with fervor in 1857. Perhaps Kṛṣṇarāja III decided that even an incorporeal 

empire needed an heir. 

The dearth of praśasti inscriptions in favor of the shorter kīrti genre is quite striking, but 

it follows a pattern similar to Cikkadēvarāya’s period in Woḍeyar history. During 

Cikkadēvarāya’s reign the epigraphic record was even more adumbrated and was usually only 

marked with the ruler’s monogram “dē.”37 During the reign of both Kṛṣṇarāja III and 

Cikkadēvarāya there was a dramatic increase in court literature and manuscript composition. 

Amongst these texts the genre of vaṃśāvaḷi or the family tree—either as standalone texts or 

chapters within larger works—was pervasive. Unlike the praśasti literature in which the line was 

related rather quickly, the composers of these texts were able to relate many deeds and exploits 

with the goal of relating the entire history of the lineage. During the periods of both Kṛṣṇarāja III 

                                                 
36 This hymn is similar in content to the invocation found in the first chapter of the encyclopedic Śrītattvanidhi. This 

chapter “Śaktinidhi” clearly depicts the Goddess as the Mother of all the universe and the granter of worldly gifts 

and spiritual liberation. However, the text lacks proper dating. We only know that the illustrated manuscript at the 

Mysore Oriental Research Institute depicts the king in his later years. Additionally, we know that an illustrated 

manuscript of the Dēvi Māhātmya was produced in the court of Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja. Since the date of this text is 

also unknown to me, I will forgo any further discussion of these texts at this point, except to say that Mummaḍi 

Kṛṣṇarāja was interested in representations of the Goddess as Mahādēvi and the Mother of the Universe. 

37 For examples, see REC III.Gu 189-192. 
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and Cikkadēvarāya, there was a reconfiguration of devotional patterns in which a major 

reconstruction of the dynasty’s devotional past needed more attention than the praśasti genre 

provided. Therefore, the value of the praśasti as a means to ground the ruler in proper dynastic 

descent was diminished and subsequently replaced by the more thorough genre of vaṃśāvaḷi. In 

order to see the role performed by the vaṃśāvaḷi texts, I now turn our gaze toward the vaṃśāvaḷi 

genre and to one exemplary text from Kṛṣṇarāja III’s period—Mysūru Saṃsthānada Prabhugaḷu 

Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi (ca. 1860s)—attributed to the king himself.38 

6.3.2. Vaṃśāvaḷi 

The vaṃśāvaḷi literature of the Woḍeyar court is an interesting genre that is part 

historiography and part Purāṇa. By that I mean, they are meticulous in their details of dates and 

places for major events and battles throughout the texts; however, they also cast the entire history 

within a Purāṇic framework in which gods and goddesses manifested within the world to guide 

the Woḍeyar kings. The composition of the texts is even Purāṇic in nature as the texts build upon 

older texts, inserting new tales and stacking devotional elements upon one another in order to 

produce a new narrative thrust. In this way, the Mysore vaṃśāvaḷi texts operate similarly to the 

Purāṇic materials discussed by Travis L. Smith. Smith suggests that the malleability of Purāṇic 

                                                 
38 Others include the many oral narratives recorded at the request of the British along with manuscripts from the 

period such as Mysūru Rājara Charitre (ca. 1800) and Mysūru Dhoregaḻa Vamśāvaḻi (ca. 1800); though within 

these earlier text the origin stories are extremely adumbrated and mention only that Yādavas came to Mysore. 

Therefore they lack the full development that is seen in the narratives produced during Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja’s 

indirect rule and will not be discussed in this chapter. The other text which provides for an interesting comparison is 

Rājāvaḷi Kathāsāra (The Stream of Stories of the Line of Kings, ca. 1838) of Dēvacandra. This text was composed 

by Dēvacandra, a Kannaḍiga poet-scholar, who work for Colonel Colin Mackenzie’s survey team. In the text, the 

author relates the entire history of kings from the Kannaḍa-speaking region. The Rājāvaḻī Kathā is a decidedly Jain 

account of the Woḍeyar family and draws heavily from the Cikkadēvarāya Vamśāvaḻi (ca. 1678) but explicitly 

connects the Woḍeyar rulers to a branch of the Hoysaḻa dynasty.  This attempts to circumvent the Vijayanagara 

vassalage and directly connect the Woḍeyars to an unbroken line of legitimate kingship within the region.  In his 

version of the Woḍeyar origin story, Dēvarāja. A descendent of Hoysala king Viṣṇuvardhana, settled in Mysore, 

appointed two Jain priests as his viceroys, and commenced worshipping the Jain goddess Padmāvati on top of the 

hill, only to later rename her Cāmuṇḍēśvari. While this might have a more “historical” flare, it is still obvious that 

the lineage was being reimagined through the Woḍeyar’s medieval patterns of devotion. Dēvacandra, Rājāvaḻi 

Kathāsāra. ed. B.S. Sannayya (Mysore: University of Mysore Press, 1988). 
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texts gives insight into historical events when we examine the development of narratives over 

time.39 He argues that the power of the narratives is in their authors/editors’ ability to couch 

contemporaneous debates within the events of a divine past that gives the resulting narrative both 

divine and temporal authenticity. He states, “The legendary events of the ‘past’ are updated for 

the present, and at the same time these past narratives are presented as future predictions of 

events, with the predictions being made in divine prehistory…”40 Thus, just as the Purāṇic 

material sought to ground itself by “re-newing the ancient,” the Mysore vaṃśāvaḷi texts ground 

themselves by re-imagining the events of their medieval predecessors within a realm of divine-

human interaction—“re-newing the medieval.” 

The first volume of Mysūru Saṃsthānada Prabhugaḷu Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi 

(Annals of the Royal Family of Mysore) is said to have been originally composed by Kṛṣṇarāja 

III and was subsequently published in the Kannada journal Hithibōdhini edited by M. 

Veṇkatakṛṣṇayya starting in March 1881. In 1916, the full run was published by Mysore 

Government Press by the order of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar IV (r. 1902-1940), the eldest son of 

Kṛṣṇarāja III’s adopted son Cāmarāja IX (r. 1868-1894). The Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi 

relates the life and deeds of the first twenty-one rulers of Mysore and the birth of the twenty-

second Kṛṣṇarāja III. The second volume, which was published in 1922, is solely devoted to the 

events of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign until the coronation of Cāmarāja IX in 1868 and was created for 

publication by the editor Rāmakṛṣṇa Rao by piecing together fragmentary evidence from the 

Palace and Government records.41 For our purposes only the first volume of the printed Kannada 

                                                 
39 Travis L. Smith “Re-newing the Ancient: The Kāśikhaṇḍa and the Śaiva Vārāṇasī” Acta Orientalia Vilnensia 

VIII, no. 1 (2007): 83-108. 

40 Smith, “Re-newing the Ancient,” 105. 

41 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, iii. 
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text, which is from the period of Kṛṣṇarāja III, will be examined. The primary focus will be on 

the first two chapters that provide the genealogy and the story of Yadurāya’s establishment of the 

Woḍeyar kingdom in Mysore and the chapter that pertains to Rāja Woḍeyar’s ascension to the 

throne of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. 

Within this text, many of the lineage narratives that had developed throughout the 

dynasty are reiterated: the founders of the lineage are said to be Yadurāya and his brother 

Kṛṣṇarāya, who migrated from the distant Dvāraka; their descent is connected to the Lunar line 

of Yadu, and their entire lineage is traced from the birth of Brahmā from Mahāviṣṇu’s navel 

through Yadu and Kṛṣna to the birth of Yadurāya; and Yadurāya and his family are connected 

with the ātrēya gōtra, a detail that was introduced into the epigraphic tradition during Rāja 

Woḍeyar’s reign. However, the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi develops the narrative to new 

heights offering many points that emphasized their devotion to a variety of deities and formed 

the basis for the rearticulation of kingly identity for Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court. At this point, it is 

helpful to turn to my translation of the text before attempting to sift through the novel narrative 

approach.42 

Yadurāya comes from Dvārakā and the details of his dream 

According to instructions received from Śrī Kṛṣṇa in a dream, Yadurāya left the 

borders of Dvāraka city and reached the Goddess, who dwells in the Vindhya 

mountains. While he performed austerities, Vindhyavāsini, who had been pleased 

[by his devotion] said, “I dwell upon the Mahābala mountain, which is between the 

Kāvēri and Kapila, where I am known as Cāmuṇḍēśvari.43 If you go to that 

mountain of great power and do pūjā to me, you will marry the daughter of the king 

of a city named Mysore, which is next to that mountain, and this city will fall into 

your hands.” After the goddess gave these instructions, Yadurāya awoke and was 

overjoyed. So he, accompanied by his younger brother Kṛṣṇarāya, left the Vindhya 

mountains. They went through Vijayanagara to Yādavagiri. There they bathed in 

the pond called Kalyāṇi and took darśana of many gods including Yōganṛsiṃha, 

                                                 
42 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 13-7. 

43 Mahābala means “great power.” 
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Nārāyaṇasvami, and Celuvanārāyaṇasvami, who was the wealth of the family of 

Yaduśēkhara Mahārāya. After crossing the Kāvēri river and climbing the Mahābala 

mountain, they performed pūjā to the Goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari, who is ādiśakti, the 

Mother of the universe (jagajjananiyāgi), and dwells on the mountain. They bowed 

with devotion to Śrī Kaṇṭēśvara, who is the lord of Bhukailasa [Nañjangūḍu], 

which is one yojana [approx. 20 miles] on the right side of the mountain. That night 

they slept peacefully meditating on the feet of the Goddess. At daybreak, the 

Goddess came in the form of a woman and said, “Go to the southeastern portion of 

my mountain first thing tomorrow morning, and just as you have worshipped me, 

do pūjā to the goddess, who killed Raktabīja and became known as named 

Jvalajjihva and resides there.44 Then go to the Kōḍibhairava temple beside the pond 

which is behind the temple of Īśvara, who was worshipped by the Ṛṣi Tṛnabindu, 

that is on the East side of Mysore city, and stay there. At that time, a man wearing a 

liṅga and the robes of a Jaṅgama will come.  When he sees you, he will say a few 

words. If you do as he says and according to the instructions I have given you in 

the Vindhya Mountains, everything will fall into your hands.” After she said this, 

she vanished. 

The Blessing of Śrī Śrī Kaṇṭhēśvara 

After that, Yadurāya awoke and told his brother about the dream. In accordance to 

the words of the Goddess, he joyously performed pūjā to the goddess Jvālamukhi. 

They ate breakfast and left from there. While taking rest in the Kōḍibhairava 

temple near the tank, which is behind Mysore’s Tṛṇēśvara temple, a great Jaṅgama, 

who was wearing a saffron robe and a liṅga, came just as the Goddess 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari had foretold in the dream. When he saw him, Yadurāya joyously 

arose and showed him honor by touching his lotus feet. He sat back down and 

thought, “The words spoken by the Goddess in the dream are coming true.” Then 

the great Jaṅgama asked in the words of the ordinary people, “Prince, who are you? 

From what place did you come? What are your intentions?” Then Yadurāya recited 

the course of events and said “I have been expecting the darśana of your feet as 

was foretold by the Goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari. I will do whatever you command.”   

Upon hearing Yadurāya’s words, the great Jaṅgama said, “Prince, I will tell you a 

secret. Previously, a valiant, brave, and wealthy king, named Śūradēvarāya, who 

was born in the lineage of Bhōja from the Gautama gōtra, left the city of Mathura 

along with his family for a variety of reasons. He came through Karnataka, gained 

wealth and the kingdom of Mysore, and lived happily because of the blessings of 

Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari. In the lineage of Śūradēvarāya, a king named Cāmarāya was 

born and ruled the kingdom. He had a jewel of a daughter, but he died without a 

son. Here in this city, which was without a king, an evil general named Māranāyaka 

exceedingly troubled Dēvajammaṇi, the wife of that king. With my blessings, you 

will acquire the power to kill that wicked man. Another great Jaṅgama will also 

come and give you all the instructions in detail. If you follow this, not only will you 

                                                 
44 This is Uttanahaḷḷi, the village goddess of the village of the same name, who is said to be the younger sister of 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari. 
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marry the king’s daughter, but you will obtain the kingship and your lineage will 

prosper eternally [lit: will become like the sun and the moon]. If you do whatever 

that great Jaṅgama requests, I will be very happy.” After saying this, he vanished. 

When Yadurāya and Kṛṣṇarāya saw this, they were astonished and determined “Śrī 

Kaṇṭhēśvara, who we saw far away [in Nañjaṅgūḍu], just came here to this hill in 

this form [of a Jaṅgama]. If we complete the task that the Goddess has commanded, 

then just like the Goddess Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari is our family goddess, Nañjaṅgūḍu 

Śrīkaṇṭhēśvara will become our family god.” And they did pūjā.45 

The text goes on to relate the arrival of the second Jaṅgama, the brothers’ victory over 

Māranāyaka, Yadurāya’s marriage to the princess and subsequent coronation. However, it 

behooves my current project to halt here and discuss the range of devotional practices and 

alliances narrated in this passage.  

It is evident in this passage the central devotional figure is the Goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari. 

She is heralded as the original family deity, and it is through the brothers’ propitiation of her that 

the kingdom of Mysore “fall[s] into their hands.” This portion of the text closely resembles what 

I have described as the origin story of the post-imperial period that was incorporated by most 

South Indian kingdoms after the Rāṣṭrakūṭas, in which the local goddess was propitiated by local 

rulers for military victories as they sought to establish their territory and regional influence. 

However, this text goes beyond the short narrative of local significance and beyond the mere 

allusion to Cāmuṇḍēśvari as Mahiṣāsuramardiṇi, the slayer of the buffalo-demon that had been 

written in previous Woḍeyar narratives. Instead, the text connects Cāmuṇḍi to the goddess of the 

Vindhya Mountains.46 The Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi suggests that both goddesses are 

manifestations of the Goddess, only known by different names in her different abodes. By 

connecting the Mysore goddess to the well-known goddess from the Vindhya Mountains in 

                                                 
45 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 4-7. Translation mine. 

46 Indeed there seems to be a great deal of narrative and historical overlap between Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore and 

Vindhyavāsini from her role in the upstart Maukhari kingdom to her later Purāṇicization. For a detailed analysis of 

the goddess Vindyavasini see Cynthia A. Humes, “Text and Temple of the Great Goddess: Devī-Māhātmya and the 

Vindhyācal Temple of Mirzapur.” (PhD. diss., University of Iowa, 1990). 
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central India, the author of the text was clearly attempting to link the local goddess to the pan-

Indic tradition not simply through references to Purāṇic narrative but through connections with 

specific and important deities within the subcontinent. The texts is clear, however, that these 

goddesses are not equal manifestations, but Cāmuṇḍēśvari in Mysore is indeed ādiśakti, the 

primordial Goddess, and the “Mother of the Universe” (jagajjananiyāgi), a distinction that was 

first given to her during the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III. No longer is she the terrifying goddess on the 

hill that receives human sacrifice or delights in the carnage of the battlefield, but she is the 

Mother, who visits her children and provides safety and security for her Woḍeyar wards. 47 

Through this depiction, the text altered the nature of Goddess devotion in the region, 

simultaneously expanding its scope and centering pan-Indian Goddess devotion within the 

Mysore kingdom and its capital.  

While the Mother Goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari was the pinnacle of the Woḍeyar devotional 

fervor, the narrative of the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi opened itself and the Woḍeyar kings 

to the entire devotional landscape of Southern Karnataka, connecting the rulers and the Goddess 

with Śaiva devotion for the first time in their courtly literature. In the story, immediately after 

performing pūjā to the Goddess Cāmuṇḍēśvari, the Woḍeyar brothers traveled to Nañjaṅgūdu—

popularly known in the region as the Southern Kailāsa (Śiva’s divine abode)—to offer worship 

to the [blue-]throated Lord Śiva. Later Yadurāya received a vision from Cāmuṇḍēśvari telling 

them to go to the Tṛṇēśvara Śaiva temple in Mysore, where they were visited by a priest, who 

turned out to be none other than Śiva himself. Here we clearly see the Śaiva devotional patterns, 

which were centered around the Nañjuṇḍēśvara temple in Nañjaṅgūḍu had been fully 

                                                 
47 See Mack Gen. Mss. 17.6 Traditionary Account of the worship of Chamoondee Sactee: or Chanoondee Betta the 

Hill of Mysore and of the Origin and Commutation of the Sacrifice of Men on that hill, compiled from information at 

Mysore in 1805, 17-19. 
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incorporated into the devotional program of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court; a devotional tradition first 

introduced into the Woḍeyar courtly productions during Daḷavāyi Regime and continued by Ṭīpū 

Sultān.  

The promotion of Śaiva devotion can also be seen in the connection between 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari and Nañjuṇḍēśvara that drew upon the local folk tradition.48 The co-development 

of the folk and court traditions shows a general shift in the region that reimagined the goddess of 

the hill as a domestic deity. The reference within this portion of text is vague—“If we complete 

the task that the Goddess has commanded, then just like the Goddess Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari is our 

family goddess, Nañjuṇḍēśvara will become our family god.”—but the text it is clear that the 

deities are manifestations of the divine couple Śiva-Pārvati. This literary innovation seems to 

capture the local folk devotional tradition that was developing simultaneously in which 

Nañjuṇḍasvāmi of Nañjaṅgūḍu and Cāmuṇḍi of Mysore were married, but the 

Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi refashioned the narrative connecting Nañjuṇḍēśvara and 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari with Śiva’s Purāṇic abode in Kailāsa. Incorporation of to the folk tradition within 

the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi is also evident where the narrative conflicts with the Purāṇic 

textual tradition. In the instructions from the Goddess that Yadurāya received while he “slept 

peacefully meditating on the feet of the Goddess,” the brothers are told to go to the southeastern 

                                                 
48 The local folk tradition is much more difficult to trace historically, but clues can be found within the bardic 

tradition of the Mysore and Nañjaṅgūḍu regions. These songs were recorded in 1972 by P. K. Rājaśēkhara in a 

collection titled Beṭṭada Cāmuṇḍi (Cāmuṇḍi of the Hill). P. K. Rajasekhara, Beṭṭaḍa Cāmuṇḍī (Mysore: Ta. Vem. 

Smaraka Grantha Male, 1972). The songs contain a mixture of modern village Kannaḍa and a few obscure middle 

Kannaḍa forms, suggesting the dynamic nature of the songs; however, many of the references to places (e.g. the 

Clock Tower, built 1927 and Kāli road, renamed Irwin Road after the architect of the current Mysore Palace) 

suggest that the bulk of the narrative was concretized during the colonial period. These narratives remain extremely 

popular. Sujāta Akki, a member of the bardic community, developed these songs into a theater-play titled Cāma 

Celuve that was performed during the Dasara season of 2012. Originally, the play was scheduled to run for one 

weekend; however, due to popular demand, the run continued for several weeks despite all the actors being unpaid 

volunteers with day jobs. The play has continued to be performed throughout the city and was featured several times 

in a several venues during the Dasara season of 2013. Akki, Sujatha, Cāma Celuve (Mysore: Vismaya Prakashana, 

2012). 
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area at the bottom of Cāmuṇḍi Hill and worship Jvalamukhi, “who killed Raktabīja.” Recalling 

the details of the Dēvīmāhātmya given in Chapter 1, the fierce goddess Cāmuṇḍā drank the blood 

of the demon allowing Ambikā to slay him. In both the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi and the 

local folk tradition, it is Uttanahaḷḷi (a.k.a. Jvalamukhi, Jvalajjihva, or more recently 

Tripurasundari), the goddess of the village Uttanahaḷḷi and sister of Cāmuṇḍēśvari, who is given 

credit for this fierce and polluting act, narratively purifying the Goddess who dwells on top of 

the hill. Cāmuṇḍēśvari is instead the young, beautiful, and serene Goddess: a far cry from her 

medieval manifestations as the emaciated hag goddess of the cremation grounds. All this seems 

to suggest that the “domestication” of Cāmuṇḍi as the pure Mother and consort Cāmuṇḍēśvari 

was a relatively late process that was becoming prevalent during the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III.  

In addition to the Śākta-Śaiva material, the narrative also has a Vaiṣṇava flavor: the 

Purāṇic narrative of the birth of the cosmos from the cosmic Mahāviṣṇu is alluded to in the very 

first verse of the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi; the brothers are connected to the line of 

Viṣṇu’s incarnation as Kṛṣṇa through the Yādava lineage and are said to have hailed from his 

former kingdom of Dvāraka; Kṛṣṇa appears in the initial dream in which they were told to leave 

their native place; and the brothers traveled through the traditional Yādava devotional center 

Mēlukōṭe (a.k.a.- Yādavagiri) and worshipped “many gods including Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi,” the 

temple where the Śrī Vaiṣṇava ācārya Rāmānuja had previously presided. This should come as 

no surprise as Vaiṣṇava devotion was the most prominent mode of kingly devotional rhetoric 

found in Woḍeyar courtly productions since the rise of the clan during Rāja Woḍeyar’s reign.49 

However, the Vaiṣṇava rhetoric in the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi was toned down in 

comparison to their medieval narratives. In previous Woḍeyar literature, their kings were 

                                                 
49 See Chapter 2. 
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proclaimed to be incarnations of Viṣṇu on earth. But in the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi, the 

only allusion to a Mysore king as an incarnation of Viṣṇu is the vague reference where Rāja 

Woḍeyar, who first converted the family to Śrī Vaiṣṇavism, is said to have become one with a 

Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi image in Mēlukōṭe. But the text explains that this was in order to show 

that there is no difference between the gods Viṣṇu and Śiva, which reaffirmed the inclusive or 

pluralistic devotional program of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court and continued the transition away from 

rigid sectarian boundaries. 

The only remaining devotional element to be discussed—Vīraśaivism—is also striking in 

its novelty. Members of the Viraśaiva community, who are called “Liṅgāyatas” because of the 

small iṣṭaliṅga that is worn around their neck or “Jaṅgama” in reference to the itinerant poet 

founders of the movement, had solidified into a jāti group and had grown highly influential in 

many areas of the Kannada-speaking South. However, Vīraśaivas had had a tenuous relationship 

with the Woḍeyars after they took part in a rebellion during the 17th century; thereafter, they had 

never been fully incorporated into the royal devotional network as had the Śaiva Smārta, the Śrī 

Vaiṣṇava, or the Śākta/Goddess traditions: all those discussed so far. What was perhaps the 

turning point regarding the Vīraśaivas in the Woḍeyar devotional program came during the reign 

of Kṛṣṇarāja III after the events of the Nagara Rebellion in 1831, a rebellion of the Vīraśaivas in 

the Northern Mysore territory that resulted in the British seizure of the Mysore administration. 

The origin story of the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi, which was written nearly thirty years 

after the rebellion and its subsequent British takeover, can be viewed as a post hoc attempt to 

make a place for the Vīraśaiva community within the devotional worldview of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s 

transcendent kingdom.50  

                                                 
50 The earliest reference that I have found to the Jaṅgama’s role in the establishment of the Woḍeyar kings is 

contained in Wilks’s Historical Sketches. We know from the title page of his book that Wilks relied quite heavily on 
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Devotional alliances with priests and religious institutions that bestowed spiritual and 

martial power to aspiring kings had been crucial in the origin stories of all the major dynasties in 

the Southern Karnataka in the medieval period. However, here for the first time in Woḍeyar 

history the alliance was explicitly made with a Vīraśaiva, who directs the brothers to “kill their 

enemies either by strength or deceit.” At the end of the origin narrative in the 

Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi, the alliance between the lineage and the Vīraśaiva community 

was made explicit when the Jaṅgama instructed Yadurāya to adopt Woḍeyar as the lineage name. 

This small reference is easy to overlook but is crucial for the refashioning of the Woḍeyar kings 

as devotional rather than political kings and their connection to the Vīraśaiva community. As we 

have already seen, the term oḍeyar, which became Woḍeyar over time, was a medieval term 

employed within imperial administration that denoted a small local vassal. This title was given to 

Bōḷu Cāmarāja IV by the Vijayanagara viceroy in 1573.51 The Woḍeyar clan certainly developed 

their family name from this petty administrative and political position within Vijayanagara polity 

as a way to maintain royal authority as the empire crumbled. Simultaneously, the term had also 

developed into a title for a leader within the Vīraśaiva network of priests.52 By reworking the 

                                                 
“Indian authorities” for the information contained within his history. (i) From a note found later in his Appendix IV, 

we see that some of his informants are “intelligent Jungum priests,” who related to the Resident very novel and 

innovated etymologies and interpretations of the philosophical origins of the word jaṅgama. They explained that the 

term jaṅgama was derived from “a contraction of the three words, junnana, to be born; gummana, to move; murrana, 

to die. The word Jungum thus constantly reminds them of the most important dogma of the sect, namely, that the 

man who performs his duties in this world shall be exempted from these changes in a future state of existence, and 

shall immediately after death be re-united with the divine spirit from which he originally emanated.” (514) Wilks 

also goes as far to say, “It is certain that until this period [of Rāja Woḍeyar’s conquest of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa] the Rajas 

of Mysoor openly professed the religion of the Jungum…Many however of the subsequent Rajas of Mysoor are 

supposed to have secretly professed their ancient religion; and it is known to me that several relations of the house 

continue to do the same.” (27) It seems probable that all this innovative information came from a similar, if not the 

same, group of entrepreneurial Liṅgayats 

51 Rao, History of Mysore Volume 1, 41 and MAR (1924), no. 6. 

52 The use of imperial terminology to describe the leaders of devotional institutions is an interesting phenomenon 

that developed during the medieval period. The terms for viceroys (mahāmaṇḍalēśvara) has also been employed by 

leaders with the Śaṅkarācārya maṭhas. 
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narrative and providing an alternate etymological origin of the Woḍeyar family name derived 

from the Vīraśaiva community instead of the Vijayanagara imperium, the authors/editors of the 

Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi refashioned the entire lineage as devotional, instead of political.  

In addition to the devotional elements that were introduced in the Śrīmanmahārājavara 

Vaṃśāvaḷi, the text fashioned Woḍeyar succession as a supernatural enterprise that did not 

operate according to physical laws, transcending biological succession through an innovative 

retelling of Rāja Woḍeyar’s ascent upon the throne of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa and its inauspicious 

consequence.53 All records of the Mysore kings prior to the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III discuss these 

events as a conquest in which the Vijayanagara viceroy Tirumala retreated from the capital 

because of the onslaught of the valorous Woḍeyar king and his army.54 However, the 

Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi relates that Rāja Woḍeyar had been “a good friend” of 

Tirumala, who was afflicted by a disease of the back, and was invited to succeed him on the 

throne because he was martially competent, ambitious, and most importantly from the 

Yaduvaṃśa. 55 Then the text inserts a completely new narrative, which is to this day the most 

famous from the text. According to the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi, when retiring to 

                                                 
53 For a detailed discussion of these events see Chapter 2 and Caleb Simmons “The goddess and Vaiṣṇavism in 

Search for Regional Supremacy: Woḍeyar Devotional Traditions during the Reign of Rāja Woḍeyar (1578-1617 

CE).” Indian History, I, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 27-46.  

54 In later imperial Woḍeyar texts, Rāja Woḍeyar’s conquest is said to have been blessed by the Vijayanagara 

emperor Veṅkata II. Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāja Vijayam, 54-55; Tirumalārya, Cikkadēvarāya Vaṃśāvaḷi, 2 and 

27-28. The first portrayal that we see of the willful exchange of power comes again in Wilks’s history in which the 

Tirumala leaves Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa because of a physical affliction that Wilks calls a “royal boil;” however, it is 

ambiguously worded as a “quiet retirement,” which could also refer to his life after military retreat. Wilks, 

Historical Sketches, 27. His source for this information was almost certainly from record of oral account titled the 

Mack Gen. Mss. 3.14 Account of Seringapatam as given by Sid-ray a relation of the Dalways found in the 

Mackenzie Manuscript Collection that states that “Serunga Rayer, was ruling happy for some years and at last got a 

sore on his back” (323). He also cites Mack Gen. Mss. 3.8.b Mysore History: Mysor Aroosoogaloo 

Porvaabyoodayagalu or the Succession of the Kings of Mysore from ancient time by Nagara Pootta Pundit 1798-

1799 according to Tippu’s Inauguration,; though this information does not exist within the text, but it was used in 

Captain Hallaway’s unpublished history of Mysore. Mack Gen. Mss. 3.8a. 

55 The actual disease is said to be “a sever imposthume…peculiar to India and to the higher ranks in that country.” 

Hugh Murray, Historical Descriptive Account of British India from the Most Remote Period to the Present Time 

(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1836), 69-70. Haidar Ali is said to have died of the same affliction. 
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Talakāḍu the deposed viceroy’s queen Alamēlamma had taken jewelry from the royal treasury. 

Previously, these jewels had been used by the priest of the Śrīraṅganāthasvāmi temple every 

Tuesday and Friday to ornament the goddess Śrīraṅganāyaki. Therefore, Rāja Woḍeyar was 

obliged by his dharma as king to requisition the ornaments from the former queen. She refused 

his request, not realizing that “it was for the benefit of the goddess,” and Rāja was forced to send 

his soldiers to seize the jewels. Seeing the army approaching and “out of the instable and jealous 

mental state of a woman,” Alamēlamma cursed the king, put all the ornaments except one nose-

ring into her pālu (the end of the sari), and jumped into the Kāvēri river. Though the text does 

not state her curse, the details are extremely well known in the region today and often quoted in 

reference to the Woḍeyar lineage: “Let Talakāḍu be sand. Let Mālaṅgi (the village on the other 

side of the river) be a whirlpool. And let no sons come to the rulers of Mysore.” 56 

This curse is used to explain why the city of Talakāḍu is perennially inundated with sand 

from the banks of the Kāvēri, why there are whirlpools on the Mālaṅgi side of the river, and why 

every other generation of Woḍeyar kings had died with no male heir. While it is an interesting 

explanatory device, the narrative was without a doubt part of the supernatural refashioning of the 

Woḍeyar lineage during Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign. The historical context of the emergence of the 

narrative elucidates the innovation. During the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III, the British colonial project 

was firmly established by the East India Company (EIC) and the subsequent annexation of the 

subcontinent in 1857. One of the most important means through which the EIC and British 

Government in India acquired and subsumed kingdoms was through the “Doctrine of Lapse.” 

The “Doctrine of Lapse” was first enacted in policy after the death of the king of Kittūru and his 

                                                 
56 This curse is extremely well known in the Mysore region, and almost everyone can immediately recite the phrase: 

“Talakāḍu maraḷāgi, Mālaṅgi maḍuvāgali Mysūru arasarige makkalādadirali.” 
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“mysterious” deathbed adoption.57 Immediately thereafter, the British court decided that those 

kingdoms that the EIC had established as independent sovereigns as a result of a treaty, could be 

overtaken in event the ruler died without an heir.58 In 1834, this ruling was further amended to 

allow provisions for approved adoptions. The same year as the amendment, during a review of a 

legal position of the British crown and the EIC regarding loans given from Lucknāvi bankers to 

king of Āvadh, John Forbes the chairman of the board articulated the position of the EIC in 

relation to “native kings.” 59 He declared that the EIC operated within India as a sovereign nation 

that had the ability to enter into treaties; therefore, the Company also had the authority to enforce 

the treaties and take control of a kingdom that had “lapsed.” The position memorandum 

specifically spells out that a kingdom “lapsed” both when there was no legal heir and/or the 

native king failed to uphold his legal and financial responsibilities. In the case of lapse, the EIC 

would thereafter be able to “interfere” in the affairs of native politics (i.e., seize the kingdom). 

Forbes also reiterated the role of the EIC in establishing the native king in a manner that suggests 

that the throne and its authority ultimately rested in the local kings’ loyalty to the EIC. However, 

the “Doctrine of Lapse,” known as such, only became an official policy under Lord Dalhousie 

after India became part of the British Crown. Indeed this debate over succession and lapse 

loomed large for the Mysore royal during the years in which the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi 

was composed. In 1857—the same year the India officially became a British colony— Kṛṣṇarāja 

                                                 
57 After the death of the Kittūru rāja, a new heir was selected and “adopted” by the king posthumously. Posthumous 

adoptions were quite typical in South India kingship, but the idea was foreign and perceived as a treacherous attempt 

to maintain a royal line despite the lack of foresight of the king to select an heir. 

58 Thomas 2007, p. 22.  

59 See “Letter dated 26 February 1834” in Proceedings of the Directors of the East India Company with Reference to 

the Instructions Transmitted to Them by the Commissioners from the Affairs of India to Dispatch a Letter on the 

Subject of the Claims of Baboo Ram Doss and Baboo Ram Chown Loll, Heirs and accredited Represtatives of the 

late Monhur Doss and Seetul Bahoo to the King of Oudh, according to the Tenor of a Draft Sent by the 

Commissioners to the Court (London; s.n., 1834). 
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III, reaching his twilight years and still without an heir, petitioned his colonial overlords for 

permission to adopt a son, which was promptly denied. For the next eight years, the Mahārāja, 

many of his subjects, and his British friends engaged in a letter writing campaign intended to 

impress upon the British administration the loyalty of the king and the unusual circumstances by 

which he was unable to produce an heir.60 The Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi was written 

during this period and the “Curse of Talakāḍu” narrative was a direct attempt to circumvent the 

British insistence on biological succession. Eventually in June of 1865, less than three years 

before his death, Kṛṣṇarāja III was finally permitted to adopt Cāmarāja IX only after the 

succession of lineage had been proved to be a supernatural endeavor. 

For the court of Kṛṣṇarāja III, vaṃśāvaḷi or genealogical literature was a site in which 

they were able to fashion Kṛṣṇarāja III and his kingship by innovatively reconstructing the 

narratives of his ancestors and redefining the very nature of kingly identity, authority, power, and 

succession. Nair has argued that the court’s emphasis on dynastic descent was Kṛṣṇarāja III’s 

only form of cultural capital through which he maintained some element of independence.  

The period when Krishnaraja Wodeyar III withdrew to a reclusive life of restricted 

patronage was the time when the “monarch” was resigned to the prospect of 

kingship and his line ending with his own death. As a stipendiary of the British, 

Krishnaraja Wodeyar III was left a small sphere of autonomy; the cultural corpus 

alone connected the king with his ancestors and asserted his right to continue the 

dynasty serving as a coin of exchange to cement the loyalty of the royal Ursus and 

negotiating his relationship to the colonial masters. 

While I agree with the importance Nair has placed on the role of the lineage within Kṛṣṇarāja 

III’s court, I believe that the rhetoric of reclusivity and resignation masks the true project of 

Kṛṣṇrāja III’s court.61 Instead of thinking of the productions of the court as “a coin of exchange” 

                                                 
60 Gopal and Prasad, Krishnaraja Wodeyar III, 80-1. 

61 At another point, Nair puts it even more plainly mentioning that Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja’s “concern with tracing an 

unbroken royal ancestry” had preoccupied him his rule. Nair, Mysore Modern, 73). 
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that could negotiate his relationship with the British, it is seems more prudent to view them as 

something completely different and novel in which the very nature of kingship and the kingdom 

was being rearticulated in terms of devotion and supernatural power. The new plethora of divine 

characters, devotional alliances, and the rupture of the genealogical descent through supernatural 

intervention suggests that the Mysore kingdom was being recast onto a different plane with the 

Woḍeyar king operating within an entirely different sphere than the British or even his medieval 

predecessors.  

The supernatural thrust of the new narrative shows the manner in which the Mysore court 

was attempting to circumvent any British claims to authority over their kingdom or their descent 

by re-casting kingship as a supernatural appointment. In this way Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court was 

addressing contemporaneous historical debates using medieval events to predict and explain 

current realities. The Woḍeyar court did not simply reproduce the idioms of the past during his 

period of direct rule as Nair suggests when she says “[a]s a creature of British rule, the ‘Rajah of 

Mysoor’ retained all the formal authority that recalled a period of more active kingship. He drew 

on existing and emerging idioms of monarchy, reviving older religio-political models from 

which Tipu Sultan had staged his famous break.”62 Instead throughout Kṛṣṇarāja III’s reign, the 

Mysore court “re-newed” the existing paradigms of kingship to create a new idiom that was 

rooted in an inclusive and Pan-Indic devotional network through which the king gained access to 

supernatural and transcendent modes of power and significance. In order to see the full scale of 

this project, it is important to look beyond the textual tradition at other media through which the 

kings of Mysore were reimagined as rulers of a transcendent realm to which we will now turn.  

                                                 
62 Nair, Mysore Modern, 63. I must also note that Ṭīpū’s break with these conventions is more imagination than 

reality. For more see Chapter 5. 
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6.4 Illusion of Permanence and/or the Installation of Piety63 

Along with the inscriptional and textual records, the devotional patterns of the Woḍeyars 

can be seen in their devotional images (bhakta vigraha) placed within temples throughout 

Southern Karnataka. In addition to displaying devotion, these devotional images also became 

objects of devotion in their own right and reaffirmed the hieratic position of the lineage as rulers 

of the land. The practice of installing images of royal patrons in devotion was carried out with 

some regularity in South India at least as far back as the early Cōḻa period64 through the 

Vijayanagara period and continued in the Woḍeyar kingdom of Mysore through the early 

modern period.65 These portraits enshrine the donors as part of the visual and ritual space of the 

temple, and when viewed as more than aggrandizing eulogies but as complex sites of identity 

formation, we can begin to get a sense of how Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court sought to fashion the 

Woḍeyar lineage through patronage and donative portraiture.66 In this section, I explore the stone 

devotional images that have been identified as Woḍeyar kings. There are nine such images—two 

identified as Rāja Woḍeyar (r.1578-1617), two of Raṇadhīra Kaṇthīrava Narasarāja Woḍeyar (r. 

1637-1659), and five of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III —that are located in Cāmarājanagara, Mysore, 

Nañjangūḍu, Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, and Mēlukōṭe in various Vaiṣṇava, Śaiva, and Śākta temples.67 

                                                 
63 Much of this section was presented at the Ecole Francaise’s Archaeology of Bhakti Conference August 2013 and 

will appear in a revised version in the forthcoming published proceedings of the conference. 

64 As Kaimal has shown, the Cōḻa practice was also rooted in an earlier Indic practice of portraiture. Padma Kaimal, 

“The Problem of Portraiture in South India, circa 870–970 A.D.” Artibus Asiae 59, no. 1–2 (1999): 59–133. 

65 In a way this practice in a modified form has continued up to the present and is perhaps more common in 

contemporary times as photography and mass reproduction of portraiture has made the process very easy.  A good 

example of the practice is the small temple dedicated to the village goddess in Uttanahaḷḷi at the base of Cāmuṇḍi 

Hill. In this temple, portraits of every heir to the throne from Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja have been installed in the 

mahāmaṇṭapa. 

66 Kaimal, “Problem of Portraiture 870-970” and Padma Kaimal, “The Problem of Portraiture in South India, circa 

970–1000 A.D.” Artibus Asiae 60, no. 1 (2000): 139–179. 

67 There is possibly a fourth king Cikkadēvarāya that is identified with a devotional image. Rao suggests that a relief 

in Gondlapet is perhaps an image of the king, but this might be wishful thinking on Rao’s part as it comes at the end 

of a section of his first volume in which he bemoans the absence of any “authentic statues” of the king. Rao, History 

of Mysore Volume I, 515. 
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The three kings that are represented and the temples in which they were installed were certainly 

not happenstance nor the result of mere coincidence. These three Woḍeyar kings are linked 

because they each ruled during transitional periods in Mysore’s history. Rāja Woḍeyar was the 

successor of the Vijayanagara viceroy; Raṇadhīra Kaṇthīrava Narasarāja Woḍeyar was both the 

protector of the Vijayanagara emperor and his successor; and Kṛṣṇarāja III was the resurrector of 

the line after sixty years of subordination to their ministers. The presence of their devotional 

images in these regionally significant temples demonstrates the consistency of the Woḍeyar 

kings by displaying their devotion at all three major stages of Mysore Woḍeyar history: regional, 

imperial, and colonial.  

However, when these images are placed under closer examination, it seems that the 

identification of these images as portraits of the Mysore kings was a later attribution made only 

during the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III. There is a dearth of historical evidence (inscriptions 

or contemporaneous literature) to date any of the images other than those of Kṛṣṇarāja III. 

Absence of inscriptions was not uncommon amongst temple donor portraiture, but it requires us 

to look deeper into the process by which these images were identified. I suggest that the 

traditional dates given to these images were part of the conscious attempt on the part of 

Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court to refashion kingship through royal devotional patterns. That is not to say 

that these images have not been traditionally recognized as representations of the Mysore kings, 

but that their identification was part of a 19th century royal project to elevate the status of the 

Woḍeyar family in the region by emphasizing their royal history, displaying their devotion, and 

installing the kings of the lineage as objects of devotion. Through this process, the images 

became reminders to both the British and the people of Mysore that the Woḍeyar lineage was the 

“rightful” royal family, Kṛṣṇarāja III the “proper” heir, and that the Mysore kings were 
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longstanding royal patrons and devotees of the important pilgrimage sites/temples of Southern 

Karnataka.68 This forces us to acknowledge that images depicting royal devotion and temple 

patronage were not only vital in the process of the formation of state identity at the time they are 

installed, but in the case of Mysore, the accumulated effect of several images also functioned as a 

visual praśasti exalting the lineage through several generations culminating in the 

contemporaneous ruler, who at that point was Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III.69  

The devotional images that were installed by Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III and those that were 

identified as his predecessors served a function similar to the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi by 

(re)creating Woḍeyar history visually in Southern Karnataka’s important sacred sites. Like the 

narrative of the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi, the ritual life of the images also served an 

important function in reiterating the transcendence of the Woḍeyar line.70 At the moment of 

Kṛṣṇarāja III’s succession, it was extremely important to immediately reestablish the royal 

identity of the Woḍeyars since his coronation came on the heels of the defeat of Ṭīpū Sultān, 

who along with his father Haidar Ali had been popular rulers and were viewed as stalwarts 

against British encroachment.71 Additionally, as we have seen above, several chieftains from the 

                                                 
68 This seems to have been similar to Nicolas Cane’s reading of the relief of Gaṇḍarāditya above the inscription 

detailing Cempiyan Māṭevi’s donation for the foundation of the stone temple at Kōṉērirājapuram. Nicolas Cane, 

“Unpublished workshop presentation on Cempiyan Maṭevī.” Workshop-cum-Conference “The Archaeology of 

Bhakti: Royal Bhakti, Local Bhakti.” EFEO Centre, Pondicherry. Presented August 9th, 2013. 

69 This is perhaps similar to the Pallava narratives in the Vaikuṇṭha Perumāḷa temple in Kāñcīpuram in which the 

lineage is glorified through a series of narrative reliefs on the inside wall of the outer prākāra, which relates the 

same deeds which are typically found in the inscriptional praśastis. 

70 This same sentiment was expressed to me by the priest of the Lakṣmīrāmana temple in the Mysore palace 

complex that houses an image said to be Rāja Woḍeyar. When I asked if he still conducted worship (pūjā) to the 

image of the king, he replied that he used to perform it every morning. However, after the ratification of the 26 th 

Amendment to the Indian Constitution that abolished all official symbols of princely states, he and his family were 

forced to cease the daily pūjā. 

71 It can be debated how popular the last few years of Tīpū Sultān’s reign was, but I believe that many of the counter 

arguments are anachronistic readings through a series of communal interpretations of Tīpū Sultān’s agenda as a 

“fanatical Muslim.” While there was a distinct shift in his rhetoric in his later years, I believe this to not be a 

religious shift, but a shift in kingly rhetoric from the Purāṇic mode of his predecessors (including Haidar Ali) to the 

rhetorical mode of his new allies in Delhi via Hyderabad. See Chapter 5 for more. 
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periphery of the kingdom had already been openly critical of the validity of Woḍeyar rule and 

their alliance with the British and had tried to rebel. It was necessary, then, for the Woḍeyar line 

to be re-accepted by the populace and by their vassal states. Part of this process was the 

formation of a devotional identity through the installation of devotional images and identifying 

other devotional images as past Woḍeyar kings. This resulted in the Woḍeyar lineage inserting 

itself into the ritual landscape of Southern Karnataka in a way that could transcend time and 

integrate the sacred space into the territory of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s incorporeal empire. When pilgrims 

and devotees went to the important temples of the region, they would interact with the lineage 

while they were worshipping the deity and the Woḍeyar kings, thus reaffirming the Woḍeyars’ 

position as divinely appointed rulers. 

The relationship between the development of the Woḍeyar state and the incorporation of 

different family deities is explicitly displayed in the oil painting Rulers of the Mysore Dynasty 

from Adiyaduraya to Maharaja Sri Krishnaraja Wadiyar III with family deities and sindars in 

the Mysore Jaganmōhan Palace Jayacāmarājēndra Art Gallery (Figure 1). The work depicts the 

Woḍeyar family tree (vaṃśa) beginning with Yadurāya, the legendary founder of the lineage, 

along with all the other kings encircling the painting’s contemporaneous king Kṛṣṇarāja III, each 

seated on the Mysore throne within elegantly shaped porticos cut from the pure gold matting in 

an exquisite representation of the Mysore Tañjāvūr style. At the bottom of the image Kṛṣṇarāja 

III’s ministers (sindars) are illustrated seated on the ground atop fine Oriental rugs in full 

ceremonial dress. Along the top of the painting, we see the “family deities” (from left to right: 

Śiva with Pārvati, a fierce grāmadēvatā, Cāmuṇḍēśvari killing the buffalo-demon, Gaṇēśa, and 

Viṣṇu with Lakṣmi). Each of the images is painted in vivid color and is visible through the 
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circular holes in the matting, making the images resemble the famous Mysore ganjīpu cards.72 

The deities portrayed as the bookends—Śiva and Viṣṇu—had been the focus of royal devotion 

throughout Mysore’s imperial period and during the Daḷavāyi Regime and played a major role in 

the Mysore state and theological rhetoric during periods of its independence in the 17th and 18th 

centuries, particularly through devotional alliances with the temples in Mēlukōṭe and 

Nañjangūḍu. The central image of Cāmuṇḍēśvari reflects Kṛṣṇarāja III’s position at the center of 

his lineage and the composition and depicts the essential role she played during the reign of the 

king as his chosen deity. The image to the right of Cāmuṇḍēśvari is Gaṇēśa—the son of Śiva and 

Pārvati—the remover of obstacles, and lord of beginnings, without whom the painting could not 

truly be auspicious. The last image is somewhat of an enigma to many who view it, but in fact it 

is the key to unlocking the full spectrum of Woḍeyar devotion. This goddess is of decidedly 

lower pedigree. She is shown in a deep red color holding all the war-mongering accruements 

usually given to Cāmuṇḍi. Though out of place in the context of a palace painting, similar 

images appear in folk art forms in many small villages throughout Southern Karnataka as the 

grāmadēvatā or village goddess. When this is read into the painting, the goddess must be the 

goddess of Mysore: the fierce protector goddess of the city before she became the regal 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari. The image, then, becomes a visual representation of the Mysore lineage 

alongside the progression of their family deities, mirroring the arrangement of the kings starting 

with the deities of the beginning (Gaṇēśa and the grāmadēvatā) moving outward to the universal 

deities (Viṣṇu and Śiva) and ultimately culminating at the center on Kṛṣṇarāja III’s chosen deity 

                                                 
72 Ganjīpu or Ganjīfa was a card game that was introduced to India during the Mughal dynasty. It was extremely 

popular in Mysore during the reign of Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja and gave birth to entirely new art form in which the 

small cardboard disks became the canvas for Mysore artists.  
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Cāmuṇḍēśvari. This one image encapsulates the project at hand for Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court: a 

conscious attempt to fashion state identity in tandem with royal lineage and devotion. 

Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court was not only fashioning the Woḍeyar lineage through devotion but 

wanted to display that identity through the installation of devotional images in temples. Of the 

nine devotional portraits that are identified as Woḍeyar images five of them depict Kṛṣṇarāja III 

and his nuclear family in devotion. At this point, I will discuss three of his images—the statues 

in the Cāmuṇḍēśvari (Figure 2), Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi (Figure 3), and Nañjuṇḍēśvara (Figure 4) 

temples—and return to his image in Mysore below.73 All of these images bear striking similarity 

in their style, composition, and medium. Each of the images are intricately carved in the round 

and depict Kṛṣṇarāja III with members of his family with their hands joined in devotion. His eyes 

are painted in high contrasting white with black pupils, showing that at some point in the past the 

image was ritually enlivened.74 The king is always depicted with his signature thick and bushy 

mustache covering the majority of his cheeks. He wears a simple cloth turban over the one that is 

presumably carved underneath. He wears rather modest jewelry: a few rings on his fingers, 

bracelets, a necklace, and pearl earrings that have been placed through the holes the sculptor 

made in his ears. At his sides are the royal military regalia: his sword and dagger.  His clothes 

are in keeping with his typical iconography. He wears a long coat with floral pattern long-

sleeved shirt underneath. His queens, which flank him to his right and left, are all depicted with 

hair knotted to the right side and about two-thirds the size of the king. They too are shown in 

                                                 
73 I have omitted his devotional image in Cāmarājanagara because it is an exceptional case. This image was installed 

in a temple that Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja established for his father Cāmarāja XIII. He renamed the town Cāmarājanagara 

(The City of Cāmarāja) in honor of his father and the temple Cāmarājēśvara (The Lord of Cāmarāja). While this site 

definitely evokes the importance of lineage, it did not serve the same function as a historically important devotional 

site, but instead was perhaps originally conceived as an imperial temple similar to several Pallava or Cōḻa temples, 

albeit in this case a very wishful and ill-advised endeavor.  

74 Diana Eck, Darśan: Seeing the Divine Image in India (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 59-76. 
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traditional dress, wearing a sari and blouse, along with the same jewelry as the king with the 

addition of an armlet on the upper arm and an ornament in the part of their hair. His adopted son 

Cāmarāja IX is depicted in the image in Nañjangūḍu and appears in very similar style as the king 

though with a much simpler hat and the same size as the queens.75 The 3 foot (91 cms) image in 

the Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple represents the king and three of his wives (two on his left and one on 

his right) and is located on the south side of the ardhamaṇṭapa across from the processional 

image of the deity (Figure 2). This is the closest any image is installed in relation to the main 

deity in any of the temples, which should not come as that much of a surprise as Cāmuṇḍēśvari 

was Kṛṣṇarāja III’s chosen deity. His statute in Mēlukōṭe is approximately 2 feet (60 cms) tall 

and includes four of his wives (Figure 3). It is located on the inside of the Eastern wall of the 

outer prākāra facing toward the image of the deity. The image in Nañjangūḍu is truly a family 

portrait and includes Kṛṣṇarāja III’s four wives and his son Cāmarāja IX (Figure 4).76 This image 

is the largest of all of his devotional images standing approximately 3.5 feet (107 cms) tall. It is 

the final image that one would view on the Southern prākāra before entering the mahāmaṇṭapa 

and comes at the end of the images of the 63 Śaiva Nāyanmār bhakti saints, which were probably 

installed around the same time.77 This placement suggests that the king was not only the 

culmination of the family lineage, but he was also the pinnacle of saintly devotion (bhakti). 

From Kṛṣṇarāja III’s fervor for installing devotional images of himself, we can see that 

they were quite important for the construction of his identity. The association between kingly 

identity and devotion is a direct result of his political situation. As a king whose physical power 

                                                 
75 He also appears in the Cāmarājēśvara temple in Cāmarājanagara. 

76 This temple is also interesting because of another bhakta vigraha that is in the temple. According to the Annual 

Report Archaeological Survery of Mysore another devotional images is said to have been “generally pointed out as 

Yadurāya,” the legendary first king of the Woḍeyars. I was unable to verify this as no one I asked was able to 

identify the portrait. MAR (1940), 24. 

77 MAR (1940) 27. 
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as ruler and conqueror was virtually non-existent, Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court shifted the axis of power 

from the terrestrial to the transcendent. Instead of focusing on the power to possibly bring about 

the end of the kali yuga as the Purāṇic overlord (paramēśvara), the court of Kṛṣṇarāja III shifted 

the interest of the state from the political to the spiritual and the king from conqueror to 

devotee.78  

In order to enact this transition within the lineage, there was no better place to start than 

the warrior king Rāja Woḍeyar’s relationship with the Śrī Vaiṣṇava Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi 

temple in Mēlukōte. We know from inscriptions and literature (both pre-1734 and post-1799) 

that Rāja Woḍeyar chose Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi as the Woḍeyars’ tutelary deity after which the 

Woḍeyars have always been associated with Śrī Vaiṣṇavism. He is said to have lavished gifts, 

including the bejeweled diadem named after himself (rāja muḍi), upon the temple. Rao suggests 

that his devotion was so great that he even had an image of himself installed in the temple, so 

that he could be in constant devotion even while he was dealing with administrative issues in 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa or away on the battlefield.79 It is possible that the emphasis on Mēlukōṭe was an 

attempt by Rāja’s court to identify the Woḍeyars with the royal Lunar Yādava lineage through 

which they could vie for the position of regional overlord (paramēśvara).80 Mēlukōṭe (literally: 

“The Hill Fort”) is a later name for the town given to it for the fort built at the top of a massive 

stone hill. The traditional name, Yādavagiri (literally: “The Hill of the Yādavas), was supposedly 

given to the city because it was the traditional sacred site for the descendants of Yadu and had 

been visited by Kṛṣṇa in the Mahābhārata. However, there was no direct link between the 

                                                 
78 Perhaps invoking the promise of the Goddess to her devotees in the Dēvimāhātmya but preferring the path of the 

Vaiśya Samādhi, who chose liberation, to that of the king Suratha, who chose to be ruler of the world. Therefore, the 

overarching emphasis of his reign would be the progression of his lineage along their devotional path climaxing with 

his devotion to the Goddess as the highest form. 

79 Rao, History of Mysore Volume I, 70. 

80 Ali, “Royal Eulogy as History;” Simmons, “The goddess and Vaiṣṇavism.” 
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Yādavas and the Woḍeyar kings during the reign of Rāja Woḍeyar.81 However, by the time of 

the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi, the Yādava lineage had been a focal point of the founders’ 

pilgrimage from Dvāraka to Mysore that was described at length in the text with special attention 

to the devotional patterns of the progenitors of the Mysore line. The addition of these devotional 

details displays the conscious attempt to show the Woḍeyars’ dynastic link to this important 

pilgrimage site in the northern territory of their kingdom. 

Additionally, Mēlukōṭe had been a site of kingly devotion for the rulers of the region 

since the time of the Hoysaḷas. The Hoysaḷas welcomed the Śrī Vaiṣṇava ācārya Rāmānuja, who 

had been exiled from the Tamil country by the Cōḻa rulers, and promptly converted the Hoysaḷa 

dynasty to Śrī Vaiṣṇavism. Thereafter, the Hoysaḷa rulers patronized the temple at Mēlukōṭe, 

which became an important pilgrimage site for devotees from the Karṇāta, Tamil, and Āndhra 

countries. The site also continued to be an important center for the Vijayanagara kingdom after 

the Hoysaḷas, though they seem to have preferred Tirupati for their patronage. By emphasizing 

the link between the Woḍeyar lineage and the temple at Mēlukōṭe, the court of Kṛṣṇarāja III was 

incorporating the motifs of their imperial predecessors. Only this time, they did not fashion 

themselves through genealogical or political paradigms but as devotional successors of the 

regional powers that had ruled before them. 

That brings us to the matter of the image of devotion that is commonly identified as Rāja 

Woḍeyar in the temple (Figure 5). The image is by far the smallest to be discussed in this section 

and has the most interesting placement. The 8 inch (20 cm) image is carved in relief and is 

located about 1 foot (30 cm) high on one of the 8 columns in the mahāmaṇṭapa of 

                                                 
81 That connection was not made explicit 25 years later in the Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Vijayam after which the 

Yādava connection is given in almost every Mysore text and praśasti. Gōvindavaidya, Kaṇṭhīravarasarāja Vijayam, 

III.1-6. 
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Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi temple. The portrait is intricately-carved and shimmers from the oil 

deposited from centuries of camphor offerings. The image depicts a mustachioed man with 

extremely large ears wearing a large turban cocked to the right. The figure has broad shoulders, 

covered with ornately carved cloth and metals, and a slightly paunched stomach. He is adorned 

with a variety of jewels on his head, chest, arms, and legs. Though he does not carrying a sword 

or dagger, his shield hangs over his left arm. The figure wears a flowing pañce (dhoti) 

ceremonially pleated in the front. The portrait is certainly a royal figure and a person of quite 

some means; however, he demurely joins his hands in silent devotion facing the main image of 

the deity in the sanctum sanctorum (garbha guḍi).  

As stated above the tradition holds that the image was installed by Rāja Woḍeyar himself, 

who wanted to be in constant devotion to the deity of the temple, in the second decade of the 17th 

century. The placement of the image is quite similar to an image of his Vijayanagara 

contemporary Veṅkaṭa II from whom Rāja had acquired independence that is inside the temple at 

Tirupati. While I cannot firmly date the image based on style except to say that it was added to 

the column after the installation of the pillar, which tells us very little in such an old temple. 

What can be said about the identification of the image is instead based on the small inscription 

under it. This inscription was not engraved prior to the 19th century during the time of Kṛṣṇarāja 

III’s reign. The text is inscribed in modern Kannada script and reads “Raja Vateyarū”—a 

misspelling of Rāja Vāḍeyaru, which was a common spelling of Woḍeyar during the 19th 

century. As with the narrative additions in the textual tradition of this time, I cannot say whether 

the identification of this image with Rāja Woḍeyar predates this inscription, but it is important 

that the identification was made explicit with the engraving during or after the refashioning of 

the Woḍeyar line during reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III. This image and its identifying inscription, which 
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could be read by any literate person of the time, served as a physical reminder of the Woḍeyars’ 

long-standing relationship with the temple. 

The program of identifying Rāja Woḍeyar with the image at Mēlukōṭe also immortalized 

the king as an object of veneration within the temple. This coincided with similar efforts at the 

apotheosis of Rāja Woḍeyar in the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi. In this text the author 

undoubtedly associates Rāja Woḍeyar with the divine:  

On the 13th day of the waxing moon of the Jyesṭha month of the Paṅgala year of the 

1540th year of the Śālivāhana calendar, Rāja Woḍeyar, who possessed a part of 

Īśvara, in order to show no distinction between Śiva (Paramēśvara) or Viṣṇu 

(Nārāyaṇa) mounted a white horse and came to Mēlukōṭe. At the time of the 

maṅgalārati all the people saw him become one with Nārāyaṇasvāmi himself and 

were amazed. Meanwhile they sent word from Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa saying that Rāja 

Woḍeyar had attained heaven.82 

Here we can see that Rāja Woḍeyar was equated with Śiva (i.e. the one who possesses a part of 

Īśvara) and Viṣṇu (i.e. he becomes one with the deity in Mēlukōṭe) following the holistic 

devotional approach taken my Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court. There is also another subtler allusion to the 

king as Kalkin, the tenth incarnation of Viṣṇu, who similarly rides a white horse. I think that this 

reference is actually the most striking of the three as it shows that the Mysore court was also 

aware of the Purāṇic royal ideal of the paramēśvara described in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa.83 This 

idealized royal program described the millennial paramēśvara or divine overlord as Kalkin and 

prophesied that such a ruler could arise during the kali yuga (Age of Craps) from any royal 

lineage that descended from either the Solar or Lunar lines to restore the kṛta yuga (the Come 

Out Age) and institute divine rule on the earth. It seems, then, that the text suggests that Rāja 

Woḍeyar had been that ruler and the Mysore kings were—or at least could have been—the 

                                                 
82 Woḍeyar, Śrīmanmahārājaravara Vaṃśāvaḷi, 48. Translation mine. 

83 Ali, “Royal Eulogy as History.” 
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lineage to save the worlds from dharmic degradation if not for the regression caused by the 

daḷavāyi insurrection and British intervention that started in the middle of the 18th century. The 

image in the temple at Mēlukōṭe simply reaffirmed his divinity, which at least put Rāja Woḍeyar 

on par with other exemplars of devotion like the bhakti saints (e.g. Aṇḍāl), who had similarly 

become one with their deities and were apotheosized by the tradition. 

The next phase of Woḍeyar history is displayed in the figure of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja 

Woḍeyar. He was the only medieval Woḍeyar king to have constructed a royal temple—the 

Lakṣmīnarasiṃhasvāmi temple in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa.84 Inside this temple, on the inside wall of the 

northern prākāra is an image identified as Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja (Figure 6). The image is 

approximately 2 feet (60 cms) tall and delicately carved in the round in dark grey stone. It 

depicts the king with a large crown (that resembles the rāja muḍi that Rāja Woḍeyar is said to 

have donated to the Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi temple in Mēlukōṭe) from which the main ornament 

points upward in rather phallic fashion and the cloth portion droops to the right. At his side is a 

large sword (said to be Narasiṃha Vijayam) with curved hilt and round shield. Like all the other 

images, the figure humbly joins his hands in supplication before the deity giving no hint at his 

vicious warrior character. The image comes at the culmination of a series of statues of the Śrī 

Vaiṣṇava āḻvars and ācāryas (similar to the image of Kṛṣṇarāja III in relationship with the 

Nāyanmārs in Nañjangūḍu) that would be viewed as devotees circumambulated the garbha, and 

                                                 
84 By royal temple, I am referring to a temple that was intended primarily as a state temple that was visited by the 

royal family. He built this temple for his chosen deity, who had also been extremely important to the Vijayanagara 

dynasty. It is interesting to consider that Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja chose to construct a new temple in Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

instead of patronizing the Narasiṃha temple that is also in Mēlukōṭe near the Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi temple. The 

Mēlukōṭe temple would have been ideal because it is fortified temple that rests at the top of the massive rock hill and 

would have encapsulated the characteristics of the ruler as an able warrior. However, by this time it seems that the 

Yādava descent of the lineage was already firmly on record and the necessary connection to Yādavagiri would have 

been redundant. Additionally, the deity in Mēlukōṭe is Yōganarasiṃha which might not have been appropriate as a 

symbol of the state since it connotes celibate practice instead of kingly procreation like Lakṣminarasiṃha. 

Therefore, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja was free to construct his own royal temple to the East of the Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

palace. 
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as in Nañjangūḍu, Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja is the largest and last in the series. To my knowledge, 

no one has attempted to date this object except for C. Hayavadana Rao’s description of the statue 

as an “authentic statue” of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja.85 If Rao is suggesting that this image was 

installed by Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja then he is certainly wrong; however, I do believe that that 

image was commissioned to portray him. Even a casual student of Indian art history can see that 

this image comes from the same material, period, school, and perhaps even the same workshop 

as the devotional images of Kṛṣṇarāja III. The figure sports a mustache nearly identical to those 

of Kṛṣṇarāja III and his ornaments and clothing are strikingly similar to those of the early 

modern king. Additionally the workmanship on the floral and geometrical patterns on the 

clothing leaves no doubt that this is a work of 19th century Mysore sculptors. 

Here we can see that the Mysore court was concerned with the recognition of the lineage 

in their former seat of power. During the Siege of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa the former palace of the 

Woḍeyars had been completely destroyed by the British; so the Woḍeyars continued to reside in 

Mysore as they had done during the years under the daḷavāyis. The landscape of Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa 

had been completely changed and was probably more associated with the rule of Ṭīpū Sultān in 

popular consciousness because of the fame of the battle at Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa and the Muslim 

ruler’s well-preserved and exquisitely painted Dariyā Daurat Bāgh Palace, the beautiful Haidar 

Guṃbāz, and the large mosque, all of which were the newest and best maintained structures on 

the island. Though the island became largely uninhabited during Kṛṣṇarāja III’s rule, it was 

important that the town, which had for centuries been a site of regional power, to become re-

associated with the Woḍeyars. It would make sense then for the Mysore court to commission an 

image of the Woḍeyar king, who had made the lineage a truly independent regional power and 

                                                 
85 Rao, History of Mysore Volume I, 70. 
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who had constructed a royal temple on the island, to remind the people and the British that this 

was indeed the realm of the Woḍeyars. 

To conclude this section, I turn our attention to the seat of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III’s rule 

within the walls of the Mysore Palace. Within the palace-fort’s outer walls there are six free-

standing temples and two within the Palace itself (a small shrine to Gaṇēśa and Cāmuṇḍēśvari).86 

The primary temple for royal devotion is the Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple, which is the central temple 

both spatially and symbolically. In three of the free-standing temples (Lakṣmīkāntāsvāmi, 

Tṛṇēśvarasvāmi, and Prasanna Kṛṣnasvāmi) that surround the Palace, there is a devotional image 

of one of the kings discussed within this section. Like the painting of Kṛṣṇarāja III in the 

Jayacāmarājēndra Art Gallery, the configuration of the Palace reiterates the royal program of 

devotion. The Palace, home to both Cāmuṇḍēśvari and the king, occupies the central position in 

the sacred landscape; however, the king is surrounded by Śaiva and Vaiṣṇava deities and his 

predecessors, centering the king’s residence amongst the abodes of the Gods and reiterating that 

Kṛṣṇarāja III was the culmination of a line of great rulers and devotees. 

The smallest and the most recent temple within the Mysore Palace walls is the Prasanna 

Kṛṣṇasvāmi temple just to the South of the Palace structure. On the western wall of the 

mahāmaṇṭapa there is an image of Kṛṣṇarāja III with this four queens (Figure 7). Each bhakta is 

joining their hands together in devotion to the image of Bāla Kṛṣṇa. This image needs no further 

elaboration because it is very similar to the other images of Kṛṣṇarāja III. 

In the Lakṣmīkānta temple there is an image of a king in devotion that has been identified 

as Rāja Woḍeyar (Figure 8). The figure is carved in the round in grey granite that has been 

                                                 
86 The current stone Mysore Palace was constructed and expanded in the first half of the 20th century in the Indo-

Saracenic style; however, it was designed as a more grandiose version of the wood palace, which had stood on the 

same spot prior to burning down. However, the Cāmuṇḍi shrine was not damaged by the fire and is currently on top 

of the Mysore Palace Board offices. 
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painted black. He has very large ears but is shown clean shaven. Instead of a large turban like in 

the image in Mēlukōṭe, he has a simple but high crown. He wears only a simple pañce (dhōti) 

very unceremoniously tied. He is ornamented with large floral earrings, several necklaces, and 

two bracelets on each arm. The image has clearly been moved and placed in a small maṇṭapa 

that was constructed at the site of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s coronation in 1799 CE. On the lintel of the 

maṇṭapa is an inscription that commemorates the same coronation on its fortieth anniversary.87 

The only other inscription in the temple is from 1853 and simply states that it was in this temple 

that Lakṣmīramanasvāmi saved Rāja Woḍeyar from an assassination attempt.88 Clearly, this is 

another association with the former glories of the Woḍeyar line by the court of Kṛṣṇarāja III. 

In the Tṛṇēśvara temple on the South outer prākāra wall of the West-facing temple, two 

figures, one approximately 18 inches (45 cms) and the other approximately 1 foot (30 cms), 

stand with hands joined facing the garbha guḍi (Figure 9). The images are very crudely carved, 

but depict the rounded body style that was popular during the Cōḻa period. These images have 

been identified as Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja and his Yuvarāja Doḍḍa Dēvarāja Woḍeyar. This 

identification was made long after the images were installed as they appear to be of a much older 

style and composition than the period of Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja. It is interesting that if this is a 

later identification in the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III that Doḍḍa Dēvarāja was identified as the second 

figure. Doḍḍa Dēvarāja ruled as Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja’s viceroy in Mysore dealing with local 

administration while the king dealt with foreign affairs and waged war against his foes from 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. He was a great patron of Cāmuṇḍi hill and installed the 1,000 steps to its 

precipice, the original gōpura at the entrance of the Śrī Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple, and the colossal 

                                                 
87 REC V.My 74. 

88 REC V.My 73. 
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Naṇḍi at the 600th step up the hill. Though it is unclear when exactly this image was identified as 

Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja and Doḍḍa Dēvarāja, it retroactively inserts Śaiva devotion into the 

Woḍeyar devotional history. By identifying Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja and Doḍḍa Dēvarāja with the 

devotional portraits in Tṛṇēśvara it establishes the imperial ruler Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja and the 

great patron Doḍḍā Dēvarāja with Śaiva devotion that was not a major part of Woḍeyar 

devotional program until the Daḷavāyi Regime. 

When we view these devotional images as Woḍeyar kings along with the Goddess 

temple, which is the primary royal temple in the Palace complex and in which no devotional 

images have been installed but in which the king was physically present, we can see the entire 

praśasti of the Woḍeyar line and the cycle of their family deities exhibited before us. When these 

images are read along with the literature and paintings from the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III, we can see 

the court’s conscious refashioning of the identity of lineage as an unbroken line of devotees. The 

devotional images, like their epigraphic and literary equivalents from reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III, 

display Woḍeyar devotion through space and time from Mysore to Mēlukōṭe, Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa, 

Nañjangūḍu and finally bringing them all back to Mysore and the home of the king. Likewise the 

Mysore Palace complex served as a confluence of that tradition in which the devotional plurality 

can be seen—beginning with the Goddess in the Palace, going through the various rulers and 

their deities, and ultimately culminating in the devotion of the king Kṛṣṇarāja III. 

Just as the devotional images sought to exemplify the Woḍeyar kings as paradigms of 

piety, the court of Mysore used devotional and donative patterns to extend their significance 

through the entire Indian subcontinent. This program is evident within the temple and palace 

murals commissioned by the court of Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III. Attempting to expand their 
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influence, the court of Mysore used the new model of pious kingship to re-map the devotional 

landscape of India, centering it within the kingdom of Mysore. 

6.5 Centering the Kingdom: Woḍeyar Mural Paintings 

As the refashioning of kingship shifted the identity of the Mahārāja from military hero to 

devotee, the process of connecting sacred sites with the Woḍeyar line and the kingdom of 

Mysore was expanded beyond the confines of Southern Karnataka and the Mysore kingdom. 

This program is masterfully represented in the mural paintings located in the 

Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple and the Jaganmōhan Palace in Mysore. In these images we see a 

visual representation of the new ideals of kingship within Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court that extended to 

the sacred landscape of all of India and reiterated the importance of royal genealogy. The 

paintings display Mysore as the center of pan-Indian devotion, bringing all the matters of 

devotional and kingly importance within the subcontinent into the Mysore kingdom. The murals 

established Kṛṣṇarāja III as the emperor of the transcendent and incorporeal Indian empire, who 

even sent a devotional emissary to collect tribute from his spiritual vassals. Thereby, the local, 

regional, and pan-Indian sacred geography became the territory of Kṛṣṇarāja III under the 

watchful gaze of the ideal king-devotee and his lineage.  

6.5.1. Raṅgamahal and the “Index of Power” in Woḍeyar Murals 

Janaki Nair has effectively demonstrated the pictorial transformation that occurred in the 

mural paintings in the Raṅgamahal of the Jaganmōhan Palace in Mysore City that were 

completed around 1865 (Figure 10).89 She aptly describes the scenes in which Kṛṣṇarāja III 

“sports” with his consorts and engages in the regal sport of hunting in the royal hunting grounds. 

                                                 
89 Nair, Mysore Modern, 84-93. 
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These images buttress paintings of the royal Dasara festival in Mysore.90 On the Western wall of 

the hall the genealogy of the line is depicted on the leaves/petals of a large creeping lotus flanked 

by representations of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s ministers and other rulers, legendary and contemporaneous, 

Hindu and Muslim. Kṛṣṇarāja III (and his lineage) is the central and most important subject 

within the overall composition and represents his court’s vision of kingship within the hall, or as 

Nair so eloquently phrases it: “these portraits summon a whole universe of rulers to the presence 

of Krishnaraja Wodeyar III because they are all, from both left and right, made to face the lotus 

genealogy over which he presides.”91 Nair goes on to demonstrate how the lineage of the 

Woḍeyars mirrors the Yādava line of Kṛṣṇa with Kṛṣṇarāja III being the clear parallel to the epic 

king and god.92 She further ably shows that the other images of Kṛṣṇarāja III sporting with his 

wives or in the hunting field do more than simply depict the of mundane activities of the king, 

but they transform the king into a divine character through allusion to Viṣṇu’s avatāra Kṛṣṇa. 

“Through an invocation of tropes from the life of the epic hero Krishna, the king’s royal body is 

turned into a sacred one in an interesting shuttling between god and king.”93 Together all these 

images form a systematized program within the mural that depicts the primacy of the Mysore 

king and centers him amongst all his predecessors, contemporaries, ministers, and even the gods.  

She, however, continues a few pages later by interpreting the images as a reflection of 

Kṛṣṇarāja III’s acquiescence to a powerless position.  

Krishnaraja Wodeyar III was under no such compulsion, and in many relaxed 

portrayals he is shown as a man devoted to leisure. He is either among his forbears 

and descendants or among the women of his court. In this aestheticization of the 

very excesses that he was accused of when his kingdom was taken from him, the 

                                                 
90 Similar images of Dasara were probably also found in the Jain maṭha at Śravaṇabelagoḷa, but they have since been 

removed and windows installed in their place. 

91 Nair, Mysore Modern, 87-88. 

92 Nair, Mysore Modern, 86. 

93 Nair, Mysore Modern, 88. 
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king appears to enjoy a new security of tenure, engulfing the viewer in his 

megalomania. Flanked, moreover, by the officials of his court, Krishnaraja 

Wodeyar III signals his willingness to be subordinated to a bureaucracy, a full 

flowering of which would occur in the period after 1881.94 

While I agree with Nair that these images are extremely important in the construction of the role 

of the king, I believe she stops short of realizing the true ingenuity of the overall composition. 

Her interpretation of the program of the mural, which had begun with her incredibly insightful 

discussion of the recreation of the kingly body as the body of Kṛṣṇa and the role of composition 

in the creation of meaning, is ultimately undermined as she backpedals from the novelty of 

production and reduces it to a mere replication of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s mundane and powerless 

administrative life when it is clear that these images contain many important and novel ways of 

characterizing kingship. Moreover, she further backs away from the depth of the program 

suggesting that the images in the Jaganmōhan Palace when contrasted to those from the Dariyā 

Daulat Bāgh Palace “were an unreliable index of power” that ironically alluded to older modes 

of kingship.95 “The sheer brilliance of the rendering in these rooms and the themes that so 

obsessed the king are ironic testimony to the idea of kingship that the Maharaja might have 

cherished earlier, though ‘divine right’ had decisively been replaced by ‘contractual 

constitutionalism’ when the god-king was made into a man-king.”96 I believe when they are 

viewed alongside the other mural paintings within the citramaṇṭapa of the nearby 

Veṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple in the same Kṛṣṇavilāsa agrahāra in Mysore it is clear that these 

images fit into the broader program of the Mysore court that was refashioning kingship through 

                                                 
94 Nair, Mysore Modern, 92-3. 

95 Nair, Mysore Modern, 93. Emphasis added 

96 Nair, Mysore Modern, 93. 
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devotion. They were part of an entirely different index of power that is only unreliable when 

viewed through colonial notions of power and kingship.  

6.5.2. An Incorporeal Empire: Murals of the Citramaṇṭapa of theVeṇkaṭaramansvāmi 

Temple 

In 1836, five years after the institution of the Commissioner’s administration in Mysore, 

the Veṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple was constructed within the Kṛṣṇavilāsa agrahāra just outside 

the Jaganmōhan Place in Mysore. The temple houses a small citramaṇṭapa, or painted hall, that 

pictorially displays the new approach to kingship, devotion, and territory that was being 

formulated during Krṣṇarāja III’s reign (Figure 11).97 It also signals the dramatic shift from the 

ways kingship had been fashioned during the medieval period reflecting a full-scale re-

evaluation of power as a transcendent enterprise within the court’s creation of an incorporeal 

empire of devotion.98 Before analyzing the murals, I think it is best for me to begin by describing 

the murals to give a sense of what is being represented.  

The citramaṇṭapa of the Veṇkaṭaramanasvāmi temple contains murals that depict many 

of the sacred sites within the Mysore kingdom, the South Indian region, and from various regions 

of Northern India surrounding the Yamunā and Gaṅgā rivers. As you enter the tiny 

citramaṇṭapa, the first portion of the walls to your left and right depict floor to ceiling images 

within large painted frames. On the left is a collection of Vaiṣṇava images containing depictions 

                                                 
97 REC V.My. 4-8. 

98 Nair has suggested that the purpose of the murals were twofold. First, she suggests that these, along with the 

murals in the Raṅgamahal of the Jaganmōhan Palace, “allowed a sedentary king to vicariously travel through India.” 

Nair, Mysore Modern, 87. Indeed both sets of murals would have been viewed often by the king either when visiting 

Liṅgājammaṇṇi, his queen of Kṛṣṇavilāsa, or during the many hours Kṛṣṇarāja III spent in the citramaṇṭapa playing 

chess with Subbarāyadāsa in his later years. But again, I think this interpretation by Nair is a bit too superficial; 

though, without a doubt, the king enjoyed scenes from the various sacred sites of India specifically during his times 

of “leisure.” I think the act of enjoyment was itself representative of the type of kingship that the court of Kṛṣṇarāja 

III was attempting to construct. This leads me to prefer Nair’s second interpretation that these murals were an 

attempt at providing “semiotic cohesion to the territory.” Nair, Mysore Modern, 79. But the territory that is being 

depicted in the citramaṇṭapa is not just the territory of the Mysore kingdom. It is the sacred geography of the whole 

of India, which symbolically and literally places the entire structure of Indic devotion under his watchful gaze. 
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of several of Viṣṇu’s incarnations (avatāra) along with various other characters that fill out the 

composition (Figure 12a). On the right-side, there is a large map of Tirupati which depicts a 

processional image on procession up the hill around the various smaller shrines on its way to the 

main temple (Figure 12b). As you enter further, on both sides are two columns with small 

paintings framed in wood depicting Woḍeyar kings (Figure 14). Next, begins the bird’s-eye-view 

representations of the sacred sites of Mysore and South India. On the left and southern wall from 

top to bottom is Haṃpī, the Vyāsarāya maṭha,99 and Navatirupati on the first level; Mēlukōṭe and 

Rāmēśvara on the second; and Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa on the third and bottom level (Figure 15). The 

mural on the right and Northern wall depicts the Kumbhēśvara, Nāgēśvara, and Cakrapāṇi 

temples of Kuṃbhakōṇa and Kañcīpura on the upper most level. Cannapaṭṭaṇa’s Kalyāni tīrṭha 

and Cāmuṇḍi Hill are represented on the next level down. Nañjuṅḍēśvara is shown by itself on 

the third level. The Cennakēśvara temple of Bēḷūru and Śivagaṅge are depicted on the bottom 

level of the Northern wall (Figure 16). The back/Western wall completes the depictions of the 

Woḍeyar kings (Figure 17).100 On the ceiling the sacred places from farther away are present. 

Depicted there are the temple sites along the Gangā, such as Kāśī and Gaṅgōtri, and those from 

the Braj area, such as Mathurā, and Bṛṇḍāvana (Figure 18). 

Robert J. Del Bontá has pointed out that the cities, temples, and maṭhas are not depicted 

accurately by Western cartographic standards.101 In fact it seems that the artists cared very little 

                                                 
99 Presumably this is a depiction of Vyāsarāya maṭha in Sosale not the one which the inscription states that 

Subbarāyadāsa had built at the request of Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja in Vujjani. 

100 There is also a small wooden shrine that depicts Mummaḍi Kṛṣṇarāja with Subbarāyadāsa and his brother. 

Another character is present who is clearly a minister. This person is commonly identified as the divān Purṇayya; 

however, the king is shown to be far older than when the divān was deposed. Given the poor terms on which the 

divān was dismissed, I doubt this image represents him. I will not attempt to suggest an alternative, though one 

should probably look to Mummaḍi’s ministers during the Commissioner’s period for an accurate identification. 

101 Robert J. Del Bontá “Representing Sacred Space: Painted Tirthas in a Mysore Temple” unpublished conference 

paper presented at Ninth Annual South Asia Conference, University of California, Berkeley, March 1995. He 
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for representational accuracy. Instead, we recognize the sites because of the deities and their 

narrative signifiers that clue the viewer to the identity and sacred significance of each site shown. 

Through these narrative allusions, the murals place the sacred sites temporally within 

mythological time and spatially within the realm of the transcendent. These murals reflect the 

same pan-Indian devotional cartography that we saw in the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi in 

which deities—including the Mysore kings—are physically present and living within the 

mundane world but simultaneously operate in transcendence of it. Additionally, the territory that 

is being depicted in the painted hall is not just the territory of the Mysore kingdom. It is the 

sacred geography of the whole of India, which places—both symbolically and literally—the 

entire landscape of Indian devotion under the watchful gaze of the Mysore kings who are also 

depicted in the hall. 

In order to fully grasp how the painted hall fits into the program of the Mysore court, we 

must turn to the epigraphic record of the temple to elucidate our analysis by providing context. 

Within this temple there are two inscriptions that bear the signature of Kṛṣṇarāja III. The first 

inscription lists a series of donations, including the painted hall itself, that were given by the king 

to the priest of the temple Subbarāyadāsa (Figure 19).102 The second inscription in the temple 

that bears the king’s signature is a seventy-five line account of the life of the saint Subbarāyadāsa 

that was carved on the two inner walls of the temple’s ardhamaṇṭapa. This epigraph details a 

divine injunction given to Subbarāyadāsa and his ensuing pilgrimage under the patronage of 

                                                 
suggests that there is a difference in the accuracy of the Northern and Southern sites. While some Southern sites 

might be “more accurate” many are equally misrepresented. 

102 REC V.My 4. 
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Kṛṣṇarāja III that was the impetus for the donation of the temple by the king.103 The inscription 

relates the entire story of the pilgrimage which I will only summarize.  

The inscription states that in February of 1836 Subbarāyadāsa was living off of the 

patronage of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s mother when there was an outbreak of cholera. At this dire time, 

Veṅkaṭēśa—the form of Viṣṇu from Tirupati—appeared to the saint as a young Śrī Vaiṣṇava boy 

and instructed him to distribute special prasāda to the people afflicted by cholera so that they 

would be completely healed of the disease. After completing this miraculous task, he was 

directed by the same deity to go to the kannaḍi toṭṭi in the palace and perform pūjā for the king. 

After doing so, the king bestowed upon him a variety of royal gifts.  

After this, Subbarāyadāsa went on pilgrimage to Tirupati. This very act caused sacred 

water to appear in Subbarāyadāsa’s home in Halasūru, which was immediately taken to the king. 

Upon his return to Mysore, the saint was again directed in a dream to go on pilgrimage and 

informed the king of his desire to go. Kṛṣṇarāja III provided Subbarāyadāsa all the 

accoutrements necessary for the journey including his royal insignia (biruḍas) and 

permission/passports (rahadāri) from both the king and the East India Company Resident 

(kuṃpaṇisīmege rasīdaṇṭṭu). Then the saint embarked on a massive pilgrimage that included 

more than sixty-eight different cities—including all of those painted in the hall murals—and 

even more royal and sacred sites throughout India. Along the way he collected royal insignias 

from rulers and ritual gifts from temple priests. At the end of his journey, Subbarāyadāsa 

returned to the Mysore palace where he presented all the gifts before the king and anointed the 

ruler with water from the Gaṅgā. In honor of this journey, the king constructed the temple with 

its painted hall and bequeathed to the Subbarāyadāsa, his family, and to his deity many gifts to 

                                                 
103 REC V.My 5. 
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be used in the temple and a stipend (sanad) of one hundred rupees per month to be paid to the 

same. Afterward, Subbarrāyadāsa and his brother Sinappadāsa donated all the gifts, including 

those that had been given to them by Kṛṣṇarāja III’s mother Lakṣammaṇṇi, to the deity of the 

temple.104 

The details of the story are reminiscent of the story of the pilgrimage of the Yādava 

brothers that would eventually be written in the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi thirty years 

later. First, the long pilgrimage was undertaken at the behest of a manifestation of Viṣṇu, who 

had appeared in a dream. Second, several important cities, temples, and kingdoms were visited 

along the way. Last, the pilgrimage ultimately culminated in the anointing of a Woḍeyar king. 

But, of course, this story is very different in other details; mainly in that it is not a Woḍeyar who 

goes on the journey, and also that the journey originates in Mysore. So what are we to make of 

this intriguing inscription, the pilgrimage that it describes, and its commemoration in the temple 

murals? 

One way to look at the pilgrimage is simply as a historical record of a historical journey 

undertaken by the brāhmaṇa Subbarāyadāsa for the attainment of merit for himself, his family, 

and for his ruler. Robert J. Del Bontá has suggested that the “collection of pilgrimage 

experiences [in the murals] reflects the sanctity of the man [Subbarāyadāsa] and also adds to the 

sanctity of the temple that he has built.”105 But if this is the case then one must ask, “Why does 

the king play such an important role in the narrative, and why has the entire Woḍeyar lineage 

been depicted amongst the sacred sites?” I think the answer lies in a deeper interpretation of the 

                                                 
104 The brothers, of course, remained in charge of the temple and the benefits of the agrahāra were still maintained 

by their family. Indeed to this day, Veṅkaṭaramansvāmi is one of the few pre-Independence temples in the Mysore 

region that is considered privately owned, which the owner/pūjāri is very quick to point out as he requests huge 

sums of money to view the citramaṇṭapa. 

105 Del Bonta, “Representing Sacred Space,” 7. 
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passage that views the king and not the pilgrim as the central character and the journey as a 

pilgrimage and a diplomatic mission. Subbarāyadāsa was not only a miracle-working saint, but 

he was also a servant of the court, and thereby the servant of Kṛṣṇarāja III. He performed pūjā 

within the palace, and his pilgrimage was funded by the Mahārāja. His journey even began and 

ended in the presence of the king. It would seem, then, that Subbarāyadāsa was not a just a 

pilgrim, but a royal emissary on a devotional mission. He acted like the emissaries of the 

medieval period, who traveled to the far reaches of the imperial territory to collect tribute from 

vassals. However, Subbarāyadāsa was not just collecting gifts from royal vassals. He was 

collecting gifts from royalty, leaders of maṭhas, and temple priests and even installing temples in 

faraway sacred sites such as Varanasi. He traversed a sacred domain collecting tribute with 

metaphysical significance: the significance of which was far outside the purview of the British. 

So I would alter Del Bontá’s conclusion, highlighting that the person responsible for the 

pilgrimage, the temple, and the paintings and the person who they are aggrandizing is not 

Subbarāyadāsa and his temple, but the king—Kṛṣṇarāja III—and his kingdom.  

Therefore, this pilgrimage—and its attendant inscriptions and murals—has to be viewed 

in light of the re-articulation of kingly identity through devotion that was taking place in the 

Mysore court during this period. Subbarāyadāsa’s journey was a symbolic journey that displayed 

the devotional virtuosity of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s court, culminating in the final scene in which the saint 

presented the royal and temple gifts that he had collected to Kṛṣṇarāja III and anointed the 

Woḍeyar king with water from the Gaṅgā. This was a stark contrast to the king’s original 

coronation in 1799 when he was given his royal insignia and crowned by the British governor-

general. This scene depicts the new and “true” re-coronation of Kṛṣṇarāja III not as ruler of an 

earthly domain granted by the colonial power, but as the ruler of the devotional realm—an 
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incorporeal emperor, whose transcendent power was given by the Goddess and not bounded by 

British control. The murals then draw the entire world of Indian devotion into the presence of the 

king and his lineage.  

6.6 Conclusion 

When the artistic productions that were created during the reign of Kṛṣṇarāja III are 

examined, it becomes clear that the king and his court were interested in placing his lineage in 

conversation with kings and deities throughout India. This was the first time in the history of the 

Woḍeyar dynasty that such a project of collection and representation was present. However, like 

the literature and arts of the medieval period, those of Kṛṣṇarāja III’s period always sought to 

place the Mysore king and his lineage in a position of primacy. This may seem like totally 

natural royal propaganda, but the ways that it was being depicted marked a major shift in 

Woḍeyar representations. I do not believe that this reflects a vain attempt to keep face in light of 

British domination, but that the court of Kṛṣṇarāja III was recreating and rearticulating the very 

nature of kingship in order to subvert the power of their British overlords. Through enacting 

rhetoric of devotion and metaphysical power, his rule was relocated within a realm of 

transcendence—an incorporeal empire—, and his kingdom extended throughout the pan-Indian 

devotional map. As he became the incorporeal emperor, he redefined the nature of the goddess 

Cāmuṇḍi, who had formerly given military might to the rulers of Mysore in her form as the 

fierce village deity or the Purāṇic Mahiṣāsuramardinī. Thereafter, she was the Goddess 

Cāmuṇḍēśvari, the Mother of the Universe. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

I begin my conclusion as I began this dissertation with a glimpse into contemporary 

Mysore three months after my audience with the Mahārāja. On 9 December 2013, Nāgēndra 

Dīkṣit, the former head priest and father of the current head priest, passed away atop Cāmuṇḍi 

Hill. Saddened by the news, I remained at home, deciding to use the time to re-read a few 

portions of the Śrīmanmahārājavara Vaṃśāvaḷi. However, midday on 10 December I received a 

text message telling me that the Mahārāja had been rushed to the hospital and some reports were 

saying that he was in critical condition. Immediately, I left my office to head to the neighborhood 

photostat shop to watch the news unfold. I was amazed as I walked past home after home where 

I saw families crowded around their televisions also consumed by the news. When I arrived at 

the photostat shop, the gravity of the events for the people of Mysore started to set in. The 

Mahārāja was dead.  

Within hours businesses hung posters of the deceased Woḍeyar adorned with garlands. 

Some closed for the rest of the night. By the next day almost all had closed and remained closed 

the following day. The day after his death the headlines of the local newspapers read: “The King 

is No More” (mahārāja innilla) and “The Yaduvaṃśa has Ended” (yaduvaṃśa āyitu). In the 

Times of India, the Mahārāja’s ambulance driver was quoted saying, “I [was] not taking a body. I 

[was] carrying God.”1 This sentiment was reiterated by everyone with whom I was able to talk 

over the next few days. Even the terms they used to refer to the Mahārāja had changed. Whereas 

two days before most people referred to him as wādiyar, now he was only being called Mahārāja 

with special reference always being given to his yādava ancestry. On 12 December, over 

                                                 
1 Rajiv Kalkod, “Srikantadatta Wadiyar, last scion of Mysore royal family, dies of cardiac arrest,” in Times of India 

(11 December 2013), 1.  
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400,000 people crowded unto the Palace grounds in order to attend his funeral. 2 Even more 

people lined the streets to watch the body of the king travel from the Mysore Palace to the 

cremation ground (madhuvana) taking one last darśana of their Mahārāja. Many of those that 

came followed the procession to the cremation site where they watched the ritual on Jumbotrons 

as it was simulcast on live television by at least five stations. The last rite (vaikuṇṭha 

samārādhane or “attainment of heaven”) was conducted on 23 December 2014 and 

approximately 25,000 people joined on the Palace grounds to receive prasāda after the 

ceremony.  

Within the palace only a select few had been allowed to enter, including representative of 

other Indian royal families, a former Prime Minister of India, a cricket star, and the Mahārāja’s 

family and friends. The ritual was an amazing display of the devotional apparatus of the Mysore 

court. It was presided over by Śrīmad Abhinava Vāgīśa Brahmatantra Svatantra Parakāla Mahā 

Deśika, the preceptor of the Vaḍakalai Parakāla Maṭha, and priests from various Vaiṣṇava, 

Śaiva, and Śākta temples and maṭhas were present and performed part of the pūjā. The ācārya 

was seated in front of images representing all the Woḍeyar deities. Two of the images, however, 

were seated above all the rest on two silver thrones. One, the image of the deceased Mahārāja, 

had been placed to the right on the smaller of the two thrones. The larger throne was placed at 

the center of the maṇṭapa and upon it a large painting of Cāmuṇḍēśvari slaying the buffalo 

demon sat overlooking the ceremony and everyone in attendance.  

In the period of the fourteen days from the death of Nāgēndra Dīkṣit to the vaikuṇṭha 

samārādhane we can see how successfully the Mysore court had fashioned the Woḍeyar lineage 

                                                 
2 The ceremony was led by the priest from the Celuvanārāyaṇa temple in Mēlukōṭe. Pūjāris from Cāmuṇḍēśvari 

were also present and conducted rituals; however, because of the death of Nāgēndra Dīkṣit, the chief priest and his 

family were observing a period of impurity and were not able to attend.  
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and how intertwined the king and the goddess Cāmuṇḍēṣvari had become. In the minds of many 

in Mysore, the Woḍeyar king was a descendent of the Purāṇic deities and epic heroes of the 

yaduvaṃśa and a god in his own right. Likewise, the goddess in her Purāṇic form was present at 

his final rites and overlooked her king just as she watches over the city from atop Cāmuṇḍi Hill. 

The king was even connected to her seat of power in death as the passing of the former head 

priest its temple preceded his own by just over a day.3 While most of these connections could 

seem inconsequential or coincidental, they were forged through centuries of Mysore’s history. 

7.1 The Goddess Mirror 

The goddess of Mysore had been central in the process of king-fashioning throughout 

Mysore’s history since it was established by Boḷu Cāmarāja Woḍeyar in 1572 CE. Her role in the 

court’s devotional program—whether it was as grāmadēvatā, the fierce goddess Cāmuṇḍi, 

Purāṇic slayer of the buffalo demon, or Mahādēvi—reflected the position and circumstances of 

the Mysore kings, whether they were local chieftains, rulers of an emerging regional power, 

emperors, or powerless kings under a powerful suzerain. Indeed, more than any other deity, the 

goddess accompanied them on their rise, ranging the full spectrum from local protector to regal 

ruler to Mother of the Universe. By looking at how her identity was constructed in courtly 

productions throughout Woḍeyar rule it is clear that she was the primary site for fashioning 

kingship in medieval and early modern Mysore.  

The Mysore program of king-fashioning was certainly not without precedents. There had 

been a programmatic production of genealogical materials in medieval South India that had 

developed paradigms through which courts placed their rulers within the context of significant 

time and space. Since the Pallava dynasty in Tamil Nadu, one of the primary means that a ruler’s 

                                                 
3 The Mahārāja passed away on December 10 around 12:30 p.m. and Nāgēndra Dīkṣit passed away on December 9 

at 3:50 a.m. 
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significance was shown was by connecting him and his lineage to the Purāṇic deities and the epic 

heroes thrusting the dynasty into the context of India’s time immemorial. This tradition 

continued through the Rāṣṭrakūṭa period after which new kingdoms started to emerge as regional 

political powers. In order to locate themselves and their capital within the world of courtly 

consequence, the origin story of migration and alliance with a local goddess was introduced into 

the genealogies of new rulers. By connecting the king and the site of kingdom to the local 

goddess, the territory was configured as a powerful sacred landscape and the ruler divinely 

appointed. 

The early rulers of Mysore emerged within this context and developed the genealogical 

materials to address their circumstances. From the foundation of Mysore to its imperial period 

under Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja, Dodda Dēvarāja, and Cikkadēvarāja we saw the full spectrum of 

how the goddess developed from local deity to Purāṇic slayer of the buffalo demon and the 

Woḍeyar court’s progression from unknown chieftains who worshipped local deities to imperial 

rulers, who composed hymns of supplication within the āgamic Śrī Vaiṣṇava tradition. By 

looking into their inscriptions from this period, the co-evolution of imperial titles and the epithets 

used to praise the goddess of Mysore is evident. The literature from this period also displays the 

diminishing role of the goddess in longer courtly productions in which the devotion and 

patronage of the court shifted to the Mēlukōṭe and the deity Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi. At the height 

of Mysore’s imperial power, the goddess, like the king, was sanitized and fashioned as the 

refined servant of the supreme deity. This is dramatically contrasted with rise of the Kaḷale 

daḷavāyis and the revival of goddess rhetoric in the brief period of Cāmarāja VI’s reign (r. 1732-

1734) during which he desperately tried to retain Woḍeyar independent rule.  
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During the Daḷavāyi Regime (1734-1762), however, goddess devotion was pushed even 

farther into the background as she was regulated to consort of the Kaḷale Śaiva Nañjuṇḍēśvara. 

During the Kaḷale rule the goddess of the Woḍeyars, like their king, was subordinated to the 

Kaḷale master, devoid of the power they once wielded. However, the daḷavāyis continued the 

South India political paradigms, inserting themselves and their devotional traditions into the 

royal genealogical material. As their power grew their titles and lineage occupied greater 

adulation than their Woḍeyar “overlords.” The lasting legacy of this period was the rise of the 

Nañjuṇḍēśvara tradition as part of the Mysore program of patronage and devotion.  

After Haidar Ali overthrew the Kaḷale usurper Nañjarājaiya, goddess rhetoric began to 

transition back to the forefront. Haidar Ali, like the early Woḍeyars, had attained his power and 

reputation through military conquest and lacked the developed genealogy of a king. Therefore, 

even after he became ruler of Ikkēri, he subordinated himself to the Woḍeyar kings and 

supported their role as the ritual heads of state, especially emphasizing their role in the 

performance of the goddess festival Dasara. His son Ṭīpū Sultān, however, was not interested in 

serving the Woḍeyar kings but was fashioned as their successor. During his rule, the Mysore 

court fashioned Ṭīpū Sultān through the same paradigms of devotion, protection, and patronage 

as had the Woḍeyars and his medieval predecessors, including propitiating the goddess in times 

of military need. His circumstances, namely his extended conflicts with the British and 

Hyderabad, forced the Mysore court to update the program and to incorporate Mughal and 

European ideals into the formula. The novel ways that kingship was fashioned during Ṭīpū 

Sultān’s reign marked a way of being king that began the transition from the old way of being to 

the new. 
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The new construction of kingship was fully developed within the court of Kṛṣṇarāja 

Woḍeyar III. The medieval paradigms were modified, shifting the very notion of kingship to 

address the ruler’s loss of administrative power and military supremacy. Within the courtly 

productions of this period we saw a new identity of the goddess as Mahādēvi, Mother of the 

Universe, who was worshipped for her soteriological power: a complete reversal of propitiation 

for immediate needs seen in the early years of the Mysore kingdom. The territory and position of 

the king were likewise refashioned and removed from the physical world and transplanted into 

the metaphysical world, becoming an emperor of an incorporeal devotional empire. 

Throughout the history of Mysore and the Woḍeyars, the goddess of the hill has mirrored 

the position and circumstances of the rulers of the realm. Through it all, however, she remained 

central within the program of king-fashioning for the Mysore court. As we saw in Chapter 1 and 

in the beginning of this chapter, she still remains central for Woḍeyar and Mysore identity.  

7.2 Potential Areas for Future Research 

As with any work of this nature, this dissertation is not without its limitations. My 

chronological approach to the process of king-fashioning over the broad span of 300 years has 

caused me to approach the material of each period in a limited fashion. Since I was interested in 

the ways genealogical materials were used to fashion kingship, I limited my focus to the courtly 

productions that dealt exclusively with issues of lineage and ancestry and innovations within the 

narratives that could be elucidated by contemporaneous historical data and debates. This 

approach necessarily left many of the courtly documents, inscriptions, and visual materials 

un(der)examined. Indeed, each chapter could have been expanded into a dissertation on its own 

by widening the scope of materials while focusing on a smaller timeframe.  

One fruitful avenue for future research into the ways that the Woḍeyar court fashioned 

imperial kingship would be a thorough examination of the writings from the reign of 
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Cikkadēvarāja (r. 1673-1704). This would include the typical court literature written by Woḍeyar 

courtiers (e.g. Cikkadēvarāya Vaṃśāvaḷi) but would also examine the devotional writings of the 

king (e.g. Cikkadēvarāya Binnapam). Such an examination would heighten our understanding of 

the role of devotion as a central component of kingship, as I have argued above. The same could 

be said for the period of Kṛṣṇarāja III, who is credited with writing many histories of Mysore and 

many more devotional works.  

In addition to narrowing the timeframe, there are drawbacks related to my choice to focus 

entirely on one dynasty. While I have tried to contextualize my study in Chapter 2 by showing 

the history and the development of genealogical materials within the broader scope of South 

India, much of the discussion only pertains to the Mysore materials. This dynastic focus limits 

my ability to make many of the broader theoretical claims that I believe would become evident if 

the study was extended to include a comparative component throughout. This is especially 

necessary to confirm my conclusions that the paradigms of king-fashioning is part of a trans-

communal South Indian courtly program. One potential area of inquiry that would elucidate the 

entire project would be to put the Mysore material in dialogue with the productions of the court 

of the Nizām of Hyderabad. Given the rough contemporaneity of the two dynasties and the 

different communal affiliation, the comparison would progress our knowledge of king-

fashioning in the late medieval and early modern period; however, this would require an 

immense amount of time and effort, especially since the language of the Hyderabad court was 

Mughal Persian. Another fertile possibility would be to broaden the field of analysis during the 

period in which Kṛṣṇarāja III ruled to include other rulers of princely states in South India, 

particularly to include Svāti Tirunāḷ Rāma Varma (r. 1813-1846 CE), Mahārāja of Travancore. 

Like Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III, the ruler from nearby Kerala is credited for many historical, 
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philosophical, and devotional works and was a great patron of the arts, especially Carnatic 

music. The dual foci of the Mysore and Travancore princes would allow us to see the broader 

trends in the shifting ways that kingship was fashioned as the courts of royal families negotiated 

medieval paradigms with contemporaneous concerns.  

7.3 Making Claims about Kings 

Building off the work of both scholars of goddess traditions and of Indian history, this 

dissertation is an attempt to understand how kings and kingdoms were fashioned through an 

ongoing dialectic between the ideals of the past and realities of the present. In order to show that, 

I focused on one kingdom (Mysore) from their earliest extant records through the advent of the 

colonial state in South India. We saw that the goddess was the malleable fulcrum that connected 

the rulers of Mysore through each of its periods and throughout their histories. For the Woḍeyar 

court, Cāmuṇḍi was the site through which they fashioned themselves and Mysore, but what, 

then, can we say about kingship and the goddess more broadly?  

I hesitate to make any bold, far-reaching claims for the reasons stated in the previous 

section, but I do believe that this dissertation has broader implication for the fields of both 

goddess studies and history of state formation in South India: specifically by identifying where 

they meet; or more aptly, where they do not. The reason for the lack of convergence between the 

two fields is twofold. First, it is a result of the focus of South Indian historiography that has 

privileged the early medieval and the large empires, specifically those in Tamil Nadu, and to a 

lesser extent the Vijayanagara period. Second, historians of religion that are interested in the 

goddess have failed to look beyond the phenomenological to the broader function of the goddess 

in the state. That is not to say that there is a lacuna that scholars have necessarily failed to 

realize; instead that this dissertation is an attempt to continue the natural progression of both 

areas of study in the direction where they converge.  
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For decades, issues of the overlord-vassal relationship has been debated in which various 

issue of state formation and configuration were the center of the academic conversation.4 As a 

result of this debate, interesting discussions about the role of devotion in courtly life arose.5 

Much of the recent work that has been done on the medieval South Indian state has asked 

complex questions about the ways that the medieval court represented itself and its rulers 

through literary and material culture.6 These studies have tended to focus on the large early 

medieval Tamil imperial states.7 To a much lesser extent, however, there has been growing 

interest in the late medieval and the way the imperial successor states were fashioned through 

their courtly productions.8 These studies, however, have examined these materials as products of 

a monolithic whole and have failed to realize that courts and kingdoms developed in response to 

a variety of circumstances that are then reflected in the nuances within the productions over time. 

The chronological and contextualized reading of genealogical materials through the cycles of one 

dynasty provides an entirely new way of reading the process of king-fashioning and courtly 

production in the late medieval period. It also helps us to see the continuity in those productions 

that otherwise might be overlooked because of the (over)emphasis of one deity or tradition in 

one text, inscription, or mural. 

                                                 
4 For example, D. D. Kosambi, Introduction to the Study of Indian History (New Delhi: Popular Prakashan, 1975); 

R. S. Sharma Indian Feudalism (Delhi: Macmillan Publishers, 2006); and D. C. Sircar, “Indian Landlordism and 

European Feudalism,” in Studies in the Political and Administrative Systems in Ancient and Medieval India (New 

Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1996), 13-32. 

5 For example, Chattopadhyaya, The Making of Early Medieval India; Sastri, A History of South India; Karashima, 

Kingship in South India; Hermann Kulke, Kings and Cults: State Formation and legitimization in India and 

Southeast Asia (New Delhi: Manohar Publishers, 1993); and Burton Stein, Peasant, State, and Society in Medieval 

South India (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980);  

6 For example, Kaimal, “The Problem of Portraiture 970-1000; Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History;” Ali, Courtly 

Culture; and Pollock, Language of the Gods. 

7 For example, Veluthat, The Political Structure of Early Medieval South India; and Subbarayalu, South India Under 

the Cholas; Karashima, South Indian Society in Transition: Ancient to Medieval. 

8 For example, Rao, et al, Symbols of Substance; Crispin Branfoot, “The Madurai Nayakas and the Skanda Temple 

at Tirupparankundram,” in Ars Orientalis 33 (2003); 146-79; Jennifer Howes, The Courts of Pre-Colonial South 

India: Material Culture and Kingship (New York: Routledge Curzon, 2003). 
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Goddesses are the common thread that binds a dynasty from its inception to its ruin. This 

is not quite as bold a statement as it might seem. If one carefully reads any of the materials cited 

above, especially the foot- and endnotes, she will find references to the royal and courtly goddess 

rituals ubiquitously present in all stages of state development. This dissertation, therefore, is an 

extension of the work of those scholars that attempts to highlight the pervasive undercurrent of 

courtly goddess devotion. The presence of goddesses at varying stages, regions, and periods must 

also be attributed to the malleable nature of goddesses and their dual nature as immediate and 

soteriological and/or situated and transcendent. Even one goddess, as we have seen in Cāmuṇḍi 

of Mysore, can range from fierce and peripheral to mothering and central.  

This is the point at which historiography of the Indian state and goddess studies seem to 

naturally converge. Kathleen M. Erndl was one of the first scholars to highlight the multiple 

natures of goddesses that transcended the binary of malevolent and benign and questioned the 

usefulness correlation between ferocity and malevolence.9 Since her work, the binary model of 

goddesses has been laid aside, and many scholars have followed in her footsteps by presenting 

nuanced studies of goddesses and their ritual and devotional lives within context.10 They have 

also largely followed her phenomenological method. While this has greatly enriched our 

understanding of different goddesses in South Asia, the assumptions about the ontology of the 

goddess and how she is experienced has limited the study of South Asian goddesses to replicate 

the same questions ad nauseum: how are goddesses experienced by devotees and why are those 

experiences of goddesses meaningful? 

                                                 
9 Erndl, Victory to the Mother, 153-8. 

10 For example, Foulston, At the Feet of the Goddess and Padma, From Village to City.” 
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I have, instead, tried to expand the way that we look at goddesses by reversing the 

question and asking how and why are goddesses expressed within a pre-existing set of meanings. 

Therefore, my reading is a functional approach that creates the potential for new avenues of 

inquiry relating to goddesses in South Asia and their role in the medieval courts of India. That is, 

instead of assuming the nature of the goddess, I have attempted to show how the Woḍeyar court 

fashioned the nature of the goddess as part of their process of fashioning the king and as a 

reflection of his position within the political hierarchy. The process was not meant to manipulate 

the people into accepting the ruler, but the court was manipulating the goddess and the very idea 

kingship to place their ruler in a broader context of South India courtly culture. The goddess, 

then, was a mirror through which we can see the way courts and kings viewed themselves and 

the way they wanted to be viewed by others.  
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APPENDIX A 

FIGURES 

 
 

Figure A-1. “Rulers of Mysore Dynasty From Adiyaduraya to Maharaja Sri Krishnaraja Wadiyar 

III with Family Deities & Sirdars.” Jaganmōhan Palace, Mysore. Photographed by 

author with permission. 
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Figure A-2. Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III bhakta-vigraha, Cāmuṇḍēśvari temple, Mysore. 

Photographed by author with permission. 

 
 

Figure A-3. Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III bhakta-vigraha, Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi temple, Mēlukōṭe. 

Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-4. Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III bhakta-vigraha, Nañjuṇḍēśvara temple, Nañjaṅgūḍu. 

Photographed by author with permission. 

 
 

Figure A-5. Rāja Woḍeyar bhakta-vigraha, Celuvanārāyaṇasvāmi temple, Mēlukōṭe. 

Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-6. Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Wodeyar bhakta-vigraha, Lakṣmīnarasiṃhasvāmi temple, 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa. Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-7. Kṛṣṇarāja Woḍeyar III bhakta-vigraha, Prasana Kṛṣṇasvāmi temple, Mysore. 

Photographed by author with permission. 

 
 

Figure A-8. Rāja Woḍeyar bhakta-vigraha, Lakṣmīkāntasvāmi temple, Mysore. Photographed by 

author with permission. 
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Figure A-9. Kaṇṭhīrava Narasarāja Woḍeyar with Doḍḍa Dēvarāja bhakta-vigraha, 

Tṛṇēśvarasvāmi temple, Mysore. Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-10. Santānāmbuja mural, Raṅgamahal, Jaganmōhan Palace, Mysore. Photograph 

courtesy of Jayacāmarājēndra Art Gallery, Mysore. 
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Figure A-11. Citramaṇṭapa, Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, Mysore. Photographed by author with 

permission. 

    
 

Figure A-12. Murals of (a) Vaiṣṇava avataras and (b) Tirupati. Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, 

Mysore. Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-13. Murals of Woḍeyar kings. Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, Mysore. Photographed by 

author with permission. 
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Figure A-14. Murals of Hampi, Vyāsarāya maṭha and Navatirupati,Mēlukōṭe, Rāmēśvara, and 

Śrīraṅgapaṭṭaṇa on the southern wall. Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, Mysore. 

Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-15. Murals of Kumbhēśvara, Nāgēśvara, and Cakrapāṇi temples of Kuṃbhakōṇa and 

Kañcīpura, Cannapaṭṭaṇa’s Kalyāni tīrṭha and Cāmuṇḍi Hill, Nañjuṅḍēśvara, 

Cennakēśvara temple of Bēḷūru, and Śivagaṅge on the southern wall. 

Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, Mysore. Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-16. Murals of Woḍeyar kings on the western wall. Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, 

Mysore. Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-17. Murals of (a) Braj region and (b) Gaṅgā region on the ceiling. 

Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, Mysore. Photographed by author with permission. 
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Figure A-18. Subbarāyadāsa bhakta-vigraha. Vēṅkaṭaramanasvāmi temple, Mysore. 

Photographed by author with permission. 
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